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“For this perishable must put on the imperishable, and this 
mortal must put on immortality. But when this perishable 
will have put on the imperishable, and this mortal will have 
put on immortality, then will come about the saying that is 
written, "DEATH IS SWALLOWED UP in victory. "O DEATH, 
WHERE IS YOUR VICTORY? O DEATH, WHERE IS YOUR 
STING?" (1 Corinthians 15:53-55) 
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Introduction  
The Path to Sonship 

 If you look back in history, you will see what different men of God 
went through as they were raised up by God.  It was certainly not a 
cakewalk.  It was filled with a great deal of warfare, turmoil, and 
discovery, as they began to find themselves progressively unwrapped.  Of 
course, the enemy contended greatly against every level of the restoration 
of God’s moving in the earth.  This is how it has been over the last several 
hundred years, as we have seen God progressively restore one level after 
another. 

 Here we are at the final lap, and for the first time, we can see the 
tape and actually get the sense that we are going to break that tape.  We 
have been in this race for some time, but this race has been going on for a 
very long time; hundreds of years, to say the least.  However, we are the 
first people to actually see the end of the race and see the tape that needs 
to be broken.  We are that close.   

 Let’s take a moment to review the other books which we have 
published, for the goal has always been to pave the way for others to 
follow. 

 The first book, “The Manifestation of The Sons of God”, is 
focused upon bringing the believer up to a point where they would begin 
to understand more clearly the path that they have been on, and be able 
to put the pieces of the puzzle together in their own lives.   

 So often experiences come, but there is not a framework to 
understand those experiences.  The first book comes to lay a foundation or 
framework so that you can begin to understand those experiences which 
are happening to you, and what you should be anticipating, as you move 
quickly down the path of sonship.   

 The end goal is going to be the seal of our sonship.  Romans 8 
talks about that.  What is the seal of your calling?   It is the redemption of 
your physical body.  That has always been the goal.  That has always 
been the end point, or end game if you will, to see the redemption of the 
physical body.  To see the transition from life, as we know it, into life — 
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call it resurrection life, or call it immortality, but that is the end goal and 
the “seal” of our sonship.   

 The first book is focused on building a foundation, or framework, 
that empowers each one to understand what they have been experiencing, 
what is happening, and what God is requiring. 

 Book 2, “The Front Line”, really focuses on the fact that you are 
on the front line of God’s moving in the earth.  The sons that God has 
brought into the earth at this time have been put on point, to bring in the 
kingdom.  It does not much to understand what the frontline is.  You 
could say, well in technology it would be the cutting edge.  Someone who 
is out there just beyond the pack, breaking new ground in technology that 
has never been touched before.  The front line is that positioning in God, 
where you are the ones to go in and take new ground. 

 God has brought the sons into the earth to stand as the 
progenitors of a new age.  The sons are progressively put into the place 
where they have to begin to bring forth the kingdom, and that first 
happens within their own heart. 

 The first half of the book focuses on the unwrapping of God’s sons.  
Because everything that is happening to you, has been to unwrap you … 
to bring you into a point of revealing, so that you begin to see and know 
who you are.  Realize, you have been known, but you have not yet known 
yourself for who you are.  What is happening is more than a 
“manifestation” of the sons of God, but a  
“revealing” of the sons of God.   

 “For the anxious longing of the creation waits eagerly for 
the revealing (or manifesting) of the sons of God.” (Romans 8:19) 

 To whom are the sons of God first revealed?  To themselves.  That 
is more important than we understand, because what God has been doing 
within the sons has been a very hidden work.  Hidden even from their 
own eyes. The sons have not been able to really understand the scope of 
what they have been going through.  Sometimes you get so close to what 
is happening in your life, that you are not able to see the larger picture. 

 What happens to those whom God brings forth, from generation to 
generation, to bring forth the next stage in the restoration?  They go 
through the progressive work of the cross.  And they go through what we 
would call an unwrapping where God begins to take off the grave clothes.  
And they begin to see more and more who they are. 
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 The teaching in Book 2 has come to help us understand what the 
process is of this unwrapping.  How do you get unwrapped?  What do you 
need to do?  How do you execute it?  You say, “Lord I want this.  I want to 
be unwrapped.  I want to come alive.  How do we do it?” 

 Book 2 continues to delve into bonds and contacts and the deeper 
work of the cross.  This goes hand in hand with the second half of the 
book, which is focused on spiritual warfare.  You might think, “Well we 
are talking about two different topics.”  Not really.  Spiritual warfare is 
just a different slice of the pie. 

 The sons have been on a path and that path has been to see the 
restoration of the kingdom.  This has been the prophecy in the New 
Testament about the restoration of all things that must happen.  
However, it has been a progressive restoration over the last several 
hundred years.  And that restoration has not come lightly.  The enemy is 
not just lying down and saying, “Well here, I’ll give you the keys.  It’s 
yours.”   

 No.  The sons have had to go in, take dominion, learn about 
spiritual warfare, understand what they are dealing with and begin to 
become the administrators of the kingdom.  That is Book 2. 

 Concerning Book 3, “2017, The Final Preparation of the Kings 
and Priests”; this book deals with the final stages of the preparation of 
God’s sons.  The final preparation for what?  For your manifestation.  For 
the deep revealing of what you have become and what He has become in 
you; God’s Kings and Priests, who are destined to rule and reign. 

 The preparation of the kings and priests probes more deeply.    We 
are dealing with the parable of the wise and foolish virgins.  The sons 
have had to separate, within themselves, that which is of God and that 
which has been of the soul.  Choices and decisions have been made.  
“Okay what do we do, Lord?  Am I really given to You?  Am I really 
committed to You?  Or is it just a saying?” 

 It can be challenging to give yourself to the Lord, unless you see 
Him.  A relationship with God is about just that; a relationship.  Book 3 
deals with a great deal of opening the sight and vision of the sons.  The 
time we are in is all about a relationship with the Lord Jesus Christ and 
with the Heavenly Father.  And, to a degree, everyone who is on this 
path, has that: but only in a measure.  God is looking for something more; 
He’s looking to bring the sons into the fullness; the fullness of the Spirit, 
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and the fullness of the indwelling of the godhead7 within the sons.  That 
is Book 3. 

 If someone were to come and say, “What must I do to become a 
son?  How does it work?”  Our goal has been to give them these four 
books.  Number 1, “The Manifestation of the Sons of God”.  Number 2, 
“The Front Line”.  Number 3, “2017, The Final Preparation of the 
Kings and Priests”, and Number 4, “Into the Light”. 

 Book 4, “Into the Light”, goes through the last stages of God’s 
dealings as the sons are brought to the point of transformation.  They are 
brought to a point and a positioning in God, where they can change and 
go from this level of life into the next level of life, bypassing the agency of 
death, as we have known it.  Everyone has to die at some point, and for 
the sons whom God has raised up, that “death” is through the deep work 
of the cross in their lives.  As the sons have experienced a death, so they 
will experience a resurrection. 

 Book 4 deals with the final process as we begin to enter into this 
change, or metamorphosis, of life.  The Greek literal for this word, 
“changed”, is metamorphoo.  A new order of creation is coming forth, and 
it has your name on it. 

 “Now I say this, brethren, that flesh and blood cannot 
inherit the kingdom of God; nor does the perishable inherit the 
imperishable. Behold, I tell you a mystery; we will not all sleep, 
but we will all be changed.” (1 Cor. 15:50-51) 

 Have you ever wondered what the experience was like for Elijah, 
when he was caught up in the chariots of fire and taken to heaven?  Or, 
for Elisha, who followed after Elijah intently, because he wanted to see.  
The promise to Elisha was, “Well if you see me, you will have a double 
portion.”   

 What did Elijah, or Elisha, experience in the last days, before 
Elijah’s ascension; I would love to know.  What were you going through, 
Elijah?  What was the experience?  There is no book that we are aware of 
that documents that.  

 What about Enoch?  It says God took him (Hebrews 11:5) for he 
was not, because he pleased God.  Well, Enoch, can you tell us a little bit 
more?  We have all seen some of the writings of Enoch.  Very, very 
mystical in how they are portrayed in what he saw and experienced.  A lot 
of this is really outside the box because we are trying to grasp the 
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imagery and really just determine, “Okay what are you seeing here?”  I 
would be curious to know more about what he experienced. 

 In the New Testament, it talks about Elijah being a man of like 
passions (James 5:17).  Elijah was a very down to earth person, yet he 
experienced this transformation.  The word says of the Lord Jesus Christ 
that He learned obedience through the things He suffered; and that we do 
not have a high priest who has not gone through these things.  Exactly 
what was the experience for the Lord Jesus Christ? 

 At what point did the reality of His oneness with the Father 
happen?  You remember what He said to the disciples, “Have you been 
with me so long that you don’t know me?  If you have seen me, you have 
seen the Father, for I and the Father are one.”  We do not understand 
that experience, but I can say this is what is beginning to happen now…
an awareness of the indwelling of the godhead, Father, Son and Holy 
Spirit. 

 After the first breakthroughs into resurrection life, or into 
immortality, there will be wave after wave of those who will follow. This 
has been spoken of several times by the Holy Spirit, because God is 
preparing His sons.  They are at different stages and different levels, but 
they will experience this change, and we will see wave after wave of 
prepared sons enter into this change of life.  

 Who is this coming up out of the wilderness, leaning on the arms 
of their beloved? (Song of Solomon 8:5) A whole new creation; the sons of 
God. 

 “Now I say this, brethren, that flesh and blood cannot 
inherit the kingdom of God; nor does the perishable inherit the 
imperishable. Behold, I tell you a mystery; we will not all sleep, 
but we will all be changed.” (1 Cor. 15:50-51) 

 In the book of 1 Corinthians, it says that flesh and blood will not 
inherit the kingdom.  So, what is going to happen here?  We also know the 
word talks about God doing something new, in the book of Isaiah 43, 
verse 19. The word has come many times that what God is bringing forth 
has not been brought forth before, for it will be a new creation.  Joel saw 
this coming as well; 

 “As the dawn is spread over the mountains, So there is a 
great and mighty people; There has never been anything like it, 
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Nor will there be again after it To the years of many generations.” 
(Joel 2:2) 

 In the New Testament, the word talks about a transformation that 
is going to come (Philippians 3:21).  When you look that word up in the 
Greek literal, you realize what this is talking about is a change from one 
order of creation into another order of creation.  God is raising the sons 
up, that through the process of the death of the cross, that they would by-
pass a physical death… going from life into life.  

 Ephesians 3:19 speaks about being filled with the fullness of God; 
the full indwelling of the Lord and the Father and the Holy Spirit within 
you.  That has always been the promise that God would save you to the 
uttermost: spirit, soul, and body. 

 Is resurrection life going to come apart from being filled with the 
fullness of God?  I don’t think so.  It all goes hand in hand.  

 At some point the Lord Jesus Christ must have had an epiphany, 
or an experience, where He realized that the Father and He were one.  He 
became aware of that oneness.  How does it go?  “I only do those things I 
see the Father doing and speak those things I hear the Father speaking.”  
That level of oneness, the infilling of the Father and the Son, is an 
experience that is here, and it is beginning to happen. 

 The time for transformation has come. 

September 2018  
Edward & Anne 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Chapter 1 

A Company Of Broken Hearts 

 
 We are going to talk about what it means to be a son, for the true 
sign of a son is a broken and contrite spirit.     

 “But to this one I will look, to him who is humble and 
contrite of spirit, and who trembles at My word” (Isaiah 66:2b). 

 The mark of sonship is that unspoken brokenness.  It’s something 
that is burned into your spirit by the fire of God.  You can tell a son, 
because you will always see that mark upon them.  If someone doesn’t 
have that, then they have not gone deep enough into the work1 of the 
cross.   

 There is no other way that Christ can shine forth, or be 
manifested, except through a broken spirit.  Perhaps I am preaching to 
the choir here, but it is important to understand that a broken spirit is an 
absolute requirement for sonship.  And this would be the Father’s 
handiwork within you, for He must create that within you. 

 How is this created?  Through the arduous path that He sets 
before each son.  If this does not exist in someone, no matter how much 
they may love God, or what a “good person” they are, it doesn’t matter.  
They are not a son; not yet.  Are they called to sonship?  I don’t know, for 
unto each one is the opportunity but few make that choice, or choose to 
pay the price. 

 Very few are truly given to the Lord.  The book of Revelation 
speaks of those who follow2 the Lamb whithersoever He goeth.  Wherever 
He goes, and whatever He demands, they follow Him.  Over the years we 
have seen different ones, with something of God, and such potential, yet 
they hit a point where the cost becomes too much, and they draw back.    

 Someone may say, “Well, I’m ready.  I’m ready.  Let’s go.”  
However, they have not realized what they have said, nor what they have 
asked, because the cost was invariably more than they were prepared to 
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pay.  We have seen this too many times.  Peter knew that well, as you 
recall in Matthew 26, and he wept bitterly when that time had come upon 
him. 

 God’s moving in the earth has always been about a remnant.  Who 
are the remnant?  The broken, and humbled vessels; vessels of His glory.  
God has never been in the multitudes, who profess their devotions and 
commitments, which last until the heat of the day comes. The prophecies 
have always been about a remnant, who would possess the kingdom. 

 God has brought a small handful to this time in the kingdom, 
those who have walked without reservation, and He has put upon them a 
very heavy mantle.  A mantle so heavy, that they will have to help one 
another carry it.  A mantle to bring in the kingdom. 

 How is resurrection life going to break forth?  Is it going to be 
some church in Texas with twenty thousand people?  I don’t think that is 
going to work.  That is just a mixed multitude of goats and sheep, with a 
lot of blindness. 

 Is it possible that upon so few, Lord, You have put such a great 
mantle?  I think so. 

 What is involved in bringing in the kingdom?  We know the main 
directive; that the sons will subject every kingdom back unto the Lord 
Jesus Christ.  This we know, and the sons stand in battle array, waiting 
for our Captain’s orders.  But there is another element that the sons are 
involved with, equally important, and that has been to bring the 
restoration of all things as spoken of through the mouths of the prophets 
from ages past. 

 “that He may send Jesus, the Christ appointed for you, 
whom heaven must receive until the period of restoration of all 
things about which God spoke by the mouth of His holy prophets 
from ancient time” (Acts 3:20-21). 

 We have talked about the restoration of all things, as spoken of 
through the mouths of the prophets, and it is happening now.  We are in a 
deep level of restoration, right now, as we drive for resurrection life.  Who 
else did you think was going to be instrumental in bringing forth the 
completion of the restoration of “all things” during this time?  Only the 
sons have this calling. 
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 God is speaking, and often times the word comes, “Do this.”   And 
your first thought is, “Well, Lord I am doing this.  I’m reaching in.”  But 
the minute He speaks a word like that, you realize there is another layer 
that has just been removed, another level of provision that has become 
available that was not available before.  What is happening?  The sons 
are breaking through as they ascend, step by step, into the Father’s 
house.  And the restoration?  The sons have been instrumental in the 
provision becoming manifest.     

 One of the greatest differences in the moving of God in past 
generations is that our brethren in the Lord were running a race where so 
little had yet been restored.  And at this time, upon the sons, whom the 
ends of the ages have come, we see the restoration of all things being 
completed now. 

 Now these things happened to them as an example, and 
they were written for our instruction, upon whom the ends of the 
ages have come  (1 Corinthians 10:11). 

 The seals are being removed; something is changing.  One 
provision after another, is becoming available that was not available.  All 
of a sudden something has power to it that it didn’t have before.  Before it 
was a ritual or it was a devotion or dedication, but it didn’t have the 
dunamis behind it.  And all of a sudden, God releases something new and 
it has a dunamis that it didn’t have before.  The sons are bringing the 
restoration of all things forth now. 

 “that He may send Jesus, the Christ appointed for you, 
whom heaven must receive until the period of restoration of all 
things about which God spoke by the mouth of His holy prophets 
from ancient time” (Acts 3:20-21). 

 “Whom heaven must receive until the period of 
restoration…” We are at the time of the full coming of Lord, but that 
coming is first within His sons.  Who are they?  The Song of Solomon 
describes it best. 

 "Who is this coming up from the wilderness Leaning on her 
beloved” (Song of Solomon 8:5)? 

 This is who the sons are.  Leaning on their beloved; humbled and 
brought low, that God might glorify Himself in them. 
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 We are seeing a rapid restoration happening, and it will continue 
to move more quickly, for it is the time of the Lord’s Parousia, or 
appearing, in the earth.  And what will be the signpost along the way?  
Resurrection Life.  Resurrection life is at the door, an element of the 
restoration that goes even further outside the box than we have known.  
The Lord’s coming is here, it is now, and it is within you.  This is His first 
appearing, and this experience has already begun within the sons, for His 
bride has made herself ready. 

  

Scriptures 

1 Philippians 2:8  work of the cross 

New American Standard Bible  
Being found in appearance as a man, He humbled Himself by becoming obedient to the 
point of death, even death on a cross. 

2 Revelation 14:4  follow the Lamb 

New American Standard Bible  
These are the ones who have not been defiled with women, for they have kept themselves 
chaste. These are the ones who follow the Lamb wherever He goes. These have been 
purchased from among men as first fruits to God and to the Lamb. 
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Chapter 2 

We Drink, We Die 
 

 Communion has been a hidden mystery, not by virtue of a basic 
understanding, but by virtue of accessing the full potential that it has.  
Communion is something so powerful and connected to the 
transformation that is happening to the sons right now, but it is a hidden 
mystery.   

 In what way is it hidden? Like all of the scriptures, the experience 
of the communion, on the level of the kingdom, is locked away waiting for 
the maturity of sonship to unlock it.  We have spoken before about the 
scriptures, so we are not addressing anything new here.  You must 
understand that every scripture has a lock on it, and the key to it is 
within you, but it is contingent upon your level of maturity, to unlock it. 

 Some can be jaded by what the communion is, because they have 
taken it for so long, in a certain way or mindset, and never truly 
experienced the power behind it.  However, in the communion, is the 
power to change; and this truth is hidden to the casual seeker.  

 Change does not come through discipline, but by an appearing of 
the Lord.  People can discipline their soul, they can break habits or 
patterns in their life, but true change only comes by a meeting with God, 
and one of the greatest ways to appear before the Lord is through the 
communion. 

 “Beloved, now we are children of God, and it has not 
appeared as yet what we will be. We know that when He appears, 
we will be like Him, because we will see Him just as He is.”  (1 
John 3:2) 

  “But we all, with unveiled face, beholding as in a mirror 
the glory of the Lord, are being transformed into the same image 
from glory to glory, just as from the Lord, the Spirit.”  (2 
Corinthians 3:18) 
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 When you see Him as He is, you are changed1 into His likeness.  
Change comes by exposure to the Lord.  This is how we change.  The 
communion is something that we celebrate until the appearing of Christ 
comes fully within us.  At that point, we will no longer take communion, 
because we will be with Christ.  However, until that moment of time, we 
still take the communion.  We drink of His blood and eat of His body.  
This may seem like a ritual, but we have to understand the power that is 
available to us; it truly is very mystical.  We do not just appropriate the 
presence of God, and His attributes; we appropriate His death.  

 “And when he had given thanks, he broke it, and said, 
Take, eat: this is my body, which is broken for you: this do in 
remembrance of me. After the same manner also he took the cup, 
when he had supped, saying, This cup is the new testament in my 
blood: this do ye, as oft as ye drink it, in remembrance of me. For 
as often as ye eat this bread, and drink this cup, ye do shew the 
Lord's death till he come.”  (1 Corinthians 11:24-26)   

 I believe we all understand that the judgments of God are in the 
earth; and the judgments will continue to increase.  They are here, yet 
they are coming and they are going to come on a much deeper plane.  The 
only immunity that the sons of God will have is that God has first judged 
them, because He is not a respecter2 of persons.  When we take the 
communion, we have the ability to embrace the judgments of God within 
us.   

 How did Paul reference it?  He said, “I die3 daily.”  He also said;, 
“For me to live4 is Christ, and for me to die5 is Christ.”  This was very real 
to Paul.   

 God has been bringing the sons through the judgments that will 
hit the entire earth, first.  He has been judging the things of the soul, 
judging the things within you that have needed to change.  You don’t 
come into a walk with God by determination, you come because you lay 
yourself open and bare6 before Him, with whom you have to do.  As you 
open wide and give Him access to yourself, He is able to surgically remove 
that which has defiled.  God brings you into the light of His presence, and 
the fire of His appearing purifies you.  That is referenced in Malachi 3. 

 This has been the path of the sons.  We may be coming to a point 
of closure, but we must still drink the cup that He has set before us. This 
is why many have walked away; because they have not understood, nor 
have they realized, the price that they would have to pay. 
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 “But Jesus said to them, "You do not know what you are 
asking. Are you able to drink the cup that I drink, or to be 
baptized with the baptism with which I am baptized?”  (Mark 
10:38) 

 Do you want to walk with God?  Do you want to become a son?  
Then you must carry your cross and die daily.  To the casual Christian, 
this is not palatable, nor acceptable.   Every son has his own cup that he 
must drink; are you able? 

 Within the word of God are the greatest hidden secrets of all time, 
yet people approach the word through their mind, reading and feeling as 
though they understand the word.  This is the case concerning 
communion; it can seem like just a ritual, because you have not been 
quickened as to the power that is behind it.   

 The word must be an experience; it cannot be doctrine or just 
teaching. To experience the word, in all of its magic and power, is to 
experience an ongoing re-birthing of your ability to see.  The more you are 
able to see, the more you are able to unlock the mysteries hidden deep 
within the word.  Everything comes to life as the sons come into a state of 
awareness, sensitivity and discernment.   

 The communion has the power to change but it also can be a ritual 
that profits nothing.  The churches are built upon rituals.  Everything is a 
ritual because it is the product of the soul and a product of the religious 
spirit.  However, once you step outside the ritual, a door to God’s 
mystical, magical world opens up. God’s principles are just waiting to be 
unlocked.  This does not happen for the common believer, or fair-weather 
Christian, but only to those who have really laid everything aside and 
pursued after God. 

 It is through the communion that we embrace the judgments of 
God.  It is important that we allow them to plumb deep within our heart 
and change us. Sometimes it is hard to realize, for the change happening 
within you is barely noticeable to yourself.  You may say to yourself, “Yes 
I’ve changed.  I am not the same person I was,” but appearances can be 
deceiving, which is why we have admonished everyone to break the bonds 
with how they see themselves. 

 What is happening to the sons is a permanent change.  Often you 
may look back at your life and groan over things that should have been 
done, but you were not able to.  As Paul said, “I do the things7 I would 
not.”  Often, he found himself wrestling with his soul.  It comes back to 
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the warfare of the soul versus the spirit.  This has been the same path for 
all of God’s sons throughout time.  The only answer is exposure, not 
discipline.  If you are looking for real change; an internal change by virtue 
of His judgments that you embrace, then embrace the fire of His presence.   

 God’s sons are being inoculated.  We may not go through the full 
measure of what God is going to bring to pass in the earth, but we’re 
being inoculated with a measure of that judgment as we embrace Christ.  
Let that judgment have its effectual8 working within you, and you will 
find that the result will be the peaceable9 fruit of righteousness.   

 Change is happening.  God is delivering the sons where they have 
been up against a wall; He is delivering them.  Relationships are 
changing.  How you function is changing.  Everything about your life is in 
a state of flux, and this is absolutely necessary for sonship that is coming. 

Scriptures 

1 1 John 3:2   when you see Him as He is you are changed into His 
likeness 

New American Standard Bible  
Beloved, now we are children of God, and it has not appeared as yet what we will be. We 
know that when He appears, we will be like Him, because we will see Him just as He is. 

2 Acts 10:34    he is not a respecter of persons. 

King James Bible  
Then Peter opened his mouth, and said; Of a truth I perceive that God is no respecter of 
persons: 

31Corinthians 15:31 I die daily 

New American Standard Bible  
I affirm, brethren, by the boasting in you which I have in Christ Jesus our Lord, I die daily. 

4 Philippians 1:21  for me to live is Christ. 

New American Standard Bible  
I affirm, brethren, by the boasting in you which I have in Christ Jesus our Lord, I die daily. 

5 Philippians 1:20  to die is Christ 

New American Standard Bible  
according to my earnest expectation and hope, that I will not be put to shame in anything, 
but that with all boldness, Christ will even now, as always, be exalted in my body, whether 
by life or by death. 

6 Hebrews 4:13  open and bare before whom we have to do 
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New American Standard Bible  
And there is no creature hidden from His sight, but all things are open and laid bare to the 
eyes of Him with whom we have to do. 

7 Galatians 5:17  do the things I would not 

New American Standard Bible  
For the flesh sets its desire against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh; for these are 
in opposition to one another, so that you may not do the things that you please. 

8 Hebrews 4:12  let the judgment have their effectual working 

New American Standard Bible  
For the word of God is living and active and sharper than any two-edged sword, and 
piercing as far as the division of soul and spirit, of both joints and marrow, and able to 
judge the thoughts and intentions of the heart. 

9 Hebrews 12:11  peaceable fruit of righteousness 

New American Standard Bible  
All discipline for the moment seems not to be joyful, but sorrowful; yet to those who have 
been trained by it, afterwards it yields the peaceful fruit of righteousness 
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Chapter 3 

Receive 

 Our ability to both give ourselves to God, and receive what He is 
pouring out to us, is a product of grace, and grace alone. 

 “These are the ones who have not been defiled with 
women, for they have kept themselves chaste. These are the ones 
who follow the Lamb wherever He goes.” (Revelation 14:4) 

 This scripture speaks of the 144,000, and these are the ones that 
follow the Lamb.  You can read this and make an assumption that it is 
purely a matter of decision, on the part of the 144,000, but there is more 
involved than just a decision.  The sons God is raising up cannot follow 
the Lamb without which there is first a deep work of the cross.  And that 
work must be on-going. 

 As the sons continue to submit to the cross, what happens?  They 
give the Lord full access to themselves.  That is a must, but this will only 
be done to the degree that the son has died out to the soul.  Within each 
son are many “rooms”, for lack of a better word. The more you die out, the 
greater the access the Lord has to you.  You can only give yourself to Him 
to the degree you have died out. 

 You are only open to the degree that God has delivered you and 
given you an ability to be open.  We may not realize that within this 
“house,” our temporal dwelling, exists many rooms which have been 
closed and locked.  We may say, “Lord, I am completely open.  I am 
given.”  I would say; “Yes, you were on the level that you were on at the 
time,” but as you come deeper and deeper into the things of God you 
realize; “Oh there are rooms within me that I didn’t realize were there.”  
God continues to probe the hearts of His sons, and as the work of the 
cross1 goes progressively deeper within you, so your ability deepens to be 
more and more given to Him.  Do you understand? 

  As much as we love Him, we can’t imagine that we would not be 
entirely open and given to Him; but the degree of openness comes with 
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the deeper work of the cross.  As the cross goes deeper you are enabled to 
open up even deeper and deeper, and give Him access into all of the rooms 
in your house.   

 This has been a process and I don’t know if people have 
necessarily understood it.  Your state of being open, and dwelling in His 
presence, has been an evolving thing.  As you have matured, you have 
come to the place where you have been able to give yourself more deeply.   

 In the book of Revelation, the word speaks about loving the Lord 
with all of your heart and they that follow Him, love not their lives2 unto 
death.  That is something that we cannot just not make an assumption of.  
You say, “Well, that’s me.  I love not my life unto death,” but you must 
realize that this only comes by grace and as the deeper work of the cross 
is done in your life.  Then, and only then, can you say, “Lord, I love not 
my life unto death.”  

 To follow3 the Lamb whither-so-ever He goeth, is a progressive 
stage in your walk with God.  This is not something that can be achieved 
lightly, or even by one who has been on the path for some time.  It comes 
with the deeper levels of maturity.   

 What is the point that I am talking about?  The point has to do 
with our ability to receive.  The Spirit of the Lord is brooding over 
your heart as He broods4 over the waters of the sea.  He is waiting for the 
time that you are able to receive Him on a much deeper level. 

 The Father wishes to give us the kingdom.  That can sound like a 
general statement.  How do you relate to that?  Give us the kingdom.  
What do You mean?  But He wants to give us the kingdom.  He wants to 
give us resurrection life, but it will only manifest to the degree that you 
are able to receive. 

 “But seek His kingdom, and these things will be added to 
you. Do not be afraid, little flock, for your Father has chosen 
gladly to give you the kingdom.” (Luke 12:31-32) 

 We cannot make the assumption that we are able to receive 
everything that He has to give us.  Receiving is a product of His grace.  
We give Him access to our house, but that is only in direct correlation to 
our ability to really open up and let Him fully in.   This is not something 
that just happens overnight, it is a process and that process has to do 
with a deep maturing associated with a deep work of the cross.   We truly 
want to receive everything that He has for us, but we are limited by 
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virtue of how deep the cross has gone, because it is this work of the cross 
that enables you to really open up. 

 Our cry and prayer is, Lord, may we be at that point where we are 
truly able to receive what You are pouring out to us.  May it go into the 
very deepest level of our being.  Nothing held back.  There are no rooms; 
there are no corners within our house that would hold you at arm’s 
distance.  You have absolute and complete access to us, and the gift and 
impartation is able to fathom our being at the very deepest level. 

 It is not a time for a thimble full when He has destined the sons 
for a torrent of blessing.  As He pours Himself into the sons, it must go 
into the deepest levels of your being, and as it does, change happens.  
Deep change. 

 In the book of Psalms the words speaks about the anointing oil5 
that pours down from the head all the way to the feet.  Imagine God 
pouring forth Himself, which is resurrection life, and it just pours down 
over you.  Imagine it flowing down upon your head and through every 
part of your body, saturating you.  Your fingers, your hands, your legs; all 
the way down to your toes, until you are immersed in this golden liquid.  
The gift of God.  And every part of you is permeated until you shine like 
the brightness of the firmament.  You shine with this golden hue before 
Him.  This is what is happening to you, right now.  

 We are determined to receive.  Lord, You have given us much but 
we have not been able to manifest the depths of those gifts; we have only 
manifested a portion.  We have been given everything, yet we have only 
been able to receive a partial. 

 “seeing that His divine power has granted to us everything 
pertaining to life and godliness, through the true knowledge of 
Him who called us by His own glory and excellence.” (2nd Peter 
1:3) 

 I don’t know if we can really relate to this or understand what is 
happening to us, at this time.  We do not know how much He has given 
us, because we have measured it by virtue of what we have been able to 
manifest of the gift.  We may say; “Okay I’ve received this and this”, but 
in reality, He has given you so much more.  Until now you have not been 
able to manifest what He is pouring into you, because the work of the 
cross had not gone deep enough.  Do you understand what I am saying?  
This has to do with the work of the cross1.  This has to do with your 
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unique path that He has set before you, which will open you up to be able 
to receive.  That is the key word; receive. 

 We are at the end of this sojourn, to a great degree.  Our cry is, 
“Lord, may we now manifest the fullness of what You have given us.”  
There are many unique anointings and aspects of Christ and the Father 
that you have, but you have only been able to manifest a token until now.  

 Does that mean that all He gave you was a token?  No.  It just 
means that the gifts and impartation have not been able to go deep 
enough.  This is unique teaching.  This is different.  This is something 
that we need to understand.  We are looking at our path with hind’s feet5.  
This is where you have been.  This is where I have been.  This is the 
process we’ve gone through in the past ten to twenty years.   

 But things are different now.  We are at the wrap up of all things.  
You could use this word and look back and say, “Well yes, with a telescope 
I can look back to the last ten to twenty years and I understand.  I see.”  
But now we are here.  We do not dwell upon the past, but we reach into 
the present.  Some are still on this path and have more to go.  Everyone is 
at different points in the path.   

 “Have this attitude in yourselves which was also in Christ 
Jesus, who, although He existed in the form of God, did not 
regard equality with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied 
Himself, taking the form of a bond-servant, and being made in the 
likeness of men.” (Philippians 2:5-7) 

 Christ emptied Himself.  He came before God as a vessel to 
receive.  The sons empty themselves, even as Paul poured himself out as 
a drink offering.  We don’t come before the Lord as a glass full or even 
half-full, but as a glass emptied out, that we might receive. The Father 
wants to give us the kingdom; we must be able to receive it. 

 Resurrection life is here; He has poured it out, but we have not 
been able to manifest it.  This is changing; the sons are being positioned 
afresh to both receive and manifest resurrection life.  

 We proclaim, by the word out of our mouth, that Your word and 
Your gift penetrate through us to the very deepest level and saturate us 
that we might fully manifest all that You are pouring out to us right now.  
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Scriptures 

1 Philippians 2:8  work of the cross 

New American Standard Bible  
Being found in appearance as a man, He humbled Himself by becoming obedient to the 
point of death, even death on a cross. 

2 Revelation 12:11  loved not their lives 

New American Standard Bible  
"And they overcame him because of the blood of the Lamb and because of the word of their 
testimony, and they did not love their life even when faced with death. 

3 Revelation 14:4  follow the Lamb 

New American Standard Bible  
These are the ones who have not been defiled with women, for they have kept themselves 
chaste. These are the ones who follow the Lamb wherever He goes. These have been 
purchased from among men as first fruits to God and to the Lamb. 

4 Genesis 1:2  broods over the waters 

New American Standard Bible  
The earth was formless and void, and darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the 
Spirit of God was moving over the surface of the waters. 

5 Psalm 133:2  anointing oil that pours down 

New American Standard Bible  
It is like the precious oil upon the head, Coming down upon the beard, Even Aaron's beard, 
Coming down upon the edge of his robes. 

6 2 Samuel 22:34  hinds feet 

New American Standard Bible  
"He makes my feet like hinds' feet, And sets me on my high places.  
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Chapter 4 

 
The Path Of Joseph 

 
 Most of you remember the story of Joseph (Genesis 37) , but it’s 
always good to go back and reflect.  In just a very abbreviated fashion, we 
know that Joseph was a favored child.  He was the second youngest and it 
was to him that the various dreams and visions came that showed him 
being elevated to a place of great importance.   

 We know that he shared his dreams to his brothers and to his 
father.  And, the brothers became very jealous and sold him into slavery.  
We also know that once he went to Egypt, that he was put over Potiphar’s 
house.  However, that had its complications and so he eventually was 
thrown in jail.  You might say Joseph had quite an interesting journey 
before he came to the position of sitting at the right hand of Pharaoh, to 
reign in Egypt.  What we often lose sight of is what happened to Joseph 
between Point A and Point B.  There is a strong similarity here to the 
journey of the sons, as we will see. 

 Looking back at Joseph’s life, you find a similar pattern for the 
lives of God’s sons, because each of you have been shown great things that 
God has spoken over you.  He has revealed to you many things that will 
come to pass, and as Joseph, those words and visions have tried you. 

 Like Mary, the sons have had to take those words and visions and 
ponder them, hiding them away in their heart; standing before the Lord 
and saying, “Lord do it unto me according1 to Your word.”  That has been 
the path. 

 From the time the visions first began to come to Joseph, many 
years passed before their fulfillment.  Yet, when it was “the time,” the 
visions and promises unfolded rather quickly, taking Joseph from the 
prison to the courtyard of the Pharaoh. 

  “And He called for a famine upon the land; He broke the 
whole staff of bread.  He sent a man before them, Joseph, who 
was sold as a slave. They afflicted his feet with fetters, he himself 
was laid in irons; until the time that his word came to pass, the 
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word of the LORD tried him.” (Psalm 105:17-19)  You could say the 
word “refined” him, as well. 

 We only see bits and pieces of what Joseph went through as the 
word of the Lord tried him.  You don’t really get the day-to-day life of 
what Joseph walked through, but it must have been interesting.  We 
know that the time from being sold into slavery to the time of his 
ascension to the throne was easily over twenty years.  Maybe closer to 
thirty, and the Psalmist said that until the word of the Lord came to pass; 
that it tried him.  We don’t know what Joseph went through for twenty 
plus years, but we know that the visions and dreams that came to Joseph 
threw him into dealing after dealing, as he went through the fire.  

 There is a very strong similarity to the path God’s sons have had 
to walk.  He shows and reveals things to you.  We may expect them to 
happen instantly, but we realize that it’s the path of refining that we 
must walk through.  Years can pass, decades; and you could say, “Well I 
am old in years,” as you look back at visions which came decades earlier.  
It doesn’t mean that they’re not going to be fulfilled, but it will be in God’s 
timing.  All of God’s sons have been on the path of Joseph.  Welcome. 

 It has been a long season for those called of God, and yet you look 
in the book of Jeremiah and realize that God is watching over His word.  
He is brooding over His word.  Let’s read verse 11 and 12 in chapter 1 for 
a second.  

    “The word of the LORD came to me saying, “What do you see, 
Jeremiah?” And I said, “I see a rod of an almond tree.” Then the 
LORD said to me, “You have seen well, for I am watching over My 
word to perform it.”  (Jeremiah 1:11-12)   

 We need to understand that every word, every dream, and every 
vision that comes from God does not return void2, but it accomplishes that 
for which the Lord has sent it.  You may feel a little passed over.  Have 
you ever felt that way?  There are times when I can say: “Lord, I feel like 
You kind of passed me over, but it is just the soul struggling as it goes 
through the deeper work of the cross3.” 

 Revelation 19 verse 11, is another great scripture that really gives 
us further insight into the Lord.  Let’s read that as well.  
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  “And I saw heaven opened, and behold, a white horse, and 
He who sat on it is called Faithful and True, and in righteousness 
He judges and wages war. His eyes are a flame of fire, and on His 
head are many diadems; and He has a name written on Him 
which no one knows except Himself. He is clothed with a robe 
dipped in blood, and His name is called The Word of 
God.”  (Revelation 19:11-13) 

 We are constantly on the firing line to make it happen; to become, 
to break the tape, to run the race, do it, believe, reach in, and appropriate.  
I think that about covers it, don’t you?  Even as the Lord recently spoke: 
“Manifest sonship.” I would say this puts us on the front line, albeit the 
“firing line,” to get it done - finish what He sent us here to do.  All of this 
is valid.  These are our marching orders.  However, we must not lose sight 
that the Lord is faithful, and every word that He has spoken over you, 
will come to pass.   

 No matter what we do, it doesn’t feel like it’s enough.  We cannot 
work our way into the kingdom, but we must be faithful to stand and 
believe.  We will never say, “See, I made it happen.  I was diligent 
enough.  I was faithful enough.”  It will always come down to His 
faithfulness to perform His word over you.  In the final analysis, it goes 
back to Jeremiah 1.  “I am watching over My word to perform 
it.”  (Jeremiah 1:12)   

 Christ was the word4.  John 1.  Now we are looking at a repeat of 
John 1, only it’s repeated in the sons, for Christ was the firstborn5 of 
many to come.  He set the path and the pattern for many sons that would 
follow.  Those sons, you and I, are the word being made flesh, once again.  
God is not only watching over the words He has spoken over you, but He 
is watching over you, to bring forth His word. 

 In the book of Psalms, it talks about how He minsters to His sons 
in the night6 hours.  This is when the mysteries come, and He speaks 
those mysteries to the sons.  There are times when the visions and 
dreams definitely have a very present tense fulfillment.  You are aware 
that your spirit is right in the midst of what He is revealing to you.  Yet, 
there are other times when visions come and you just have to ponder on it 
like Mary and say: “This is really over the top.  I know I am not there at 
this point.”  It becomes an interesting challenge to separate out what is 
happening presently, and what is yet to come.    
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 Look at the types of visions that came to Daniel.  So many of them 
were about the days of the end:  Thousands of years into the future, 
hundreds of years.  Daniel did not even realize, at that time, how far into 
the future he was being shown what would come to pass.  The word just 
came to Daniel: “Go thy way7, Daniel.  Go to sleep and I will raise you 
up.”  

 What God is revealing to the sons at this time is what He is 
bringing forth, now.  Sometimes the word is for the immediate; other 
times for the near future.  The word always throws you into travail; a 
travail to see the word come to pass.  Even though it may seem like the 
word or vision concerns issues coming forth, it cannot be separated from 
having its manifestation within you.    

 It is a fine line between bringing in the kingdom and making it 
happen, and watching - in the third person - as God performs His word.  
In the final analysis, it comes down to God revealing Himself in you, and 
bringing forth that very specific word.  

 You can look at some of the words or visions that seem to be so 
“over the top” that He has spoken to you, yet all you can say is: “Lord, 
thank You.  You’ve revealed to me what’s going to come.  Concerning 
myself, concerning Yourself, concerning the future events.  Lord you have 
revealed something to me that’s coming.  I know it’s coming.  As much as 
I travail to see it happen immediately, I know that You will bring it to 
pass, because you are faithful and true.  You are watching over Your word 
to perform it.”   

 “For I am confident of this very thing, that He who began a 
good work in you will perfect it until the day of Christ 
Jesus.” (Philippians 1:6) 

 Lord, You are watching over your word, and you are watching over 
us to complete Your handiwork.  I know this comes hand-in-hand with a 
deep deliverance.  The further we go, and the deeper we enter into the 
days of the kingdom, the greater our need for deliverance is.  Now, more 
than ever, we realize our need for a complete deliverance.  As the word 
goes, “He will save us to the uttermost:  spirit, soul and body.”  

 You have been sealed unto God.  You have been marked and God 
is passing over you with respect to the impending judgments that are 
coming.  And that’s very real, very valid.  The mark of sonship is upon the 
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sons.  Just as the mark of death and destruction are upon those of the evil 
one.  The sons are sealed on their forehead; like the blood that was put on 
the doorposts in the days of the first Passover.  God’s sons are sealed9 for 
their destiny.  

 “Do not harm the earth or the sea or the trees until we 
have sealed the bond-servants of our God on their 
foreheads.” (Revelation 7:3) 

 “Lord, we don’t understand fully the times and the seasons that 
we’ve come to.  But we know that every word, no matter how great it is, or 
how unfathomable it is, will come to pass.  You will bring to pass every 
word, every vision, every dream that You have revealed.”  

 “It is for freedom10 that You have set us free.  As we stand in Your 
presence, Lord, You are delivering us to the uttermost11; spirit12, soul and 
body.”  

 “We thank You Lord.  I know that You haven’t passed over us, but 
I do know that we have been walking a very similar path to that of 
Joseph.  The words that You have spoken have been a refining to us.  
They have been the fire.  And they have tried us.  We thank you for the 
honor.” 

Scriptures 

1 Luke 1:38   be it done unto me Lord according to Your  
And Mary said, "Behold, the bondslave of the Lord; may it be done to me according to your 
word." And the angel departed from her. 

2 Isaiah 55:11  does not return void 

New American Standard Bible  
So will My word be which goes forth from My mouth; It will not return to Me empty, 
Without accomplishing what I desire, And without succeeding in the matter for which I 
sent it. 

3 Philippians 2:8  work of the cross 

New American Standard Bible  
Being found in appearance as a man, He humbled Himself by becoming obedient to the 
point of death, even death on a cross. 

4 John 1:1   Christ was the word 
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New American Standard Bible  
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. 

5 Romans 8:29  Christ was the firstborn of many 

New American Standard Bible  
For those whom He foreknew, He also predestined to become conformed to the image of His 
Son, so that He would be the firstborn among many brethren; 

6 Psalm 119:148  ministers to His sons in the night hours 

New American Standard Bible  
My eyes anticipate the night watches, That I may meditate on Your word. 

7 Daniel 12:9   go thy way Daniel and I will raise you up 

New American Standard Bible  
He said, "Go your way, Daniel, for these words are concealed and sealed up until the end 
time. 

8 Philippians 1:6  faithful is he that has begun a good work 

New American Standard Bible  
For I am confident of this very thing, that He who began a good work in you will perfect it 
until the day of Christ Jesus. 

9 Revelation 7:3  sealed on the foreheads of the sons 

New American Standard Bible  
saying, "Do not harm the earth or the sea or the trees until we have sealed the bond-
servants of our God on their foreheads." 

10 Galatians 5:1  for freedom you have set us free 

New American Standard Bible  
It was for freedom that Christ set us free; therefore keep standing firm and do not be 
subject again to a yoke of slavery. 

11 Hebrews 7:25  save to the uttermost 

New American Standard Bible  
Therefore He is able also to save forever those who draw near to God through Him, since 
He always lives to make intercession for them.  
King James Bible  
Wherefore he is able also to save them to the uttermost that come unto God by him, seeing 
he ever liveth to make intercession for them. 

12 1Thessalonians 5:23 spirit, soul, and body 

New American Standard Bible  
Now may the God of peace Himself sanctify you entirely; and may your spirit and soul and 
body be preserved complete, without blame at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. 
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Chapter 5 
 

The Rise Of The Phoenix 

 We are going to talk about death, burial and resurrection; which is 
the order the sons pass through as they journey into resurrection life.  
First, there is a death.  Then, there is a burial.  And finally, there is a 
resurrection.  This has always been the way of the spirit. 

 There is a re-birthing of the sons coming as they rise out of the 
ashes.   In some ways, it is similar to the Greek mythological bird the 
Phoenix.  In the Greek culture, the bird rose out of the ashes to be re-
birthed. True or not, this fable has been passed down from generation to 
generation, and it mirrors what is happening to the sons. 

 The work of the cross has come to purge2 and purify you; this has 
been on-going.  Sometimes we may think, “Well, we’re done with this 
phase.”  But we’re never really done with this phase until there is nothing 
left within us.  

 “Behold, I am going to send My messenger, and he will 
clear the way before Me. And the Lord, whom you seek, will 
suddenly come to His temple; and the messenger of the covenant, 
in whom you delight, behold, He is coming," says the LORD of 
hosts. But who can endure the day of His coming? And who can 
stand when He appears? For He is like a refiner's fire and like 
fullers' soap. He will sit as a smelter and purifier of silver, and He 
will purify the sons of Levi and refine them like gold and silver, 
so that they may present to the LORD offerings in righteousness.” 
(Malachi 3:1-3) 

 We have to be careful.  We can get caught up in the warfare and 
the battle and feel as though we are the victim, and lose sight of the fact 
that we are really contending with God. 

 Our walk with God is not about our relationship to the satanic 
warfare or battle, it is only about one thing, our relationship with the 
heavenly Father and with the Son.  This is where our contending is, and 
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it is in this atmosphere that the purging2, purifying and refining has been 
going on. 

 When Christ was on the cross, He said; “My God.  My God, why 
hast Thou forsaken3 me?”  In the depth of what He experienced, He felt 
no connection any longer with the Father.  To some degree, this parallels 
the experience the sons have as they go through deeper levels of purging, 
purifying and refining.  As the dross of the soul and the dross of the flesh 
nature come up, you experience in a smaller way, the separation that 
Christ felt when He was on the cross.  This is the only path, because the 
dross must be ladled off. 

 No matter how far we have come, the only path to sonship goes 
through the wilderness.  The Song of Solomon speaks of the sons: 

 “Who is this coming up out of the wilderness leaning4 on 
the arms of their beloved?” (Song of Solomon 8:5)  

 “Lord, where have You gone?”  The sons have been experiencing 
the deeper refining fire of His presence, which can make it seem as 
though He has gone, but He hasn’t.  It can feel like it, but then, who can 
stand5 when He appears?  He is a refiner’s fire.  

 The sons are coming up out of the ashes.  “Where are the sons?”  
“Well that pile of ash, that’s one of them.  There’s another pile of ash, 
that’s another one.”  And up out of the ashes rise the sons.   

 This has always been the path of sonship.  In some ways it can 
feel like we are living multiple lives at the same time, because there is 
that which your spirit is reaching into in the warfare and the contending 
for the kingdom; and then there is that which your soul is going through 
in a deeper work of the cross.  The soul cries out; “My God where hath 
Thou gone?”  Yet the spirit is still tracking, moving into things that God 
is opening up.  It is an interesting experience to be living, simultaneously, 
this type of dual existence.   

 We thank You Lord that all we are is a pile of ashes.  How did 
Paul say it?  I have nothing that I could glory in except6 the cross of 
Christ and Him crucified.  It’s all Paul had to glory in.  It wasn’t the 
revelations, the words, or the deep mysteries.  Paul gloried in the fact 
that he had been chosen to go through that deep work of the cross.  

 The sons are positioned, and the smell of smoke is freshly upon 
them.  You may sense that.  Do you ever get that feeling when you are out 
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walking and you smell a fire in the distance?  You wonder, “Where’s that 
fire?”  Well as you just stand and wait before God, you can sense the 
glowing embers of what’s left.  We say; “There is nothing left of me; just 
You, Lord.  I’ve diminished7 that You must come forth.” 

 The Greek mythological bird, the Phoenix, may have been just a 
story. Maybe there is something more to this fable, I don’t know.  But it 
certainly is a type of the sons that come forth on the other side of the 
ashes.  God must first humble you, break every bone, take away 
everything and put the fire to even your most precious sacrifices. Then, 
raise you up as a new creation. 

 We are leaning4 on the arm of our beloved.  I know the warfare is 
intensifying, but it’s not our battle. 

 The warfare is against You, Lord Jesus, and against your 
kingdom, which is coming forth.  We are simply Your vessels; vessels of 
Your presence, Your Spirit, Your authority.  Conduits, if you will.  We 
take nothing personal.  It’s not aimed against us, even though it has a 
very personal feel to it.  It’s all against what God is doing in bringing 
forth the kingdom right now. 

 You have created us, Father.  Created a people for Your own 
possession8. We have not done this thing, but You have created us as 
Your own possession.  We remind You tonight of the words and the 
prophecies; the dreams and the visions.  We thank You, Lord, that there 
be nothing of us left.  Nothing that remains but Christ, and out of the 
ashes comes forth the birthing of the sons of God. 

Scriptures 

1 Philippians 2:8  work of the cross 

New American Standard Bible  
Being found in appearance as a man, He humbled Himself by becoming obedient to the 
point of death, even death on a cross. 

2 Daniel 12:10  purge and purify 

New American Standard Bible  
"Many will be purged, purified and refined, but the wicked will act wickedly; and none of 
the wicked will understand, but those who have insight will understand. 

3 Mark 15:34  why hast thou forsaken me 
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New American Standard Bible  
At the ninth hour Jesus cried out with a loud voice, "ELOI, ELOI, LAMA 
SABACHTHANI?" which is translated, "MY GOD, MY GOD, WHY HAVE YOU 
FORSAKEN ME?" 

4 Song of Solomon 8:5 coming up out of the wilderness, leaning 

New American Standard Bible  
"Who is this coming up from the wilderness Leaning on her beloved?" "Beneath the apple 
tree I awakened you; There your mother was in labor with you, There she was in labor and 
gave you birth. 

5 Malachi 3:2  who can stand when He appears? 

New American Standard Bible  
"But who can endure the day of His coming? And who can stand when He appears? For He 
is like a refiner's fire and like fullers' soap. 

6 Galatians 6:14  nothing to glory in except the cross of Christ 

New American Standard Bible  
But may it never be that I would boast, except in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, 
through which the world has been crucified to me, and I to the world. 

7 John 3:30   I must diminish 

New American Standard Bible  
"He must increase, but I must decrease. 

8 Deuteronomy 7:6  created a people for your own possession 

New American Standard Bible  
"For you are a holy people to the LORD your God; the LORD your God has chosen you to be 
a people for His own possession out of all the peoples who are on the face of the earth.  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Chapter 6 

 
Scribes of the Kingdom 

 During this time of intensely waiting before the Lord, the sons 
have really one role, and that role would be to be His reminders1.  Or as 
Isaiah speaks, His watchmen.   

 “On your walls, O Jerusalem, I have appointed watchmen; 
All day and all night they will never keep silent. You who remind 
the LORD, take no rest for yourselves.” (Isaiah 62:6) 

 The issue of being a scribe is something that every son is.  We 
used to think of a scribe as perhaps someone uniquely set apart that was 
a student of the word and he would have this unusual insight.  However, 
in truth, every son that God is raising up, is a scribe.  Why?  Because the 
word is one of the greatest delights of their heart.   

 It’s hard to have a relationship with the Father and with the Lord 
without which you have a relationship with His word.  Sometimes we can 
get caught up in things that are going on with us, signs that we get, 
battle that we experience, and equate that to a walk with God.  But it 
really isn’t. 

 You can be in the warfare.  You can get all of the signs in your 
body as your physical being is being quickened, but that is really not the 
same thing as having a relationship with the Lord.  The classic example 
is when the Lord said; “Depart2 from Me.  I never knew you.”  

 “And then I will declare to them, I never knew you; Depart 
FROM ME, YOU WHO PRACTICE LAWLESSNESS.” (Matthew 
7:23) 

 These men were saying, “Didn’t we do this in Your name?  And 
didn’t we do that in Your name?  We did all of these works in Your name.”  
And perhaps they did.  Perhaps they performed great works for Jesus, so 
to speak.  But His response was, “Depart from Me.  I never knew you.”   
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 It is important that we do not get confused with understanding 
what it means to come to know the Lord, and to know what His 
requirement is for each son that He brings forth.  You must know the 
Lord.  There must be that drive within you to really know Him.  Like 
Paul referenced in the book of Philippians; he had that drive to know3 the 
Lord and the power of His resurrection.   

 The greatest scribes coming forth in this day are the sons of God, 
for their primary role is to be His watchmen, or reminders.  This is why 
we are careful to document everything that He says.  Every dream, every 
vision, every word, you document it.  You meditate4 upon it like Joshua.  
That was the key to Joshua’s success.  He meditated day and night upon 
the word and therein was his success.  

 We cannot have success in what is being set before us if we are not 
constantly meditating upon His word, day and night.  It’s not enough to 
put on an audiotape and listen to it.  You have to be a seeker.  A seeker 
that has one drive, and that is to know Him. 

 If you would look in the mirror and say, “Who am I?”  Well, you 
could say, “I’m a son.”  But even digging down a little deeper, who are 
you?  “I’m a seeker.  I am a seeker of the truth.  I am a seeker of the 
Lord.” 

 How does that scripture go in Proverbs; 

 It is the glory5 of God to conceal a matter and the glory of 
kings to seek it out.”  (Psalms 25:2) 

 Now, more than ever before, the role of being a seeker after God is 
so important.   

 We don’t really understand the dynamics of the Father and what 
He is looking for.  We don’t really understand how He is going to bring 
the sons forth into this change of resurrection life that we seek.  Do we sit 
back and just wait?  I don’t believe so.  Yet how do we pray?  Do we 
continue to prophesy and release it? Do we appropriate it, by faith, and 
bind the hand of the enemy?  

  “When I come will I find6 the faith?”   

 "I tell you that He will bring about justice for them quickly. 
However, when the Son of Man comes, will He find faith on the 
earth?" (Luke 18:8) 
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 We must realize that it is the faith that He has put within us that 
will get this done.  We will not be able to accomplish this within 
ourselves. 

 But there is another part of the equation that we are missing.  We 
must know the Father, because it is through this deep relationship that 
we will experience the change we seek. People have different revelations 
and ideas of who the Father is and what the Son is.  And people have 
religious concepts of who and what the Father is, however, to come to 
know Him requires that we let go of all of our concepts. 

 We are still coming to understand the connection, the relationship 
and really what this is all about.  I don’t know that we understand the 
internal dynamics of the Father.  What is it that He is looking for?  What 
is it that is holding things back?  The Father has said: “It’s here.  It’s 
here.”  So why do we not have it yet?   

 We are trying to understand an aspect of the Father that we don’t 
really know.  He relates to Himself as the unjust7 judge.  Why?  Why do 
we have to hit the Father under the eye, if He has a very unique destiny 
for each of the sons to walk out? ... already predetermined8 from the 
foundations of the earth, already planned out. 

 Yet He says: “I’m the unjust judge.”  And that’s how we have to 
think of Him with respect.  In the book of Matthew, the word says that 
the kingdom of heaven suffers violence9 and the violent take it by force.  
This is another insight into the internal dynamics of the Heavenly 
Father.   

 Isaiah speaks about the remembrancers; those who remind1 the 
Lord.  God views His sons as these remembrancers, which parallels this 
whole issue of being a scribe.  You will not be His remembrancer, unless 
you are living in His word.  

 “On your walls, O Jerusalem, I have appointed watchmen; 
All day and all night they will never keep silent. You who remind 
the LORD, take no rest for yourselves.” (Isaiah 62:6) 

 As you talk to God and you speak and interact, you are voicing 
back to Him the word … the words, the visions, the dreams, the promises, 
and the prophecies that have come.  We are His holy reminders. 

 It comes down to one simple thing, “God, You spoke it and I must 
have it.”  Some time ago the Lord said: “That our defense and offense in 
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the battle and warfare that we are going through is going to be the word 
that you speak.”  We also know in Revelation it talks about by the blood10 
of the Lamb and the word of their testimony, but it is the word out of the 
mouths of the sons that is their offense and defense in the warfare.  

 So how do we bring His word to pass?  Just one simple step: “To be 
His reminders.  We remind You Lord.  We do not let one jot11 or tittle 
drop to the ground.  We will not let the word drop, but we are committed 
to seeing it finished.  We are going to see that word completed within His 
sons.” 

 This is our relationship with the Father and the Lord right now.  

 We are rehearsing the word.  We are meditating upon it, and, we 
are voicing it back to the Father: “We remind You ... This is the time.”  I 
believe that is one of the main functions of the Cloud of Witnesses as well.   

 In the book of Revelation the Cloud of Witnesses cry out, “How12 
long, O Lord?  How long before You avenge us?”  They were reminding the 
Lord of His promise.  You’re going to avenge us, O God.  So they are 
reminding Him: “Lord, how long?  How long before You avenge us, O 
God?”  And that is part of their connection and relationship to the Father.   

 We are understanding what a relationship with God is all about.  
What is our position?  What is our leverage?  How are we supposed to 
move?  We move as His scribes. 

  It is important that we do not rest upon our accomplishments of 
yesterday, because every day is a new day.  We are the true scribes of the 
kingdom and our delight is His word.  Our hunger and our love is to know 
the Lord … It can’t be anything less than that. 

 The Lord is watching over His word to fulfill it, but it is the sons 
who are reminding Him. 

 “The word of the LORD came to me saying, "What do you 
see, Jeremiah?" And I said, "I see a rod of an almond tree." Then 
the LORD said to me, "You have seen well, for I am watching over 
My word to perform it.” (Jeremiah 1:11-12) 

 The Lord is cognizant of the word He has given, of the promises 
He has spoken, but there is a dynamic in the equation that we play that 
is far greater than we have understood.  Zechariah prayed for rain13 in 
the time of rain.  We, too, are in the season of fulfillment, and God is 
watching over His word to perform it, but we are not quite there yet.  
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However, this is the time of fulfillment; it is the time of the rain for the 
Sons of God.  We pray for rain in the time of rain because this is the time 
of fulfillment and we are beginning to understand, perhaps more acutely, 
our role in the events of the end time.  

  We have to contend before Him to remind Him, and this is why we 
are the scribes that He has created us to be.  This is why we review every 
vision, every dream, every word, and every prophecy and go back and say, 
“Now is the time.  I know that You are watching over Your word to 
perform it.  Now is the time.  Lord, if we are the missing link in the 
equation, then we close that gap.”   

 We will not be distracted by Satan’s assault against us, or the 
desire to take our lives.  That is all a distraction.  But one thing that we 
are doing is going before the Lord to remind Him this is the time.   

Scriptures 

1 Isaiah 62:6   to be his reminder 

New American Standard Bible  
On your walls, O Jerusalem, I have appointed watchmen; All day and all night they will 
never keep silent. You who remind the LORD, take no rest for yourselves; 

2 Matthew 7:23  Depart from me I never knew you 

New American Standard Bible  
"And then I will declare to them, 'I never knew you; DEPART FROM ME, YOU WHO 
PRACTICE LAWLESSNESS.' 

3 Philippians 3:10  know the Lord and the power of His resurrection 

New American Standard Bible  
that I may know Him and the power of His resurrection and the fellowship of His 
sufferings, being conformed to His death; 

4 Joshua 1:8  meditate upon the word 

New American Standard Bible  
"This book of the law shall not depart from your mouth, but you shall meditate on it day 
and night, so that you may be careful to do according to all that is written in it; for then 
you will make your way prosperous, and then you will have success. 

5 Proverbs 25:2  glory of God to conceal a matter 

New American Standard Bible  
It is the glory of God to conceal a matter, but the glory of kings is to search out a matter. 

6 Luke 18:8  when I come will I find the faith 
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New American Standard Bible  
"I tell you that He will bring about justice for them quickly. However, when the Son of Man 
comes, will He find faith on the earth?" 

7 Luke 18:6  unjust judge 

New American Standard Bible  
yet because this widow bothers me, I will give her legal protection, otherwise by continually 
coming she will wear me out.'" 

8 1 Corinthians 2:7   Predetermined before the foundations 

New American Standard Bible  
but we speak God's wisdom in a mystery, the hidden wisdom which God predestined before 
the ages to our glory; 

9 Matthew 11:12  the kingdom suffers violence 

New American Standard Bible  
"From the days of John the Baptist until now the kingdom of heaven suffers violence, and 
violent men take it by force. 

10 Revelation 12:11  by the blood of the Lamb 

New American Standard Bible  
"And they overcame him because of the blood of the Lamb and because of the word of their 
testimony, and they did not love their life even when faced with death. 

11 Matthew 5:18  not one jot or title fall to the ground 

New American Standard Bible  
"For truly I say to you, until heaven and earth pass away, not the smallest letter or stroke 
shall pass from the Law until all is accomplished. 

12 Revelation 6:10  how long O Lord 

New American Standard Bible  
and they cried out with a loud voice, saying, "How long, O Lord, holy and true, will You 
refrain from judging and avenging our blood on those who dwell on the earth?" 

13 Jeremiah 5:24  pray for rain in the time of rain 

New American Standard Bible  
'They do not say in their heart, "Let us now fear the LORD our God, Who gives rain in its 
season, Both the autumn rain and the spring rain, Who keeps for us The appointed weeks 
of the harvest." 
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Chapter 7 

 
Given 

 What we are looking at right now is possessing the kingdom.  That 
is what this breakthrough of resurrection life is all about.  We are 
reaching for this change of our bodies and our state of being; literally a 
whole new1 creation that God has spoken He would bring to pass.  Not 
after the order of Adam … after the order of Melchizedek2.   

 This is not a small thing.  This is not something that we can just 
work up and do; it is something that the Lord must do.  

 We have been in a cocoon.  During our entire sojourn we have 
been in a cocoon, and now it is time to come out of the cocoon and emerge 
into this amazing new creation, the sons of God. 

 “Now I say this, brethren, that flesh and blood cannot 
inherit the kingdom of God; nor does the perishable inherit the 
imperishable. Behold, I tell you a mystery; we will not all sleep, 
but we will all be changed.” (1st Corinthians 15:50-51) 

 The Greek literal translation for “changed” is metamorphoo.  
What is slated to happen is a “metamorphosis”; a change from one order 
into another. 

 God has used the example of the process of change that a worm 
goes through in becoming a butterfly to describe what is coming for us.  
The change coming for the sons is not going to involve dressing up the 
human nature or the physical body that we presently have, but the 
promise of a new body3 to be clothed from on high.  It’s a bit different 
than what the disciples experienced when the Holy Spirit fell and they 
received the Holy Spirit.  That was a measure of what we are destined for 
now.  Now is the time for the fullness, a change that creates something 
new that has not been … a new race of people:  the sons of God. 

 You may recall from times past that I have spoken about Einstein.  
On one occasion he appeared, and In my conversation with him, he 
mentioned that he saw that the final frontier for mankind was going to be 
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the realm of spirit.  Not the computer age of technology, but the realm of 
the spirit.  This is what he saw coming.   

 He also saw something of a new race of people coming forth, but 
he didn’t know what it was that he saw.  It was hard for him to describe 
it, but I believe what he saw was the emergence of a new race of people, a 
new creation before God.  God’s royal, chosen, priesthood. 

 Everything in the natural plane builds upon the foundation of 
what was before, but what is coming is not being built upon the human 
experience of this current evolution.  There is no framework to make 
sense of what is coming, because it is not being built upon what has been.  
Do you understand? 

 The sons of God, this chosen race, a holy priesthood, is a whole 
new creation that is not built upon a platform of the present human 
experience.  There must be a change, and this change creates a whole new 
platform.  It is something that cannot be measured; something that you 
are not able to read in the books; something that is not even like the 
angels.   

 The scriptures talk about the angels, and how they look upon us in 
awe.  Why?  Because this lowly state of creation that we are is going to be 
glorified and a whole new race of people will come forth.  The spirit world 
is in awe.  They are mystified because they don’t understand it.   

 “It was revealed to them that they were not serving 
themselves, but you, in these things which now have been 
announced to you through those who preached the gospel to you 
by the Holy Spirit sent from heaven--things into which angels 
long to look.” (1st Peter 1:12) 

 At this point in time we are the lowest in His creation it seems; 
lower4 than the angels; yet what is coming now is beyond what we can 
explain.   

 “YOU HAVE MADE HIM FOR A LITTLE WHILE LOWER 
THAN THE ANGELS; YOU HAVE CROWNED HIM WITH GLORY 
AND HONOR, AND HAVE APPOINTED HIM OVER THE WORKS 
OF YOUR HANDS.”  (Hebrews 2:7) 

 The spirit world does not know what is coming.  Whether it is the 
angelic hosts or the elementals who have appeared to us, they sense the 
presence of the Lord and they sense the authority, but they don’t know 
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what is coming.  It can be a fearful thing for them because they don’t 
know what to make of it. 

 At one point different elementals have appeared and said, “Should 
we fear you?”  I said, “No.  No.  Don’t fear us.  We have come to be your 
release.”  Our present incarnation is kind of like a hybrid vehicle … we 
are not quite there but we’re reaching, part human and part divine, and 
changing rapidly.  So, we are not quite human, but we are not totally 
divine yet in the manifestation of the physical body.   

 Different ones from other dimensions, or, rooms in the “Father’s 
house”, have come and asked, “Are you the chosen who are to come?”  
They don’t know, because it hasn’t become evident yet.  No one really 
knows who the sons of God are, or what the sons of God are.  They see 
this human experience and they see the anointing and the light upon 
these vessels, and it’s hard for them to understand that the sons are still 
in transition. 

 It is the Father’s good pleasure5 to give us the kingdom, yet, if you 
read the book of Matthew, the word says that it is the violent6 who take 
the kingdom by force.  Is there a conflict here?  Do the sons rise up and 
take the kingdom by force?  Or is the Father giving them the kingdom? 

 What do we have that we have not been given?  Some can say, 
“Well I have this capability and this and this and this.”  What you have is 
only by virtue of the fact that it has been given to you.  All things 
pertaining7 to life and godliness have been given to us.  We didn’t take 
them.  God gave them to us … even if we are still working out how to 
manifest them. 

 It can be a bit of a paradox because there is a requirement.  Go in 
and take the kingdom.  Bring it in.  Reach in.  Possess it.  Draw it down.  
As the Lord said most recently, “Manifest.” However, the paradox is that 
can‘t do anything in and of yourself, for God truly is the one that gives 
you the kingdom.  We may go in there and possess it; “Oh I’m going to get 
it, but it’s the Father who literally gives it to you.”  “I’ve given you the 
kingdom.  Now go ahead and just possess it; take it!”  

 How are we going to possess resurrection life?  That is a question 
that we have been working on, because there is an element in the 
equation that is required of the sons.  The possessing of the kingdom; the 
possessing of resurrection life, doesn’t just happen – like the “rapture.”  
We wait before the Lord.  We remind Him of His promises.  We are 
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commanded to bring in the kingdom, to “make it happen”, yet the Father 
is giving us the kingdom. 

 Resurrection life is being given to us.  We may possess it, but He 
is giving it to us, and in our stance before the Lord, we remind Him of all 
the promises in the words, the dreams, the visions He has given.  All of 
the wonderful things He has spoken.  It comes down to one thing; Lord, 
You are giving us the kingdom.  We are the possessors, but You are giving 
us the kingdom.  We are not doing this in ourselves.  There is no way we 
can work this out. 

 “But someone will say, ‘How are the dead raised? And with 
what kind of body do they come?’ You fool! That which you sow 
does not come to life unless it dies; and that which you sow, you 
do not sow the body which is to be, but a bare grain, perhaps of 
wheat or of something else. But God gives it a body just as He 
wished, and to each of the seeds a body of its own. (The key here is 
God gives it a body.) (1st Corinthians 15:35-38) 

 “All flesh is not the same flesh, but there is one flesh of 
men, and another flesh of beasts, and another flesh of birds, and 
another of fish. There are also heavenly bodies and earthly 
bodies, but the glory of the heavenly is one, (So on and so forth.)  . . .  
There is one glory of the sun, and another glory of the moon, (And 
so on and so forth.) . . . So also is the resurrection of the dead. (You 
are) sown a perishable body, but (you will be) raised an 
imperishable body; it is sown in dishonor, it is raised in glory; it 
is sown in weakness, it is raised in power; it is sown a natural 
body, it is raised a spiritual body. If there is a natural body, there 
is also a spiritual body.” (1st Corinthians 15:39-45)  

 So also it is written, “The first MAN, Adam, BECAME A 
LIVING SOUL.” The last Adam Christ became a life-giving spirit. 
However, the spiritual is not first, but the natural; then the 
spiritual.  The first man is from the earth, earthy; the second man 
is from heaven. As is the earthy, so also are those who are earthy; 
and as is the heavenly, so also are those who are heavenly. Just as 
we have borne the image of the earthy, we will also bear the 
image of the heavenly.” (1st Corinthians 15:45-49) 

      “Now I say this, brethren, that flesh and blood cannot inherit 
the kingdom of God; (In other words your present human experience 
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will not directly translate into resurrection life.  We’re not going to brush 
up the body and just translate it over to resurrection.  So, he says, “flesh 
and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God; nor does the 
perishable inherit the imperishable”. (Really?  Well how are we going 
to get it?  If the perishable does not inherit the imperishable, then how 
are we going to get it?)  

 Behold, I tell you a mystery; we will not all sleep, but we will 
all be changed, in a moment, (It could be a zing of the moment.) in the 
twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet; (Now the last trump is true 
for many but there is a secret silent appearing happening that is 
happening even before this.) ... and the dead will be raised 
imperishable, and we will be changed. For this perishable must 
put on the imperishable, and this mortal must put on 
immortality.  

 But when this perishable will have put on the 
imperishable, and this mortal will have put on immortality, then 
will come about the saying that is written, “DEATH IS 
SWALLOWED UP in victory. “O DEATH, WHERE IS YOUR 
VICTORY? O DEATH, WHERE IS YOUR STING?” . . . but thanks 
be to God, who gives us the victory.”  (1 Corinthians 15:50-57) 

 What is the victory?  The victory is the manifestation of sonship, 
the transformation of our bodies.  We don’t know yet how this is all going 
to unfold.  I believe that resurrection life is going to be a very unique and 
specific experience to each one.   

 Each seed will bear the resemblance of what it will manifest 
(verse 38, 39, 40), so it is interesting because the transformation and 
glorification that is coming will have different manifestations through the 
sons based upon their calling, among other factors.  It will not be a 
similar experience for everyone; it’s going to be very unique for each of the 
sons. 

 So here we are.  Flesh8 and blood does not inherit.  Something’s 
changing within our DNA, do you sense it?  It is more than just a minor 
DNA change; it is something more radical because it’s a whole new1 
creation that God is bringing to birth.  
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 “Do not call to mind the former things, Or ponder things of 
the past. "Behold, I will do something new, Now it will spring 
forth; Will you not be aware of it?” (Isaiah 43:18-19) 

 The Father has destined His sons to be the recipients of a great 
gift.  We are destined to be a new creation.  Satan has attempted to mimic 
God, in creating his own unique seed in the earth, but he cannot. He 
doesn’t have the capability of doing a new creation; all he can do is create 
some hybrid thing, which has been done.  But the Father is doing 
something different.  He is bringing forth an entirely new creation.  One 
that does not exist.  A whole different order. This is what the sons have 
been called out for.  This is what has been happening within each of you.  
There is an out working of the spirit that is happening even now.  We 
may not know exactly how this is going to unfold, but we are already in 
the pull. 

 Imagine being pulled into a divine black hole.  And the suction has 
already got you.  You are already in the pull of that black (or divine) hole. 
You are being pulled closer and closer, and the closer you get, the more 
the transformation begins to happen within you.  

 As we wait before the Lord, and as we take communion, I have one 
thing to say back to the Father.  Father, this is a gift that You are giving 
us.  Lord, we are a gift.  The change of resurrection life is a gift.  It’s 
nothing to work up to.  It’s nothing that we do, for there is nothing that 
we have that has not been given.   

 Resurrection life is a gift.  We open our hearts even deeper if that 
is even possible, to receive that which You have to give us.  We’re not 
holding anything back.  We are open to receive what You have for us, 
Father.   

 We are coming into a relationship with the Father, and He is 
involved in every aspect of our life; every waking moment.  We are on the 
precipice of change, and if there ever was a time of the Father and Son’s 
involvement in the lives of the sons, it is now. 

 Every moment.  Every thought you think.  Every word out of your 
mouth – He is aware of.  He is aware of your thoughts.  He is aware of 
your concerns.  He is aware, more than we understand.  All we can do is 
say, “Father, what You have for us is a gift.  And we thank You.  And we 
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receive it.  We reach to receive it.”  God is working in us both to will9 and 
to do of His good pleasure.   

 We remind You Lord, we remind You Father, that we are here 
waiting before You.  Here we stand.  This was Martin Luther’s famous 
statement.  Well here we stand; the sons and daughters of the Most High 
God.  The sons of light.  Here we stand.  Ready to receive what You have 
for us as we become a whole new1 creation in Your sight.  

   

Scriptures 

1 Isaiah 43:19   a new creation 

New American Standard Bible  
"Behold, I will do something new, Now it will spring forth; Will you not be aware of it? I 
will even make a roadway in the wilderness, Rivers in the desert. 

2 Hebrews 5:10  order of Melchizedek 

New American Standard Bible  
being designated by God as a high priest according to the order of Melchizedek. 

3 2 Corinthians 5:4  new body 

New American Standard Bible  
For indeed while we are in this tent, we groan, being burdened, because we do not want to 
be unclothed but to be clothed, so that what is mortal will be swallowed up by life.  

4 Hebrews 2:7  lower than the angels 

New American Standard Bible  
"YOU HAVE MADE HIM FOR A LITTLE WHILE LOWER THAN THE ANGELS; YOU 
HAVE CROWNED HIM WITH GLORY AND HONOR, AND HAVE APPOINTED HIM 
OVER THE WORKS OF YOUR HANDS; 

5 Luke 12:32   Fathers good pleasure to give us the kingdom 

New American Standard Bible  
"Do not be afraid, little flock, for your Father has chosen gladly to give you the kingdom. 

6 Matthew 11:12  the violent take the kingdom by force 

New American Standard Bible  
"From the days of John the Baptist until now the kingdom of heaven suffers violence, and 
violent men take it by force. 

7 2 Peter 1:3   all things pertaining to life and godliness 
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New American Standard Bible  
seeing that His divine power has granted to us everything pertaining to life and godliness, 
through the true knowledge of Him who called us by His own glory and excellence. 

8 1 Corinthians 15:50 flesh and blood does not inherit 

New American Standard Bible  
Now I say this, brethren, that flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God; nor does 
the perishable inherit the imperishable. 

9 Philippians 2:13  God is working both to will and to do  

New American Standard Bible  
for it is God who is at work in you, both to will and to work for His good pleasure. 
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Chapter 8 

The Intensity To Become 
  

 We are in the battle of the ages, however, unless you have eyes to 
see, everything could just appear quite normal.  In fact, the gainsayer 
would say, “What do you mean battle?  There is no battle.”  Because they 
have no eyes to see. 

 A handful of the remnant exists in the earth today, with one 
directive or commission, “Bring in the kingdom.”  There is no doubt that 
the satanic warfare has been more focused to hinder that process.  When 
you say, “hinder that process”, what do we mean?  There has to be a 
vanguard, just like there was on the day of Normandy in World War II; a 
vanguard that led the assault.  There must be a vanguard that leads the 
charge, and what God has done is chosen very few at this time to be that 
vanguard in the spirit to establish a beach-head.  Their calling?  Bring 
forth the initial breakthroughs of the kingdom of God on the face of this 
earth, and every other planet, or plane, of existence. 

 The enemy has used every tool in his arsenal to come against the 
saints of the Most High.  And if he can’t succeed one way, he tries 
another.  If he can’t get you by battling you on your day-to-day existence; 
then he’ll try and make it that you prosper greatly and cause that to be a 
stumbling block.   

 The normal Christian would say, “What are you taking about?  
God is the one that is taking care of us and He gives us what we need.  
And you know the enemy doesn’t have any power over us.”  I appreciate 
that mindset, but those people aren’t in the battle of the ages.  They 
aren’t on point.  And there are very, very few that are on point.   

 “Now I say, as long as the heir is a child, he does not differ 
at all from a slave although he is owner of everything, but he is 
under guardians and managers until the date set by the 
father.” (Galatians 4:1-2) 
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 There comes a time when the child grows up, and this is what is 
happening.  The date set by the Father is a unique date for each son that 
He is raising up.  It is their “maturity date”, if you will.  Sonship stops 
being a future potential, but it becomes the reality for God’s sons.  When 
this happens, the mantle falls upon the sons to go in and take the 
kingdom.    

  How is the kingdom taken?  If you look at the book of Matthew 
11:12, it says,  “And from the days of John the Baptist until now 
the kingdom of heaven suffers violence, and the violent take it by 
force.” (Matthew 11:12) 

 This is where the sons are.  We’re not looking to create some 
sugar-coated version of what is happening now, and what it is going to 
take to bring in the kingdom.  We have left the days of the religious spirit, 
which controls the minds and hearts of the people in the world, both the 
Christian and the non-Christian alike.  

 The Christian would say, “Oh my goodness.  What are you saying?  
God is going to take care of us.  He is going to do this and He is going to 
do that”, yet the commission has always been to take the kingdom and 
make every knee bow before the Lord.  And that is our reality.   

 The concern right now is the intensity that is needed, because one 
of the tactics that we have seen of the enemy has been to dilute the drive, 
the vision, and your love for God.  You are here because you have a love 
for God that He put within you; a drive to know Him that no one else 
really understands.  How can you explain this?  You really can’t. 

 This is what separates you from your friends, family, associates, 
and other Christians.  They don’t have that.  There is something deep 
within them that is missing.   

 What is it that has carried you through the battles, through the 
warfare, through the deep scourging of the cross that you have gone 
through day in, day out?  It has been that hunger to know Him.  It has 
been that deep love for the Lord that transcends everything.  Unless 
someone has that same intense love for God, they won’t understand 
where you are coming from, because they do not have it. It is an unspoken 
drive that God has put within you; that drive to know him. 

 “But whatever things were gain to me, those things I have 
counted as loss for the sake of Christ. More than that, I count all 
things to be loss in view of the surpassing value of knowing 
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Christ Jesus my Lord, for whom I have suffered the loss of all 
things, and count them but rubbish so that I may gain Christ, and 
may be found in Him, not having a righteousness of my own 
derived from the Law, but that which is through faith in Christ, 
the righteousness which comes from God on the basis of faith, 
that I may know Him and the power of His resurrection and the 
fellowship of His sufferings, being conformed to His death; in 
order that I may attain to the resurrection from the 
dead.” (Philippians 3:7-11) 

  This was Paul’s drive; he was driven to know the Lord. He lived 
on tiptoe, as it speaks in the book of Philippians.  The Greek literal 
translation has said that Paul lived on tiptoe, literally with neck 
stretched out.  That’s how intense and driven Paul was to know the Lord.  
This is the same drive that you and I have; a hunger and love for God 
that surpasses2 all understanding.   

 The enemy comes, anyway he can, to gain an access to you, to 
dilute the vision, to take away the drive, to blind you where you don’t 
even know which way is up or down.   

 You are the salt3 of the earth.  If what you have can be diluted or 
taken away, it is almost impossible to bring it back.   

 “But I have this against you, that you have left your first 
love.” (Revelation 2:4) 

 That is the problem with so many in the church world; they have 
lost that first4 love, and you don’t easily get that back.  The enemy can 
dilute, distract, take away, or bring you to a point where you lose5 what 
you have been given.  And it is very hard to get it back.  We don’t realize 
how much we are playing with fire every time we open up a relationship 
with people who don’t walk with God.  You are playing with fire.   

 You know what I am talking about, because therein lies the 
jeopardy that you could lose what you have and not even realize that you 
have lost it.  We do not realize how easy it is to become diluted, diverted, 
sucked and drained away.  All of a sudden you wake up one morning and 
say, “Lord where have you gone?”   

 Warfare is not always blatant, for Satan’s expertise is in the 
“subtle”.  This is a time in history that the greatest intensity we have ever 
experienced will be asked of us.  Let that sink in.  Really, let that sink in.  
The Word talks about it one other time in the days of Noah.   
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 “And just as it happened in the days of Noah, so it will be 
also in the days of the Son of Man.” (Luke 17:26) 

 And how does the Lord refer to this time that we are in?  As it was 
in the days of Noah, so shall it be at the coming of the son of man.  What 
time is it?  It is Genesis 6 time! 

 “Now the earth was corrupt in the sight of God, and the 
earth was filled with violence. God looked on the earth, and 
behold, it was corrupt; for all flesh had corrupted their way upon 
the earth. Then God said to Noah, "The end of all flesh has come 
before Me; for the earth is filled with violence because of them; 
and behold, I am about to destroy them with the earth.”  (Geneses 
6:11-13) 

 Violence6 is going to get greater in the earth.  This violence has 
already begun to overtake men’s hearts, and it is going to increase from 
this point forward. We have already seen that happening across the globe, 
both in the acts of terrorism and other events that are unfolding … unlike 
anything that we have seen in past decades.  There is a violence taking 
over the world, and it is not a good thing. 

 We are in a time that God’s sons must move with a real drive to 
bring forth the kingdom; to get this first breakthrough of sonship.  The 
transformation that we face will take a great deal of intensity from the 
sons to make this happen.  We may have run the race and are now 
positioned at the door of entrance, so now is not the time to lay down and 
take a nap.  Now is not the time to chill out, because you have endured 
the intensity and you are weary in well doing.   

 Now is the time that you reach in for that inner strength, that 
extra oomph that is needed to get through this change right now.  As we 
have said before, “Be aware, the enemy is like a prowling7 lion seeking 
whom he would to devour.”  If he can’t get you one way, he will come 
another way … anything to dilute your drive and take away the vision, 
and take away that hunger and yearning to know the Lord. 

 Right now, this one thing has to be done.  There must be this first 
breakthrough.  At all costs, this breakthrough into resurrection life and 
sonship must be attained.  Paul had not attained it, in his generation, 
because it was reserved for us, upon whom the end of the ages has come. 
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Scriptures 

1 Philippians 3:12  drive to know the Lord 

New American Standard Bible  
Not that I have already obtained it or have already become perfect, but I press on so that I 
may lay hold of that for which also I was laid hold of by Christ Jesus. 

2 Philippians 4:7  surpasses all understanding 

New American Standard Bible  
And the peace of God, which surpasses all comprehension, will guard your hearts and your 
minds in Christ Jesus. 

3 Matthew 5:13  salt of the earth 

New American Standard Bible  
"You are the salt of the earth; but if the salt has become tasteless, how can it be made salty 
again? It is no longer good for anything, except to be thrown out and trampled under foot 
by men. 

4 Revelation 2:4  lost your first love 

New American Standard Bible  
But I have this against you, that you have left your first love. 

5 2 John 1:8  lose what you have been given 

New American Standard Bible  
Watch yourselves, that you do not lose what we have accomplished, but that you may 
receive a full reward. 

6 Habakkuk 1:2-3  violence is going to get greater 

New American Standard Bible  
2How long, O LORD, will I call for help, And You will not hear? I cry out to You, "Violence!" 
Yet You do not save.  3Why do You make me see iniquity, And cause me to look on 
wickedness? Yes, destruction and violence are before me; Strife exists and contention 
arises. 

7 1 Peter 5:8  enemy is a prowling lion 

New American Standard Bible  
Be of sober spirit, be on the alert. Your adversary, the devil, prowls around like a roaring 
lion, seeking someone to devour. 

8 Nehemiah 13:1-3  mixed multitude 

New American Standard Bible  
       1On that day they read aloud from the book of Moses in the hearing of the people; and 
there was found written in it that no Ammonite or Moabite should ever enter the assembly 
of God, 2because they did not meet the sons of Israel with bread and water, but hired 
Balaam against them to curse them. However, our God turned the curse into a blessing. 
3So when they heard the law, they excluded all foreigners from Israel. 
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Chapter 9 

The Mantle 
  

 We are in a push to possess the kingdom, even though there are 
times when you don’t know which way is up.   

 “The kingdom of God suffers violence and the violent take 
it by force.” (Matthew 11:12)  

  That scripture sums up the intensity of what we are experiencing.  
It is very hard to explain to anyone what it means to actively go in and 
take the kingdom, because you must live and experience this, to know it.  

 The human nature is prone to developing concepts and ideas of 
how things should be, but they never line up.  God just does not fit into 
our mold.  We do not know yet how sonship is going to unfold and 
manifest within us.  We have ideas, and it can be challenging, because 
God has said, “Visualize resurrection life.  Visualize it.  Picture it in your 
mind.  Embrace it.  Let it become your reality.”  There is no question; we 
are in a transition.   

 Letting go of your concepts has been an ongoing challenge for all 
of God’s sons.  The minute He brings you to another level, the word 
comes, “Let go of your concepts.  Let go of your concepts.”   It can be 
challenging because you are also working on visualizing resurrection life.  
We do the best we can, until another directive comes, because there is no 
doubt, all of His sons are destined for resurrection life. 

 There are times when it can feel like nothing is happening. You 
might say, “Lord, where have You gone?  I know we are in a drive here to 
possess the kingdom and You’re in a drive to possess us.  But right now, 
everything feels a little dead.”   

 Sometimes you can feel like you are moving in slow motion, but 
that is all an illusion.  Illusion as it may be, it is still a part of the inner 
warfare the sons must deal with.  

 We are in a time of possessing the kingdom.  We are in a time of 
taking dominion.  We are in a time that God is putting us in a corner.  
What is the answer?  Speak the Word.  This has been all that He has 
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asked.  Speak a word into the spirit, for by the word the sons will walk in 
the victory and releases ordained for them. 

 How do the sons overcome?  How do they take the kingdom? 

 “And they overcame him because of the blood of the Lamb 
and because of the word of their testimony, and they did not love 
their life even when faced with death.” (Revelation 12:11) 

 The “word” of their testimony is the word out of their mouths, for 
Christ has no other channel but the sons of God in this age. 

 The only way things are going to change in the earth is that the 
sons speak the word.  Bringing in the kingdom is conditional upon this, 
for nothing is going to change unless you speak the word. 

 Martin Luther was aware of his calling during the time he lived.  
He used to say, “If I don’t pray for one day, my wife and family feel it.  If I 
don’t pray for two days for the kingdom, then the nation feels it.  And if I 
don’t pray for three days, the entire kingdom of God feels it.”  Martin 
Luther was saying that he had a revelation from God of who he was and 
how important he was to that age of God’s reformation.  Martin Luther 
realized that he just wasn’t another clergyman, just another man that 
loved God; he had a very unique destiny.  And if he didn’t do it, it didn’t 
happen.   

 Does that ring any bells?  We have to realize that the fate of the 
kingdom rests upon the shoulders of God’s sons.  The fate of the kingdom, 
the fate of God’s plan in the earth, rests upon the sons of God.  If they 
don’t do it, it’s not going to happen.   

 Martin Luther knew the mantle that God had put upon him.  He 
knew His responsibility before the Lord.  He knew that on that day that 
he would appear before God, God would look at Martin and say, “Let me 
see.  Did you walk in what I told you to do, my son?” 

 The word has come so clearly: “Speak the word.”  But you have to 
speak it like Martin Luther did, from the plane of really knowing that 
this is your calling.  That this mantle rests upon you.  And, if you don’t do 
it, it will not get done.  

 I don’t know if that sober revelation has gone deep enough in the 
hearts of God’s sons.  The destiny of God’s will in the earth, His plan from 
ages past, is very contingent upon the sons of God coming to grips with 
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the commitment that God has put upon them to be His oracle and His 
voice. 

 I can’t underscore how important this is.  The demands upon the 
physical body are increasing, and the need for the breakthrough into 
resurrection life has never been more vital.    

 God’s sons walk a fine line between life and death.  Without His 
hand upholding them, they wouldn’t last a second.  Not in this warfare.  
Not in the conflict that’s coming against the sons of God at this time. 

 You live day-by-day only by His grace.  That has to be a real deep 
revelation.  That is how tenuous everything is.  That is how fine a line we 
walk. We live each day by His grace. 

 “But you are A CHOSEN RACE, A royal PRIESTHOOD, A 
HOLY NATION, A PEOPLE FOR God's OWN POSSESSION, so 
that you may proclaim the excellencies of Him who has called you 
out of darkness into His marvelous light.” (2nd Peter 2:9) 

 Who are the sons to have received such a mantle as this?  They 
are His chosen race, a people for God’s own possession.  We need to let 
this word go deep.  We must realize, like Martin Luther realized, that it is 
all resting on your shoulders, the shoulders of God’s sons - His kings1 and 
priests.  Don’t think that you can slide, not that you’d want to, and that 
someone else would do what you are destined and called to do.  That is 
not an option.  

 Each of God’s sons has a very unique calling; a very unique 
destiny.  Each one is like a piece of a large puzzle.  And each one must be 
faithful to do what God has raised them up to do.  

 This is what Martin Luther did.  He just wasn’t praying and 
supplicating, “Oh God, help my family.  Help my children.  Help the state 
of Germany.  Help the world.”  No.  He was doing a little bit more than 
supplicating.  He was speaking the word.   

 In some of his autobiographies you can read about the battles with 
Satan that he had.  That was very real to Martin Luther, those satanic 
struggles he went into.  It wasn’t theory.  The Roman Catholic Church, 
Satan’s play in that age, was very set against Martin Luther, as we all 
know.  The Catholic Church hated what Martin Luther represented. 

 In his books, he talks about some of his personal battles with 
Satan.  He was much further down the road than anyone else on the face 
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of the earth, during that time. He was not walking theory; he knew what 
he was dealing with and the warfare that he faced in bringing forth the 
level of restoration for that time. 

 The sons of God at this time have a very similar realization 
happening to them; the buck stops with them.  The kingdom hinges 
upon their word.  It hinges upon the word to come out of God’s sons.  
That’s how important everything is right now.  Martin Luther set a 
pattern; something we can look back at.  He blazed a trail; the same trail 
that we are on.  How great a mantle resting upon the sons, for if they do 
not bring in the kingdom, then no one else is going to do it. 

 Will the kingdom come forth, or can it be aborted by the assault 
against the sons?  Possibly.  I think there is that potential that what God 
is doing in the earth can be hindered.  I really do think that is a 
possibility.   

 Just know that out of your mouth are the words of authority and 
blessing, the words of healing and judgment.  Very few have the voice in 
this hour.  Very few have the voice.  But the sons have the voice of God, 
and they have the heart of God.  And each day you live, live as though it 
is your last, because it very well could be, for you live by the grace that 
God supplies. 

 We thank You Lord for the honor.  Thank You, Lord, for being 
patient with us.  We have struggled with our unawareness; struggled 
with recognizing the great mantle that You have put upon the each of us.  
We thank You, Lord, that You have chosen Your sons as Your mouthpiece 
to bring in the kingdom.   

 We do not realize on what tenuous ground we walk on.  We walk 
on holy ground, as Joshua did when God commissioned him to take the 
land. The sons are still plagued with the consciousness of the mind that 
struggles, but that struggle will soon end. 

 What happens in the earth is contingent upon the word out of the 
mouths of the sons.  They can’t take this lightly.  We can’t just look at 
things happening and say, “Well, let me read in the news and see what is 
happening tomorrow.”  No.  We determine what happens tomorrow, and 
that must be a revelation to you. 

 We are not looking for the signs of the times to confirm our faith.  
“See this is happening and this is happening, therefore I am encouraged 
because God’s coming is any moment.”  That is a fallacy.  God’s coming is 
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here, and it is in you and I, the sons.  We’re not waiting to see what the 
news is tomorrow, because we are creating the news for tomorrow - today.  
That has to be our position.  That is something that you have to 
understand. 

 We’re not looking for something to happen.  Is the kingdom going 
to happen to you?  No.  You happen to the kingdom.  You want to 
know what is in the news tomorrow?  I’ll tell you.  It’s the word out of 
the mouths of the sons today. 

Scriptures 

1 Revelation 1:6  kings and priests 

New American Standard Bible  
and He has made us to be a kingdom, priests to His God and Father-- to Him be the glory 
and the dominion forever and ever. Amen.  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Chapter 10 
 

The Seals Are Being Removed 

 We are going to talk about the seals1 being taken off of the book.  
However, we need to understand that this deeply mystical book is not 
something outside of you, rather this book is you; the sons of God.  The 
seals are being removed, and this is deeply significant, because the sons 
have not known who they were. 

 As the seals are removed, so are the limitations that have existed 
upon the sons.  This is huge, because we are talking about a revealing, or 
manifestation, that is beginning to happen to the sons of God. 

 Who are the sons?  A great deal has been written of them 
throughout the scriptures, but take the book of Joel, for example.  The 
prophecy in Joel says that there has never been a people2 like this ever 
before.  Never before, in the history of mankind and humanity, has there 
ever been anything like this race of people, raised up by the Father, who 
are beginning to manifest now.  Joel says furthermore, that there never 
will again be a people as this to come forth.  Wow, this is how unique the 
sons are. 

 “Blow a trumpet in Zion, And sound an alarm on My holy 
mountain! Let all the inhabitants of the land tremble, For the day 
of the LORD is coming; Surely it is near, A day of darkness and 
gloom, A day of clouds and thick darkness. As the dawn is spread 
over the mountains, So there is a great and mighty people; There 
has never been anything like it, Nor will there be again after it To 
the years of many generations.” (Joel 1:1-2) 

 Why does the spirit world look in awe?  Because they don’t 
understand.  The aliens come, and many other orders that exist; and they 
don’t understand.  All are watching to see what happens now, as there 
has never been anything like this to happen before. 

 “that is, the mystery which has been hidden from the past 
ages and generations, but has now been manifested to His saints, 
to whom God willed to make known what is the riches of the 
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glory of this mystery among the Gentiles, which is Christ in you, 
the hope of glory.” (Colossians 1:26-27) 

 What is this mystery?  Ephesians talks about the mystery3 of 
ages.  What is this mystery that is happening?  It is the revealing4 or 
manifesting of the sons of God. They have been with the Father, since the 
dawn5 of creation.  The Father has sent them, at this time, to fulfill the 
prophecies of the administration of the kingdom, and complete what the 
Lord Jesus Christ first began. 

 In many ways, the book of Revelation is like a prophecy, 
foretelling what was to come, as the seals are taken off the book, one by 
one.  It is like a picture that is being painted of what is unfolding in the 
realm of spirit as the sons step into liberty.    

 The removal of the seals may not even be in order.  He may start 
off with removing the fifth seal, then the first, and the third, and the 
fourth, and so on.  But, with each removal something dynamically 
happens in the earth, and I know that this is tied into the sons of God.  
Everything that God is doing is tied into the manifesting of His sons.  You 
cannot separate the end time events, from the manifesting of the sons of 
God.  They go hand-in-hand. 

 As God takes up His abode6 within the sons, we will find a 
complete inter-penetration of God within man.  

 Everything that is happening within the book of Revelation is tied 
into the manifesting of the sons of God.  Look at the reference to the 
seven churches. They have come from the church age and each one has 
had a dynamic in restraining and aborting the manifesting of God’s sons.  
God says, “Come out8 of her, and be not a partaker of her sins.”  Who is 
“her”?  The seven churches.  Don’t come out of the world.  We’re not 
talking about that.  Come out of the seven churches9.  Well, how many 
churches are there right now in the earth?  Millions.  But I have a feeling 
there’s only seven churches.  Those named in the book of Revelation; 
those are the seven prevailing spirits.   

 You might say there really are only seven churches that exist in 
the earth, and they are represented in the book of Revelation, and they 
are tied into the dynamic of the release of the sons of God.  They have all 
been an agency to abort and hinder and block the manifesting of God’s 
sons.    
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 The whole book of Revelation should be re-titled, “The book of the 
Revelation of the Manifestation of the Sons of God”.  That is what the 
book of Revelation should be titled.  As the sons of God come forth, the 
book of Revelation unfolds.  It is not separate. It is all tied into the 
manifesting of the sons of God.   

 As the sons break free, layer after layer, then judgment comes 
forth in the earth.  The book of Revelation deals with the sons moving 
into the administration10 of the kingdom, as they begin to subject every 
kingdom back unto the Lord Jesus Christ.  It’s all tied together. 

 In one very real sense, this is their story.  It sounds very personal.  
We have spoken about how the word was given to the sons, not to the 
church world, as a whole.  Certainly, they will benefit, but the Bible, the 
word of God, was given to the sons of God.  That is to whom it was given.  
And the mysteries that are in the word, hidden between scriptures, are 
there waiting for the sons as they begin to mature and manifest.  The 
scriptures and their mysteries, unfold as the sons mature. 

 The seals are being taken off the book, and judgment is pouring 
forth.  We are in the time line of the various seven seals being removed, 
and the greatest mystery3 in the entire universe, is the mystery of the 
sons of God, and their manifestation.   

 We are not talking about the Nephilim and the fallen angels and 
all the rebellious spirits that fell from grace, we are talking about the true 
seed of which Christ was the firstborn, the first fruits.  What a mystery.  
How hidden it has been. 

 Indeed, the book of Revelation belongs to the sons.  And the seals 
are being removed off of the sons.  Lord, give Your sons eyes to see more 
deeply beyond that which they have seen.  We need to understand where 
we are in the timeline of the end-time events, because the word has come 
so many times: “You are so much further into the kingdom than you 
understand; so much deeper into the realm of spirit than you 
know.”  

 The curtain is being drawn back, and all of a sudden you see the 
sons who have been in the earth, walking.  Not knowing exactly who they 
themselves were.  Waiting for the time of their revealing.  All of creation 
is waiting for the revealing4 of the sons of God.  It is all so tied together.  
Everything in the word is tied together like a tight matrix.  It’s all tied 
into the Father’s greatest plan and that is the birthing of the sons of God.   
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Scriptures 

1 Revelation 5:2  seals taken off the books 

New American Standard Bible  
And I saw a strong angel proclaiming with a loud voice, "Who is worthy to open the book 
and to break its seals?" 

2 Joel 2:2   never been a people like this  

New American Standard Bible  
A day of darkness and gloom, A day of clouds and thick darkness. As the dawn is spread 
over the mountains, So there is a great and mighty people; There has never been anything 
like it, Nor will there be again after it To the years of many generations 

3 Ephesians   mystery of ages 

New American Standard Bible  
and to bring to light what is the administration of the mystery which for ages has been 
hidden in God who created all things; 

4 Romans 8:19  revealing of the sons 

New American Standard Bible  
For the anxious longing of the creation waits eagerly for the revealing of the sons of God. 

5 1 Peter 1:20  since the dawn of creation 

New American Standard Bible  
For He was foreknown before the foundation of the world, but has appeared in these last 
times for the sake of you 

6 1 John 4:15   takes up His abode 

New American Standard Bible  
Whoever confesses that Jesus is the Son of God, God abides in him, and he in God. 

8 Revelation 18:4    come out of her 

New American Standard Bible  
I heard another voice from heaven, saying, "Come out of her, my people, so that you will 
not participate in her sins and receive of her plagues; 

9 Revelation 1:11  the seven churches 

New American Standard Bible  
saying, "Write in a book what you see, and send it to the seven churches: to Ephesus and to 
Smyrna and to Pergamum and to Thyatira and to Sardis and to Philadelphia and to 
Laodicea." 

10 Revelation 2:26  administration of the kingdom 

New American Standard Bible  
'He who overcomes, and he who keeps My deeds until the end, TO HIM I WILL GIVE 
AUTHORITY OVER THE NATIONS; 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Chapter 11 
 

The Travail of Creation 

 Romans 8 talks about the travail of all creation.  Let’s take a 
moment and read that.  We’ll start with Romans 8 and we’ll go with verse 
19.  “For the anxious longing of the creation waits eagerly for the 
revealing (or manifestation) of the sons of God.” (Romans 8:19).  
Until now, the sons have been hidden until the time of their 
manifestation.  The New Testament also references how the lives of God’s 
sons have been hidden1 away in Him.    

 “For you have died and your life is hidden with Christ in 
God. When Christ, who is our life, is revealed, then you also will 
be revealed with Him in glory.” (Colossians 3:3-4) 

 Let’s go on to Romans 8, verse 20.  “And the creation was 
subjected to futility, not willingly, but because of Him who 
subjected it in hope that the creation itself also will be set free 
from its slavery to corruption into the freedom of the glory of the 
sons of God, or children of God. For we know that the whole 
creation groans and suffers the pains of childbirth together until 
now.  And not only this, but also we ourselves having the first 
fruits of the spirit, even we ourselves groan within ourselves 
waiting eagerly for our adoption as sons, the redemption of our 
body.”  (Romans 8:20-23). 

 We have taught on this scripture many times before, but to really 
understand what is happening within the scope of creation, go back to 
verse 22.  “For we know that that whole creation [all of creation] is 
groaning and suffers the pains of childbirth together with us 
until now.”  (Romans 8:22) 

 It’s hard for men to understand what a woman goes through in 
bringing forth a child with the pain and agony that is involved.  To really 
understand this process of childbirth, one must really live it.  

 Now, try and imagine with me for a second, all of creation - the 
living, vital essence of God in all of His creation, groaning for release; in 
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travail as the scripture points out.  The trees are groaning.  The rocks are 
groaning.  What we are talking about is so far outside of the scope of what 
we understand, because we have not really experienced this level of 
reality.  What is creation experiencing and going through right now?  
Travail; very similar to the travail a woman goes through. 

 All of creation is involved, first hand, in the process of seeing the 
sons come to birth.  They have a stake in what is destined to happen, for 
their freedom is on the line.   

 One of the challenges the sons face is relating to their day-to-day 
life and understanding that they are experiencing the pains of travail2.  
How do you explain travail?  Webster’s dictionary can define it, but the 
only way to know travail, is to live it first-hand.   

 You are living in travail, even though the outward appearance of 
your life may, or may not, fit into your concept.  Paul experienced daily, 
the travail to see the church brought forth. Look at Galatians 4:19. Paul 
says, “My children, with whom I am again in the pains of 
childbirth until Christ is formed in you.”  (Galatians 4:19).   

 What is travail?  Birth pains, intensity, excruciating pain, and the 
list could go on and on.  The sons of God are experiencing travail, 
however, they may need eyes to see that this is indeed what they are 
going through, for it may look like something else entirely. 

 Sometimes it can feel like someone took your upper lip and 
stretched it out over the top of your head.  And you just say, “I don’t 
understand what’s going on.  What is going on?  Where is the warfare 
coming from?  What am I experiencing?” Your soul is dying out, through 
the work of the cross, while you are in the midst of travail to see the 
kingdom brought forth.  Wow. 

 If you are on this path to sonship, at this close time in the earth, 
then you are experiencing travail, because we are very close to the full 
birthing of the sons of God.  A great revealing, or manifesting, of the sons 
of God is beginning to happen.  Sometimes you just need to take ten steps 
back and take a good look at what is happening within you, and through 
you.  Each of the sons is a good barometer for what is unfolding right now.   

 What is happening to you right now?  “Well, it’s this issue.  It’s 
that issue.  This person did that to me, or this happened.”  No.  It’s none 
of those things.  Certainly, God is putting the fire to the sons.  Certainly, 
He is purifying and purging3 the sons.  Certainly, the cross is putting to 
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death the soul.  Yes.  But let’s just take another step back from that and 
go up another level.  Let’s get on the top of the mountain where we can 
take a good look at the valley below.  

 What do you see?  Sometimes you can be so close that you can’t 
see the forest for the trees.  Sometimes you can be in the midst and lose 
perspective of what’s happening to you.  You may be trying to resolve 
individual issues without realizing, “that is not the solution.”  Come up a 
little higher. God has counted you worthy, not only to complete the 
sufferings of Christ, but also to be those who travail and birth the 
kingdom.   

 “For we know that the whole creation groans and suffers 
the pains of childbirth together until now.  And not only this, but 
also we ourselves having the first fruits of the spirit, even we 
ourselves groan within ourselves waiting eagerly for our 
adoption as sons, the redemption of our body.”  (Romans 8:21) 

 You are in travail to be released, and all of creation is travailing 
with you, for your release, and theirs.  They are in travail because they 
have been under bondage for a very long time, and they are tied into this 
magical moment of the release of the sons of God.  

 What are the sons of God in travail for?  Are they in travail to be 
set free?  Are they in travail to be revealed and manifested?  Yes.  
However, the sons of God have been given the mantle and charge to bring 
forth the kingdom, to literally birth the kingdom.   

 “The kingdom of God is not coming with signs to be 
observed; nor will they say, `Look, here it is!' or, `There it is!' For 
behold, the kingdom of God is within you.” (Luke 17:20-21) 

 The kingdom is within4 you.  You are in travail to birth the 
kingdom of God that dwells within you.  This is so mystical.  You are 
birthing the kingdom, yet the kingdom is within you.  You carry the 
kingdom, however, the kingdom also covers realms and worlds, 
dimensions and peoples, who are waiting for their release. They are 
prepared for the battle, but they don’t know exactly how it’s going to 
unfold.  

 Within the sons is this unique mantle to birth the kingdom.  It 
will affect every level, like Christ, when He ascended.  The word says He 
passed5 through the heavens setting the captives free.  Not just the 
captives on the natural plane, who began to rise from the graves and walk 
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down the streets of Jerusalem.  Certainly, that happened.  Many other 
levels happened beyond our awareness, beyond our ability to see and 
understand.    

 A word came many years ago that one of the greatest mysteries 
that we would see in the days ahead (now) would be the travail of the 
sons of God, and the subsequent birthing of the kingdom.  And this is 
happening - a deep birthing, a deep travail – a mantle that has been 
placed upon the sons. 

 What you are experiencing concerns far more than yourself.  I am 
sure you know that, but your travail (present tense) is affecting all of 
creation right now.  It can be hard to see this, however, when you are in 
the midst of the conflict.   

 An old saying we remember from many years ago goes like this, 
“when you are up to your ass in alligators, it can be hard to remember that 
your original mission was to drain the swamp.”  I can relate to that, and I 
am sure you can to.  We have all had a lot of alligators on our cuffs! 

 If you look closely, on the natural plane you can actually see the 
travail of creation happening, because the earth is going through 
convulsions on a very visible level.  What are the indicators?  
Earthquakes, anomalous weather events, volcanic eruptions; to name a 
few.   

 A word came years ago, “watch the Hawaiian Islands.  For they 
will be a barometer of what is happening in the birthing of the kingdom of 
God.”  We have always felt that the Hawaiian Islands were very special, 
very unique in the connection to what God is doing in the earth during 
this time.  These islands are the home of one of very few elemental 
species who are aware of the kingdom and the spiritual conflict unfolding, 
so it is easy to see the tie-in.  

 These elementals are called, Menehunes.  You can read about the 
Menehune—probably search it online.  They are a race of creation that 
exists in the Hawaiian Islands.  They are a very unique type of elemental/
fairy order.  They tend to be small, two or three feet tall, at the most.  
And like a lot of elemental/spirit beings that exist in the spirit realm, they 
love color, so you will see them usually vividly dressed. 

 The Menehune are aware of the conflict and the birthing of the 
sons that is happening, and they will assist whenever called to do so.  
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When we were in transition, some 20 years ago, out of shepherding 
churches, they appeared and assisted us at a time of need. 

 What is interesting is that most of the spiritual entities are not 
that aware of what the Father is doing.  As part of creation, they are in 
travail, but they don’t know what they are going through.  No one has 
come to lead them and say, “You’re in travail.  Let me explain to you what 
travail is and how you are linked into the destiny of God.”   

 Even the Cloud of Witnesses are not completely familiar with 
what is happening.  They have appeared, on occasion, to hear and listen 
to the word, to get a deeper glimpse into what is happening right now.  
Although they exist in the spirit, that does not mean that they know.  
They are in transition too, for they without6 us will not be made perfect.  
The sons that God is bringing forth are the progenitors of a new age, one 
that they are an intrinsic part of creating.   

 “And all these, having gained approval through their faith, 
did not receive what was promised, because God had provided 
something better for us, so that apart from us they would not be 
made perfect.” (Hebrews 11:40) 

 The Cloud of Witnesses are in travail.  In the book of Revelation it 
says, “How long, O Lord, how long before You avenge7 us?  How long, O 
God?  How long?” They are waiting for their redemption.  They are 
waiting to be clothed on high.  They are waiting for resurrection life.  And 
they are groaning.   

 Imagine with me what must be happening with this travail, 
because it is happening on every level of existence.  Just the fact that no 
one is aware of it doesn’t mean that it is not happening.  We know that 
the world is under the power8 of the evil one; and the Christian world is 
pretty much asleep.  In-fact there are very few who are awake at this 
time. 

 We are not talking about the self-appointed prophets or 
spiritualists who think they are awake.  They are just as dead and asleep 
as everyone else.  They may think that they are walking in the spirit, but 
I tell you, it’s all in the realm of the soul.  They are just as deceived and 
asleep as anyone else.  The light is very dim out there in the world, for 
there are very few that God has brought outside the camp who have any 
element of sight and grasp. 
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 In the spirit, there are varying degrees of awareness, because 
everything is intensifying right now.  The travail is intensifying.  The 
spirit world is entering into a deeper travail, and the Hawaiian Islands 
have come alive with activity. 

 What is happening in the Hawaiian Islands right now is not 
random, by any means.  It is a barometer and something that we have 
been watching.  The eruptions technically began on the third of May, 
2018, but really began to have a deep foothold by the fifth.  At that time 
other appearing’s began to come which coincided with the eruptions and 
the volcanic activity.   

 Since 1983 there has been some level of volcanic activity at Mt. 
Kilauea, which is a timeline that saw major changes begin to affect the 
spirit world. However, what has happened since the 3rd of May has taken 
the travail of creation to another level.  We have never seen activity like 
this, in the islands, in recorded history.  What is happening is tied into 
the release and manifesting of the sons of God, and that is where we are 
right now.   

 There will be more signs that will now begin to come in the earth.  
They may appear “random,” but they definitely are not.  Whether we are 
talking about geophysical or geopolitical events, they are not random, by 
any means.  They are all part of what is happening in this overall travail. 

 What exactly does all of this mean?”  We are talking about a spirit 
world that has been under the thumb of Satan’s rule.  And they have been 
prodded and goaded at times to do things that they wouldn’t necessarily 
do.  The volatility of what is happening in the spirit world is affecting a 
lot of the elemental beings and some of the lower orders of principalities 
and powers.    

 The spirit world is being shaken up.  The satanic entities are 
being cast down.  That is happening.  The more the satanic entities are 
cast down to the natural plane, the more they are going to wreak havoc 
on the natural plane. Watch carefully and you can see the signs of 
increased violence and lawlessness.  Where is that coming from?  The 
spirit. 

 What is happening?  Satan is being cast out of the heavens, for 
there is no place for him. 

 “And there was war in heaven, Michael and his angels 
waging war with the dragon. The dragon and his angels waged 
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war, 8and they were not strong enough, and there was no longer 
a place found for them in heaven.” (Revelation 12:7-8) 

 On the flip side the sons are ascending.  They are beginning to 
move into a place that God has prepared for them that has been, up until 
now, usurped by the enemy.  The enemy is being taken out, so there is a 
great deal of volatility in the whole realm of spirit, not to mention the 
travail that’s going on by creation.   

 It is not cut and dry at this point.  You just can’t say, “Well this is 
travail and this is influence by the satanic seed.”  It’s just a melting pot 
right now of what’s happening because the spirit world is definitely 
reacting and this is causing a range of dynamics within the whole world 
of the elemental beings who have been put here by God for balance and 
order.  They are being affected by the satanic entities that are being cast 
down.  Welcome to the transition. 

 Let’s take a look at Luke chapter 19 and we’ll start with verse 38.  
“Blessed be The King that comes in the name of the Lord; peace 
in heaven and glory in the highest!  And some of the Pharisees 
from among the multitudes said to Him, “Master, rebuke Your 
disciples.” And He answered and said unto them, “I tell you, if 
these should hold their peace, the rocks would cry out.” (Luke 
19:38-40)! 

 You can look at that and just think, “Well, that was just a random 
statement.”  But it was not.  Christ was saying that the rocks literally 
would cry out, because all of creation has a consciousness to it.  There is a 
great deal overlapping right now.  Overlapping between the travail, 
between the ascension of the sons, and the casting down of the satanic 
world and their affect upon the natural plane.   

 We’re going to see events begin to form in the earth on a political 
level involving countries.  You might think, “Well, that’s a random event, 
but it will not be.  Everything is connected to the travail that is 
happening right now. 

 We are a lot closer than we know.  Travail is not something that 
we are going to enter into; travail is something that we are carrying, 24/7.  
This is a mantle that God has put upon the sons, to birth the kingdom. 
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Scriptures 

1 Ephesians 3:9      hidden in God 

New American Standard Bible  
and to bring to light what is the administration of the mystery which for ages has been 
hidden in God who created all things; 

2 1 Thessalonians 5:3      travail 

New American Standard Bible  
While they are saying, "Peace and safety!" then destruction will come upon them suddenly 
like labor pains upon a woman with child, and they will not escape. 

3 Malachi 3:3        purging and purifying the sons 

New American Standard Bible  
"He will sit as a smelter and purifier of silver, and He will purify the sons of Levi and 
refine them like gold and silver, so that they may present to the LORD offerings in 
righteousness. 

4 Luke 17:21      the kingdom is within you 

New American Standard Bible  
nor will they say, 'Look, here it is!' or, 'There it is!' For behold, the kingdom of God is in 
your midst." 

5 Hebrews 4:14        He passed through the heavens 

New American Standard Bible  
Therefore, since we have a great high priest who has passed through the heavens, Jesus 
the Son of God, let us hold fast our confession. 

6 Hebrews 11:40       they without us will not be made perfect 

New American Standard Bible  
because God had provided something better for us, so that apart from us they would not be 
made perfect. 

7 Revelation 6:10        how long before You avenge us 

New American Standard Bible  
and they cried out with a loud voice, saying, "How long, O Lord, holy and true, will You 
refrain from judging and avenging our blood on those who dwell on the earth?"  

8 1 John 5:19      the world is under the power of the evil one  
New American Standard Bible  
and they cried out with a loud voice, saying, "How long, O Lord, holy and true, will You 
refrain from judging and avenging our blood on those who dwell on the earth?"  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Chapter 12 
 

Freedom 

 This word is on freedom.  We are going to start with a scripture 
out of Isaiah 61; one that the Lord Himself spoke and one that has been 
hanging in the wings for a very long time for the sons of God.   

 “The Spirit of the Lord GOD is upon me, because the LORD 
has anointed me to bring good news to the afflicted; he has sent 
me to bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to captives 
and freedom to prisoners.” (Isaiah 61:1) 

 Now let’s jump over to Galatians 5, “It was for freedom that 
Christ set us free.”  (Galatians 5:1a) 

 Now let’s go to Romans 8. Verse 18.  “For I consider that the 
sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be compared 
with the glory that is to be revealed in us.” (Romans 8:18)  

 That makes you look at what you’ve been going through in the 
work of the cross1 and the deep things that He has set before you, in a 
different light.  You have been counted worthy to experience the 
sufferings of Christ.  As Paul continues, “the sufferings are not to be 
compared to the glory which is to come.”   

 “For the anxious longing of the creation waits eagerly for 
the revealing of the sons of God.” (Romans 8:19)   

 You could also say, the unveiling or the manifestation of the sons.  
It can be hard to fathom; just how much all of creation is waiting for the 
sons of God.  We may have moments of connection with them, but nothing 
that really goes that deep.  Imagine, with me, all of creation, anxiously2 
longing for the revealing of the sons of God.  Anxiously longing.  That is 
not a passive sentence.  And this is the truth. 

 On this natural plane of our senses, we don’t see it.  We don’t feel 
their presence that much.  We don’t feel the groaning and the drive.  On 
occasion, we might tune in and something might come through and you 
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can then sense them.  Perhaps we have all experienced brief 
breakthroughs like this.  You can sense the anxiousness within creation.  
Somewhere a breakthrough comes, just for a moment, and you experience 
something outside of yourself and you realize it’s something going on 
within the realm of spirit; the unseen realm of all of creation, going 
through this groaning. 

 We have spoken of this before; a lot of creation doesn’t understand 
what they are experiencing.  Certainly, there are some that have a higher 
order of intelligence and are aware that something is coming; but by and 
large most are not aware. 

 Their awareness, or lack of awareness, does not separate them 
from the groaning that is going on within all of creation.  I am sure they 
don’t understand what it is that they are feeling, even though the 
anxiety2, and the longing, is propelling them.  They are participating with 
us.   

 “For the creation was subjected to futility, not willingly, 
but because of Him who subjected it, in hope, that the creation 
itself also will be set free from its slavery to corruption into the 
freedom of the glory of the children of God.”  (Romans 8:20-21)   

 This is a big one.  They are groaning to be released from the spirit 
of futility3 that has been upon this age, and, that has been upon all of 
creation for eons.  It is hard to fathom this.  How long they have lived 
under this restraint.  How long they have born this, and how deep the 
groaning must be, for freedom. 

 I can share with you something that came a couple of years ago.  
It was an experience with freedom, that left a deep mark upon my spirit.   

 As I was caught away, I found myself in another realm.  The realm 
was overlaid in gold, like a light hue of gold, overlaid. I found myself in a 
room, a great library.  As I walked into this room I could feel the absolute 
freedom that existed.  Imagine shedding all of the restraints of the soul 
and physical, putting off the mind completely.  The experience was like a 
freedom that you could not put words to.  The word has come from the 
Lord, that as we make this transition, we will barely be able to remember 
the restraints and limitations that we had lived under.  That is how 
complete this deliverance and transformation will be.  

 It is hard to imagine, because, we are groaning within ourselves to 
be clothed from on high; to lay aside this body of death4 and put on the 
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body of spirit, the resurrected5 body … delivered out of the futility of our 
mind that we have been subjected to.   

 The change that is slated to happen for creation will not happen 
until the sons of God are delivered from the futility that they have been 
under.  The same goes for the Cloud of Witnesses, who are longing for 
their redemption.  They, without us, will not be made perfect6.  Even “the 
cloud” doesn’t know how great a liberty and freedom which is coming.   

 As I walked through this realm, if you can imagine, stripping away 
everything off of you of the carnal mind.  The weights and the chains that 
you have carried: gone.  Absolute freedom.  Stepping outside of the futility 
of the mind, into the fullness of the mind of Christ; laying aside the 
chains and the fetters and the weights7 that you have carried in this 
present sojourn – this is freedom that is coming.  

 Here we are, the end of days - the time of the summing up of all 
things in Christ.  The sons have been given the baton.  We are finishing 
the last leg of this race.  And God says to you, “Just break the tape.  
Break the tape.  You’ve taken the baton.  Many others have come before 
and have not taken the baton up.  But you grabbed it.  You are the 
finishing leg on this race, just do it.”   

 This is happening right now.  We are in “real time” right now.  
You have been running with fetters and chains, and the bondages of the 
futility that reigns upon this world, badgering your steps. 

 We sense it coming, but we haven’t experienced it yet.  Yet I know 
that this freedom is here, now.  I am not saying that it wasn’t here before.  
I don’t know about before.  I just know something has changed.  
Something dynamic has changed within the last window of time, and the 
spirit of freedom is amongst us. 

 The spirit of freedom is here in our midst, and our destiny is to 
finish this course and enter into the freedom of the glory8 of the sons of 
God. 

 “that the creation itself also will be set free from its slavery 
to corruption into the freedom of the glory of the children of 
God.” (Romans 8:21) 

 We stand before God, voices raised, screaming; “Freedom!”  It’s 
time for freedom.   
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 It’s time that we set aside this body of death.  We unzip it.  And 
we take that which is coming down from above, a new garment, and new 
clothes: The robes9 of righteousness. 

 All of creation is travailing, even though many do not know what 
it is they are travailing for.  But they are groaning.  You and I, we’re 
groaning, even if we don’t understand it.  Sometimes it’s really hard as 
you go through the day; what’s happening to you?  What are you feeling?  
You know you have the warfare; you have all these different things, but 
this travail is something different. 

 What if you step back from yourself?  Separate yourself, from 
yourself, and take a closer look.  There is a groaning going on.  It’s a 
groaning of your spirit to be free.  We are groaning.  We may not 
understand it.  How do you explain it?  People just think you are crazy if 
you were to tell them.  But there is this unspoken groaning going on in 
the spirit, for the sons are in travail to enter into freedom.   

 There is one word resonating with us, freedom.  Freedom.  
Freedom.  It’s time for the freedom of the sons of God.  It’s time for the 
sons of God to be set free from futility3.   

 We will not have to worry about setting creation free, because the 
minute that freedom breaks upon the sons, it will radiate out like a wave 
and it will touch every level of creation.  Like a tidal wave emanating out; 
the sons breaking forth into freedom is going to touch every level of 
creation, and creation will start walking free. 

 This will also be a catalyst, I believe, to cause a lot of other events 
to unfold in the earth.   

 The Lord prophesied and said; 

 “The Spirit of the Lord GOD is upon me, because the LORD 
has anointed me to bring good news to the afflicted.” (Isaiah 
61:1a)  Do you qualify?  I believe you do.  Yes, Lord, we have been 
afflicted.  That’s okay. That has been our path.  “He has sent me to 
bind up the brokenhearted.” (Isaiah 61:1b) Well, if there is any 
broken heart within us, it’s that longing for the oneness and the deep 
indwelling, where the separation, or seeming separation, between the 
Lord and us - ends.  “To proclaim liberty to captives and freedom to 
prisoners.” (Isaiah 61:1c) Lord, we have been captives, we have been 
prisoners, but it is time for freedom.  
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 Then He said; 

  “And to proclaim the favorable year of the LORD and the 
day of vengeance of our God.” (Isaiah 61: 2) What precedes the 
vengeance?  What precedes the judgments?  What precedes what God is 
going to do in this age?  Freedom. Freedom precedes it.  The freedom of 
the sons of God precedes the vengeance of our God.  
 It is coming and it is here.  It’s time for freedom; the freedom of 
the glory of the sons of God. 

 As the sons of God enter into the freedom and the subsequent 
vengeance, or judgments of God that flow into the earth, what happens? 
“Then they will rebuild the ancient ruins, they will raise up the 
former devastations; and they will repair the ruined cities, the 
desolations of many generations.”  (Isaiah 61:4) They will be 
called the priests of the LORD . . . ministers of our God.   You will 
eat the wealth of nations, and in their riches you will boast.  
    Instead of your shame you will have a double portion, and 
instead of humiliation they will shout for joy. Therefore, they will 
possess a double portion in their land.” (Isaiah 61:6-7) 

 It is time for Isaiah 61.  It is time for the freedom to break upon 
the sons.  The subsequent events that will follow are lined up, just 
waiting.   

 Let’s go to Malachi 4:2. "But for you who fear My name, the 
sun of righteousness will rise with healing in its wings; and you 
will go forth and skip about like calves from the stall.  You will 
tread down the wicked, for they will be ashes under the soles of 
your feet on the day which I am preparing, says the LORD of 
hosts.” (Malachi 4:2-3). 

 What day is Malachi referencing?  Today. You will tread down the 
wicked, and they will be ashes under your feet, in the day of your 
freedom.  

Scriptures 

1 Philippians 2:8   through the cross 

New American Standard Bible  
Being found in appearance as a man, He humbled Himself by becoming obedient to the 
point of death, even death on a cross. 
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2 Romans 8:19   anxious longing 

New American Standard Bible  
For the anxious longing of the creation waits eagerly for the revealing of the sons of God. 

3 Romans 8:20   futility of this age 

New American Standard Bible  
For the creation was subjected to futility, not willingly, but because of Him who subjected 
it, in hope 

4 Romans 7:24   body of death 

New American Standard Bible  
Wretched man that I am! Who will set me free from the body of this death? 

5 2 Corinthians 5:4   resurrected body  

New American Standard Bible  
For indeed while we are in this tent, we groan, being burdened, because we do not want to 
be unclothed but to be clothed, so that what is mortal will be swallowed up by life. 

6 Hebrews 11:40   they without us are not made perfect 

New American Standard Bible  
because God had provided something better for us, so that apart from us they would not be 
made perfect. 

7 Hebrews 12:1   lay aside every weight 

New American Standard Bible  
Therefore, since we have so great a cloud of witnesses surrounding us, let us also lay aside 
every encumbrance and the sin which so easily entangles us, and let us run with endurance 
the race that is set before us, 

8 Romans 8:21   freedom of the glory of God 

New American Standard Bible  
that the creation itself also will be set free from its slavery to corruption into the freedom of 
the glory of the children of God. 

9 Isaiah 61:10   robes of righteousness 

New American Standard Bible  
I will rejoice greatly in the LORD, My soul will exult in my God; For He has clothed me 
with garments of salvation, He has wrapped me with a robe of righteousness, As a 

bridegroom decks himself with a garland, And as a bride adorns herself with her jewels. 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Chapter 13 

Things Are Not As They Appear 

 The word has come many times, “Things are not as they appear.”  
“Be very careful in your assessment of everything.” This has been an 
underscoring directive from the Lord, which has come numerous times.   

 It can be very interesting to study the events happening in the 
earth.  There is a great deal of darkness upon the people of this earth, 
who have no ability to see.  Some people might say, “We’re in the end 
times.  The judgments are unfolding.”  People can have these generic 
interpretations of what is happening on a broad global scale, but they 
really do not see the larger picture; they only see what Satan would have 
them see.   

 “For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but 
against the rulers, against the powers, against the world forces of 
this darkness, against the spiritual forces of wickedness in the 
heavenly places.” (Ephesians 6:12) 

 It doesn’t take that much revelation to understand and to realize 
that we are in the end times; that we are in the times when we will see 
the wrap up of God’s dealings with mankind.  But what we’re talking 
about is something that goes far deeper, because we know that Satan is 
being cast out of the heavens.  He has been a master manipulator of 
events and seasons which are unfolding in the earth, for he is the lie and 
the father of the lie.  He is able to manipulate events and circumstances 
to create an illusion, and this we have spoken of before in Book 1, The 
Manifestation of the Sons of God.  

 The Eastern religions know that this “world,” or realm that we 
walk in, is illusion.  They call it the realm of Maya, which means, the 
realm of illusion.  They have that much insight to understand that this 
world is enshrouded in a realm of illusion.  The scripture even talks about 
this age passing1 away.  
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 We are talking about the “appearance” of things, for Satan is the 
master manipulator within the whole realm of the soul.  How is this 
illusory world propagated?  The media is a major part.  A recent interview 
with a departing editor of the Guardian newspaper was quoted as saying 
that there are “billions of pieces of false news put out everyday.”  That is 
staggering, but where is the engine behind this?  Satan. 

 In math, you have quantum physics.  You also have the science of 
the chaos theory, which is a type of math that basically finds rhyme or 
order out of disorder.  If you step far enough back you will begin to see 
patterns emerge, totally and completely random, however you will see 
how they are all interconnected.  These patterns can be anything, yet 
when viewed from a larger vantage point, you will begin to see order out 
of “disorder.”   Intriguing when you realize how interconnected everything 
is on the face of the earth, and how much the changes happening within 
the sons are affecting everything.  And equally, how little it takes in this 
era of the internet, for Satan to sway the collective population of the 
entire world. 

 On one level, you can look at the governments of the world and 
what the leaders are doing.  You say, “Well this is what’s going on.  The 
news is reporting this, so this must be true.  And this is what is 
happening in this country and so forth.”  You say, “Well obviously this is 
happening.”  And on one very base level it may be happening.  But that is 
not the truth.  That is not the reality.  That is not really what is 
happening.  You must be able to step back and have the spirit give you 
deep insight to see through the thin veil that exists yet within our mind 
and really see what is happening.   

 Look at the world as this massive chessboard and the people of 
this world are the pawns on this chessboard.  The chessboard is being 
played out by the realm of spirit, as events, governments and people are 
all pawns of the realm of spirit, seeking to both control and direct the 
destiny of mankind.  If that is your perspective, then you would not be 
that far off. 

 We have spoken before that mankind is being herded like a flock 
of sheep, into a finality or conclusion that involves the destruction of the 
human race.  On one very high level that is what is happening.  It would 
be like looking at an iceberg.  What you see on the surface may appear to 
be the “reality”, but what is beneath the surface is far greater – you just 
may not see it. Or, it could be like a pyramid, only you are just seeing one 
level of the pyramid. 
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 If you look closer, much closer, you will begin to see overlapping 
realities, functioning concurrently.  There are many levels of the 
kingdom, and many levels that exist in the realm of spirit.  To see one 
level is to see one manifested reality; but each level comes with its own 
“reality,” and each level overlaps the other.   

 “In My Father's house are many dwelling places;” (John 
14:2) 

 This is a very complex topic, because many levels and/or realities 
are happening at the same time, we just don’t know it.  The level of 
“least” truth is of the natural plane, which is constantly affected by what 
is happening on the higher levels of the spirit realm. 

 Come up higher.  Come up to the second level, the third level, the 
fourth level.  You will begin to see a whole different plan that is playing 
out.  It must be very interesting for the satanic world, as they have 
conspired for generations into how to orchestrate the direction of the 
human race.  They have a pre-determined outcome they are looking to 
achieve, as we know.  

 Believe me, the satanic spirit world is not stupid.  Maybe the 
demons and really low orders, but on the higher orders there is a great 
deal of thought being put into the destruction of the human race; and of 
the plan of God, the Father, and bringing to birth many sons. 

 When they lay out an agenda for a plan they’re not looking at 
what can be accomplished in the next three or four years.  They lay it out 
and look and say, “Okay what can we accomplish in 100 years, 200 years, 
500 years?  How can we gradually move the human race down a certain 
path that will end up in destruction?”  It doesn’t take too much insight to 
go back four or five generations and see how much America has fallen, 
both in social values and in the demoralization of America.  America, let 
alone the world, is going down a massive path headed to destruction.  
This is not just a product of the Internet or our communication skills as a 
people; this has been very methodically planned out and orchestrated. 

 The word keeps coming in the spirit, “Don’t look with your 
eyes and feel that you can draw a conclusion, because things are 
not as they appear.”   This is why the sons of God have to be seers that 
see deep into the realm of spirit.  They must see beyond the veil, because 
the only way the sons are going to move with the leverage to bring the 
judgments that have to be brought, is that they see deeply beyond the veil 
and the limitations that they have known. 
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 You’ve got to be able to go in there and see the whole pyramid.  All 
right, we know this is happening at the highest level but there are all 
these various scenarios below that are happening.  To begin to move with 
the authority of the kings and priests, you have to see on the deepest level 
and know what’s happening.  If you don’t, you will be putting out little 
brush fires and will not realize that the whole forest is burning down.  

 “Oh, I see what God is doing,” as you go down with a bucket of 
water to put out that little brush fire.  But, you didn’t realize that behind 
you the whole forest is burning down.  That would be an analogy.  People 
say, “Oh yes.  We know what God is doing.  We know what is happening 
in the earth.”  Yes, you’re throwing buckets of water on a little brush fire 
but the forest is burning down for the lack of sons that can see deep 
enough into the realm of spirit, who can put the axe2 to the root where it 
needs to be placed. 

 “He made known to us the mystery of His will, according to 
His kind intention which He purposed in Him with a view to an 
administration suitable to the fullness of the times, that is, the 
summing up of all things in Christ, things in the heavens and 
things on the earth. In Him.” (Ephesians 1:9-10) 

 What is the “administration” suitable to the fullness of times?  
That would be the operation of authority, moving through the sons, to 
subject every kingdom unto the Lord.  On what level is this executed?  
The realm of spirit, as the sons bring down the principalities and powers 
which have governed this age. 

 “For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but 
against the rulers, against the powers, against the world forces of 
this darkness, against the spiritual forces of wickedness in the 
heavenly places.” (Ephesians 6:12) 

 It’s no small calling to say, “Well, we’re called as sons of God so 
this is wonderful.”  You may think about having the crown and all of the 
things that come with sonship, but you must realize the gravity of the 
responsibility that you have.   

 It is not a luxury to be able to see, it is an absolute necessity if you 
are to fulfill your high calling in God.  You absolutely must be seers.  You 
must be the greatest and deepest mystics that have ever walked the face 
of the earth.  Anything short of that will not get the job done.  If you’re 
happy with your life, then you’re not going to get the job done.  “Oh, I 
believe the Lord will reveal to me at some point and then I’ll just speak a 
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word.”  There is a great deal of initiative that is required of the sons; God 
is not going to just lay a silver platter before you. 

 What did Paul say in the book of Philippians?  That he lived on tip 
toe3.  And the Greek says with neck stretched out. (Philippians 3:1) That 
is the literal translation.  So how did Paul live?  He lived on his tiptoes 
but not only on his tiptoes, he stretched his neck out as far as he could.  
This is a very clear picture, an imagination, a visualization, of how Paul 
lived before God.  The only way Paul was able to fulfill his destiny, at that 
time, was that he saw deeply into the realm of spirit … and that was only 
accomplished by living on tiptoe. 

  Things would not have happened if Paul just ran around with a 
bucket throwing water on this situation and that situation.  Things 
wouldn’t have happened.  Paul had to see much more deeply to really get 
the job done that he was given in his generation.  At this time, the sons of 
God have been given a great high calling.  But, it comes with a great 
sobriety.  You realize, we are not playing games.  God is not playing 
games.  We are playing for real stakes. 

 What was it like for Esther when she lived?  The word says, “for 
such a time4 as this” God brought Esther forth that there would be 
salvation for the Hebrew nation at a time of crisis.  What would have 
happened if Esther had not fulfilled her calling?  What would have 
happened?  We don’t know.  Maybe God would have raised somebody else 
up.  I don’t know what God would have done.  But there was a great deal 
of responsibility upon Esther, as there was on Paul, and as there is upon 
the sons of God - at this time. 

 Things are not as they appear.  That needs to haunt us.  Do not 
allow yourself to go down the rabbit hole being created by the satanic 
seed.  “Oh, well this must be what’s happening because this is what my 
eyes see.  This is what the news reported.”  We must realize the dynamics 
behind the scene.   

 Even those who are being used as unwitting channels of Satan do 
not realize what is happening.  People become unwitting tools of the devil 
because the devil seeks access to the sons.  You have to be so careful with 
your atmosphere.  Guard your atmosphere, your spirit, and your eyesight.  

 How does it go in the book of 2nd Peter?  “Guard5 what you have, 
lest you lose it.”  Is it possible that you could lose what you have been 
given?  Absolutely.  Is it possible that there is someone seeking to take 
from you what you have?  Absolutely. 
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 Satan is always prowling about as a roaring6 lion seeking any way 
he can to devour and to take from you what God has given.  The stakes 
are higher than we understand.  That which is unfolding in the earth is 
far greater than we have any idea.  Things are not as they appear.  The 
rulers of this age are not what they appear.  The circumstances, the 
agendas, what seems to be unfolding are not the issues that are truly at 
hand.   

 When you come up higher it all changes.  Come up a little higher 
and all of a sudden you see a board.  Go up a little higher and all of a 
sudden you see a chessboard.  A little higher, the pieces on the 
chessboard.   And you realize there is something happening here that 
goes very deep, and it’s to that level the judgment has to be administered.  

 I’m not going to go around judging leaves and branches.  We are 
here to judge the trees at the root.  To do that you have to understand 
that things are not as they appear.  You have to see much more deeply 
behind the veil, or through the veil. 

 I know that we are getting more effective because I’ve seen the 
chambers of Satan as he met with some of his higher orders, and they 
apparently do this quite regularly.  Marching orders are disseminated 
each day.  However, I also saw the increased difficulty they are having in 
communicating.  It is becoming more difficult, because the breakdown of 
communication in their ranks is happening.  The ability to communicate 
in their realm is becoming much more difficult; so, the sons are getting 
more effective.   

 It is imperative that we do not allow ourselves to go down the road 
of looking at things and saying, “Well, what I see, is what is.  This must 
be the reality.”  It is not the reality, unless you are seeing it from a 
high vantage point of spirit.  If you’re looking to get something done in 
the spirit, then it only gets done when you hit it on the highest level, at 
the root.  Whatever it is you need, whatever circumstance or issue you are 
dealing with, is not going to be resolved from this level.  It will be 
resolved from the realm of spirit on a much higher plane and only because 
you have the insight to see, and it is that precious sight that gives you the 
leverage to deal that deathblow.  This is why eyesight is so critical and 
cannot be overstated.   

 Why has the issue of bonds and relationships come up so many 
times over the years?  Bonds and relationships, sympathy and obligation, 
are born of the soul and are the perfect conduits of transference and 
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blindness.  And when you’re blinded, you’re out of the game.  What is 
worse is that when you are blindsided, you don’t even know that you are 
blinded.  That’s just it.  You don’t know when you are blind.  You don’t 
know when you’ve lost sight.  The whole church world is blind, as blind 
can be.  Blind leaders of the blind. They all believe they see, but they 
know not that they have lost7 their sight.   

 To the sons who have this high calling, I say just one thing, 
“You’ve got to see.  You’ve got to move beyond the appearance that Satan 
would present from this whole realm of illusion and realize there are 
several layers that are happening at the same time here.  Probe deeply.” 

 How does it go in the book of Proverbs?  “It is the glory8 of God 
to conceal, the glory of kings to seek it out.”  Well it’s your destiny to 
be that seeker that seeks out the truth - to really see, because this is 
where the authority will be effective.  

 It is one thing to have authority, but authority without revelation 
isn’t going to be too effective.  It’s going to be like a shotgun in the air.  
“Oh, I can see God—I can see what’s happening.  Satan is trying to 
destroy humanity so I am just going to take dominion over it.”  Well that’s 
not going to go very far.  You’ve got to have the acute discernment to see.  
Then, and only then, will the authority become effective.  Without the 
insight and the ability to see, the authority will only be a measure, a 
fraction of what it can be.  

 There is a lot of work that has to be done to bring in the kingdom; 
it is just not going to happen because we love God.  It’s going to happen 
because you see and you are able to move in and execute9 the judgments 
written.  But you have to see.  You have to see. 

 The kingdom isn’t going to come forth because everybody loves 
God and God loves us, so He’s just going to help us in our unawares.  It’s 
a little bit more sobering than we have understood.  It is not some sweet 
Jesus religious spirit thing that just says, “Oh well it’s just going to 
happen.  It’s going to be.  And oh, how wonderful.”  No.  The maturity of 
sonship has a great demand upon it that you walk as a mature son and 
you see and you move in authority that really works. 

 You’re not going to be sitting there saying, “Well I did the best I 
can.  Lord, can You just go ahead and take care of it.”  He’s not going to do 
it.  Not when He’s given the mantle to the sons.  Things are not as they 
appear. 
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 “seeing that His divine power has granted to us everything 
pertaining to life and godliness, through the true knowledge of 
Him who called us by His own glory and excellence.” (2nd Peter 
1:3) 

 What’s happening in the earth right now is not what you think.  
What is going on from nation to nation and wars and rumors10 of wars 
and all of this stuff?  It’s not what it appears. 

 What’s going on in your life 90% of the time is not what it appears.  
Relationships that you have, are generally not what they appear.  It’s 
time to wake up.  When you really wake up, then the unclean11 
transference and spiritual input into your life will no longer have access 
to you.   

 “Awake, awake, Clothe yourself in your strength, O Zion; 
Clothe yourself in your beautiful garments, O Jerusalem, the holy 
city; For the uncircumcised and the unclean Will no longer come 
into you. Shake yourself from the dust, rise up, O captive 
Jerusalem; Loose yourself from the chains around your neck, O 
captive daughter of Zion.” (Isaiah 52:1-2) 

 Don’t assume you are awake; you are only a little bit awake.  But 
you’ve got to wake up a lot more.  And that comes with the maturity and 
that’s here now.   

 Now is the time to have your eyes opened so that you might see, 
truly see.  Not only does the unclean thing no longer have access into you 
any longer, but you will begin to have the leverage that comes with the 
sight - to execute the judgments written. 

Scriptures 

1 1 John 2:8   this world is passing away 

New American Standard Bible  
On the other hand, I am writing a new commandment to you, which is true in Him and in 
you, because the darkness is passing away and the true Light is already shining. 

2 Matthew 3:10  axe to the root of the tree 

New American Standard Bible  
"The axe is already laid at the root of the trees; therefore every tree that does not bear good 
fruit is cut down and thrown into the fire. 

3 Philippians 3:14  lived on tip toe 
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New American Standard Bible  
I press on toward the goal for the prize of the upward call of God in Christ Jesus. 

4 Esther 4:14  for such a time as this 

New American Standard Bible  
"For if you remain silent at this time, relief and deliverance will arise for the Jews from 
another place and you and your father's house will perish. And who knows whether you 
have not attained royalty for such a time as this?" 

5 2 Peter 3:17  guard what you have 

New American Standard Bible  
You therefore, beloved, knowing this beforehand, be on your guard so that you are not 
carried away by the error of unprincipled men and fall from your own steadfastness, 

6 1 Peter 5:8   prowls about as a roaring lion 

New American Standard Bible  
Be of sober spirit, be on the alert. Your adversary, the devil, prowls around like a roaring 
lion, seeking someone to devour. 

7 John 9:40   blind and do not know they have lost their sight 

New American Standard Bible  
Those of the Pharisees who were with Him heard these things and said to Him, "We are 
not blind too, are we?" 

8 Proverbs 25:2  glory of God to conceal, glory of kings to seek it out 

New American Standard Bible  
It is the glory of God to conceal a matter, But the glory of kings is to search out a matter. 

9 Psalm 149:9  execute the judgments written 

New American Standard Bible  
To execute on them the judgment written; This is an honor for all His godly ones. Praise 
the LORD! 

10 Mark 13:7   wars and rumors of wars 

New American Standard Bible  
"When you hear of wars and rumors of wars, do not be frightened; those things must take 
place; but that is not yet the end. 

11 Isaiah 52:1  unclean thing will no longer have access to you 

New American Standard Bible  
Awake, awake, Clothe yourself in your strength, O Zion; Clothe yourself in your beautiful 
garments, O Jerusalem, the holy city; For the uncircumcised and the unclean Will no 
longer come into you. 
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Chapter 14 
 

The Power of the Imagination 

 The Lord has been unwrapping the sons, taking the seals1 off the 
“book” for some time.  This hasn’t been a quick work, by any means.  It 
has been a process.  Line2 upon line, precept upon precept, as He’s been 
able to go in and surgically extract out of the sons the bonds, the contacts, 
the fears, the limitations, the wrong belief system and paradigms.  It’s 
been a process, but God has been bringing us through it. 

 As the seals are removed, you will find deep mysteries that have 
been hidden within you. 

 “I will go before you and make the rough places smooth; I 
will shatter the doors of bronze and cut through their iron bars. I 
will give you the treasures of darkness And hidden wealth of 
secret places.” (Isaiah 45:2-3) 

 There has been much that has been hidden within the pages of 
this book, for in these pages of your own heart are the mysteries3 of the 
kingdom.  The deep things of God have been hidden within you, hidden 
even from the eyes of the sons themselves.  That is quite a mystery, 
indeed. 

 You are this book, and the seals are coming off of you.  Imagine 
with me, if you will, a book which contains within it this amazing 
knowledge of all the mysteries of the kingdom.  It is a beautiful book.  
Woven in leather and great detail.  And this book is you.  God has put 
that within you, and He has brought you to birth in the natural plane 
where you have begun to have a very human experience.  

 It has been challenging to disassociate yourself from the physical 
and the identification of this physical being that you are, but it was 
probably not any different for Christ, when He first came.  The word says 
that He found Himself in the form of a man.  That must have been 
shocking.  You too, have this physical manifestation, but this is not who 
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you are.  The only difference is that it has been taking a bit longer than it 
did the Lord for you remember who you are.  

 This has been one of the many challenges of God’s sons; to 
disconnect from the perception that you are this physical manifestation.  
You are your spirit, which is just having a manifestation through the 
physical body, but it can be difficult to make that break with your 
physical body and mind.  

 Everything on the natural plane comes to tie you and bind you to 
this natural plane of existence, but the demand is to disconnect and 
reconnect on a higher plane.  So … God has been in the process of 
unwrapping4 you.  We have been going through a process of unwrapping, 
and as each layer is removed, you have a deeper ability to know, to hear, 
and to remember. 

 Reading from Genesis 37 verse 5; “Then Joseph had a dream, 
and when he told it to his brothers, they hated him even more. He 
said to them, “Please listen to this dream which I have had; for 
behold, we were binding sheaves in the field, and lo, my sheaf 
rose up and also stood erect; and behold, your sheaves gathered 
around and bowed down to my sheaf.” Then his brothers said to 
him, “Are you actually going to reign over us? Or are you really 
going to rule over us?” So they hated him even more for his 
dreams and for his words. 

   Now he had still another dream, and related it to his 
brothers, and said, Lo, I have had still another dream; and 
behold, the sun and the moon and eleven stars were bowing down 
to me. He related it to his father and to his brothers; and his 
father rebuked him and said to him, “What is this dream that you 
have had? Shall I and your mother and your brothers actually 
come to bow ourselves down before you to the ground?” His 
brothers were jealous of him, but his father kept the saying in 
mind.”  (Genesis 37:5-11) 

 You know what happened to Joseph and the plot against Joseph, 
but in verse 18 it says,  “When they saw him from a distance and 
before he came close to them, they plotted against him to put him 
to death. They said to one another, “Here comes this dreamer! 
Now then, come and let us kill him and throw him into one of the 
pits; and we will say, ‘A wild beast devoured him.’”  (Genesis 
37:18-20) 
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 At this juncture in time we are looking to the Lord for the keys of 
manifesting the kingdom, keys of bringing forth the kingdom, keys of 
manifesting sonship, and keys in just manifesting who we are.  With that 
in mind, this story sheds light on something that we need to consider.   

 One of our greatest challenges has been coming to the point where 
we find a way - in God - to manifest who and what we already are.  We 
are not reaching to become.  We are not reaching for an endowment or an 
empowerment.  We are reaching in to manifest who and what we already 
are, but have not recognized, and therefore have not manifested. 

 When Joseph’s brothers saw him from a distance and said, “Here 
comes that dreamer,” it brought to mind the importance the role of 
imagination will have in bringing forth the kingdom.  

 There is a natural tendency within our society to put down or 
minimize the role of imagination and dreaming.  “You’re not living in the 
present right now and dealing with issues.”  That can be a telltale 
comment or projected perception that can nip at your heels, but the fact 
remains that the anointed imagination - in the mind of Christ and to the 
degree that we have received the mind of Christ - is far more powerful 
than we understand.   

 There have been books written, many in New Age circles, which 
talk about the power of the mind, and the power of imagining and 
visualizing.  People have achieved some amazing things by visualizing, or 
going through certain “mental” processes that help them to imagine.  I 
could go through example after example, but you probably don’t need to 
dwell on that.   

 The fact remains that it is very powerful.  And it also ties into the 
scripture; as a man thinks5 in his heart so is he.  That has to do with your 
mind and how you see yourself.  That has to do with visualizing.  That 
has to do with the imagination, because we haven’t really understood the 
power that exists within us to create by virtue of our imagination.  

 Understand that imagination, the anointed imagination under a 
son with the mind of Christ, is extremely powerful.  This is why we have 
to be very careful with how we think.  Did you know that you can even 
create a cord to someone else just by visualizing in your mind?  You have 
to be careful, because unwanted contacts can ride through on your 
thoughts.  
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 This issue of imagination becomes very critical at this point in 
time because we are right here at the juncture between this life and what 
God is bringing us into.  We are linking into the Lord and saying, “Lord, 
what can we do to assist the process?  What can we do to bring it forth?  
Do we just have to go through more work of the cross6?  Do we have to 
just die out some more?  Or, is there something else we can do?” 

 This is where we go back to the word, “Scribes of the Kingdom.”  A 
scribe meditates on the word, studies it, embraces it in his heart and 
reminds the Lord.  But there’s another step to that.  To really be a scribe 
of the kingdom, a scribe of the word, is to imagine the fulfillment of that 
word within you right now.  You say, “Well, I don’t see this, so I’m going 
back and reminding the Lord, ‘Lord, You spoke this and this.’” And that’s 
good.  But I think what’s better is that we take that word and we just say, 
“Yes, Lord, yea and verily.  That word is a living word.  That is a word 
that is true.  You spoke the word.  It bears witness to me.”  

 So where is the disconnect?  Or where is the connect that needs to 
be?  It can be something as simple as your imagination.  Imagine yourself 
walking that way.  Imagine that fulfillment upon you.  I don’t want to say 
visualize.  I don’t even like the term visualize.  I like the term imagining.  
And that was the term that came forty years ago from the Lord when He 
spoke about the anointed imagination of the sons and the power and 
leverage that it was going to give in bringing forth the kingdom.   

 We are concerned about resurrection life, and the Lord has said: 
“You’re so close.  You’re so close to it.  It’s right under your skin.”  Finally, 
He just said, “Imagine yourself in resurrection life.  See yourself in it.” 

 It really just comes down to imagination.  God spoke it, and I must 
have it.  How do I get it?  Well, I’m going to imagine it.  Like Joseph, you 
can call me a dreamer.  I’m going to imagine it. 

 I can’t underscore how important this one word is. The simplicity 
of what we can do to bring forth the changes that we are looking for is 
tied up with the imagination, because what you are “imagining” is the 
truth of what exists.  You are not trying to create something that does not 
already exist.  You are just linking into the “truth”, to bring it to a 
physical manifestation.  A lot of people are trying to create money and 
wealth; all the sons are doing is reaching in to create what God has 
shown already exists.  

 To a large degree the sons have had to carry an anchor that 
anchored them to this natural plane, yet it’s time for Old Ship Zion to pull 
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up anchor.  It’s time to throw the anchor on the other side of the veil.  It’s 
time not to be anchored on the natural plane any longer.  It’s time to be 
anchored on the other side of the veil.   

 So, we pull up anchor!  What we’re looking to do is unlock the 
power that is resident within us.   

 What you are able to imagine and create - years ago - with the 
level of the renewal of the mind that you had is completely different than 
what you can do now.  What you have the capability of doing now is far 
more potent and powerful because of the renewed7 mind that has come 
forth at this point within you.   

 What does that mean?  It means you are hearing and seeing the 
word on a much deeper level.  You are able to grasp the deeper things 
that God is doing.  But what else can you do with it?  Ah … this is where 
your ability to imagine comes into play, because you have a lot more 
power and leverage than you ever had before. 

 Sometimes it is enjoyable to go out and catch a movie if you’re 
looking for a way to shift your vibration out of an assault you may be 
under.  You can find as you watch it that you begin to imagine it.  
Sometimes you leave the movie and find that it kind of stimulated or 
primed the pump for your own imagination as you begin to say, “Wait a 
second.  I am not this carnal being going through all this stuff.   I really 
am this very magical son of God with all these incredible capabilities.”   
All of a sudden you just begin to let yourself go and realize that what you 
are imagining is not something that is not real, but you are imagining 
something that is real, and that is a big difference.   

 People can sit there and imagine all they want about things that 
are unreal and they can have escapades and adventures.  That’s fine.  But 
that is not what we are talking about.  We are talking about imagining 
the truth of who we are so that we can bring it to pass.  All we’re doing is 
imagining the dreams that God has already given; visions like Joseph, 
and we are “seeing” them into manifestation.  We are not talking about 
visualizing something that is not a reality in the realm of spirit, we are 
imagining something that is in the realm of reality but that we have not 
been able to manifest, because we haven’t seen ourselves in that light. 

 This is where your imagination comes into play.  It becomes 
critical at this point to take a deeper step into this.  The simplicity of your 
imagination cannot be overstated.   
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 The best time to do work on your “imagination” is when you are 
quieting yourself.  Rather than just going before the Lord and making 
requests and kind of going through your laundry list of needs, just stop 
the mental gymnastics and come into a place of quiet and begin to see the 
answers; see the requests you have made.  See them done.  Be an 
anointed storyteller, but you’re telling a story that is born of truth, and 
that story encompasses you and many others.  See yourself there.   

 This is what the Lord said when it came to resurrection life.  He 
said, “see yourself in resurrection life.”  See yourself there; imagine it.  
We don’t know yet what part of the puzzle the anointed imagination is 
going to play but I believe it’s a big one.  We must stop seeing ourselves as 
mere8 men, or in any other limited capacity, for this is not who we are, 
nor is it who we have ever been. 

 We have to begin to imagine and trust … that what you are 
imagining has already been created in the spirit.  It is just waiting for you 
to “put it on.” 

 “Awake, awake, Clothe yourself in your strength, O Zion; 
Clothe (put on) yourself in your beautiful garments.” (Isaiah 52:1) 

 Isn’t that what it says about the heavenly garments that await 
God’s sons…. they put on the garments of righteousness; they put on 
resurrection life.  These “realities” are hovering over your head!  Does 
that impact you?  These realities are hovering right over you, right now! 

  It reminds me so many times when we would have periods of 
blessing.  You could see a cloud of blessing above someone.  And we would 
just say, “Reach in and take it.”  But how would they do that?  They 
would have to see it.  They would have to imagine it.  They just can’t lift 
their hands up and say, “Okay, well, I just received what we would call a 
blessing.”  But they would have to actually reach in, see that cloud, 
imagine those blessings and pull it down and it would be theirs.   

 The power of the imagination is extremely important, far more 
important than we know, because this gives legs to our faith and our 
sight.  All of the things that Joseph went through, all of the visions and 
dreams that the Father gave him, troubled him.  He meditated upon them 
in his heart, and the word says that until they came to pass, that the 
word of the Lord tried Joseph.  It has been no different for God’s sons. 

 “Until the time that his word came to pass, The word of the 
LORD tried him.” (Psalms 105:19) 
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 Well the sons are dreamers.  You better be, because if you’re not a 
dreamer, then you’re not going to get too far.  You are a dreamer because 
you see that which is unseen.  When God speaks a word, it is created.  It’s 
done.  It’s finished.  It’s there.  It’s available.  But we have to somehow 
travail to bring it to pass.  How do we bring it to pass?  We just keep 
prophesying it?  More than that, we “see” it into being.    

 We need to see ourselves clothed9 in the robes of righteousness.  
Right now.  We need to see ourselves healing the nations.  We need to see 
ourselves in resurrection life.  

 Do you want to please the Lord?  I do.  How do we please Him?  By 
so believing His word that you imagine/visualize it into being.  That is 
how.  That is what will be pleasing to the Lord.  We can be His 
remembrancers, but I want to do more than that, I want to see it into 
being. 

 The Father has given us all things10 that pertain to life and 
godliness.  He has said, “I’ve already given it to you.  Hello!  You’ve 
already got it.  I gave it to you.”  “Well, I don’t have it, so Lord I’m 
reminding You.”  And He says, “No.  You have it.  See yourself in it.  
Imagine yourself.”  

 One of the greatest ways to please the Lord is that we so believe 
His word that we see ourselves right there, manifesting the truth.  See 
yourself in the robes of righteousness.  See yourself moving as a son.  See 
yourself manifesting resurrection life.  See the restraints falling off of 
yourself.  See the renewed mind being completed.  Imagine it, and the 
power of the anointed renewed mind of Christ within you, will bring it to 
pass. 

 This is a key that we have been looking for.  Simple but powerful.  
Have you been down this road before?  Probably; but not on this level.  
This is all new.  

 We pull up anchor from this realm.  I don’t want to be anchored to 
this realm any longer, nor do you.  We throw our anchor into the realm of 
spirit; that is going to be the basis for our functioning from this point on.   

 The prophecy to God’s sons has always been that they would live 
in two realms at the same time.  Well, we’ve been living in both realms, 
but the only way that we have been really monitoring that is by virtue of 
the warfare that we live in, and that is not acceptable.  God’s sons are 
living a dual existence, and the anchor is being pulled up.  We yank it out 
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of the natural plane and heave it over the wall into the realm and world 
of spirit.  The playing field changes from this point, because your point of 
reference changes and goes up higher.  What is happening?  Simple; you 
are being caught up. 

 From this point forward we move into a level of experiencing a life 
of dual existence that we have never known.  It has been available but 
waiting for us to turn the key.  We turn the key tonight by the simple act 
of imagining.  That’s all it takes. 

  

Scriptures 

1 Revelation 6:1  seals are taken off the books 

New American Standard Bible  
Then I saw when the Lamb broke one of the seven seals, and I heard one of the four living 
creatures saying as with a voice of thunder, "Come." 

2 Isaiah 28:10  line upon line 

New American Standard Bible  
"For He says, 'Order on order, order on order, Line on line, line on line, A little here, a little 
there.'" 

3 Matthew 13:11  mysteries of the kingdom 

New American Standard Bible  
Jesus answered them, "To you it has been granted to know the mysteries of the kingdom of 
heaven, but to them it has not been granted. 

4 John 11:44    unwrapping the sons 

New American Standard Bible  
The man who had died came forth, bound hand and foot with wrappings, and his face was 
wrapped around with a cloth. Jesus said to them, "Unbind him, and let him go." 

5 Proverbs 23:7  as a man thinks in his heart 

New American Standard Bible  
For as he thinks within himself, so he is. He says to you, "Eat and drink!" But his heart is 
not with you. 

6 Philippians 2:8  work of the cross 

New American Standard Bible  
Being found in appearance as a man, He humbled Himself by becoming obedient to the 
point of death, even death on a cross. 

7 Romans 12:2  renewed mind 
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New American Standard Bible  
And do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind, 
so that you may prove what the will of God is, that which is good and acceptable and 
perfect. 

8 1 Corinthians 3:3  mere men 

New American Standard Bible  
for you are still fleshly. For since there is jealousy and strife among you, are you not 
fleshly, and are you not walking like mere men? 

9 Psalm 132:9  clothed in righteousness 

New American Standard Bible  
Let Your priests be clothed with righteousness, And let Your godly ones sing for joy. 

10 2 Peter 1:3  all things that pertain to life and godliness 

New American Standard Bible  
seeing that His divine power has granted to us everything pertaining to life and godliness, 
through the true knowledge of Him who called us by His own glory and excellence. 
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Chapter 15 
 

That Which Is Hidden 
Is Being Revealed 

  

 We are going to delve into a topic that we need more 
understanding and a greater experience in, and that is the difference 
between reality and illusion.  We have talked about this subject in all of 
our books, because one of the major battles God’s sons are constantly 
dealing with concerns, “illusion.”   

 How often the Lord has brought the word: “Things are not as they 
appear. What you see is not what is.” We’re dealing with the realm of 
reality.  We’re dealing with the realm of illusion, and, we are dealing with 
the promise that God is going to reveal1 those things, which have been 
hidden.   

 “For nothing is hidden that will not become evident, nor 
anything secret that will not be known and come to light.” (Luke 
8:17) 

 It is time to break through into the manifestation of sonship.  It is 
time that we bring in the kingdom, and we have to understand why that 
hasn’t been happening. 

 We have talked about the need to let go; let go of concepts and 
excess baggage.  You can’t take a cup that is full and fill it up; it doesn’t 
work.  What does that mean for us?  That we must live in a state of 
pouring2 ourselves out.  We can’t bring the baggage of what we have 
learned, or experienced, forward and put it on some pedestal.  We have to 
be pliable and open, for the new wine that God is bringing.   

 “Have this attitude in yourselves which was also in Christ 
Jesus, who, although He existed in the form of God, did not 
regard equality with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied 
Himself, taking the form of a bond-servant, and being made in the 
likeness of men.” (Philippians 2:5-7) 
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 Christ poured Himself out.  What does that mean?  For one thing, 
He let go of everything; and the sons must do likewise.   

 Many of you have come out of the church, and others have come 
out of the New Age, and some are both.  But I tell you; they are both 
deadly.  Whether it’s the church, with the limited mentality and 
restraints that are put upon people, or the New Age movement, with all of 
their bizarre belief systems.  Both are deadly.   

 The New Age movement began in the late 1800s, with the 
Theosophical Movement.  If you go back and track on it, you will see it all 
came out of the realm of witchcraft and darkness.  As time passed, this 
“movement” gradually became acceptable and normal.  But it took 100 
years or so.  Satan knows that over time, everything will eventually 
become acceptable as people are exposed to various teachings.  The 
worship of Satan, as abominable as it is, has become quite in “vogue” in 
many new age circles.  No surprise.  What is the prophecy concerning this 
time?  As it was in the days of Sodom and Gomorrah, so will it be in the 
days of the coming of the Son of man. We are here. This is the time of 
Luke 17. 

 “And just as it happened in the days of Noah, so it will be 
also in the days of the Son of Man: they were eating, they were 
drinking, they were marrying, they were being given in marriage, 
until the day that Noah entered the ark, and the flood came and 
destroyed them all. It was the same as happened in the days of 
Lot: they were eating, they were drinking, they were buying, they 
were selling, they were planting, they were building; but on the 
day that Lot went out from Sodom it rained fire and brimstone 
from heaven and destroyed them all. It will be just the same on 
the day that the Son of Man is revealed.” (Luke 17:26-30) 

 Look at our culture and look at the American society today. Where 
we are now, and what has become acceptable, is really shocking.  It has 
been that slow drip of water over time, with people gradually beginning to 
accept what has been thrown at them for so long.  “Oh, that’s okay.  Oh, 
that’s okay.”  And all of a sudden, you have the demoralization of America 
- big time.  The only way to save America will be through devastation, 
and I have seen it coming, big time!  

 Devastation is a great pre-cursor for someone who is called to 
walk with God.  If America is to make it, America will go through great 
devastation.  It is no different for one called to be a son.   
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 “MY SON, DO NOT REGARD LIGHTLY THE DISCIPLINE 
OF THE LORD, NOR FAINT WHEN YOU ARE REPROVED BY 
HIM; FOR THOSE WHOM THE LORD LOVES HE DISCIPLINES, 
A N D H E S C O U R G E S E V E R Y S O N W H O M H E 
RECEIVES.” (Hebrews 12:5-6) 

 Many are called, but few really submit to the devastation and 
purification required.  Unless you go through the devastation, unless you 
are scourged3, you will not make it.  If you are lukewarm, I can tell you 
right now, that God will spew4 you out of His mouth.   

 Is there truth within the scope of the New Age movement?  Oh 
yes, of course there are truths, but it is minimal and always wrapped in a 
great deal of deception.  People come up and say some of the most bizarre 
things, like, “Well I’m channeling Abraham.  And I’m channeling this and 
that.”  Or here is a great one: “I am channeling the Holy Spirit”.  What a 
travesty.  These people think they are “using” the spirit realm, and it is 
the “spirit realm” that is using them.  My council to you: “If you have any 
baggage from your time in the New Age movement, then take all of it, and 
flush it.  All of it!  And that pretty much goes with your sojourn in the 
church age as well.  Let God give to you what He wants; don’t come before 
Him with a glass half full.” 

 “then He said, "BEHOLD, I HAVE COME TO DO YOUR 
WILL." He takes away the first in order to establish the 
second.” (Hebrews 10:9) 

 That is what He told us when we began.  He basically said, “Okay, 
you’re going to be walking through a realm of illusion.  Things are not 
going to be as they appear.  As you move forward into this realm, it’s going 
to be like walking through thick muck, and if you’re carrying baggage, 
you’re not going to make it, my son.  You must let go of everything, and 
then I will tell you how to think.  I will show you what I think.”  And then 
I will say, “this one here, that is ok, take that.  That is valid.  That is of 
Me.  This other concept, no, let that one go.  If you come bringing baggage, 
I can’t help you.  All I can give you is a good dose of the fire and another 
level of devastation and hope that you come to the point where you empty 
yourself out.”   

 Which is what Christ did.  He emptied5 Himself out.  I am 
emptying myself out daily.  Are you?  We need to.  We need to empty 
ourselves daily of our opinions and perceptions.  The promise is that 
everything that is hidden will be revealed1.  That’s the promise.  
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 Something in our inner dynamics is changing.  You can sense the 
change happening deep within you, and the only way I can explain it 
would be to say that the soul has gone far enough in the work of the cross 
that the soul becomes the least denominator in our equation.  Your spirit 
is beginning to move into the ascendancy over your whole being. 

 We have seen through the agency of our eyes, which process 
through the agency of the mind and soul.  But there is a change on the 
periphery where you begin to see with the eyes6 of your spirit.  This is 
something more than just an inner awakening, an inner knowing.  It is 
part of this transition where your eyes become fully opened.  We have 
seen men as trees7 walking, but there comes a subsequent anointing 
where the eyes8 are fully opened and then you see. You could call it 
another baptism where you stop seeing with the eyes of your soul and you 
begin to see with the eyes of your spirit.  And your spirit begins to see 
through your eyes, your physical eyes.  And your body begins to go 
through deeper changes to reflect the spirit and not the soul. 

 As we have said before, the body has been a reflection of the soul, 
but a change is coming.  The spirit is moving into ascension and your 
body is going to begin to reflect your spirit.  What does this really mean?  
Resurrection life. 

 “Just as we have borne the image of the earthy (soul), we 
will also bear the image of the heavenly (spirit).” (1 Cor. 15:49) 

 It is becoming more and more critical where that which has been 
hidden, be revealed1.  The only leverage that you have in the warfare is 
that you see, for when you see, then the power the enemy has had over 
you is gone.  But you have to see.  The way the enemy works, as we know, 
has been in darkness, through deception.  Everything has been hidden.  
This is not something that you can just do a mental deduction and say, 
“Well, okay, it’s this and this and this.”  No.  Everything has been hidden.   

 This is why sonship is not a slam-dunk.  You just don’t say, “Okay, 
Lord, I’ve signed up for sonship, so therefore I’m going to make it.  And 
here I am.”  You haven’t even realized what you signed up for; because 
you have got to go through the deep purging and preparation that is 
necessary.  And that is what the sons have been going through. 

 No one’s going to come up and say, “Well, this is your problem or 
this is your contact, or this is where the satanic assault is hitting you.”  
You’ll have to see it for yourself.  Then you have the leverage to take it 
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down.  The minute that which is hidden becomes revealed, that minute it 
is judged.   

 There are still too many things hidden in the lives of God’s sons, 
hidden from their eyes.  They have still functioned from a paradigm of 
how they have moved.  They still have opinions.  They are still bringing 
along baggage, conditioning, ideas, theories, whatever, and it’s all got to 
be dropped.  

 “How hard it is for those who are wealthy to enter the 
kingdom of God! For it is easier for a camel to go through the eye 
of a needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of 
God." (Luke 18:24-25) 

 What was the problem for that wealthy merchant?  The baggage.  
You can’t bring along baggage and expect that you will enter through the 
narrow gate into sonship.  It just is not going to happen. 

 The only way that we’re going to see the hidden things that need 
to be seen is that we live in a state of pouring ourselves out. You can’t go 
through your day and say, “Well I’ll figure out eventually what is being 
hidden.”  No.  Eventually you’ll be a casualty.  Mark my word; you will be 
a casualty.  There has to be that element within you that will not be 
denied, that will continue to just reach in, until you break through and 
that which is hidden becomes manifest to you.  

 We are in such a crucial time because it is time for the birthing of 
the sons. The only way the dragon can come against you will be if you 
don’t see.  You just don’t see what is truly happening.  You are going to 
have to see that which is hidden.  And, when you see it, the power it has 
wielded over you will be gone.  With sight comes judgment.  It goes 
instantly.  With sight comes judgment - instantly.  How?  When the 
darkness is exposed to the light, or when that which is hidden comes to 
the light9, it is immediately judged.  The Light automatically judges the 
darkness.    

 “The proud have hidden a trap for me, and cords; they have 
spread a net by the wayside; they have set snares for me.” (Psalm 
140:5).   

 And Ecclesiastes.  “For God will bring every act of judgment, 
everything which is hidden, whether it is good or evil 
(Ecclesiastes 12:14).  
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 There are a number of promises concerning the hidden things in 
the New Testament, like in Mark 4:22. “Nothing is hidden, except to 
be revealed; nor has anything been secret, but that it would come 
to light.” (Mark 4:22) 

 And at the same time the promise is that God will reveal to you a 
hidden wisdom10 and He will make known to you those things, which are 
hidden. 

 And Ephesians 3:9 .  “Bring to light what is the 
administration of the mystery which for ages has been hidden in 
God.” (Ephesians 3:9)  

 We are walking between the world of illusion and reality, because 
God is beginning to reveal the deep and hidden things.  You are leaving 
the realm of illusion.  That which is hidden has been shrouded with 
“illusion,” but we are stepping out and entering into the world of reality.    

 All the world lives under the power11 of the wicked one.  And what 
does that power do?  It generates illusion.  People live in this illusory 
world and they respond to the stimuli and they dance to the drumbeat, 
and they don’t realize how much they have been controlled and are being 
controlled.  What is the promise for the sons? That God will fully deliver12 
them out of the world and into the kingdom of His beloved Son. 

 “For He rescued us from the domain of darkness, and 
transferred us to the kingdom of His beloved Son.” (Colossians 
1:13)  

 We must keep pushing through the illusion.  This was a word that 
came many years ago, that in spite of what you see, that you must “push” 
through and the illusion will give way.   

 In the world, a lot of that which has been hidden and been behind 
closed doors, is in the process of being exposed.  We have seen a lot of that 
over the last several years, whether it has been governments, political 
movements, or people of influence.  And it’s going to continue. 

 The real thing that is needed is that which has been hidden 
concerning the sons.  This must be revealed that we might move out from 
being under the control of illusion.  Satan has had access to the sons by 
virtue of that which has been hidden, whether in the realm of bonds or 
contacts.  Bonds are not necessarily just with people; it could be to a way 
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of thinking or your paradigm of reality.  God’s been working overtime to 
bring us out of that.   

 One of the words that came many years ago was the word, 
“question everything, for what you see is not what is.”  If you believe 
something is real, then for you, it is real.  This is why the conditioning of 
the mind is so critical to understand.  

 We have been laboring under the lies and the illusions that we 
have carried since we began this sojourn.  Even though the Word says 
that whatever we ask or think13 is done, we have not really begun to 
know that as our “truth” until now.  

 As a man thinks14 in his heart, so is he.  As a son of God thinks in 
his heart, so is he.  We’re coming into that.  If only you knew who you 
were, you’d be able to shed that last garment of the flesh.  It is just 
another filthy garment that you’re carrying.  

  How do you shed the filthy15 garments?  Is God just going to do it?  
Just come in there and take those filthy robes off like they did with 
Zechariah?  I don’t think so.  I think you shed the filthy garments by 
virtue of sight.  Once you “see,” then you are empowered to just take it off 
and throw it into the fire.  How many garments have you been wearing? 
It is time to shed them all.  As we wake up, we are able to shed the filthy 
garments, and to put on the new. 

 “Awake, awake, Clothe yourself in your strength, O Zion; 
Clothe yourself in your beautiful garments.” (Isaiah 52:1) 

 We have one amazing garment waiting for us, the robes16 of 
righteousness: Pure and clean, white and radiant.  I have seen them, but 
we must take off the filthy old garments of the flesh, first.  It will only 
happen when you see.  Each and every one needs to see, because who you 
think you are, even at your height of perception, is just a fraction of who 
you really are.   

 The sons are not what they see in the mirror.  You are coming out 
of this realm of illusion and all of the baggage.  We are seeing that which 
has been hidden, become exposed to the light. 

 Don’t get caught up with the past, and what you had of God then.  
Drop that baggage.  We don’t realize how bonded we have been to the 
past, and we must let it all go.  This puts a different light on this 
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scripture remember17 not the former things.  They can be a ball and chain 
around your feet, and within your thinking. 

 Lord, I love everything that You’ve done, but I remember not the 
former things.  I reach onto the high calling for all things are new18.  Yes, 
Lord, you moved through me and all of these things and that was 
wonderful.  But I will not let that define me and I will not live there.  My 
address has changed.  I am not that person.  Never was that person.  But 
I’m really not that person.  So, let’s move out of the realm of illusion.   

 We have still been in that realm of seeing men as trees7 walking.  
Isn’t that a man?”  It’s time to be birthed out of that level.  We’re in a 
transition out of the realm of illusion and into the realm of reality, but 
we’re not there yet.  We’re in transition.  We’re in a second baptism out of 
seeing men as trees walking.  

 “And I saw the woman drunk with the blood of the saints, 
and with the blood of the witnesses of Jesus.” (Revelation 17:6)  

 The leverage that Satan has had against the sons is going to be 
exposed now, because it truly is time to stop this horrendous feeding of 
the whore19.  And the feeding goes on because the saints have been blind.  
They don’t even understand it.  They haven’t gone there.  But all the time 
the whore is just feeding off the life of the saints.  And that’s coming to an 
end. 

 It comes to an end because you see.  And it’s so interconnected to 
emptying yourself out, dropping everything that you have been carrying, 
and truly beginning to see more clearly.  Because I can tell you this; every 
one of you is so much more than you think you are.  And we’re not talking 
about the soul that’s going to go and say, “Oh yes.  I am so much more in 
God.” Forget that.  Just crucify20 the soul. 

 You are so much more except you have limited yourself by virtue 
of the perception that you have still carried forward.  And because of that, 
the enemy has continued to have access into you.  You haven’t been able 
to fully separate yourself from the unclean21.  The unclean input has still 
had access because of that which has been hidden. 

 That which has been hidden concerning the sons is to be revealed.  
With that revealing comes the power and dominion over the lie and 
illusion. Simple, but complex. 
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 We serve notice on the satanic hosts.  You have worked in 
darkness against the saints of light.  You have been able to come in under 
the wire. But I say the deep things of Satan are being revealed to the 
sons. Satan’s ability to hide and restrain and abort the sons is being 
exposed.  Those are the deep things.   

 Our demand is that which has been hidden come to light. We 
empty ourselves out again.  I know that every situation that has not had 
an answer has one.  It has just been hidden.   That which has been hidden 
is being revealed, and with that revealing comes the authority over it.  
Watch things change in an instant.  That which has been hindering 
comes under judgment. 

 The Lord has to do this because you just can’t get there.  There is 
no map that tells you how to get there.  “Well, you go here.  Then you go 
there.  Then you go there.”  And you finally realize, “I can’t get there 
through the process of my mind or deduction.”  It has to come because the 
Lord reveals it within you, and you see, and then it all comes together.”   

 This is all part and parcel of this deepening relationship with 
Him.  It doesn’t come apart from that.  It comes in concert with that 
deepening connection and relationship to the Lord, for in His light we 
see light22.  We don’t want to live anywhere else. 

 In His light all things will be exposed.  So why aren’t we seeing it?  
It is time to step up our game.  We’re going to reach in and believe in the 
access that He’s given us until that belief becomes a knowing.  When you 
know the access that you have, everything will change.  

Scriptures: 

1 1 Corinthians 4:5  reveal the hidden things 

New American Standard Bible  
Therefore do not go on passing judgment before the time, but wait until the Lord comes 
who will both bring to light the things hidden in the darkness and disclose the motives of 
men's hearts; and then each man's praise will come to him from God. 

2 Isiah 53:12   pouring ourselves out 

New American Standard Bible  
Therefore, I will allot Him a portion with the great, And He will divide the booty with the 
strong; Because He poured out Himself to death, And was numbered with the 
transgressors; Yet He Himself bore the sin of many, And interceded for the transgressors. 

3 Hebrews 12:6  scourged 
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New American Standard Bible  
FOR THOSE WHOM THE LORD LOVES HE DISCIPLINES, AND HE SCOURGES 
EVERY SON WHOM HE RECEIVES." 

4 Revelation 3:16  spew you out of His mouth 

New American Standard Bible  
'So because you are lukewarm, and neither hot nor cold, I will spit you out of My mouth. 

5 Philippians 2:7  emptied himself out 

New American Standard Bible  
but emptied Himself, taking the form of a bond-servant, and being made in the likeness of 
men. 

6 Ephesians 1:18  eyes of your spirit 

New American Standard Bible  
I pray that the eyes of your heart may be enlightened, so that you will know what is the 
hope of His calling, what are the riches of the glory of His inheritance in the saints, 

7 Mark 8:24   see men as trees walking 

New American Standard Bible  
And he looked up and said, "I see men, for I see them like trees, walking around." 

8 Mark 8:25   the eyes are fully opened 

New American Standard Bible  
Then again He laid His hands on his eyes; and he looked intently and was restored, and 
began to see everything clearly. 

9 John 3:19   when it comes to the light it is immediately judged 

New American Standard Bible  
"This is the judgment, that the Light has come into the world, and men loved the darkness 
rather than the Light, for their deeds were evil. 

10 Daniel 2:22  God will reveal hidden wisdom 

New American Standard Bible  
"It is He who reveals the profound and hidden things; He knows what is in the darkness, 
And the light dwells with Him. 

11 1 John 5:19  under the power of the wicked one 

New American Standard Bible  
We know that we are of God, and that the whole world lies in the power of the evil one. 

12 Colossians 1:13  delivering His sons 

New American Standard Bible  
For He rescued us from the domain of darkness, and transferred us to the kingdom of His 
beloved Son, 
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13 John 16:23  whatever you ask or think 

New American Standard Bible  
"In that day you will not question Me about anything. Truly, truly, I say to you, if you ask 
the Father for anything in My name, He will give it to you. 

14 Proverbs 23:7   as a man thinks in his heart 

New American Standard Bible  
For as he thinks within himself, so he is. He says to you, "Eat and drink!" But his heart is 
not with you. 

15 Zechariah 3:4  filthy garments 

New American Standard Bible  
He spoke and said to those who were standing before him, saying, "Remove the filthy 
garments from him." Again he said to him, "See, I have taken your iniquity away from you 
and will clothe you with festal robes." 

16 Isaiah 61:10  robes of righteousness 

New American Standard Bible  
I will rejoice greatly in the LORD, My soul will exult in my God; For He has clothed me 
with garments of salvation, He has wrapped me with a robe of righteousness, As a 
bridegroom decks himself with a garland, And as a bride adorns herself with her jewels. 

17 Isaiah 43:18  remember not the former things 

New American Standard Bible  
"Do not call to mind the former things, or ponder things of the past. 

18 Revelation 21:5  all things are new 

New American Standard Bible  
And He who sits on the throne said, "Behold, I am making all things new." And He said, 
"Write, for these words are faithful and true." 

19 Revelation 17:6  horrendous feeding of the whore 

New American Standard Bible  
And I saw the woman drunk with the blood of the saints, and with the blood of the 
witnesses of Jesus. When I saw her, I wondered greatly. 

20 Galatians 5:24  crucify the soul 

New American Standard Bible  
Now those who belong to Christ Jesus have crucified the flesh with its passions and 
desires. 

21 Isaiah 52:1  separate from the unclean 

New American Standard Bible  
Awake, awake, Clothe yourself in your strength, O Zion; Clothe yourself in your beautiful 
garments, O Jerusalem, the holy city; For the uncircumcised and the unclean Will no 
longer come into you. 
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22 Psalm 36:9  in His light we see light 

New American Standard Bible  
For with You is the fountain of life; In Your light we see light. 
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Chapter 16 

 
Create The Fabric 

Of Your Reality 

 We have been talking about how to bring forth resurrection life.  
How to manifest it.  We are concerned with how to bring in the kingdom.  
How do we manifest sonship; which was a word that came a few years 
back?  The word or directive that came was clear.  The Lord spoke one 
word; Manifest.   

 You may ask yourself, “How do we do that?  How do we manifest 
sonship?  Does sonship go hand-in-hand with resurrection life?  Does one 
precede the other, or does one validate the other?  Can we be moving in 
sonship even prior to the manifestation of resurrection life?”  All very 
good questions, questions that we will delve more fully into with this 
teaching. 

 In the word, it says that the final seal of our sonship is the 
resurrection of the body.  This is in the book of Romans.  Romans 8:23 
speaks about the completion of our adoption1; the redemption of the 
physical body. 

 “For we know that the whole creation groans and suffers 
the pains of childbirth together until now. And not only this, but 
also we ourselves, having the first fruits of the Spirit, even we 
ourselves groan within ourselves, waiting eagerly for our 
adoption as sons, the redemption of our body.” (Romans 8:23-24) 

 We are in the midst of something we don’t quite understand.  Can 
you be a son and manifest sonship, yet not have the redemption of the 
body yet?  I think that we’re missing it if we’re waiting for the redemption 
of the body to validate the gift of sonship that has already been put within 
us.  When the Lord said, “Manifest sonship”, He wasn’t saying manifest 
resurrection life.  He was saying manifest sonship.  Sonship is not waiting 
for the redemption of the body. 
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 The point here is to get out of anything within our thinking that is 
waiting.  Waiting for something.  Waiting for the Lord to do something.  
And that is a difficult thing when you hit this juncture that we’re at, 
because we’re at the end of the road and the wall in front of you is twenty 
feet high and you don’t even have a skyhook or a ladder to get over that 
wall.  But we’re at this point.  We don’t quite have the redemption of the 
physical body, yet God has told us; “You are my sons and it’s time to begin 
to function.  It’s time to manifest.” 

 We are looking for the Lord to complete the work within us, but 
this cannot put us on hold as if everything is contingent upon that.  How 
does God see His sons?  Psalms 2.  “Today2 you are My son.  Today I 
have begotten thee.”  “But, Lord I don’t have resurrection life.” “It 
doesn’t matter, this is not part of my equation.” 

 “Why are the nations in an uproar And the peoples 
devising a vain thing? The kings of the earth take their stand And 
the rulers take counsel together Against the LORD and against 
His Anointed, saying, "Let us tear their fetters apart And cast 
away their cords from us!" 

 He who sits in the heavens laughs, The Lord scoffs at them. 
Then He will speak to them in His anger And terrify them in His 
fury, saying, But as for Me, I have installed My King Upon Zion, 
My holy mountain. 

 I will surely tell of the decree of the LORD: He said to Me, 
`You are My Son, Today I have begotten You. `Ask of Me, and I 
will surely give the nations as Your inheritance, And the very 
ends of the earth as Your possession. `You shall break them with 
a rod of iron, You shall shatter them like earthenware.'” (Psalms 
2:1-9) 

 The second book of the Psalms speaks of the Lord Jesus Christ, 
but it also is a reference point concerning the sons God brings to birth in 
this time.  Whether we realize it, or not, the nations of the earth have 
already begun to take up their posture against the Lord and His anointed, 
for battle lines are being drawn.  This is the final conflict. 

 I know that we are still coming to grips with how we manifest 
sonship. What do we do, because it has been so hidden?  We know that 
part of the identification of sonship in the book of Revelation concerns 
being sealed3 on the forehead.  God’s sons are sealed on the forehead, 
which speaks about your perception; your ability to see. 
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 The sons are sealed on the forehead because it is only the sons 
during this time that will have the ability to see, and in seeing; become 
and manifest. 

 If you have read any of the other books we have written, then you 
are already familiar with the signs that come in the forehead, dealing 
with perception, for this is where the 6th chakra is located.  This is why 
some of the Buddhist followers put red dots on their forehead, as though 
that would give them any perception or insight! 

 The book of Revelation also talks about the “book”.  Who is 
worthy4 to break the seals and open the book?  We have spoken about this 
in the context that the sons of God are the “book”.  They are the living 
book, even though they don’t yet realize it fully. 

 In the past we have spoken of the keys of the kingdom.  Matthew 
talks about this, quoting Christ, “I will give you the keys5 to the kingdom 
and what you bind will be bound.”  We can make the assumption that the 
keys of the kingdom are all about authority, but they’re not.  The keys 
have to do with sight and perception.  Paul spoke about not beating6 the 
air, as if you have no ability to see. The sons will not bring in the kingdom 
beating the air, they will know exactly what to do and how. 

 All of these elements come together to make you ponder a bit more 
deeply on just where God has positioned the sons at this time, and what 
He is requiring of them. 

 “I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven; and 
whatever you bind on earth shall have been bound in heaven, and 
whatever you loose on earth shall have been loosed in 
heaven." (Matthews 16:19) 

 So, the keys of the kingdom are about more than just authority, 
they are about being able to make that authority work.  Everyone has 
authority that is in Christ, and that authority is commensurate to the 
level that you have died out and Christ has come forth within you, 
because it’s Christ’s authority anyway.  This is not new teaching; it just is 
what it is.  

 The seals are coming off the book.  Who is the book?  You.  And 
the keys are being given to the sons. The keys to do what?  To bring forth 
the kingdom, to manifest sonship.  We are probing here because we are 
trying to understand how to move forward. 
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 Sight is one of the keys of the kingdom, now let’s talk about how 
we create the fabric of reality, for this may challenge your mental 
paradigm of how you believe things are created.  We will need to change 
our perspective and our approach to everything. This is a deeply mystical 
key, one that God has put within the sons, which is emerging as they 
mature during this time. 

 When the Lord said, “Manifest Sonship,” you can say, “Well okay, 
tell me how to do it.”  But when He says, “I’ve already given you 
everything concerning life7 and godliness, and; you’ve already got it, you 
just don’t know you have it.”  Well, that puts a different perspective on 
things.  Part of the problem has been our inability to access the deep 
impartation that He has already put within us, so we have been in this 
process of accessing what is already here, within. 

 The sons are walking around with a wealth of information, 
knowledge and understanding that they have carried since their sojourn 
began, but it has been hidden to them.   It has been a part of who they 
have always been.  As well, the sons have been in a process of 
remembering, remembering who they are.  

 So, we are going to talk about what creates reality.  The reality 
that we are looking for is the reality of sonship.  It’s the reality of how 
God sees us.  It’s the reality of what we already have but have not been 
able to manifest.  It’s the reality that has to happen now, even before the 
transition of our bodies.  Something has to come together for us on a 
deeper level. 

 I will paraphrase a vision that came several years ago as a 
starting point.  A word came:  Sound is the thread through which the 
fabric of reality is actually woven.  Sound or music, are the building 
threads that literally create reality at the base level of the universe.  

 Sounds are like threads.  Where a seamstress would create fabric 
from weaving threads of cotton or other materials, sound, or the varying 
frequencies of sound, are the building threads at the base of creation that 
are woven together to create reality.   

 I saw in front of me a ball and that ball represented a created 
reality.  It could have been the planet earth in a state of void.  I am not 
sure.  I saw a piece of cloth, or fabric, above the ball that was to encircle 
the ball.  That fabric represented a reality that was created from the 
weaving of sound, vibration and energy threads.  It would be complete 
once the fabric encircled the ball.  And that reality appeared substantive 
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and could have been anything.  But the woven fabric that was created of 
sound and frequency actually enveloped the reality that had existed in 
that ball or planet, and caused a new reality to come forth.  I know what I 
am saying can be a stretch to understand, but just go with me for a 
minute. 

 We must understand that everything in creation is based upon 
sound, frequency and vibration.  Music and sound are at the base of 
creation: threads that are used to create reality, as we know it.  This is 
why the music industry is so satanically controlled, because therein lies 
the capability of creating, through sound, whatever Satan is looking to 
achieve.  We have spoken before of the sounds going into the earth at this 
present time, for they are sounds of death and destruction.  And, it will 
only get worse as time goes on. 

 In the book of Revelation, the word speaks how the Father is 
enthroned8 upon our praises.  There is something in our worship of the 
Lord that creates like a fabric and encases everything.  It is important to 
start and end our day with worship.  It’s like taking up this magical 
sewing machine and creating a reality for that day or night. 

 What are we speaking of here?  The sound coming out of our 
mouth, and the mouths of people existing on planet Earth.  As people 
speak they have the ability to create a whole different level of reality.  As 
the sons speak, they have the ability to create the kingdom.  The sounds 
and frequencies going into the earth this past decade have been of death, 
destruction and hate, and this has been weaving a reality that is 
encompassing the earth right now.  This reality is continuing to grow and 
will affect everyone on the planet, except those who are truly walking 
with God. 

 That level of reality is encircling the globe, however there is a 
counter insurgency happening.  That counter insurgency are the sons who 
are beginning to create a whole different reality which is being created by 
the word that they speak, the worship they have, and the frequency of 
their very being.  It is beginning to create an alternate reality to go 
against that which has been in the process of being created now for many 
decades. 

 “I waited patiently for the LORD; And He inclined to me 
and heard my cry. He brought me up out of the pit of destruction, 
out of the miry clay, And He set my feet upon a rock making my 
footsteps firm. He put a new song in my mouth, a song of praise to 
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our God; Many will see and fear And will trust in the 
LORD.” (Psalms 40:1-3) 

 With the beginning of each day a new song is sung.  Do a word 
study in the book of Psalms, and you will see how often the Lord 
references “singing a new song.”  A lot more is being said if you can read 
between the lines.  

 Each day as you rise, what you speak or sing, creates a reality into 
manifestation, it is part of the “counter-insurgency,” as the sons herald in 
more and more of the kingdom. 

 We all need to realize one more aspect of the creative process: our 
thought patterns.  Even though you may not speak something, the energy 
of your “thoughts” can be very creative.  That can be a real plus, or, a real 
negative.  Do you recall the scripture in Proverbs: as a man thinks9, so he 
is.  But, it is more than that.   

 “For as he thinks within himself, so he is.” (Proverbs 23:7) 

 If you were to take it back a step or two you could say, “Well how 
does that happen?  As a man thinks so is he.  How does that happen?”  It 
is a product of sound, frequencies, vibration and energy; what you are 
projecting.   

 There may be people you know that you have a great difficulty 
being around because they don’t realize what they’re creating.  How does 
the word go?  The power10 of life and death is in the tongue.    Whether 
it’s their sympathy or their problems, and their challenges; whatever it is, 
they tend to create a negative reality.  

 When we talk about manifesting sonship, the starting point is how 
you think.  How you think projects energy, but is it the energy you want 
to be creating?  What you speak is creating a certain sound.  All of these 
are like threads to a seamstress.  So, you are projecting out the threads of 
how you think, and what you’re speaking; even your worship.  And, these 
threads are being taken and are weaving a reality, your reality.  Your 
reality can be one of lack, of being the victim, of sympathy, and woe…the 
“illusion”; any number of things.  What happens with that type of energy 
or reality?  You become a perfect conduit of the darkness permeating the 
earth, and just another channel of that.  And, a perfect source of 
transference that the enemy can use against you and others.  Or, you 
create the positive, the truth, the “anti-illusion”. 
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 Transference doesn’t really work, the negative transference, when 
you’re dealing with a reality that is very positive; when you’re dealing 
with worship; when you’re dealing with speaking the word. 

 So, how do we take another step in manifesting sonship and the 
breakthroughs that we are looking for right now?  Well, it’s a baby step, 
but it starts with the words that you speak, the vibration coming out of 
your being, your demeanor and how you think.  All of that goes to create 
reality.  The only reality for the sons is that of sonship, and the desire to 
come into alignment with how the Lord sees us.  This is just a beginning 
step to come into that alignment.  We are co-creators with Christ, and 
this is how it happens. 

  

Scriptures 

1 Romans 8:23  adoption as sons 

New American Standard Bible  
And not only this, but also we ourselves, having the first fruits of the Spirit, even we 
ourselves groan within ourselves, waiting eagerly for our adoption as sons, the redemption 
of our body. 

2 Psalm 2:7   today you are my son 

New American Standard Bible  
"I will surely tell of the decree of the LORD: He said to Me, 'You are My Son, Today I have 
begotten You. 

3 Revelation 9:4  sealed on the forehead 

New American Standard Bible  
They were told not to hurt the grass of the earth, nor any green thing, nor any tree, but 
only the men who do not have the seal of God on their foreheads. 

4 Revelation 5:2  worthy to break the seal 

New American Standard Bible  
And I saw a strong angel proclaiming with a loud voice, "Who is worthy to open the book 
and to break its seals?" 

5 Matthew 16:19  keys to the kingdom 

New American Standard Bible  
"I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven; and whatever you bind on earth shall 
have been bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth shall have been loosed in 
heaven." 

6 1 Corinthians 9:26 beating the air 
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New American Standard Bible  
Therefore I run in such a way, as not without aim; I box in such a way, as not beating the 
air; 

7 2 Peter 1:3   given you everything concerning life and godliness 

New American Standard Bible  
seeing that His divine power has granted to us everything pertaining to life and godliness, 
through the true knowledge of Him who called us by His own glory and excellence. 

8 Psalm 22:3   enthroned upon our praises 

New American Standard Bible  
Yet You are holy, O You who are enthroned upon the praises of Israel. 

9 Proverbs 23:7  as a man thinks so is he in his heart 

New American Standard Bible  
For as he thinks within himself, so he is. He says to you, "Eat and drink!" But his heart is 
not with you. 

10 Proverbs 18:21.         the power of life and death are in the tongue 

New American Standard Bible  
Death and life are in the power of the tongue, And those who love it will eat its fruit. 

. 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Chapter 17 
 

The Dynamics of the Conflict  
  

 It is going to be important, as we move forward, to have more 
teaching on how to handle the spiritual warfare that is beginning to come 
against the saints of the Most High.  We must understand that we are 
coming up higher, and what that means is that you are changing.  
Revelation 12:5 is happening now, in progressive stages. 

“And she gave birth to a son, a male child, who is to rule all 
the nations with a rod of iron; and her child was caught up to God 
and to His throne.” (Revelation 12:5)  

The difficulty is that we do not realize how much we are changing.  
You might feel the impartation, and you might be receiving more signs in 
the spirit, but I don’t really think that the sons understand just how 
much they are changing; and how quickly it is happening. 
  
 If you look back in history, at the many men of God that came 
forth, you would find that not much of the word was yet restored.  These 
men were running with all that they could get from God, but it was a 
trickle, compared to the abundance of the word and the restoration of the 
kingdom that God is bringing now.  As such, change was slow.  The level 
of the word was far less than what we have today, and the way of change, 
as we know, is by exposure to the Lord.  In contrast, what we see 
happening now is rapid change, because we are in the time of the of the 
kingdom coming forth.  The word is coming that is beginning to loose the 
sons.  What happens to you in a month, could have taken men of God, in 
the past, a lifetime to achieve. 

 And the word keeps coming: “You don’t know how far you have 
come.  You don’t know how deep you are into the kingdom.  You don’t 
know how much you have become.”  We have spoken about the levels of 
unawareness that the saints are still coming out of, because the saints 
are still waking1 up.   
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“Awake, awake, Clothe yourself in your strength, O Zion; 
Clothe yourself in your beautiful garments, O Jerusalem, the holy 
city; For the uncircumcised and the unclean Will no longer come 
into you.” (Isaiah 52:1) 

 We are not talking about the Christian world waking up from 
their slumber, no; we are talking about the sons on this path of maturing 
that have still been asleep.  As much as you are awake, you are still 
waking up.  Does that scare you?  It does me, because it is of paramount 
importance that we see.  The sons must wake up and realize how much 
they have become. 

 Even though we may not recognize what we’ve become in God, it 
doesn’t negate the fact that we have become.  The problem with 
unawareness is that it hinders the full level of effectiveness in 
functioning. 
  
 As the sons continue to arise and become, your vibration and 
“address” continues to change.  Who you are is changing.  Your personal 
frequency is changing.  Everything about your manifestation is changing.  
Yet, if you don’t have the eyes to see, you will not recognize how much you 
have become.  This does not negate the fact that the sons are becoming, 
the only problem is they do not realize how far down the road they really 
have come.   

 Even though the sons are lagging behind in recognizing what they 
have become, their spirit is going through transformation and changes. 
This is beginning to affect the physical body and the soul; so, what 
happens with that? 

 You are getting promoted to a new office.  You have a whole new 
set of duties.  Even though you are not aware of them yet, they come with 
the territory.  As the sons continue to rise in the spirit; the anointing, the 
commission, and the yoke is being placed upon them to bring in the 
kingdom.  It is time for them to begin to rule and reign with a rod of iron2; 
to administer3 the judgments as directed by the spirit of the Lord. 

 You are changing in your vibration, in your frequency, in your 
abiding; and really in the level of how much Christ is coming forth within 
you.  This poses a challenge, because the warfare continues to escalate 
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against the saints of the Most High, and the saints cannot lag behind in 
knowing what they are capable of doing.  It would be like going into the 
battle, blindfolded.  The enemy sees you, and is beginning to know “of 
you,” so the gloves are off.  The enemy is trying to defend what they have 
usurped; the last place they want to go is sliding down into the abyss.  So, 
they begin to lash out at the saints of the Most High, and the saints 
better know who they have become; this is not a luxury, by any means. 

 Our lifestyle is changing.  The things that you could do yesterday 
may not be something you can do today, either with respect to how it 
affects your spirit, or your physical body.   

 Let’s talk about something that affects everyone: food.  Your diet 
during this transition will become more important, as your energy will be 
much more sensitive than it has ever been.  Food affects the vibration and 
frequency that you walk on; we have seen this for a number of years.  We 
have worked on this for a long time.  During times of intense warfare, we 
have found that it is best to eat small amounts, more frequently, 
throughout the day.  Having two or three large meals a day is not going to 
work for you. 

 Why is that?”  Well, a couple of reasons.  Eating just a little bit 
periodically will keep shifting your vibration, and consequently the enemy 
will have a much more difficult time locking onto your frequency.  This is 
important when you are in spiritual conflict.  On the other side of the 
coin, if you eat two or three times, or if you eat without constraint, you 
will be eating too much, which will pull your vibration down.  When your 
vibration is lower, you will be more susceptible to the warfare.   

 In years past this hasn’t been that much of an issue.  We would 
find in the times when you were in the midst of deep intercession or 
conflict, that these principles would be helpful.  The issue now, is that we 
have almost entered into a “state of battle”. 

 We have spoken about living in the presence of the Lord, living in 
a state of waiting on Him, living in a state of worship, living in His 
presence.  Those are all valid points.  But there is a flip side. 

 The flip side is that we are beginning to live in a realm of warfare 
that doesn’t seem to depart.  The reason for this is because of the time 
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that we are in, and the close proximity to the fulfillment of what God is 
doing.  

As the sons ascend, the demonic spirit world is cast progressively 
down. The sons are beginning to pass through the heavens, as Christ 
passed4 through the heavens, when He ascended.  We are not taking a lot 
of time on any specific level, so it seems.  A life of warfare is following the 
sons right now, because it is time for the kingdom to come forth, and that 
first starts with you, for you are the kingdom.  

 As you ascend, you are confronting a spirit realm that has been 
like squatters, occupying your domain.  Your progressive ascension 
causes an immediate confrontation; it is that simple.  The enemy is cast 
out because you begin to move into your inheritance in God, and the first 
thing you must do is to bind5 the strong man.  And you remember the 
teaching of the Lord Jesus Christ?  He says, “First you bind the strong 
man and then you plunder his house.”  What is happening here is that 
the sons are rising and the strong man is being bound. 
  
 This is what is unfolding.  The playing field is different than it 
was a year ago, or any other period of time, because the sons are coming 
into their inheritance as the mouthpiece of God in the earth.  And, Satan 
is fighting that.   

 Be careful with your diet.  Understand your dynamics are 
changing.  Moving forward, I do not see the sons leaving this state of 
conflict, because you have been sent to bring in the kingdom.  You have 
been sent to subject every other kingdom unto the Lord.   

 Welcome to the conflict.  What is different is that you will have an 
immunity that you have not had before, and you are receiving a new 
address from which you will function.  That address?  His Presence.  
Aerial Supremacy.  “We give ourselves to You, Lord, in what You have set 
before us.” 
  

Scriptures 

1 Isaiah 52:1   waking up 
New American Standard Bible  
Awake, awake, Clothe yourself in your strength, O Zion; Clothe yourself in your beautiful 
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garments, O Jerusalem, the holy city; For the uncircumcised and the unclean Will no 
longer come into you. 

2 Revelation 12:5  rule and reign with a rod of iron 
New American Standard Bible  
And she gave birth to a son, a male child, who is to rule all the nations with a rod of iron; 
and her child was caught up to God and to His throne. 

3 Zechariah 7:9  administer the judgments 
New American Standard Bible  
"Thus has the LORD of hosts said, 'Dispense true justice and practice kindness and 
compassion each to his brother;  
King James Bible  
Thus speaketh the LORD of hosts, saying, Execute true judgment, and shew mercy and 
compassions every man to his brother: 

4 Ephesians 4:8  Christ passed through the heavens 
New American Standard Bible  
Therefore it says, "WHEN HE ASCENDED ON HIGH, HE LED CAPTIVE A HOST OF 
CAPTIVES, AND HE GAVE GIFTS TO MEN.” 

5 Matthew 12:29  bind the strong man 
New American Standard Bible  
"Or how can anyone enter the strong man's house and carry off his property, unless he first 
binds the strong man? And then he will plunder his house..  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Chapter 18 
 

The False Shepherd 

 The rise of the false shepherd in the earth has grown with the 
increasing presence of the satanic hosts.  As we enter the time of the 
culmination or the real finality of God’s judgment and dealing in the 
earth, there is one last cry that goes out: “Come out of her my people.”  
It’s a different cry than is expressed by Paul in the New Testament where 
he says, “Be ye not a part of this age.”  The cry in the book of Revelation is 
a bit more definitive, intense, and conclusive. 

 “I heard another voice from heaven, saying, "Come out of 
her, my people, so that you will not participate in her sins and 
receive of her plagues.”  (Revelation 18:4) 

 The call that goes out at the time of the book of Revelation is more 
like a final call to get people to step away from that which is coming 
under the judgments of God, and yet from what we see in the earth, that 
call is going out to deaf ears and blind eyes.  There is such a huge 
prevalence of the false shepherd in the churches, in every country, and 
thousands upon thousands of people follow these men or women.   

 It is sobering when you see how God thinks about the false 
shepherd1 and the judgments that will come upon them.  The spirit of the 
false shepherd, or false prophet, is in the earth, under Satan’s direction, 
to lead God’s people astray.  We have never seen the level of darkness in 
the earth as there is now. 

 “Lord, do You want to speak judgment upon this?  What do You 
want to do?”  It is a fine line because the judgment is already upon them.  
The greatest judgment of all is the inability to see and the inability to 
know, and this is the blindness that is upon the false shepherds and the 
prophets.  All of these, I would say some of whom believe they truly are 
doing the right thing, are blind, leaders of the blind. 

 Judgment is enacted upon the false prophet by virtue of the false 
prophet himself.  As much as I would like to say, “Okay Lord, let’s just 
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take them out,” another one will just follow in his footstep.  In the Gospels 
it says, “My sheep know my voice2.”  God’s people will follow the Lamb.  
They will hear His voice.  And even though the way may be difficult, they 
will leave that which is apostate and no longer of God - if they are truly 
called of God.  And this is what it really comes down to.   

 The thousands upon thousands of people that are in these 
churches are following after their own desires, lusts and interests, and 
have God where they want God.  All of these people have chosen their 
path, and if anything is going to happen for them, it may very well 
happen on the other side of the veil for them. 

 “But you do not believe because you are not of My sheep. 
My sheep hear My voice, and I know them, and they follow 
Me.” (John 10:26-27) 

 The judgments are already upon the false prophets. They have 
restrained and held back the people into a state of infancy.  I put this 
back upon the people themselves, for those that truly are called of God, 
are going to hear His voice2 and they are going to follow.  They will come 
out from that which God is bringing His judgment upon, even if it is at 
the eleventh hour. 

 It’s a fine line, because God can bring judgment upon the false 
leaders and they will be removed, but the problem is another one will 
follow because it’s in the heart of the people themselves.  Moses dealt 
with a similar issue when he went up to commune with the Lord and 
returned and found the people worshiping golden calves.  The Father was 
prepared to give so much, yet the people went on to serve another because 
it was in their heart.  They didn’t have a heart for God.  They didn’t really 
have a heart to want to walk with the Father.   

 This is very prevalent now.  You can look at people in the churches 
and you think, “What a good heart that person has.  It’s too bad that 
person is blind as a bat.” Lord; deliver them, loose them from the chains 
and the bonds.  However, in the final analysis, they determine their own 
deliverance.  Do they really want to follow on and know the Lord?  Or 
have they just kind of settled for a comfort zone while they wait out their 
duration before they die?  That is pretty much the case, for most.  For the 
apostate, the judgment is already upon them.  

 Read about some of the miracle ministries in various parts of the 
world.  They are nothing but minsters of Satan … disguised3 as ministers 
of righteousness.  These ones are doing a few healings and they have 
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thousands upon thousands following them.  And even that is all an 
illusion. 

 They were never of God.  And the throngs of people that follow?  
In the final analysis, if they truly want to know the Lord, then they will 
know.  How does the teaching go?  If they want to know the teaching4 
they will know it. If there is truly a heart in them that wants to know the 
truth, then they will know the truth. 

 “If anyone is willing to do His will, he will know of the 
teaching, whether it is of God or whether I speak from 
Myself.” (John 7:17) 

 You can look at people that you have walked with, who have 
stayed with the church you knew.  They are still there, doing whatever 
they are doing, and you can think; “What nice people they are.”  But it 
really comes down to one thing; do you want to know the truth?  People 
will choose their own path, and they alone will have to answer for it.   

 There cannot be any sympathy as you look and say, “Well God.  
Look at that church.  Hundreds of people and I knew them.  And they 
were such a blessing.  And now look at them.  They are just under this 
oppressive ministry of this false leader.  How can we get them out of 
that?”  The only one that gets them out of that is themselves.  They have 
to determine:  do they really want to know the Lord?  Because if they do, 
the spirit of God will trouble them.  And they will seek to find an answer.  
And God will bring them out. 

 I don’t have any sympathy for any of the Christians at any point.  
We believe that not one hoof5 shall be left behind.  That is, not one son.  
Not one son that You have sent into the earth will be lost.  But we know 
that in our Father’s house6 there are many places and there are many 
that are called on so many different levels of the Father’s house.  But it is 
the sons that God is concerned about. 

 The judgment is going to move forward more quickly now, and the 
darkness7 will become even greater.  If you don't walk in the light that 
you have been shown, then that light will turn to darkness.   

 “for whoever has, to him more shall be given; and whoever 
does not have, even what he thinks he has shall be taken away 
from him.” (Luke 8:18) 
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 This is what is happening.  People have not walked in the light 
given them, and their light is turning into darkness.  It will be even more 
so as time moves forward now more rapidly.  How great the darkness in 
the earth is becoming. 

 The judgment is resting upon the false prophets and the false 
shepherds and all of those that have gone out to deceive.  The judgment is 
upon them.  People can be a “Christian” and love God, per se, but if they 
have tolerated8 the woman Jezebel, as referenced in the book of 
Revelation, then they will lose what little they have.  

 “I know your deeds, and your love and faith and service 
and perseverance, and that your deeds of late are greater than at 
first. But I have this against you, that you tolerate the woman 
Jezebel, who calls herself a prophetess, and she teaches and leads 
My bond-servants astray so that they commit acts of immorality 
and eat things sacrificed to idols. I gave her time to repent, and 
she does not want to repent of her immorality. Behold, I will 
throw her on a bed of sickness, and those who commit adultery 
with her into great tribulation, unless they repent of her deeds. 
And I will kill her children with pestilence, and all the churches 
will know that I am He who searches the minds and hearts; and I 
will give to each one of you according to your deeds.” (Revelation 
2:19-23) 

 Everyone that walks within the churches that exist during this 
time must come to a place where they either tolerate the Jezebel spirit or 
they walk away and follow on after the Lord.  This is what has happened 
in so many of the churches, because the spirit of Jezebel is so prevalent.  
What is the Jezebel spirit? It’s a Nephilim spirit that has sought to take 
the authority, usurp the anointing and bring blindness. 

 According to the book of Revelation, the cry goes out.  Revelation 
18.   

 “Come out9 of her my people, lest you be a partaker of her 
sins and judgment.” (Revelation 18:4)   

 Come out of her.  Come out of her.  Those that are called and 
chosen of God, come out of her; there is no more time left for you.  Come 
out of the church, come out of the influence and control of the satanic 
spirit, the Jezebel spirit that has reigned.  Come out of her.  This is your 
last chance.  This is your last chance to wake up.  Wake up lest you lose10 
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what you have.  If people don’t wake up, then what they have had will be 
lost.  That is happening, right now, in real time. 

 “Behold, I am coming like a thief. Blessed is the one who 
stays awake and keeps his clothes, so that he will not walk about 
naked and men will not see his shame.” (Revelation 16:15) 

 The judgment is on the false prophets and false shepherds.  It is 
already upon them.  They have created their own judgment by virtue of 
how they have treated the people and how they have walked before God—
or shall we say not walked before God. They have rejected the word, and 
built their own kingdom.  They have brought the judgment upon 
themselves.   

 To every false shepherd, false prophet, and false leader; what little 
you have shall be stripped from you, for you have brought the judgments 
of God upon yourself.   

  

Scriptures 

1Jeremiah 28:15-16  false prophet 

New American Standard Bible  

15Then Jeremiah the prophet said to Hananiah the prophet, “Listen now, Hananiah, the 
LORD has not sent you, and you have made this people trust in a lie. 16“Therefore thus 
says the LORD, ‘Behold, I am about to remove you from the face of the earth. This year you 
are going to die, because you have counseled rebellion against the LORD.’” 

2 John 10:27   my sheep know my voice 

New American Standard Bible  
"My sheep hear My voice, and I know them, and they follow Me; 

3 Matthew 7:15  disguised as ministers of righteousness 

New American Standard Bible  
"Beware of the false prophets, who come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly are 
ravenous wolves. 

4 John 7:17   know the teaching 

New American Standard Bible  
"If anyone is willing to do His will, he will know of the teaching, whether it is of God or 
whether I speak from Myself. 

5 Exodus 10:26  not one hoof shall be left behind. 
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New American Standard Bible  
"Therefore, our livestock too shall go with us; not a hoof shall be left behind, for we shall 
take some of them to serve the LORD our God. And until we arrive there, we ourselves do 
not know with what we shall serve the LORD." 

6 John 14:2   in My fathers’ house 

New American Standard Bible  
"In My Father's house are many dwelling places; if it were not so, I would have told you; for 
I go to prepare a place for you. 

7 Matthew 6:23  the darkness will become greater 

New American Standard Bible  
"But if your eye is bad, your whole body will be full of darkness. If then the light that is in 
you is darkness, how great is the darkness! 

8 Revelation 2:20  you tolerated the woman Jezebel 

New American Standard Bible  
20‘But I have this against you, that you tolerate the woman Jezebel, who calls herself a 
prophetess, and she teaches and leads My bond-servants astray so that they commit acts of 
immorality and eat things sacrificed to idols. 
 
9 Revelation 18:4  come out of her my people 

New American Standard Bible  
  4I heard another voice from heaven, saying, “Come out of her, my people, so that you will 
not participate in her sins and receive of her plagues;  

10 Revelation 16:15  wake up lest you lose what you have 

New American Standard Bible  
("Behold, I am coming like a thief. Blessed is the one who stays awake and keeps his 
clothes, so that he will not walk about naked and men will not see his shame.") 
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Chapter 19 
 

All God’s Sons Must Be Seers  
 

 We are going to talk about walking as a “seer,” and what it takes 
to break through into the realm of sight.  It is very important that we first 
understand how our personal belief system has been a major factor.  
Many years ago, a man of God said, “If you feel that time and distance 
separate you, then they do.”  He was referencing how strong our belief 
system is and how much it plays a part in our substantive reality.   

 If you believe that the Cloud of Witnesses are a million miles 
away, then for you, they are.  This is why it has been so imperative that 
we continue to dump all of our conditioning, and our personal paradigms 
that we have picked up during our present sojourn.  So much of how we 
have been trained to think has come from the satanic world, to make you 
believe that things are not possible… to make you doubt yourself.   

 You may wonder, “Why aren’t things happening?  Why isn’t 
someone breaking free?”  Yet, God has had to break up the logjams within 
our thinking where we still feel that we have to work up to it; that there 
has to be some major breakthrough.  We need to get out of the mental 
gymnastics we live under and open up and embrace the truth. 

 We are talking about pressing more deeply into the realm of open 
vision and sight.  We need to realize that it is here.  Let me be more 
explicit.  In previous generations, men of God spent a great deal of time 
waiting for a breakthrough, waiting for a provision from God to be made 
available.   But at this time, the big difference is that He has opened the 
portals of heaven to the saints, and the provision for open sight and the 
seer ministry is fully available.  You do not have to contend with God to 
make this provision available; it is here for the taking!  But you must see 
it for yourself; there has to be a revealing to you. 

 Inadvertently we can feel as though we have to have some sort of 
breakthrough in God for something to happen. “Lord, I really need a 
meeting.”  And the Lord is saying, “Well, I don’t know why you do.  I’m in 
you.  What do you want to talk about?”  “Well, I really need a 
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breakthrough, Father.”  “Why?  I mean what more am I going to do?  I’ve 
told you that you’ve got it.  You just need to accept it.”  

 In the world that we live in, people have become less and less 
sensitive, more and more dull, very mental, and very unaware.  
Everything is generated by the mind through the process of analysis, 
deduction and reasoning.  We know that you will not find God through 
the process of the reasoning and the intellect, but through your spirit. If 
you are looking to reach someone, it will not be through their mind, but 
through their spirit. 

 “Where is the wise man? Where is the scribe? Where is the 
debater of this age? Has not God made foolish the wisdom of the 
world? For since in the wisdom of God the world through its 
wisdom did not come to know God.” (1 Corinthians 1:20-21) 

 We have not realized how much battle we have lived under, 
because it has been very subtle: gradually and subtly undermining how 
you think.  You probably haven’t even realized that it was battle.  It has 
been that subtle drip of water pushing you more and more into this 
automated age of “mental-ness,” shall we say?  Everything so 
computerized.   

 Our society has changed substantially in the past three 
generations.  People have moved away from their inherent sensitivity to 
the world about them.  This has been one of the many tactics of Satan 
over the last several decades –  to move humanity away from any level of 
spiritual sensitivity and awareness.  You might say, haven’t we been in a 
type of spiritual renaissance?  No, it has mostly been all soul and psychic. 
Look at the rise of witchcraft in the U.S. alone.  It is staggering. 

 People have no idea what it means to be “spiritual.”  What the 
world calls “spiritual” is really the realm of the soul, or “psychic.”  “Well I 
can see auras.”  Certainly.  But it is all psychic, and soul.  No one has a 
clue as to what the Father is doing. 

 Even in the churches, what is primarily called “spiritual,” is just 
the soul and psychic realm of the mind.  “Well, I’m spiritual.  I can tune 
in.  I can see this.  I can do that.”  And they don’t realize they are blind1 
as a bat.  It’s just all psychic.  It’s all a product of the soul.   

 God is trying to bring His people into the realm of spirit and walk 
as spiritual individuals, but that comes at a cost, and that has not been 
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popular.  Who wants the probing work of the cross2 in their lives?  Only 
the sons. 

 “Search me, O God, and know my heart; Try me and know 
my anxious thoughts; And see if there be any hurtful way in me, 
And lead me in the everlasting way.” (Psalms 139:23) 

 Daniel walked in such a great key.  Even though he was an 
administrator over a huge kingdom, he opened his windows to Jerusalem 
three times a day and he would seek the Lord.  It was how he walked 
before God, and this set the stage for Daniel to walk as one of the greatest 
mystics of all time. 

 “Now when Daniel knew that the document was signed, he 
entered his house (now in his roof chamber he had windows open 
toward Jerusalem); and he continued kneeling on his knees three 
times a day, praying and giving thanks before his God, as he had 
been doing previously.” (Daniel 6:10) 

 There are times when you just have to stop.  Stop everything.  
Turn it all off and just listen.  The Lord had to do that.  He was 
constantly being barraged; there was so much that He was constantly 
giving out, ministering and teaching. He would hit that point, even 
though He was in the presence of the Father, that He would have to go 
and withdraw to wait on the Father and refill. This principle applied to 
the Lord, as it did for Daniel, and as it does for us, at this point in time.   

 Without the deep seer ministry functioning, we are not going to be 
able to do and complete what has to be done.  A simple example concerns 
the existence of bonds in your life.  You are only successfully in dealing 
with them when the Lord reveals to you what needs to be done.  It does 
not happen any other way. 

 That which has been hidden in your life, is waiting to be 
revealed.  But, it will only be revealed to those who are “seers.”   

 We have to clear the deck so that we are able to see and hear 
clearly.  We must stop walking as a computer, and believe me, the enemy 
has tried to move us into that mode.  Everything in this age has become 
so mental that the innate sensitivity to hear is drowned out by the mind 
and the processes of the mind.  And the mind, rather than being our tool, 
becomes our boss.  That has to change.  
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 Do you understand what I am saying?  The mind was given to us 
as a “tool”, but through the ascendancy of the soul over the spirit, it 
literally becomes our “boss”, and this must change.  The sons must 
become spirit. 

 We need to go more and more into that meditative state of just 
listening and quieting.  This is when you begin to break through the veil 
and you begin to see.  Whether we believe this or not, we are seeing 
constantly, we just don’t know it.  We live in a world of spirit, as I have 
spoken of, a sea of spirit, and it is all around us.  We live in it all of the 
time, we just have not been that aware. 

 “Awake, awake, Clothe yourself in your strength, O Zion; 
Clothe yourself in your beautiful garments, O Jerusalem, the holy 
city; For the uncircumcised and the unclean Will no longer come 
into you. Shake yourself from the dust, rise up, O captive 
Jerusalem; Loose yourself from the chains around your neck, O 
captive daughter of Zion.” (Isaiah 52:1-2) 

 All we have to do is stop the locomotive and just listen, slow down 
your vibration, clear your energy. Often times when you start doing that 
you will find that old bonds come up and you just clear them again.  And 
then you just listen.  And then the realm of sight begins to open up. The 
sons are beginning to wake up.  When the eyes open, then that which has 
been hidden becomes exposed. 

 Be very careful not to discount anything that comes to you and 
say, “Oh that was just my imagination.”  Because it’s not.  When sight 
begins to come to you, and it may only be brief images, realize you are 
seeing through the veil, even if it is only for a moment.  

 Do not discount what you see, because God may be giving you 
pieces of the puzzle.   And, over time, it will all make sense.  Remember, 
as it is spoken in the book of Proverbs; 

  “It is the glory of God to conceal a matter, and the glory of 
kings to seek it out.” (Proverbs 25:2) This has your address on it. 

  The push is on for the breakthrough of resurrection life, and it 
will be to the seers that the spoils will go.  This timeline is upon us, now.   
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Scriptures 

1 Revelation 3:17  blind as a bat  

New American Standard Bible  
'Because you say, "I am rich, and have become wealthy, and have need of nothing," and you 
do not know that you are wretched and miserable and poor and blind and naked, 

2 Philippians 2:8  work of the cross 

New American Standard Bible  
Being found in appearance as a man, He humbled Himself by becoming obedient to the 
point of death, even death on a cross. 
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Chapter 20 
 

I Saw Satan Fall 

 In the book of Revelation, it speaks about how Satan is cast1 
down.  We’ve talked about that as a progressive unfolding scenario, 
rather than a onetime scenario where, all of a sudden, he’s just cast down 
and it’s a done deal.  Let’s read from Revelation, chapter 12. 

 “A great sign appeared in heaven: a woman clothed with 
the sun, and the moon under her feet, and on her head a crown of 
twelve stars; and she was with child; and she cried out, being in 
labor and in pain to give birth. Then another sign appeared in 
heaven: and behold, a great red dragon having seven heads and 
ten horns, and on his heads were seven diadems. And his tail 
swept away a third of the stars of heaven and threw them to the 
earth. And the dragon stood before the woman who was about to 
give birth, so that when she gave birth he might devour her child. 
And she gave birth to a son, a male child, who is to rule all the 
nations with a rod of iron; and her child was caught up to God 
and to His throne. 

  Then the woman fled into the wilderness where she had a 
place prepared by God, so that there she would be nourished for 
one thousand two hundred and sixty days. And there was war in 
heaven, Michael and his angels waging war with the dragon. The 
dragon and his angels waged war, and they were not strong 
enough, and there was no longer a place found for them in 
heaven. And the great dragon was thrown down, the serpent of 
old who is called the devil and Satan, who deceives the whole 
world; he was thrown down to the earth, and his angels were 
thrown down with him.” (Revelation 12:1-9). 

 What we have watched and seen over the last twenty years has 
been an unfolding development in this whole aspect of Satan being cast 
down.  Contrary to some theologians, this event has not been a singular 
event, but it has been progressive and to a large extent, tied into the 
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ascension of the sons.  As the man-child is caught up2, the satanic 
presence must be cast down.  Both cannot occupy the same time and 
space; God will not allow a vacuum to exist. You don’t remove something 
without having something take its place. 

 If you remember the teaching in the Gospels, Christ spoke about 
the deliverance of a demon possessed man.  It was crucial that this man 
be filled with God, because a vacuum could not exist.  If Christ does not 
fill it, then Satan will immediately take up that slack.  The scripture 
points out that if he’s not filled with the spirit, then seven3 more devils, 
worse than the one he was delivered from, will come back and inhabit 
that man.  

 The principle of displacement is a valid reality in the spirit, and it 
has to do with a vacuum, because a vacuum will not be allowed to exist.  
The casting down of Satan is not something that happens overnight, but 
it goes hand-in-hand with the progressive ascension of the sons.  As the 
sons ascend into their place in God they automatically displace the 
satanic beings that have been in that realm, like squatters in a land that 
belonged to the sons. 

 We are not in a stasis situation where nothing is happening.  We 
are not in a situation or a place where we are waiting for the rapture, 
where all of a sudden God catches us up from walking on the plane of soul 
and presto; we are sitting at the right hand of the Father.  That is 
religion. 

 We are dealing with something that is a progressive unfolding 
scenario.  The spirit world is being progressively cast out of the heavens 
as the sons progressively ascend into their place of destiny and ministry 
before the face of God.  This is not new teaching; this is something that 
we have spoken about over the years.  We saw it coming twenty years 
ago; but now is the time that this has begun happening. 

 What we have seen over the past 10 years has been short windows 
of time that would come, and we would see levels of “casting down” 
happen before our eyes.  That was a type of confirmation to the ascension 
of the sons that had slowly begun, some 10 years ago.  This explained to 
us what we had begun to see as a progressive surge in the presence of evil 
in the earth, which had not been here before now.  

 When this first began to happen on a larger scale, the Lord spoke 
to us about what was going to happen in the earth as this began to unfold.  
He said that we would see a rise in illness, sickness, and diseases that we 
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have not seen before, or that had not been around for hundreds of years.  
This has kept both the scientific community and the medical community 
on their toes.  

 On a natural plane people might say that the overpopulation of 
Africa is causing this, as a breeding ground for new, undocumented 
diseases.  Or, it could be due to the rise of different vaccines and the 
body’s temperance to vaccines.  People will rationalize this because they 
have no other explanation. 

 However, what has been happening, is the influx of the satanic 
hosts into the earth plane on a level that we have never seen before.  This 
is what is causing these weird aberrations to surface now, because we are 
dealing with demonic possession, and entity attachment.  All of this leads 
to the point that we want to address in this word.   

 As God began to open up this path, this last leg of the race, so to 
speak, a lot of things came along with that.  We have spoken about bonds, 
contacts and cords; all of those issues that exist on the plane of the soul 
that everyone has to work through to get free.  We’ve gone over this many 
times in our other books, but at this juncture in time, another dynamic 
has entered into the equation that we have not seen before.   

 Now, more than ever, we have entered the timeline of the wise 
and foolish virgins.  I would hope that the wise4 virgins would have done 
their homework by now, because the emerging presence of the satanic 
hosts on the natural plane is causing a meteoric rise on so many levels of 
violence, anger, hostility, and murder.  The world has changed greatly in 
the past four decades, and it is all due to the influx of the satanic hosts 
into this natural plane of existence.   

 It is time for God’s sons to get free, and stay free; to wake5 up and 
realize the time that they are walking.  A great deal of this freedom 
comes with dealing with the bonds and sympathies of the soul level.  It is 
time to put off this body of death that we have lived with for so very long.   

 “Behold, I will do something new, Now it will spring forth; 
Will you not be aware of it?” (Isaiah 43:19) 

 The admonition has come many times, “Behold I am doing 
something new6, will you be aware?” Yet people have not heard the word.  
They have not been that aware.  They’ve only heard the word in part, but 
never really seen the full aspect of it, nor how broad their calling is.  They 
need to shed the cords, the bonds, the ties, the sympathy, and the 
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obligations if they are really going to walk free.  Without this crucial step, 
they will not have the eyes to see. 

 This is not a word to the church world, this is a word to the few 
and called out; the sons. 

 Some may say, “Well we can do some of that.  We can break some 
bonds and stop being sympathetic” and so on and so forth.  But there are 
certain cords, ties, or family – whatever, that they may not let go of.  
There is no half way to do this.  You either thoroughly break the cords, 
the bonds, and the ties that bind you from entering this level of sonship 
and sight, or you do it only in a measure and achieve absolutely nothing.   

 A lot of people have been that way, “Well, I’ve done a few things 
but it hasn’t made a difference because we still are not able to see.”  And 
they will not see a difference unless this word is approached with the 
intensity and carefulness that is needed. 

 As I said at the beginning, there is yet another dynamic that has 
entered in to the equation that we haven’t seen until just recently.  Not 
that it hasn’t been in operation; we just haven’t seen it as clearly as we 
have seen it recently.  And what we have seen goes hand-in-hand with 
the rising influx of demonic entities into this natural plane.  

 What is that?  Embodiment. 

 In the spirit world there is a drive that we don’t understand and 
cannot relate to, on the part of the demons and all of the many orders of 
satanic hosts, to be clothed or embodied within a physical body.   

 You remember what happened with the devils that Christ sent 
into the swine7.  He cast them out of the man.  And yet there was such a 
desire to possess a body they said, “Well here send us into the heard of 
swine,” which Christ did.  We know how that story ended; the swine 
couldn’t handle it and they went and jumped off a cliff.  

 We are seeing a rising influx of the demonic world overlapping 
into the natural plane and actually integrating into the natural plane 
more and more.  With this happening, we are beginning to see a lot more 
entity attachment and spirit possession manifesting within people.  This 
is where and how diseases, and a lot of other problems, are arising.  They 
are not arising out of some sickness born of the natural plane, but out of 
the embodiment of the satanic hosts within the physical body of people.  
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This is not anything new, except we are seeing a massive influx is this 
now. 

 Now, a different dynamic has come up on the radar, and we are 
still coming to a deeper understanding of what this warfare against the 
saints is all about.  In the book of Daniel, the word speaks about the 
saints possessing the kingdom.  Judgment is passed in favor8 of the saints 
of the Most High, and the saints possess the kingdom.  However, I don’t 
know how much we have really understood about the warfare that is 
happening and unfolding against the saints of light.   

 We know that Satan seeks to wear out the saints of light.  Perhaps 
you have felt the intensity of the warfare, but, it is only going to get more 
intense.   

 “I kept looking, and that horn was waging war with the 
saints and overpowering them until the Ancient of Days came 
and judgment was passed in favor of the saints of the Highest 
One, and the time arrived when the saints took possession of the 
kingdom.” (Daniel 7:21-22) 

 Several years ago, the Lord began to convey that He was going to 
open the eyes of His sons that they would see.  He said, “Know that the 
battle is coming.  Know that the battle is coming.”  To this day that word 
has yet to be fulfilled.  We have certainly seen an influx of spiritual 
warfare and conflict, true.  However, I think what was being eluded to 
was something far greater.  The equipping of the sons with the ability to 
see the spirit world, and know just exactly what they are dealing with, is 
on the docket.   

 The dynamic that we have seen begin to unfold has to do with 
everything we have just been talking about.  The spirit world seeks 
embodiment.  To what end, you ask?  At this point in time it will take the 
warfare against the saints to another level, encompassing both the spirit 
world and, the natural world.  

 There are very few out there who don’t have some sort of entity 
attachment going on.  Entities that may not be even demonic, but the 
deceased who have been stuck in between levels, so they end up attaching 
themselves to people.   I would venture to say that over 50% of the 
population falls into this category.  Why are so many on Prozac?  It is 
more than just the “stress” of everyday life.  
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 The warfare is becoming more focused against the saints of light 
as they are poised to break through the gate and enter into resurrection 
life.  That is not a surprise, because this breakthrough will lead to a huge 
shift of balance in the spirit world.  As the devils once spoke to Jesus, 
“Have you come to torment us before the time?”   

 Ahhh – now is the time!   

 Beware; your personal warfare will be according to how much you 
have done your homework concerning the issue of bonds, contacts, 
sympathy, and obligations.  The realm of the soul will become more and 
more the battle ground, which is why we must get out of the realm of the 
soul and come up into the realm of spirit.  This issue of the soul we have 
dealt with for many years, however, now it becomes a greater jeopardy.  
This is how Satan, himself, is coming and will come against the saints of 
light.  Do you understand? 

  Do you recall what happened to Christ when He was on His way 
to Jerusalem?  Peter told the Lord, “Don’t go there.  You know they’re just 
going to do You in.”  And Christ turned and looked at Peter and said, “Get 
behind me Satan9.”  Satan had entered in, in just a moment of time, and 
Christ discerned it immediately.  How did that happen?  We’ll have to ask 
Peter about that later; nevertheless, it happened.   

 Christ was not swayed, nor was He moved, because He was not 
bonded or connected to the disciples on that level and in that way.  This is 
what happens when bonds and cords have not been dealt with.  It is all 
about access.  If Satan can find a way to access you, then he will send 
everything he can to come against you with the intent to destroy.   

 You could take a very religious Christian and if something rubs 
them the wrong way and they have not gone that far in the work of the 
cross, Satan can enter that man’s heart.  Especially if that man has anger 
or hostility towards another; they can jump on that and use that anger 
and they can add to it so much power and darkness that what comes out 
of the mouth and intent of that Christian brother against the one with 
whom he is angry can be just enough to literally wipe the man off the 
slate.  We’ve seen that many times. 

 What we have not seen much of, until recently, is the extent that 
Satan is seeking access against the saints.  How can he come against the 
saints of light?  How can he deter what’s happening?  With this massive 
infiltration of the demonic world into the natural plane, the playing field 
is changed - big time.  
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 The spirit world is seeking any way to gain access to the saints 
coming forth.  If they see a contact, a bond, a cord or something that 
exists, that becomes a highway for a great deal of oppression against that 
saint.  And the individual that the saint may be connected to may not 
even have any hostility, doesn’t have to be angry; can really be just 
clueless.  Yet the spirit is able to access through that individual the cord 
that can be used against the saints. 

 You ask, just how does that work?  If you take someone, who has 
not gone through a real work of the cross, then they will have bonds upon 
bonds.  If you open up to that person, then you become vulnerable to 
every bond and contact that person has, because they have no done their 
homework.  We call it the “daisy-chain affect”, and this become very 
dangerous at this stage of the kingdom. 

 How does the spirit world all of a sudden have the ability to latch 
on to an individual and bring that flow of darkness right down that 
channel?  It is all about transference, which we have taught for years in 
our other books.  The problem may not directly be that person, but the 
person he is still connected to. 

 “Be of sober spirit, be on the alert. Your adversary, the 
devil, prowls around like a roaring lion, seeking someone to 
devour.” (1st Peter 5:8) 

 Satan is a prowling10 lion seeking whom he might devour, and 
that is a present truth for the saints that cannot be overlooked.  
Understand the dynamics of everything is changing right now. 

 Doing your homework is not an option.  If you are to come forth 
into sonship, then you have to deal with this.  It is one thing to lose your 
eyesight; it is another to be taken out completely.  I know this is a 
sobering statement, but God is not going to do everything for the sons.  
They have to take a stand and walk out the word they have been given.  

 This is just another layer that is unfolding in what we have 
understood in the warfare against the saints.  Do we know the outcome?  
Yes.  The saints possess the kingdom and judgment is passed in favor8 of 
the saints.  But the saints execute the judgments written.  And the last 
chapters of this saga of the sons of God are still being written.  Do not 
make any assumptions; remember the parable of the wise virgins. 
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 The time that we are in is getting shorter and the dynamics of 
everything are becoming even more acute.  This is the time for sons of 
God to become and to manifest all that they are. 

  

Scriptures 

1Revelation 12:9  Satan is cast down 

New American Standard Bible  
And the great dragon was thrown down, the serpent of old who is called the devil and 
Satan, who deceives the whole world; he was thrown down to the earth, and his angels 
were thrown down with him. 

2Revelation12:5  child is caught up 

New American Standard Bible  
And she gave birth to a son, a male child, who is to rule all the nations with a rod of iron; 
and her child was caught up to God and to His throne. 

3 Luke 11:26   seven worse come back 

New American Standard Bible  
"Then it goes and takes along seven other spirits more evil than itself, and they go in and 
live there; and the last state of that man becomes worse than the first." 

4 Matthew 25:1-2  wise virgins 

New American Standard Bible  
1“At that time the kingdom of heaven will be like ten virgins who took their lamps and 
went out to meet the bridegroom. 2Five of them were foolish and five were wise. 
 
5 Isaiah 52:1   wake up 

New American Standard Bible  
Awake, awake, Clothe yourself in your strength, O Zion; Clothe yourself in your beautiful 
garments, O Jerusalem, the holy city; For the uncircumcised and the unclean Will no 
longer come into you. 

6 Isaiah 43:19  I will do something new 

New American Standard Bible  
"Behold, I will do something new, Now it will spring forth; Will you not be aware of it? I 
will even make a roadway in the wilderness, Rivers in the desert. 

7 2 Corinthians 5:3  need to be clothed 

New American Standard Bible  
inasmuch as we, having put it on, will not be found naked 

Berean Literal Bible  
if indeed also having been clothed, we will not be found naked. 
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6 Luke24:49   clothed on high 

New American Standard Bible  
"And behold, I am sending forth the promise of My Father upon you; but you are to stay in 
the city until you are clothed with power from on high." 

7 Matthew 8:31-32  devils sent into the swine 

New American Standard Bible  
31The demons began to entreat Him, saying, "If You are going to cast us out, send us into 
the herd of swine."  32And He said to them, "Go!" And they came out and went into the 
swine, and the whole herd rushed down the steep bank into the sea and perished in the 
waters. 

8 Daniel 7:22   judgment passed in favor of the saints 

New American Standard Bible  
until the Ancient of Days came and judgment was passed in favor of the saints of the 
Highest One, and the time arrived when the saints took possession of the kingdom. 

9 Matthew 16:23  get behind me Satan 

New American Standard Bible  
But He turned and said to Peter, "Get behind Me, Satan! You are a stumbling block to Me; 
for you are not setting your mind on God's interests, but man's." 

10 1 Peter 5:8  Satan is a prowling lion 

New American Standard Bible  
Be of sober spirit, be on the alert. Your adversary, the devil, prowls around like a roaring 
lion, seeking someone to devour. 
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Chapter 21 

Breaking the Ties To Humanity 

 The word has come admonishing us to end the ties that we have to 
our ancestry and lineage; even to the human race.  Our DNA, our 
ancestors, our direct correlation to the human race, all have been a factor 
in shaping who and what we are in this present sojourn, but it can seem 
like a daunting request.  How do you break this tie, this bond?  In 
essence, we really can’t; but He can. 

 God is freeing His sons from that which has bound, that which has 
defined, and that which has limited them.  He is re-connecting them into 
their true lineage. “What is that?”  The order1 of Melchizedek; who had 
neither2 a beginning nor an end. 

 For this Melchizedek, king of Salem, priest of the Most-
High God, who met Abraham as he was returning from the 
slaughter of the kings and blessed him, to whom also Abraham 
apportioned a tenth part of all the spoils, was first of all, by the 
translation of his name, king of righteousness, and then also king 
of Salem, which is king of peace.  Without father, without mother, 
without genealogy, having neither beginning of days nor end of 
life, but made like the Son of God, he remains a priest perpetually 
(Hebrews 7:1-3). 

 where Jesus has entered as a forerunner for us, having 
become a high priest forever according to the order of 
Melchizedek (Hebrews 6:20).  

 This is our identity.  This is our lineage.  You are called to enter 
into the priesthood, as Christ did, to become a son having neither a 
beginning nor an end.  Perpetually a priest forever.  That is who you are. 

 The challenge we have faced has been to stop identifying ourselves 
with the soul.  The soul has defined us and has conditioned us to 
limitation.  The breaking of bonds is not a simple singular act of decision; 
it involves an ongoing commitment to separate yourself from this world.  
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 The deeper issue at hand, however, is more than breaking your 
identification with yourself; it has to do with being delivered, literally, 
from this age.  Not only do we see a breaking of our ties to ancestry, but of 
our ties to humanity.   

 Our identity is not with the Adamic nature, but with Christ, the 
spirit.  The first Adam was soul; the second Adam, Christ, a life-giving 
spirit, and this is our identification.  

 During this season of change there is a deliverance happening, but 
it is not one that you can work up and achieve.  It is something God is 
doing within you.  

 “Behold I will do something new3 (within you), will you be 
aware?”  (Isaiah 43:19).   What is happening?  A breaking of all the ties 
and the bonds and the cords that have bound you to humanity; to your 
ancestors. 

 The path of the sons, right now, is moving aggressively into the 
changes involving sonship, and the seal of our redemption; the change of 
the physical body.  God is doing something new, within you; you must be 
aware. 

 There are two aspects to this deep deliverance that is coursing 
through you right now.  One is your personal ancestry or lineage; but the 
other, your bondage to humanity as we have known it.  This is something 
that God is doing right now.  It’s not something that we can do.  We have 
been diligent to break cords, ties and bonds with relationships, 
paradigms, and how we have seen ourselves.   This has only brought us to 
a point where the cobwebs have cleared enough that you are able to see, 
and in seeing, begin to change more rapidly. 

 The sons of God are experiencing a re-identification of who and 
what they are.  God is separating the sons from the last vestiges that 
have tied them to this present existence.  It is important that we 
understand what is happening because Christ has paved a way for us, as 
the firstborn4 of many sons that would come to birth.  We are following a 
similar path, right now.  

 Imagine unplugging from one level of consciousness/reality, or 
identification, and plugging into something entirely different:  The order1 
of Melchizedek.  We have neither2 had a beginning nor an end, and this 
can be challenging to wrap your head around.  The experience or reality 
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coming to the sons is to understand that they really have had no 
beginning (nor have you), nor will you have an end.   

 What does this mean?  An incredible empowering is coming to the 
sons as they realize what they are a part of, yet Satan would war against 
the saints to make them feel frail, as though every day they are just 
walking on tip-toes hoping to get to the next day.  Satan cannot prevail 
against the saints, not one iota.  The saints have so much more leverage 
and power and dominion, but they are still coming into their own.  

 You were with the Father at the dawn5 of creation.  We need to 
see that. We need to reach in and say, “Lord, I see what You are doing 
even if I can’t effectuate that change within myself; yet I understand.”  
We are re-connecting into a true reality of who we are. 

 We’re timeless.  We really are timeless.  And we’ve yet to really 
understand the depth of that.  But it’s important.  The one thing that we 
can do is to continue to break the ties with our ancestors.  We can do that.  
We can voice it.  We can just commit it into the hands of the Lord.  You 
will not be defined by your past or your ancestors, or your siblings; 
nothing. 

 There will come a point where all of the cords and ties are fully 
severed. You will look at yourself in the mirror, and all that you will see is 
Christ and your lineage to Christ.  You will not see your ancestors; their 
problems, their issues, or your siblings or your mother and your father.  It 
will be gone. 

 We’re talking about an experience that happens.  It cannot be 
worked up. We have seen this coming now for several years; but that’s all 
I can say.  We have seen this coming.  There will come a time, shortly, 
when this begins to truly happen to you, and with that comes the deep 
inner awakening. 

 In the battle that we carry, it can feel like a huge mantle just 
weighing down upon the shoulders; yet there is another level that 
overlaps this; a reality that exists in the spirit realm that what we have 
asked for, has already been done within us.  This is the awakening that is 
happening within you. 

 We take the deliverance, and we acknowledge that something is 
happening within us that is a deep, deep, disconnect; a disconnect from 
everything of the soul and this present sojourn.  God is doing this. 
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 And we acknowledge the hand of the Lord.  We say, “Lord, I see.  
You’ve spoken of this. We have endeavored to break our ties and our 
cords, to break the bonds with family and ancestry to the best that we 
can.  But Lord, You’re doing it.”  We know that you are bringing forth a 
great deliverance, for we are in the process of disconnecting from the soul, 
and the reality that we have lived with.  You are plugging us into the 
Melchizedek priesthood, which is who and what we have always been. 

 It can feel like everything is being cut off; but you’re just 
disconnecting us from one level of life, into something new.  You are 
unplugging us from one level of life, into a whole new life that we haven’t 
known.  

 “then He said, "BEHOLD, I HAVE COME TO DO YOUR 
WILL." He takes away the first in order to establish the 
second” (Hebrews 10:9). 

 The Lord is faithfully taking away what you have had, that you 
might receive the promise of sonship and resurrection life. 

Scriptures 

1 Hebrews 5:10  order of Melchizedek 

New American Standard Bible  
being designated by God as a high priest according to the order of Melchizedek. 

2 Hebrews 7:3  no beginning nor end 

New American Standard Bible  
Without father, without mother, without genealogy, having neither beginning of days nor 
end of life, but made like the Son of God, he remains a priest perpetually. 

3 Isaiah 43:19  something new in the earth 

New American Standard Bible  
"Behold, I will do something new, Now it will spring forth; Will you not be aware of it? I 
will even make a roadway in the wilderness, Rivers in the desert. 

4 Romans 8:29  firstborn of many brethren 

New American Standard Bible  
For those whom He foreknew, He also predestined to become conformed to the image of His 
Son, so that He would be the firstborn among many brethren; 

5 Proverbs 8:22  with the Father at the dawn of creation 

New American Standard Bible  
"The LORD possessed me at the beginning of His way, Before His works of old.  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Chapter 22 

It Is Time To Rule 
 
  
 We are going to talk about the keys1 of the kingdom, and the 
authority1 to bind and to loose.  We are also going to talk about the level 
of awareness that we are entering into, and the inner-conflict2 of the soul 
and spirit.  Bear in mind, that until our transition is complete, we will 
always be dealing with the issue of the soul versus the spirit within us. 

 The conflict of the soul versus the spirit is part of our fight of 
faith, however, it becomes even more “frontline” as the sons begin to enter 
into the ministry of the kings and priests that God has called them to be.  

 The soul constantly says, “Show me.   Prove it to me.  Give me a 
sign.”  And the spirit just says, “Give unto me according to Thy word, 
Lord.  Whatever You say, I’ll just do it.”  The soul/mind is constantly 
looking for events to line up to its belief system, in order to validate the 
word that God has given concerning who you are.   

 In the book of Peter, it speaks of the sons as a “Chosen, holy 
priesthood3, kings and priests before God.”  You read it and your spirit 
leaps within you in confirmation; “Yes!”  It bears witness, but there is 
always that little duplicity of the soul that doubts.  There will come a day 
of reckoning, however, when you have to embrace the fact that this reality 
is here, whether or not you see the outward sign of it. 

 It must have been very interesting for the Lord Jesus Christ when 
He went into the temple and He quoted out of Isaiah only part of the 
scripture, as you recall.  He left off the latter part of the scripture that He 
was referencing, “a day of judgment of our God,” because it wasn’t time.  
He said, “Today this scripture has been fulfilled in your hearing 
(Luke 4:21).”  

 Today, the scriptures are not only coming alive, they are coming to 
a point of fulfillment within a people that God has called, even though the 
outward signs may not yet line up.   
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 As we come to the culmination of God’s dealings with mankind, we 
find ourselves dealing with the element of time, which to me is very 
mystical.  It is a magical thing, because in the realm of spirit, time doesn’t 
exist.   

 The issue of time becomes very tenuous to deal with as God begins 
to bring His sons into a level of life that we would call a dual existence.  
Dual existence…walking with one foot in the spirit, and one foot in the 
natural plane, concurrently.  This becomes a real challenge because both 
worlds are overlapping your consciousness at the same time, and the 
more you transition to spirit, the more this reality will prevail in your 
awareness.  The prophecy has always been that there will come a time 
when the realm of spirit will be far more real to you than the natural 
plane.  Welcome to that time!  

 Have you ever thought about what that transition could be like?  
Well, you’re in that transition.  Let’s talk about the challenges of this 
transition.   

 Imagine with me, for a second.  Let your mind go and just imagine 
having a life based in the realm of spirit, and the realm of the soul.  You 
are tracking in the word, and you are hearing the voice of the Lord.  
You’re beginning to move in the authority to rule and reign.  You’re 
beginning to move with dominion over the principalities and powers that 
are warring against the sons of light.  However, while all of this is going 
on, you are also continuing to have a life on the natural plane.  You’re in 
transition. 

 Imagine with me further; half of your consciousness has stepped 
out of the realm of time, yet the other half is still dictated by time, 
because time still exists in the natural plane.  This paints an unusual 
picture, one that the carnal mind can have quite a difficulty in coping 
with.  We are at the beginning stages of this transition, and I know that 
the experience of this will unfold as we move forward. 

 The Lord has spoken before to visualize yourself in resurrection 
life.  Well, this is another unusual visualization, because you are living 
and experiencing this right now.  Resurrection life is coming, but this 
dual existence, is already here. 

 Half of your consciousness has stepped into a world and level in 
God that is not dictated by time.  Yet, there is that other part of you that 
still is within the realm of time.  I have watched this over the years and I 
have not quite understood what I have seen.  On numerous occasions, it 
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would appear that time would come to a standstill; or begin to move in 
slow motion.  Everything around would begin to move in slow motion, and 
the word would come; “resurrection life is coming.”  You may think: “Well 
what is this?  What is this all about?”  We are dealing with the reality of 
living in both worlds, at the same time, and the reality of resurrection 
life, that is coming soon. 

 At other times, in our sojourn as sons, we would hit windows of 
time where it would seem like you were in stasis, like time would stop.  
Then, you would pull out of that segment and move forward.   

 “And sware by him that liveth for ever and ever, who 
created heaven, and the things that therein are, and the earth, 
and the things that therein are, and the sea, and the things which 
are therein, that there should be time no longer.” (Revelation 10:6 
KJV) 

 What is the promise in the word?  That we will see the end of time 
as we know it.  Other Bible translations say that it would be the “end of 
delay”, but I prefer the King James, because I have seen this coming; the 
“end of time.”  

 Something is happening.  We may not have any way to explain it, 
but we’re in the midst of this.  Every son that comes to birth will pass 
through this transitionary level. 

 “This hope we have as an anchor of the soul, a hope both 
sure and steadfast and one which enters within the veil, where 
Jesus has entered as a forerunner for us, having become a high 
priest forever according to the order of Melchizedek.” (Hebrews 
6:19-20) 

 There is really no explanation to all of this, except to say that we 
are entering into the timelessness of Christ, and into the order5 of 
Melchizedek.  We are coming to realize that we have never had a 
beginning, nor will we ever have an end.  The timelessness of the Lord 
Jesus Christ; the timelessness of the Father and the timelessness of His 
beloved sons.  Christ entered as a forerunner, setting the way for the 
sons. 

 Now let’s go to Matthew 16: “Now when Jesus came into the 
district of Caesarea Philippi, He was asking His disciples, “Who 
do people say that the Son of Man is?” And they said, “Some say 
John the Baptist; and others, Elijah; but still others, Jeremiah, or 
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one of the prophets.” He said to them, “But who do you say that I 
am?” Simon Peter answered, “You are the Christ, the Son of the 
living God.” And Jesus said to him, “Blessed are you, Simon 
Barjona, because flesh and blood did not reveal this to you, but 
My Father who is in heaven”.  And then He goes on to say “I also say 
to you that you are Peter, and upon this rock I will build My 
church.  “I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven; and 
whatever you bind on earth shall have been bound in heaven, and 
whatever you loose on earth shall have been loosed in 
heaven.” (Matthew 16:13-19)  

 What was it that Peter was getting?  Peter was getting a deep 
revelation, a transformation, and upon that “rock” of revelation the gates 
of Hades would not be able to stand.    

 God’s sons are quickly moving into the ruling and reigning of the 
kings6 and priests.  The sons are not waiting for a time when they finally 
feel transformed, where they are obviously sitting in the presence of the 
Father that they could now say, “Now it is fulfilled; now I am going to go 
ahead and rule and reign with Christ.” The sons are already quickly 
moving into the ruling and reigning of the kings and priests. 

 We need to understand that we are already ruling and reigning 
right now.  We have been given the authority of the kingdom, and the 
word of the Lord comes; “whatever you bind1 shall have been bound”.   

 Now let’s go to Isaiah, chapter 65. “It will also come to pass 
that before they call, I will answer; and while they are still 
speaking, I will hear.” (Isaiah 65:24)   

 In the book of Isaiah, the word says that before you ask, I will 
have already done it.  How often the word has come to us, “What you are 
doing, you have already done.”  You might say, “Lord, my circuit board 
doesn’t seem to be able to interpret what You are saying.”  How is this 
possible?  How have I already done this before?  It is hard to comprehend 
because we are stepping out of the realm of time.  We are stepping 
outside of a level of consciousness that we have known and functioned 
with as human beings … into a level that knows no limitations; which has 
no beginning and no end. 

 It is important that we begin to move with the authority of the 
kings and priests.  I know for a fact that it works.  I know for a fact that 
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the authority has been committed.  I know for a fact that the exercise of 
authority is happening.  And yet, there is a duplicity that can exist within 
the mind that says, “I don’t see the fruits of what I am doing.”  I have 
experienced that.  We’ve all experienced that.  You say, “Well Lord I’ve 
done it.  I’ve done it, but I don’t see it.  I’m waiting to see it.” 

 It’s like that saying, “show me and I will believe”.  And the Lord 
says, “Believe and I will show7 you.”  The authority is already happening.  
If the enemy can bluff you into a state of waiting, a state of détente, then 
he has succeeded.  All you have to do is begin to move with that authority, 
begin to exercise it.  Don’t wait and say, “Well I have done it.  Now I want 
to see it happen.” 

 We have spoken before about how connected the sons are with the 
whole realm of God’s kingdom, the realm of spirit.  It is like a massive 
matrix, and it is very difficult to understand, because things do not add 
up.  One and one do not necessarily equal two.  “Well I did this, so there 
must be a logical cause and effect scenario, one that I can perceive and 
understand.”  But that is not how it works in the spirit, and as I have said 
before, the sons of God are so interconnected into all of God’s creation as 
the Father is, that as the sons move, so everything else begins to have its 
yin and yang.  However, without revelation, it can be very difficult to see 
the correlation of your word or movement, with a corresponding event 
that makes sense. 

 We are still coming to understand how dynamic the presence of 
the sons of God are right now and what their appearance is bringing.  I’ve 
said it before in many words that we are so inter-connected.  Creation8 is 
waiting and travailing for the revealing and release of the sons.    

 “For the anxious longing of the creation waits eagerly for 
the revealing of the sons of God. For the creation was subjected 
to futility, not willingly, but because of Him who subjected it, in 
hope that the creation itself also will be set free from its slavery 
to corruption into the freedom of the glory of the children of 
God.” (Romans 8:19-21) 

 You might say, “Well, as we break through do we have to go and 
release creation?”  No.  As you begin to get free, all of creation gets free, 
because you are the key, and you are already inter-connected with them.  
This is very important to understand.  Your freedom begets their 
freedom. 
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 We are such an integral component in God’s kingdom, and we 
haven’t understood it.  We haven’t really understood what part the sons of 
God play in the release, deliverances, and judgments that are here and 
beginning to come now.  You might think, “Well, I’m just one mere human 
being.”  That is what Satan would like you to believe. 

 However, you are not.  If you are hearing this word, then know 
that you are not that.  You are something far greater than you can 
understand, and every word that comes out of your mouth reverberates 
through the realm of spirit and changes happen. 

 “For behold, darkness will cover the earth And deep 
darkness the peoples; But the LORD will rise upon you And His 
glory will appear upon you. Nations will come to your light, And 
kings to the brightness of your rising.” (Isaiah 60:2-3)  

 For many years we have seen the presidents and kings of the 
earth come to us.  At first, I asked myself, “Why?”  And then I realized 
what it was.  The transition was happening.  The transition of authority 
and power in the earth was under way.  And the kings and rulers of the 
age were beginning to sense it.  And so, they began to come around.  Some 
asking, “Who are you?  What are you?”  Others, in their feeble way, trying 
to submit their plans.  This has been going on now for a number of years.  
You must understand that we are further into the kingdom than we 
understand.  You have become more than you realize.  You are the sons of 
God now.  You have the authority now.  

 This is why it is so important that we wait before Him, as we come 
into the time of quietness and listen.  Often you may go into that theta 
state of vision and sight.  You begin to speak the word.  It happens.  And 
you might say, “Well okay, I spoke the word over this situation here 
because that’s what I felt the spirit of God speaking through me.  And 
now I am looking, but I don’t see it.”   

 There are two answers to that.  One, it’s in process.  Two, more 
likely, it is happening in a different way than you would conceive it to 
happen.  Because we are so inter-connected with all of creation, you could 
be in the middle of the desert prophesying one thing and you wouldn’t 
realize on the other side of the planet a whole shift happens because you 
spoke the word.  However, without revelation you wouldn’t be able to 
connect the two.   
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 The soul may say, “I don’t see it.  It’s not working yet.  I don’t have 
it.  I’m going to keep believing.”  Well, that’s not pleasing the Lord.  To 
continue believing is not the answer.  You have to accept that what you 
have spoken is done.  Finished.  No future tense, but now. 

 We have not really seen the whole picture.  We see bits and pieces 
of it; however, the bits and pieces are becoming a little bit clearer.   

 We don’t understand the whole realm of time.  Especially when 
the word comes:  what you bind1, has been bound.  What you loose, has 
already been loosed. How is that possible?  The Lord says that before you 
ask I have already done it.  Well is He just reading our mind?  Or have we 
been here before?  Is this our last road trip around the mountain to finish 
the job?   

 What you bind has already been bound.  Your spirit has already 
been reaching in.  I don’t even want to try to define it at this point.  But I 
want to expand your awareness to step outside the box and to believe that 
this is your time to begin to move as the kings and priests and not buy the 
illusion of Satan that says, “Keep working at it.  Keep working at it, and 
one day you’ll become.” 

 I know that we have become now.  I have watched it and I have 
seen it.  I can only tell you it’s going to get even more interesting from 
this point on. There needs to be an unwrapping.  An unwrapping of our 
mind that wants to continually lock us into a box and not really grasp the 
depth of what we are in God at this time.  

 We are the kings and priests.  We are the chosen holy priesthood 
before God.  When?  Now!  How does it go in Hebrews?  It says today if 
you don’t harden your heart.  It’s now.  It’s here, but you have to hear 
it.  You have to hear what I am saying.  If you hear what I am saying 
then you will know it is here.  It is now.  If you don’t hear what I am 
saying then this isn’t going to make any sense. 

 As we spoke in a recent word, the illusion of this world has been so 
manipulated to make you feel like nothing is changing.  Yet, one small 
word is spoken, and Babylon9 is gone within an hour.   

 We are here.  God has spoken to us.  He said, “I ask one thing of 
you.  One thing: that you speak My word.”  Not that you are reading 
it and writing it and memorizing it.  That’s all good.  You need to be in 
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the word.  But you must speak the word.  That was the command; “Speak 
the word.” 

 The Cloud of Witnesses know.  A few years back a couple of the 
Cloud of Witnesses appeared and said, “We know who you are.  But we 
don’t understand why you don’t know who you are.  We know the power of 
the word you speak.  But you don’t seem to know what you have and what 
you have been given.”  And they were perplexed.  Well, needless to say, I 
was perplexed too.  But that was many years ago.   

 The whole realm of spirit knows who the sons of God are.  And 
they know what is happening and they see it.  But who doesn’t see it?  
Who are the Johnny-come-latelies in this scenario?  The sons, themselves.  
Why has the battle become so bitter and the conflict so focused?  Because 
they know who you are.   

 The sons are waking up; but it is going to have to happen a lot 
quicker.  We move in the authority of the Son.  We move in the dominion 
that we have been called to move in.  What you bind shall have been 
bound.  And what you loose shall have been loosed.  God gives you the 
keys2 of the kingdom.  You have the keys.  Where are they?  They are 
within you.  They have always been within you.   

 You have the keys to the kingdom but you have to know that you 
have them.  You have to see it.  And then they will work.   

 At times you might think, “Well I feel like I am a space case.”  Not 
really.  Just half of you is on the other side and it’s not dictated by time.  
But the other half is having a problem with it.  It’s all right.  It will all 
come together.  Not a big deal; this is just part of your path into sonship. 

  

Scriptures 

1 Matthew 16:19  keys to the kingdom & authority to bind and loose 

New American Standard Bible  
"I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven; and whatever you bind on earth shall 
have been bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth shall have been loosed in 
heaven.” 
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2 Romans 8:6  conflict of the spirit and soul 

New American Standard Bible  
For the mind set on the flesh is death, but the mind set on the Spirit is life and peace,  

3 1 Peter 2:9   a chosen holy priesthood 

New American Standard Bible  
But you are A CHOSEN RACE, A royal PRIESTHOOD, A HOLY NATION, A PEOPLE 
FOR God's OWN POSSESSION, so that you may proclaim the excellencies of Him who has 
called you out of darkness into His marvelous light; 

5 Hebrews 5:10   order of Melchizedek 

New American Standard Bible  
being designated by God as a high priest according to the order of Melchizedek. 

6 Revelation 5:10  kings and priests 

New American Standard Bible  
"You have made them to be a kingdom and priests to our God; and they will reign upon the 
earth." 

7 John 11:40   believe and see 

New American Standard Bible  
Jesus said to her, "Did I not say to you that if you believe, you will see the glory of God?" 

8 Romans 8:22  creation travails 

New American Standard Bible  
For we know that the whole creation groans and suffers the pains of childbirth together 
until now. 

9 Revelation 18:19  Babylon is gone in one hour 

New American Standard Bible  
"And they threw dust on their heads and were crying out, weeping and mourning, saying, 
'Woe, woe, the great city, in which all who had ships at sea became rich by her wealth, for 
in one hour she has been laid waste!' 
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Chapter 23 
 

The Principle of  

Displacement 

 We are going to talk about the principle of displacement.  We 
know that the sons are being caught up as the satanic hosts are being 
cast down, during this time.  This transition of “power,” so to speak, 
involves a few dynamics that we will need to understand. 

 Let’s take a look at Deuteronomy, chapter 7.   “And the LORD 
thy God will put out those nations before thee, little by little: that 
thou mayest not consume them at once, lest the beasts of the field 
increase upon thee. But the LORD your God shall deliver them 
unto thee and shall destroy them.”  (Deuteronomy 7:22-23 KJV) 

 What is the Lord saying?  That He would give the people the 
victory over the enemy, but that He would not allow them to possess their 
whole inheritance until they were able to occupy the land.  What they 
were prepared to occupy, that He would give them to possess.  What we 
need to understand is that there is a principle at work here: the principle 
of displacement.   

 In the spirit, there is no such thing as a vacuum.  You don’t just 
remove the satanic hosts and then cross your fingers that the sons of God 
will ascend into that position.  God does not allow a vacuum.  It’s not a 
spiritual principle.  Do you recall the scripture in the New Testament?   

 “Now when the unclean spirit goes out of a man, it passes 
through waterless places seeking rest, and does not find it. Then 
it says, `I will return to my house from which I came'; and when it 
comes, it finds it unoccupied, swept, and put in order. Then it 
goes and takes along with it seven other spirits more wicked than 
itself, and they go in and live there; and the last state of that man 
becomes worse than the first.  That is the way it will also be with 
this evil generation." (Matthew 12:43-45) 
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 What happens when something is removed in the spirit, whether 
it is the demonic presence existing in a level of the Father’s house, or a 
deliverance?  It must be filled with something, either God or Satan.  If the 
sons are not prepared to occupy and possess the land they have taken, 
then the beasts of the field will come in and occupy and the state will be 
much worse than before.  A vacuum cannot exist in the spirit.  

 God isn’t going to remove the satanic hosts and just leave a 
vacuum.  It’s imperative that the sons are caught up1 and move into their 
position in the level of authority and control that is destined for them.  
The key word here is “move”.  The sons must “take” their place in God. 

 That is why we have to keep letting go.  Let go of your fears.  Let 
go of your concepts.  This has to be done so that God can catch you up into 
the heavens on the level that you need to walk.  This is not theory.  
Sonship is not theory.  What God is doing in the earth is not theory.  
Unfortunately, to the churches and Bible scholars, it is just theory.   

 Sonship is a reality that God is very serious about bringing the 
sons into.  To be caught up to the heavens is not something that you take 
by faith.  It’s something that you begin to experience.  It can be very 
uncomfortable, because God says, “Okay, cut the safety net.”  He is going 
to take you where you need to go; where His sons need to go.  Being 
caught up involves more than just your spirit, for God is saving you to the 
uttermost: spirit2, soul, and body. 

 We must understand that as we continue to break through and 
come up higher, that there will also be a flip side happening, as the 
satanic hosts are cast further, and further down.  It is all about timing 
and displacement, for a vacuum will not be allowed to exist.  So, the sons 
must run with haste, because the transition is happening and the shift of 
power is happening.  The whole realm of spirit is in a slight state of 
imbalance, which makes this time very tenuous. The sons must run with 
haste, for the time is drawing to a close. 

 ”And there was war in heaven.  Michael and his angels 
fought against the dragon, and the dragon fought and his angels, 
and prevailed not.  Neither was there a place found any more in 
heaven.  And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, 
called the Devil, and Satan, who deceives the whole world was 
cast into the earth, and his angels were cast out with 
him.” (Revelation 12:7-9) 
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 The key word here is “place”.  No place was found for Satan.  
Why?  Because the birthing of the sons was happening, and the sons 
began to take up their “place” in God.  You are right in the middle of this, 
right now.  You must take up your place in God; the kingdom is relying 
upon it. 

  

Scriptures 

1 Revelation 12:5   caught up 

New American Standard Bible  
And she gave birth to a son, a male child, who is to rule all the nations with a rod of iron; 
and her child was caught up to God and to His throne. 

2 1 Thessalonians 5:23  spirit soul and body 

New American Standard Bible  
Now may the God of peace Himself sanctify you entirely; and may your spirit and soul and 
body be preserved complete, without blame at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. 
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Chapter 24 
 

Moving into Control 

 The deeper you come into the realm of sonship, the more acute 
everything becomes.  You are becoming more sensitized.  The minute 
things, which have escaped in the past, become blatant and in your face.  
The Lord is not allowing anything to get by you, for what is at stake is the 
kingdom, and the manifestation of sonship.   

 Because the spotlight has been turned on, even the most minute 
area in your life, old bonds and ways of thinking, become a big deal.  That 
which was hidden, becomes exposed, as our eyes open to see what has 
always been there, in plain sight. Concerning the sons, God will not allow 
things to stay hidden; they must exposed. 

 “But all things become visible when they are exposed by 
the light, for everything that becomes visible is light. For this 
reason it says, "Awake, sleeper, And arise from the dead, And 
Christ will shine on you.” (Ephesians 5:13-14) 

 The kingdom is here.  Resurrection life is here.  So many elements 
are here, but we don’t see it.  How often the Lord has said, “What you 
seek is here.  It is already here,” and we’re laboring because we have not 
been able to see it. 

 We are going to talk about moving into the realm of control, which 
comes with sonship.  This has to do with everything that is happening for 
the sons of God.  There is no ruling and reigning of the kings and priests 
without the sons moving into the realm of control.  Everything that Satan 
has been doing for generations and generations has been to control the 
human race; to control their paradigm, to control what they believe, how 
they see.  In short, to define their paradigm. Satan has sought to do one 
thing: control.   

 God is setting before us the need to move into the realm of control.  
It comes with the territory, as God’s sons are caught up in the spirit to 
rule and reign, for the first thing they must do is to move into control. 
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 “He that is slow to anger is better than the mighty; and he 
that ruleth his own spirit than he that taketh a city.”  (Proverbs 
16:32)  

 Control comes with maturity.  This is not a word to children.  This 
is not a word to babes.  This is a word to sons. 

 What the enemy is concerned about is that point in time where 
the sons begin to really know who they are.  With this knowledge comes a 
great deal of leverage, for they know they have everything.  They know 
they have all control, all authority, all dominion, and the game is over.  
Then it becomes a mop-up operation of walking it out where the sons 
begin to administer the kingdom.  But, you can’t administer the kingdom 
without which you move in the control.   

 “A sound of tumult on the mountains, like that of many 
people!  A sound of the uproar of kingdoms, of nations gathered 
together!  The LORD of hosts is mustering the army for 
battle.”  (Isaiah 13:4) 

 What is Isaiah referencing?  The sons moving into control.  What 
else would cause an uproar in the kingdoms of this age?   We are called to 
move with an authority1 over the nations.  This is synonymous with 
control.  We are talking about controlling the entire realm of spirit.   

 There will be no kingdom unless there are sons that will rule and 
reign within that kingdom. That was a word that came over 30 years ago.  
And there is no manifestation of the sons without a manifestation of 
Christ, the Son, and our Heavenly Father.   

 The culmination of God’s agenda during this time is 
directly related to the maturing and subsequent manifestation of 
the sons of God.   

 Those who are marked2 for this hour will enter into their 
inheritance to rule and reign with Christ as they overcome the assault of 
the enemy from without, and their fears and weaknesses from within. 

 This is why the warfare against you has been so focused to keep 
you from believing who you are.   We are dealing with a major change of 
our mindset.  The sons have control, and now they must move in it, 
because the kingdom must be brought forth.  How is control manifested?  
Through and by the words you speak. Every time you open your mouth, 
control will begin to emanate. 
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 Bear in mind that the minute you begin to move in control, the 
enemy will throw up an illusion and the appearance will try to throw you 
off.  The appearance will say, “You’re not moving in control and things are 
becoming even more out of control.”  And that is just a lie.  That is just an 
illusion.   

 We need to move in control, and it is really a control over the 
nations.  I’ve seen it clearly, many times, in the spirit.  On a level of 
spirit, this is beginning to happen, but it must link up with our conscious 
mind and the words out of our mouth, to make it optimally effective.   

 I have seen the kings and princes of the earth lined up for miles, 
coming to pay homage.  I saw them lined up, as far as the eye could see, 
so this is already beginning to happen.  The kings and princes of the 
earth, not to mention the entire realm of spirit, are not bowing easily, but 
this is coming to pass because the sons are beginning to exercise the rod 
of iron3. 

 Like the principle of displacement, so is the principle of control.  
Either you control, or the enemy does, but the realms of existence do not 
exist without some level of control being manifested by either side.  It 
might as well be the sons. 

 Don’t forget, the sons are still “in training.”  How does the word 
go? 

 “Blessed be the LORD, my rock, who trains my hands for 
war, and my fingers for battle.” (Psalms 144:1) 

 You are being trained to move in control.  The word you speak and 
the control you manifest is the key for this hour.  No doubt you will be 
facing issues, daily.  What is the answer?  There is no answer except to 
speak the word and move in control.  You will not find answers on the 
natural plane of existence. 

 God will not give you the kingdom on a platter; you take it by 
force.  And that is the word.  And, whatever you bind4 will be bound.   

 “From the days of John the Baptist until now the kingdom 
of heaven suffers violence, and violent men take it by 
force.” (Matthew 11:12) 

 You have the authority.  Do you have control?  Do you have 
dominion?  Begin to exercise it.  We certainly have a host set against us, 
attempting to sidetrack the sons.  But, it is not going to work.  If we 
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question, “Well, I don’t know if I can do it.”  Then you can’t do it.  You 
need to know, and that is a baptism that God is bringing to the sons as 
they arise and are caught up.   

 You can stand in the face of illusion, and you can exercise 
dominion. Whether or not the illusion changes, is immaterial.  What is 
important is that you stand and you take dominion over everything.  You 
have the dominion.  You have the authority. 

 Remember, the devil does not have any authority but that which 
he can usurp from a believer.  You think, “Well, how does that work?  
Does Satan have a bank of usurped authority that he draws from once in 
a while?”  It doesn’t work quite that way.  He works to back the sons 
down and in so doing, they relinquish their authority.  If he can deceive 
you, then he will usurp your authority.  It all works through deception 
and illusion.   

 If you move in control, then the Lord moves in control, and the 
last thing we want to do, believe me, is to tie the Lord’s hands.  That is 
how it works.  If you don’t believe that you can do it, then the Lord is 
going to be hamstrung until you come to grips with it. 

 We have control over the nations.  Literally, we do.  Satan and the 
hosts of evil have been moving with a great deal of control, but the shift 
and balance in the spirit is changing now.  I have seen the various ways 
that they have come in to manipulate the control over the people, whether 
through the media, the governments of this age, music, finances, and so 
on.  So many ways, but the time of exposing has come.  God is exposing 
the darkness; that which has been hidden. 

 Keep speaking the word, because the time for Satan’s exposing 
has come.  He is, and will be, exposed by and through the word you speak.  
It is the word God’s sons speak.   

 Have you wondered what to do with what He shows you?  The 
answer is not to pray about it.  The answer is to exercise control over it.  
We have seen the high order of satanic presence controlling the flow of 
information and communication into this age: two major entities to be 
exact.  And their time has come to be taken out.  And with their removal, 
comes the last capability that the enemy has to effectively communicate 
within their ranks. 
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 We are talking about more than just “binding the strong man” of 
this age, we will bind, but we also will take over the control of all the 
realms in the Father’s kingdom. 

 A word came, many years ago, that as the sons ascend, that the 
enemy will flee before them seven ways.  Why seven ways?  Because 
seven is the number of the major realms that exist; like finance, 
government, communication, etc.  The sons are moving in to control the 
seven major realms of the Father’s kingdom, and that is now. 

 This is the timeline of the book of Joel.  Sometimes it can feel like 
God has given you a new pair of shoes, except they’re five sizes too big.  
And you say, “Lord, I just grew into the shoes that You gave me five years 
ago, or two years ago.  And I stumbled.  You know they were so big for me 
that I kept falling on my face.  But Lord, I grew into them.”  And He says, 
“Well, good.  Now here’s your next pair of shoes: five sizes too big.  But 
you are going to grow much more quickly into these, because you are to 
move in control over the nations.  Control over the whole realm of spirit.  
Satan does not have authority.  Satan is being cast down.  His number is 
up.  It is time that every kingdom be subjected unto Me.”   

 None of this happens unless the sons move in control.  Authority 
and control, they go hand-in-hand.  You don’t have one without the other.  
You can’t move in control without authority.  But if you are moving in 
authority, you had better be moving in control.   

 Every day move in control over everything concerning you.  Don’t 
buy the lie, “Well I just have to go through a work of the cross.  This is all 
about being purged and purified and submitting to it.”  No!  Move in 
control.  Determine the day.  You determine the outcome.  You are not 
going to be on the receiving end of Satan’s illusion.  I know that we are in 
the process of the carnal mind going through another level of 
regeneration, and that is fine.  

   Everything is changing because a handful of sons have God 
accepted who they are and they have begun to move in the control to bind 
the nations. The strong5 man of this age is being bound and the sons are 
beginning to plunder his house.   

 We are determined to be pleasing to the Lord, and to be pleasing 
to Him we stand and say, “Yes, Lord.  We move in Your authority!  We 
move in Your control!  That which You are showing us!”  It is Psalms 149.   
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 “Let the godly ones exult in glory; Let them sing for joy on 
their beds. Let the high praises of God be in their mouth, And a 
two-edged sword in their hand, To execute vengeance on the 
nations and punishment on the peoples, To bind their kings with 
chains and their nobles with fetters of iron, To execute on them 
the judgment written; This is an honor for all His godly 
ones.” (Psalms 149:5-9) 

 The sons have begun to bind the nobles6 with fetters of iron. 

 Something is happening in the renewing7 of our mind.  The word 
is finally able to go and plumb the depths of our being.    

 Go back into the book of Revelation about the jaws8 of the dragon.  
I tell you we control that.  The jaws of the dragon are snapped shut and 
his teeth are splintered.  He can go on and run off and chase the woman if 
he wants, but the dragon hasn’t come across the sons before; who know 
who they are, and that move with control.   

 This is the drive right now.  This is the violence of spirit.  This is 
the focus,  

 “From the days of John the Baptist until now the kingdom 
of heaven suffers violence, and violent men take it by force. 
” (Matthew 11:12) 

 The violent take the kingdom by force!  How many times have we 
read that?  How many times have we read that and just kind of said, 
“Yeah.  The violence of spirit.”  But it never really registered.  We are 
talking about something here that is far more than anything we have 
known.  We are the violent and we take it by force.  There is no other way 
the kingdom of God is going to be taken, except taken by force! 

 This will only be done by the sons who know who they are, who 
move in control, and who do not buy into the illusion and backwash of the 
lies of the enemy.   

 The passive Christian would say, “Oh, you are assuming too 
much.”  “Get behind9 me, Satan,” is all I would have to say to that spirit.  
“Get behind me, Satan.”  I know what we have to do and it’s the violent 
spirit in God that will get it done.  This is why the spirit realm has been 
so strongly set against the manifestation of the sons, because their 
manifestation is the enemy’s demise. 
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Scriptures 

1 Revelation 2:26  authority over the nations 

New American Standard Bible  
'He who overcomes, and he who keeps My deeds until the end, TO HIM I WILL GIVE 
AUTHORITY OVER THE NATIONS; 

2 Revelation 7:3  marked for this hour 

New American Standard Bible  
saying, "Do not harm the earth or the sea or the trees until we have sealed the bond-
servants of our God on their foreheads." 

3 Revelation 2:27  rod of iron 

New American Standard Bible  
AND HE SHALL RULE THEM WITH A ROD OF IRON, AS THE VESSELS OF THE 
POTTER ARE BROKEN TO PIECES, as I also have received authority from My Father; 

4 Matthew 18:18  bind will be bound 

New American Standard Bible  
"Truly I say to you, whatever you bind on earth shall have been bound in heaven; and 
whatever you loose on earth shall have been loosed in heaven. 

5 Matthew 12:19  bind the strong man 

New American Standard Bible  
"Or how can anyone enter the strong man's house and carry off his property, unless he first 
binds the strong man? And then he will plunder his house. 

6 Psalm 149:8  bind the nobles with chains of irons 

New American Standard Bible  
To bind their kings with chains And their nobles with fetters of iron, 

7 Romans 12:2  renewing of our mind. 

New American Standard Bible  
And do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind, 
so that you may prove what the will of God is, that which is good and acceptable and 
perfect. 

8 Revelation 12:16  jaws of the dragon 

New American Standard Bible  
But the earth helped the woman, and the earth opened its mouth and drank up the river 
which the dragon poured out of his mouth. 

9 Matthew 16:23  get behind me, Satan 

New American Standard Bible  
But He turned and said to Peter, "Get behind Me, Satan! You are a stumbling block to Me; 
for you are not setting your mind on God's interests, but man's." 
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Chapter 25 
 

The Shape Of Things To Come 
 
 In this chapter, we are going to explore time, space, and 
movement.  A great deal is unfolding as we learn more and more about 
the world of spirit, and, as we begin to explore the capacities that God is 
giving the sons. 

 We have briefly touched upon the aspect of moving between levels.  
This is something that is going to happen soon enough, and it is 
something that we’ve seen coming, but let’s talk about a few glimpses we 
have had into what exists, way outside any box we have had.  It will 
continue to be important to see our paradigm of reality change, because, 
limited in the physical as we are, we only see the partial. We are going 
to talk about our Father’s house, for it has many, many rooms in it! 

 “In My Father's house are many dwelling places; if it were 
not so, I would have told you; for I go to prepare a place for you. 
If I go and prepare a place for you, I will come again and receive 
you to Myself, that where I am, there you may be also.” (John 
14:2-3) 

 I saw, as it were, an insight into what I would call the old ones 
that exist.  They do not appear to be either evil or good, however, like the 
Leprechauns; they have a tendency to the dark side.  They didn’t seem to be 
part of the divine plan, but they had a way of stepping in-between 
dimensions in the spirit world, and in so doing, extend their life span. 

 It was kind of interesting.  These people, as they would reach the 
point of death, would shift into a different level in the spirit realm.  In so 
doing, they would experience a type of re-birthing, becoming slightly 
younger and extending their life span.  They are not a part of the godly 
seed; what they are is yet to be understood. 

 The reason I brought out this one reference, is because of what we 
have seen happening within the rank and file of the satanic seed at this 
time.   Various family dynasties that exist, both in the U.S. and Europe, 
have accumulated great wealth and control.  That wealth has given them, 
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both directly and indirectly, a great deal of control over the human race.  
We will not name these families, but I am sure you can deduce a few of 
them.  These families are a very high order of Nephilim; an ancient order 
of Nephilim that have been in the earth for quite a long time; who have 
been a voice and channel of the satanic hosts. 

 We know that Satan has sought to re-produce himself within the 
seed of man.  He has attempted to “ape” God in what the Father is 
creating in the sons coming forth.  He has been unsuccessful, and will 
always be unsuccessful in this pursuit, however, he has enabled these 
ruling families to continue to extend their life span.   

 What we have seen was interesting, because every hundred years 
these families would go through a rebirth. It seems they have been shown 
a way to extend their life span, which really has no bearing with the sons, 
except that they are part of the clutter that the sons are dealing with as 
they ascend.  There is a great deal of this ancient evil in the earth at this 
time, set against what God is releasing; but that is nothing new. There is 
so much that we don’t understand; that is an understatement! 

 Let’s jump a little further outside the box.  The word has come 
several times over twenty years, thirty years, maybe close to forty, that as 
the sons arise they will shepherd many people from many levels, worlds 
and dimensions.  This has been a prophecy and a word that has come 
many, many, times.  This is coming, even though the sons have yet to 
come to that place of ascension, where they begin to experience more of a 
functional life in the spirit.  In many ways, your spirit is already doing 
this; it is just that the soul/physical aspect of your present state has yet to 
come on board. 

 The sons, in their spirit, have entered into shepherding roles with 
many from different worlds and different dimensions.  This is interesting 
because there are those who are aware of the sons.  They have prophecies 
in their own books of history that speak of these ones that will arise and 
will be deliverers for them.   

Who are these deliverers?  The sons, of course. 

 “The deliverers will ascend Mount Zion (the kingdom) To 
judge the mountain of Esau, And the kingdom will be the 
LORD'S.” (Obadiah 1:21) 

 There are those that already have this awareness.  I don’t know 
how many are aware of the coming of the Sons of God, and the 
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subsequent release that will happen to all of creation, but they are very 
much a part of this.  Remember; all of creation1 is under futility. 

 “For the creation was subjected to futility, not willingly, 
but because of Him who subjected it, in hope that the creation 
itself also will be set free from its slavery to corruption into the 
freedom of the glory of the children of God. For we know that the 
whole creation groans and suffers the pains of childbirth 
together until now. And not only this, but also we ourselves, 
having the first fruits of the Spirit, even we ourselves groan 
within ourselves, waiting eagerly for our adoption as sons, the 
redemption of our body.” (Romans 8:20-23) 

 We know that creation is not relegated to the flora and fauna that 
exist here on the natural plane.  And we know that creation is not limited 
to the scope of our present understanding.  Creation involves everything 
in the Father’s house; not just one element that we have some level of 
awareness of.  Creation is far greater than just what was created here on 
the earth; creation is much more expansive; there are far more levels in 
the Father’s house than we can imagine.  

 You have others that dwell on these different levels, who have no 
understanding of what is coming, except that they are drawn to the light.  
Whose light you ask?  Yours!  You may not see it yet, but the sons are 
beginning to shine like the brightness of the firmament.  And that is what 
Daniel saw coming.   

 “Those who have insight will shine brightly like the 
brightness of the expanse of heaven, and those who lead the 
many to righteousness, like the stars forever and ever.” (Daniel 
12:3) 

 Believe it or not, there are worlds that exist that are entirely 
about “the light”.  The “light” is everything to them, and they are 
beginning to come around because the radiance of the sons is 
transcending worlds and dimensions. 

 What do these ones seek?  They seek deliverance and release, and 
in some way, there is a connection with the Father that they all have, and 
most likely, with the Lord Jesus Christ.  

 Time and again different ones have appeared who really are 
coming for shepherding.  You may say - I believe - but it is not yet my 
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time.  I believe that is what the Lord told Mary, “It’s not my time2.”  But 
it is the time. 

 With the sons, there is a level of unawareness that still exists.  
People may come (from different worlds) looking to you for a witness, for 
guidance, for impartation, for deliverance, to be an answer, a fulfillment.  
Whatever.  Whether you feel ready or not, it doesn’t matter, because this 
is coming. 

 Creation is groaning to be released from futility.  This is what 
they are groaning for.   The only caveat; the sons have to get free from 
futility first.  Is this happening?  Yes, I believe it is.  Until this 
deliverance is complete within the sons, however, it does not hold them 
back from coming and seeking counsel, seeking impartation, and 
shepherding.  

 There has been a desire, in the whole realm of spirit, to come and 
communicate with the sons.  However, they are waiting for the sons to 
come to that place of ascension where they can, and will, connect with 
them.  Can they manifest themselves to you, right now?  Yes, they can, 
but like the fairies and other elemental beings, they are very reticent to 
reveal themselves. 

 Some amazing things await the rising of the sons of God.  Like 
Isaiah has said,  

 “Arise, shine; for your  light has come, and the  glory of 
the Lord has risen upon you. For behold, darkness will cover the 
earth, and deep darkness the peoples; but the Lord will rise upon 
you and His  glory will appear upon you. Nations will come to 
your light, and kings to the brightness of your rising.” 
 (Isaiah 60:1-4) 

Scriptures 

1 Romans 8:22  all creation 

New American Standard Bible  
For we know that the whole creation groans and suffers the pains of childbirth together 
until now. 

2 John 7:6   it’s not my time 

New American Standard Bible  
So Jesus said to them, "My time is not yet here, but your time is always opportune  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Chapter 26 

Communication in the Kingdom 
 
  
 We are being given insight into what the day of the kingdom is 
going to be like; how the sons will function, and the different capacities 
that will come forth with sonship.  “Eye has not seen, nor has ear 
heard that which God has prepared for those who love Him.” (I 
Corinthians 2:9) 

 What is the common trait within all of God’s sons?  What is the 
unspoken drive that propels the sons forward?  Their love for Him. 

 Paul said it perfectly, “I would much rather go and be with 
the Lord, for it is far better, however, for your sakes I 
remain.”  (Philippians 1:23-24)  Paul had that intense love and desire 
to be with the Lord.  We do, as well, which is the driving force within us 
to complete what the Lord began.  

 Our drive for the Lord is similar to that of Paul’s.  He would much 
rather have been with the Lord, yet he knew that he needed to complete 
what he was sent to do.  As much as that drive is within each of the sons, 
so also is the awareness that they must complete the course and finish 
the race.  

 The more you move out of the realm of the natural plane, and into 
the realm of the spirit, your anchor point will begin to shift.  If you abide 
in the natural plane, then you are limited by time, space and distance … 
not to mention other causalities.  But when you move into the plane of 
spirit, and this becomes your basis point from which you function, then 
the principles of time and space are no longer valid.  They no longer 
pertain to you.   

 With each passing day, the sons are finding that they are 
anchoring more in the realm of spirit, than the natural plane.  As such, 
they are no longer defined by the principles of the natural plane, but by 
the principles that govern the realm of spirit.  “Yes, there is a learning 
curve here, a big one!”    
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 What is happening?  You are beginning to enter into the lineage of 
the Melchizedek1 priesthood, who had neither a beginning nor an end.  As 
much as this is to be the truth for all of the sons, it hasn’t yet been a 
realized truth, because the sons are still in transition:  out of the natural 
plane, into the plane of spirit. 

 We are going to talk about communication in the kingdom.  As 
this transition steps up, we will find that we will become the greatest 
communicators ever known.  That was a word God gave many years ago 
concerning the sons that would come forth.   

 What we are dealing with in the realm of communication goes far 
beyond the degree of understanding and insight that we presently have.  
We understand that communication is more than just what vocally comes 
out of the mouth; true communication involves an exchange of energy.  
Communication deals with the realm of frequency, vibration and energy.   

 You can send an email and impart within that email the energy of 
what you are.  Whether you have a bad attitude, or a good attitude, it can 
easily be conveyed through email.  You might think, “How is that 
possible?”  It is because we are dealing with energy, bonds, and cords, 
that are created in the realm of spirit.   

 More and more you will enter into a plane where you will not need 
to communicate along the traditional lines that we have known.  Within 
the realm of spirit so much communication is conveyed just by 
transference or better stated, projection.  You can stand in front of 
someone in the spirit and just know.  It can be very clear. 

 True communication in the spirit is not limited to our traditional 
concepts, which are very limiting, because vocal words can be interpreted 
many ways.  What we are as a people can be conveyed almost instantly.  
A word came many years ago that the sons would be able to convey, to 
even the most limited mind, who and what they are.  Not through words 
and concepts, but by spirit.  This is how Christ functioned, for someone 
could come into Christ’s midst and He would instantly know, because it 
was a conveyance of spirit to spirit.   

 As we progressively move further away from the dependence upon 
communication, as we have known it, it will be replaced with a state of 
knowing.  The energy that you are, and the energy that another is, will 
just be conveyed, and communication will happen. 
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 The whole realm of communication is mystifying because 
communication is not the conveyance of thoughts and ideas as much as it 
is an impartation of who you are, and who the other is.  What happens 
when there is a transference of spirit?  You change.  Because as you 
receive —what shall we say—communication, for lack of a better word, 
that communication changes you in that moment, to some degree.  Even 
though you may not be aware of it within the scope of your consciousness, 
your spirit has received and retained something that will manifest to you 
more clearly down the road.  

 As “outside the box” that this may sound, let me share something 
I saw a number of years ago; something that is coming.  Within this 
“realm of communication” I saw that if you harmonize with another’s 
frequency, that you could have an exchange of communication; regardless 
of world or dimension, and literally travel back through a portal and be 
right there with them.  No matter where that world or dimension existed. 

 In the past, we would minister to different ones as they would 
come up to the platform.  We would love them, and tune into them as we 
looked for a word from God for them.  In essence, we were “harmonizing” 
with their frequency, thus being able to reach their spirit. What we are 
talking about here is the same principle, only we have taken it just a bit 
further in what can be done as we tune into another. 

 There is so much that God has prepared for the sons to walk in. 
“And eye has not seen nor has ear heard, nor has it entered into 
our minds, that which God has prepared for us, who love Him.” (1 
Corinthians 2:9) Why, because it is way outside the box.  How can you 
imagine some of these things when you don’t even know enough to 
imagine it in the first place? 

 The day of release and the day of freedom is coming to the sons.  
It’s approaching, and with it the whole realm of communication and 
travel and the ability to communicate and impart one to another.  You 
will be able to create just by virtue of your essence, and you will be able to 
literally travel in the spirit.   Truth known, these capacities and 
annointings are already here. 

 I know that we are dealing with fresh ground.  But the point is 
that the sons will not be limited.  All of creation seeks to have an 
exchange and a connection with the sons as they are coming forth; and 
more and more we will enter into levels of communication and 
impartation with the whole realm of spirit.  That is going to be exciting.  
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These changes and experiences will definitely re-define reality for us, over 
and over again. 

 Different ones are reaching out to the sons during this time to 
make a connection.  As we become more aware of them, we will be more 
and more empowered to tune in and follow their frequency or wave 
length, right back to them.  We will be able to move from one plane of 
reality to another. 

 When will these things come to pass?  Actually, they are here now, 
and this is part of a whole new world opening up to the Sons of God. 

Scriptures 

1 Hebrews 7:3   Melchizedek had neither beginning nor end 

New American Standard Bible  
Without father, without mother, without genealogy, having neither beginning of days nor 
end of life, but made like the Son of God, he remains a priest perpetually. 

2 1 Corinthians 2:9   eye has not seen 

New American Standard Bible  
but just as it is written, "THINGS WHICH EYE HAS NOT SEEN AND EAR HAS NOT 
HEARD, AND which HAVE NOT ENTERED THE HEART OF MAN, ALL THAT GOD 
HAS PREPARED FOR THOSE WHO LOVE HIM." 
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Chapter 27 
 

The Frequency of a 

New Paradigm 
 

 A walk with God is not a theory; a walk with God is a daily 
experience.  The spirit realm is not a theory, but it is an unfolding 
experience. What God’s sons are being pulled into is a functional 
relationship within the realm of spirit, and this functional relationship is 
re-defining what we have known of “reality.”  The sons are beginning to 
live in both worlds, simultaneously. 

 You can’t tell someone about warfare.  They have to experience it.  
You can’t tell them about witchcraft, or transference, they have to 
experience it. 

 Each of God’s sons have a unique path which God has ordained for 
them, and through the challenges that they must go through, they are 
both purified, and they learn obedience.  This path is no different than 
Christ’s, who learned obedience through the things He suffered.  Only 
God knows what He has ordained for each one to carry and to walk 
through, for part of our destiny is to fulfill the sufferings3 of Christ.  The 
only path to sonship, real sonship, is through the path of the cross; there 
is no other way. 

 As the Lord takes up His abode in you, more and more, you find 
that your frequency changes.  Your vibration changes.  Your presence 
changes.  Everything about you changes.  Everything concerning you is 
changing as the Father also continues to take up His abode within you.   

 When the Sadducees and Pharisees came to throw Christ off the 
cliff4, what did He do?  The word says He passed through their midst.  
How did He do that?  He changed His frequency, and passed right 
through them. 

 We don’t have the immunity that we need yet, in the battle or 
warfare.  To really understand and grasp this issue of frequency, is going 
to be a key point moving forward.  
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“He will speak out against the Most High and wear down 
the saints of the Highest One, and he will intend to make 
alterations in times and in law; and they will be given into his 
hand for a time, times, and half a time.” (Daniel 7:25) 

 When the enemy comes in as a flood6; and we have all experienced 
that many times, you need to be able to change your frequency in God, as 
Christ did.  This comes with maturity, for God is bringing the sons into a 
level of control that is really something new.   

 Whether we understand it or not, we are coming into a new 
paradigm.  It is a paradigm that is based upon sonship and it is based 
upon the un-limitedness that God has ordained for us: A paradigm that 
can walk through walls.  A paradigm that is not limited to what we still 
have as a quasi-reality here on this level that we are presently in.  Our 
paradigm is going to shift greatly.   

 You may find yourself reflecting back at words, visions and 
experiences that came to you over the last twenty to thirty years 
concerning what was coming.  I believe that we are here, at the time of 
their fruition.  I don’t believe we are looking for another five years or 
twenty years before sonship becomes part of a new paradigm for the sons 
of God. 

 It is time for it to happen now.  A new reality would be very 
similar to what the Lord Jesus Christ experienced as He matured in God.  
He could walk through walls and walk on water, among many other 
things.   Our paradigm is going to get stretched – big time – to house a 
whole new set of standards. 

 This paradigm will not be structured around one or two 
experiences or realities that become part of a functional relationship in 
the realm of spirit; it will be a paradigm that knows no limitation.  It is a 
paradigm where Satan comes and finds nothing7 in you because he can’t 
find you!  You have moved into a level of immunity.  Your address has 
changed, and you left no forwarding address. 

 Immunity is just around the corner.  It is on the docket, and the 
Lord knows that it is needed now.  

 This issue of frequency, and vibration is a fascinating study 
because God is birthing the sons into a different world.  It is a world that 
is not defined by the laws of physics or the laws that govern the natural 
plane. When you step into this world; the realm of spirit - a whole new set 
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of rules and laws govern and dictate what is possible and what is not.  
This is coming more quickly than we can imagine.    

 Each scripture, even though it just seems like something written 
on a page, has a unique vibrational signature to it.  How is that possible?  
Because every word from God is living, and has a unique vibration to it, 
because it is living.  

 You will hit a point where you will be able to harmonize with that 
frequency, that scripture, and when happens that scripture becomes an 
experience that you enter into.  Sounds a bit mystical; and it is.  The more 
you progress into sonship, the more mystical you will become. 

 This may seem a bit outside the “box”, but it is just another way to 
look at a meeting with the Lord.  This does not diminish a meeting with 
the Lord; it just puts a different twist on understanding what happens 
when you meet Him.  We are not creatures of time, or space; we are really 
outside of all of that, even though it seems like we are confined at this 
time to this level. 

 It is important that we have a clear understanding of how the 
world of spirit operates, how frequencies operate; and how channels and 
cords are created.  In the book of the Psalms, you can read about the 
cords8 of evil that are put out to ensnare the sons.    

 “The LORD is righteous; He has cut in two the cords of the 
wicked.” (Psalms 129:4) 

 “The cords of the wicked have encircled me, But I have not 
forgotten Your law.” (Psalms 119:6 1) 

 There are many references to cords in the book of Psalms; that 
would be a good word study.   

 We have spoken of bonds throughout all of our books.  We have 
spoken on how bonds are created, and what you must do to break them.  
In the same vein, it is also important to understand how energy is passed 
along these conduits, or “bonds”, because they travel by frequency.  

 Until now, the sons have not really understood how to change 
their frequency and break these cords.  However, the sons of God are 
being baptized, or birthed, into another level … another level of reality.  
This is nothing new, you have known from day 1 that you were on a 
journey into His presence, and that involves ascending higher and higher 
up into the Father’s house.  We don’t know yet just how removed we will 
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be from this age, because your whole consciousness is changing.  God has 
something great in store, and the time is now. 

 The Cloud is waiting for us.  They are pulling and yanking at our 
shirttails.  They will not be made perfect9 without us.  We must break the 
tape, now.  

 Something is coming, something big.  It is here, yet the transition 
and experience of this shift is awaiting you.  It is part of an entirely new 
paradigm.  It is time to let go, once again, on a deeper level.  We have 
spoken of letting go; we just need to reach in, as deeply as we can, and 
really let go.  He’s ready to take us into a change of life as we have 
never known before. 

  

Scriptures 

1 Philippians 2:8  work of the cross 

New American Standard Bible  
Being found in appearance as a man, He humbled Himself by becoming obedient to the 
point of death, even death on a cross. 

2 1 Chronicles 13:9-10 steady the ark 

  9When they came to the threshing floor of Chidon, Uzza put out his hand to hold the ark, 
because the oxen nearly upset it. 10The anger of the LORD burned against Uzza, so He 
struck him down because he put out his hand to the ark; and he died there before God. 

3 Colossians 1:24  fulfill the sufferings of Christ 

New American Standard Bible  
Now I rejoice in my sufferings for your sake, and in my flesh I do my share on behalf of His 
body, which is the church, in filling up what is lacking in Christ's afflictions. 

4 Luke 4:29-30  throw Jesus off a cliff 

New American Standard Bible  
29and they got up and drove Him out of the city, and led Him to the brow of the hill on 
which their city had been built, in order to throw Him down the cliff.  30But passing 
through their midst, He went His way. 

5 Daniel 7:25   waring against the saints to wear them our 

New American Standard Bible  
'He will speak out against the Most High and wear down the saints of the Highest One, 
and he will intend to make alterations in times and in law; and they will be given into his 
hand for a time, times, and half a time. 
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6 Isaiah 59:19  enemy comes in like a flood 

New American Standard Bible  
So they will fear the name of the LORD from the west And His glory from the rising of the 
sun, For He will come like a rushing stream Which the wind of the LORD drives 

King James Bible  
So shall they fear the name of the LORD from the west, and his glory from the rising of the 
sun. When the enemy shall come in like a flood, the Spirit of the LORD shall lift up a 
standard against him. 

7 John 14:30   Satan finds nothing in me 

New American Standard Bible  
"I will not speak much more with you, for the ruler of the world is coming, and he has 
nothing in Me; 

8 Psalm 18:5   snared by cords of evil 

New American Standard Bible  
The cords of Sheol surrounded me; The snares of death confronted me. 

9 Hebrews 11:40  they without us are not made perfect 

New American Standard Bible  
because God had provided something better for us, so that apart from us they would not be 
made perfect. 
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Chapter 28 

 
The Ascension 

 As we come to this time of transition, it would be good to take 
communion.  The power in the communion is more dynamic than we 
know for we have come to the threshold of passing over, and the promise 
is that in the days of the kingdom you will no longer take communion1 
because you will be with the Lord. This is the time of the son’s transition 
and you will come to a point where communion will no longer be 
necessary.  Why?  Because you will always be in His presence. 

 The appearings of Christ are recorded in Luke 24:13 on the way to 
Emmaus, John 20:15 with Mary Magdalene, and John 21:12 with the 
disciples on the Sea of Galilee. 

 In every appearing they didn’t initially recognize Christ, for the 
Lord was able to control who He chose to manifest Himself to, and when 
He chose to manifest Himself.  This was not a random occurrence. 

 When He appeared to a few believers on the way to Emmaus, He 
walked along with them and spoke the words of God to them.  They did 
not recognize Him, until they sat down to break bread with Him.  It was 
at this point that their eyes were opened and they saw the Lord.  And 
then, He disappeared from their sight. 

 In John 21 the appearing of the Lord is on the seashore.  The 
fishermen were not having much luck with fishing, so He tells them to go 
ahead and cast their nets on the other side of the boat.  They had a huge 
catch, and they recognized that it was the Lord.  The scriptures then 
speak of the fact that He ate2 some fish with them before departing. 

 It is interesting that in the resurrected body we’re not going to 
have to eat, but I think we can choose to do so if we want to, which is 
what the Lord did.   

 The scripture we want to focus on for a minute is in John 20:15. 
Mary is standing outside the tomb weeping as she sees two angels 
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standing in white.  She was so distraught because the Lord had been 
taken away and she didn’t know where He was laid.    

 This would be the second appearing of Christ as He appears to her 
and reveals Himself.  Mary was overjoyed and reached out to Him. 

 “Jesus said to her, “Stop clinging to Me, for I have not yet 
ascended to the Father; but go to My brethren and say to them, ‘I 
ascend to My Father and your Father, and My God and your God.’  
Mary Magdalene came, announcing to the disciples, “I have seen 
the Lord,” and this is what He had said.”  (John 30:17-18). 

 There is a point here that can be easily overlooked in what is 
happening.  The word from the Lord for the last twenty years was to 
break bonds, break connections, let everything go … step outside the 
camp.  What is the promise as you walk in this?  As it says in Isaiah, “I 
will be a Father3 to you, and you will be my sons and daughters.”  But, 
there is a caveat; you have to step away.  You have to step outside the 
camp. 

 The requirement is more than just “step away,” but “separate4” 
yourself unto me.  As we come closer to this transition, this becomes more 
crucial than ever, because the word has come many times that there will 
not be a breakthrough of resurrection life, before which there is a 
breaking of that which has fed off the life of the sons.    

 This is not something that you are going to be able to just do by 
your will and say, “Wel,l I’m going to separate myself and wall everyone 
off.”  It has to be something that internally happens within you, because 
you must be separated.  If you do not, then the bonds of the flesh, no 
matter how great they might be with other God-fearing people that are on 
the same path, will take your life and will be a block to the next step that 
you have to make. 

 Unless the Lord reveals what I am saying to you, you won’t 
understand.  This is not something that you can just take with the mind 
and say, “Well I understand.”  No.  This is very hard to understand 
because the closer you get to the shift, the more microscopic everything 
will be concerning you.  The slightest bit of defilement is all it takes to 
keep you from making the transition.  Maybe I should repeat this; the 
slightest bit of defilement is all it takes to keep you from making the 
transition.  In simpler terms, you will not be able to see the day of your 
visitation, because your sight will have been compromised. 
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 “For the days will come upon you when your enemies will 
throw up a barricade against you, and surround you and hem you 
in on every side, and they will level you to the ground and your 
children within you, and they will not leave in you one stone 
upon another, because you did not recognize the time of your 
visitation." (Luke 19:43-44) 

 Strong words; Luke 19.  There is a great jeopardy that having run 
the race, at the eleventh hour, you lose out.  

 There is no one clean.  You can have twenty relationships; 
brothers and sisters you may walk with, and it feels just great.  And 
that’s fine.  But as you get closer to this transition, everything will have 
to be stripped from you.  Everything.   We come before the Lord holding 
nothing back; bare before5 Him, with whom we have to do. 

 Satan knows that and has played upon the contacts, the soul 
bonds, the obligations, and expectations to the nth degree.  But you have 
to understand - you are not who you were a month ago, or a year ago.  
This word may not apply to anyone at this point,  but I can tell you it’s 
coming your direction.  And that which seems like a minute little speck 
will become a boulder in your eye, because all of a sudden will be allowed 
to remain.   

 What happened in the second appearing?  Jesus said, “Stop 
clinging6 to Me,” Mary.  Mary stop it.  “Stop clinging to Me, for I have not 
yet ascended to the Father.”  Christ would not be able to ascend to the 
Father if she had not let go, because Mary was still functioning from the 
realm of soul.  The disciples were not walking on the plane of spirit, nor 
was Mary walking on the plane of spirit.  Like the disciples, we may be 
down the road, but we are still walking to some degree, in the realm of 
soul. 

 The minute she began to reach out and cling to Him; it had to 
stop.  And this doesn’t even address the satanic access that that would 
have opened up to Christ … because Satan would have jumped on that 
and created a direct access to hit Christ through that contact, because He 
had not yet ascended to the Father. 

 As the sons get closer and closer to the transition into resurrection 
life, the Lord will have to separate you from everything.  You might say, 
“Well, I don’t have friends.  I don’t have family.  I don’t talk to anybody.”  
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It doesn’t matter; it is going to be different for each person.  This will be 
an experience and it will be a life-changing experience that shifts you.  If 
you really want to reach the high calling of resurrection life – then this 
will be another step you will have to take.  You will have to really, really, 
let go.   

 As much as you would love to reach out and pull people in and just 
love them and encourage them, you’re going to have to be extremely 
careful.  The transition is coming; it is quickly approaching. 

 The days of our preparation are coming to an end and dynamic 
changes on the face of the earth coming.  We have seen it coming.  Big 
changes are coming.  But … they are in direct correlation to the ascension 
of the sons.  When that which has oppressed, which has taken the life of 
God’s sons, is judged, then life will flow into the sons.   

 They will move into the changes God has for them, and with that 
will come a commensurate judgment upon this age.  This is the window 
we are in.  In many ways, this is very similar to what happened when 
Christ mentioned to Mary, “Stop clinging to Me.”  Something as simple as 
that. 

 “For unto whom much is given, of him much will be 
required.” (Luke 12:48 KJV) 

 Christ had to go and ascend to the Father.  The demands upon 
God’s sons are great, for to whom much has been given, much is being 
required.  This is our time.  It is time for the sons to make this transition, 
from life into life, and you will not be able to make this transition 
carrying baggage.  May the Lord anoint this word to you. 

Scriptures 

1 Luke 22:16  in kingdom will no longer take communion 

New American Standard Bible  
for I say to you, I shall never again eat it until it is fulfilled in the kingdom of God." 

2 John 21:12-13  he ate some fish with them 

New American Standard Bible  
12Jesus said to them, “Come and have breakfast.” None of the disciples ventured to 
question Him, “Who are You?” knowing that it was the Lord. 13Jesus came and took the 
bread and gave it to them, and the fish likewise 

3 2 Corinthians 6:18  I will be a Father to you  
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New American Standard Bible  
 And will be a Father unto you, and ye shall be my sons and daughters, saith the Lord 
Almighty. 

4 2 Corinthians 6:17  separate yourselves 

New American Standard Bible 

Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch not 
the unclean thing; and I will receive you, 

5 Hebrews 4:13  bare before Him with whom we have to do 

New American Standard Bible  
And there is no creature hidden from His sight, but all things are open and laid bare to the 
eyes of Him with whom we have to do. 

6 John 20:17  stop clinging to Me 

New American Standard Bible  
Jesus said to her, "Stop clinging to Me, for I have not yet ascended to the Father; but go to 
My brethren and say to them, 'I ascend to My Father and your Father, and My God and 
your God.'" 
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Chapter 29 
 

Transfiguration 

 We are tracking on the changes that we are heading into.  This is 
the time for resurrection life.  This is the time that our bodies are going to 
undergo a change, literally from one creation, into an entirely new one.   

 “For neither is circumcision anything, nor uncircumcision, 
but a new creation.”  (Galatians 6:15) 

 “Now I say this, brethren, that flesh and blood cannot 
inherit the kingdom of God; nor does the perishable inherit the 
imperishable. Behold, I tell you a mystery; we will not all sleep, 
but we will all be changed.” (1st Corinthians 15:51) 

 The sons of God will be a whole new race, a whole new creation1 
before God.  When you go to 1st Corinthians 15, the words talks about a 
change that is going to happen: a “metamorphosis”.  Look up the Greek 
literal translation for the word, “changed”, and you will find the root 
word, “metamorphoo.”  From this root word they derive the word, 
metamorphosis, which means changing into something entirely new, like 
the change of a worm into a butterfly.  A new order of creation is coming 
forth, and you are carrying it within you, right now.  

 Peter talks about it.  Paul talks about it.   The sons are a whole 
new race that God is creating.  What can we expect right now?  Be 
expecting a transfiguration, for it is coming, and this is the time for it.   

 When the Lord was on the mountain with the disciples and the 
Heavenly Father appeared and overshadowed2 Him, what happened?  
Christ was transfigured and His face3 shown white as the firmament.  We 
do not really understand exactly what happened to the Lord.  I don’t 
know of any accounts where the Lord explained it, saying, “This is what 
happened to Me.”   

 The transfiguration happened before the time that Christ went 
and died on the cross.  Was Christ subject to the Pharisees and the 
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Sadducees who were seeking to take His life?  No.  He gave His life.  He 
didn’t have to, but He gave His life.  He already had resurrection.  He was 
already transfigured, and I know that when it said the knife pierced4 
Him, that water came out.   

 We don’t really understand what happened to the Lord, when the 
Father appeared to Him.  We know that in the New Testament it talks 
about the very same power that the Father exerted toward the Lord in 
transforming Him, changing Him, is the very same power5 that is at work 
within us.  This “power” is also being focused towards us, and the Father 
will bring us through this transition and complete the transfiguration. 

 Romans talks about the glorification6 of the sons.  God is glorifying 
His sons, and the glorification goes hand in hand with the 
transfiguration, or change, that is coming.  

 I wish we understood more clearly what happened to the Lord 
when the Father appeared to Him.  A word came many years ago with 
respect to what was going to happen.  The word concerned how this 
breakthrough was actually going to happen.  Was it going to be 
progressive?  Was it going to be gradual?  Was it going to be like a work of 
the cross7 that was just an ongoing thing? 

 No.  The word came that it was going to be a breakthrough that 
would come where you touch God and God touches you, and there is a 
change that happens.  Similar to Paul’s statement about being changed in 
a moment; in the twinkling8 of an eye. 

 The Lord referenced that when He said, “In the zing of a moment.  
In the zing of a moment it’s going to happen.”  So, what we are looking for 
is a breakthrough where God touches us and we touch God.  And in the 
zing of a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, we will transfigured, or 
changed, as the Lord had experienced.  That is what we’re looking for.  
That is what we’re waiting before Him for right now. 

 We are here, at the threshold.  The word has come a number of 
times: “what you seek is right here; it’s right beneath your skin; it’s right 
around the corner.”  The word has also come: “you’ve got it; reach in, 
accept it, believe it.”  All of that tends to send a signal or a message to us 
that the Lord is listening.  The Father hears our heart’s cry.  He hears 
our undying, ongoing, yearning and crying before Him, because our spirit 
is praying9 unceasingly right now.  
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 Do you ever get up in the morning and feel absolutely exhausted?  
Your spirit is in constant prayer and intercession right now, 24/7.  That is 
why. 

 Many times, the Lord has said that what we seek is right here:  
picture it, visualize it, reach in, and grab it.  We have not succeeded too 
well in that task, but this stance before God does create an atmosphere 
for that breakthrough to come where God can break through to us.  

 Christ is the first fruits10 of many yet to come.  He was the first, of 
many, of this whole new order or race that God had destined to bring 
forth.  Many sons.  The way has been paved, and you are in the fast lane 
right now.  The sons are following close behind.   

 We are talking about a whole new order, a whole new creation.  
The word says that flesh11 and blood will not inherit the kingdom.  What 
does that mean?  Well none of us know.  We have not experienced this, 
yet.  You can say, “Well I’m a Bible scholar and it means that flesh and 
blood is not going to inherit the kingdom.”  Well what does that mean?  
You can’t really talk about it until you’ve passed through into that change 
and you understand.  

 We do know that our present state will not inherit the kingdom.  
Luke talks about how we wait to be clothed12 from on High.  Right now, 
we are clothed in these trappings of death, but we have this heavenly 
body, awaiting us.  Everything is pointing to one thing:  our 
transformation into sonship, the changing of your body into a whole new 
creation.   

 The transfiguration; the change that we seek, goes hand in hand 
with the robes of righteousness that God will put on us, as we unzip the 
old and put on the new.  
 
 Now Joshua was clothed with filthy garments and standing 
before the angel.  He spoke and said to those who were standing 
before him, saying, "Remove the filthy garments from him." Again 
he said to him, "See, I have taken your iniquity away from you 
and will clothe you with festal robes." (Zechariah 3:3-4) 

 Zechariah stood before the angels and he was filthy.  And the word 
came:  Take off his filthy garments and clothe him in fine raiment.  This 
is a type of what is happening, and going to happen, to the sons.  And, it 
will be done in an instant.   
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 No matter how much God has purified us, or how much He has 
refined us, we are still laboring under the filthy garments.  It is God that 
must take the garments off and clothe us.   

 What we are looking for is that breakthrough.  We’re not looking 
for anything else.  We’re not looking for the Lord just to meet us and we 
feel good and we’re able to throw off the battle and get through another 
day.  All of that is just fine.  It’s great, but that is not what we are looking 
for. 

 No matter how much God gives us, we will not be satisfied.  We 
will not say, “Okay Lord, I’m letting you off the hook.  Thank You for the 
blessings.”  The word admonishes us to seek the kingdom14 first; all else 
will be added to us as needed.  

 We seek the kingdom.  Where is the kingdom?  It’s within you, but 
right now it seems to be locked up.  The only one that has the key is the 
Lord.   

 “For those whom He foreknew, He also predestined to 
become conformed to the image of His Son, so that He would be 
the firstborn among many brethren.” (Romans 8:19) 

 We seek the transfiguration the Lord Jesus Christ went through 
as the first born10 of many brethren.  There is so much that we do not 
understand about what the Lord Jesus Christ went through.  We see such 
a microscopic pinpoint that is reflected in the Gospels and the New 
Testament, but it’s just a pinpoint of what happened during the time of 
the Lord’s presence.  There is a great deal we do not know of what He 
experienced, and the transformation that He went through.  We know the 
Lord is the first born10 of a whole new order that God will bring forth: the 
chosen priesthood15 of God.   

 This is what we are expecting.  We are looking for the power that 
the Father exerted to transfigure the Lord Jesus Christ, to change us; for 
flesh11 and blood will not inherit the kingdom. 

 The Lord has not said much about what that experience will be 
like, except to say that it is here at the door.  

 The sons whom God has sent into the earth at this time have but 
one destiny, and that is to go from life into life. 
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Scriptures 

12 Corinthians 5:17 new creation 

New American Standard Bible  
Therefore if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creature; the old things passed away; behold, 
new things have come. 

2 Matthew 17:5  the Father overshadowed Christ 

New American Standard Bible  
While he was still speaking, a bright cloud overshadowed them, and behold, a voice out of 
the cloud said, "This is My beloved Son, with whom I am well-pleased; listen to Him!" 

3 Matthew 17:2  his face shown white as the firmament 

New American Standard Bible  
And He was transfigured before them; and His face shone like the sun, and His garments 
became as white as light. 

4 John 19:34   knife pierced Him and water came out 

New American Standard Bible  
But one of the soldiers pierced His side with a spear, and immediately blood and water 
came out. 

5 Philippians 3:21  same power within us 

New American Standard Bible  
who will transform the body of our humble state into conformity with the body of His glory, 
by the exertion of the power that He has even to subject all things to Himself. 

6 Romans 8:30  glorifying 

New American Standard Bible  
and these whom He predestined, He also called; and these whom He called, He also 
justified; and these whom He justified, He also glorified. 

7 Philippians 2:8  work of the cross 

New American Standard Bible  
Being found in appearance as a man, He humbled Himself by becoming obedient to the 
point of death, even death on a cross. 

8 1 Corinthians 15:52 in the twinkling of an eye 

New American Standard Bible  
in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet; for the trumpet will sound, 
and the dead will be raised imperishable, and we will be changed. 

9 1 Thessalonians 5:17 praying unceasingly 
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New American Standard Bible  
pray without ceasing; 

10 Romans 8:19  Christ the first fruits of many 

New American Standard Bible  
For those whom He foreknew, He also predestined to become conformed to the image of His 
Son, so that He would be the firstborn among many brethren; 

11 1 Corinthians 15:50 flesh and blood will not inherit 

New American Standard Bible  
Now I say this, brethren, that flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God; nor does 
the perishable inherit the imperishable. 

12 Luke 24:40  clothed from on High 

New American Standard Bible  
"And behold, I am sending forth the promise of My Father upon you; but you are to stay in 
the city until you are clothed with power from on high." 

13 Isaiah 61:10  robes of righteousness 

New American Standard Bible  
I will rejoice greatly in the LORD, My soul will exult in my God; For He has clothed me 
with garments of salvation, He has wrapped me with a robe of righteousness, As a 
bridegroom decks himself with a garland, And as a bride adorns herself with her jewels. 

14 Matthew 6:33  seek first the kingdom 

New American Standard Bible  
"But seek first His kingdom and His righteousness, and all these things will be added to 
you. 

15 John 21:25  not enough books that it could be contained. 

New American Standard Bible  
And there are also many other things which Jesus did, which if they were written in detail, 
I suppose that even the world itself would not contain the books that would be written. 

16 1 Peter 2:9  chosen priesthood 

New American Standard Bible  
But you are A CHOSEN RACE, A royal PRIESTHOOD, A HOLY NATION, A PEOPLE 
FOR God's OWN POSSESSION, so that you may proclaim the excellencies of Him who has 
called you out of darkness into His marvelous light; 
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Chapter 30 

 
In Pursuit 

 As much as we know who we are, there is still a great deal that we 
do not know.  It has nothing to do with whether you have a revelation of 
who you were in the Old Testament; but it does have everything to do 
with your revelation of Christ in you.  The minute the light comes on, we 
call it the X factor; in that instant the playing field changes completely.  
Why?  Because you have left the realm of belief, to the realm of knowing. 

 Part of the reason the authority doesn’t work on the level that it 
really should is because there’s still that duplicity that we have wrestled 
within us. Even though we bear witness and know that we have all 
dominion and authority, yet there is still a duplicity.  What should be a 
torrent, is only a trickle compared to what it should be. 

 This is what the enemy has fought.  He has fought that level of 
quickening or awareness that is to happen in the sons where they wake 
up and they realize their stance in God.  They realize what they have 
been given.  And it changes the playing field entirely because the 
authority is then not hamstrung by the duplicity of the soul that we have 
struggled with. 

 “But if any of you lacks wisdom, let him ask of God, who 
gives to all generously and without reproach, and it will be given 
to him. But he must ask in faith without any doubting, for the one 
who doubts is like the surf of the sea, driven and tossed “by the 
wind. For that man ought not to expect that he will receive 
anything from the Lord, being a double-minded man, unstable in 
all his ways.” (James 1:5-8) 

 The truth is that we do have all authority.  The truth is that we 
are not limited.  The truth is that the enemy shakes literally at every 
word that comes out of our mouth, and fears greatly that moment where 
it comes together for the sons and they fully know; like the Lord said, 
“Even as they are already known1”. 
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 “For now we see in a mirror dimly, but then face to face; 
now I know in part, but then I will know fully just as I also have 
been fully known.” (1st Corinthians 13:12) 

 The problem has always been that we are already known, but we 
ourselves have not fully known.  In some ways, we have been satisfied 
with a trickle when God has said that this is the time for a torrent2.  That 
has to end.  

 This is the time for the transfiguration and there is no other 
solution but the complete awakening of this sleeping giant, also known as 
the sons of God, who come to grips with who they are.  The enemy fears 
and trembles for the moment when that happens.   

 The sons are coming alive, that is for certain. Signs are coming in 
the body because you (God’s sons) are beginning to track in the realm of 
spirit.  When these signs come, they affect you in the physical, because 
the Holy Spirit is showing you what’s bleeding through in the spirit that 
is having an effect on your spirit. 

 What is happening is in the realm of spirit, not in the realm of 
soul.  So, you have to ask yourself, “Lord, what are You showing me?  
What is happening here that I am not seeing?”  Something is going on 
that we’re just not aware of and we have to wake up and realize what is 
going on. 

 Your spirit is entering into greater travail and intercession and 
God is hearing this.  God is listening.  Even if we may seem to have a bad 
day.  It doesn’t matter, because your spirit is before the face of God in 
prayer and intercession.    

 The drain can become so much stronger on your physical body at 
this time, compared to months ago, because of the battle that you are 
carrying, more and more.   

 We are poised for this breakthrough and change that must happen 
because the ability to function is becoming more and more of a challenge. 

 The sons have been paving the way for God to move in the earth 
and they are very much like a John the Baptist.  They don’t yet realize 
the magnitude of who and what they are, but they will.  And with this 
realization, comes an unlocking of the potential of all that you have been 
destined to be.  The door is open. 
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Scriptures 

1 1 Corinthians 13:12 fully know as are known 

New American Standard Bible  
For now we see in a mirror dimly, but then face to face; now I know in part, but then I will 
know fully just as I also have been fully known. 

2 Ezekiel 47:5  a torrent 

New American Standard Bible  
Again he measured a thousand; and it was a river that I could not ford, for the water had 
risen, enough water to swim in, a river that could not be forded. 
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Chapter 31 

 
You Have The Mind of Christ 

 
  “Lift up your heads, O gates, and be lifted up, O ancient 

doors, that the King of glory may come in!  Who is the King of 
glory?  The LORD strong and mighty, the LORD mighty in battle.  
Lift up your heads, O gates, and lift them up, O ancient doors, 
that the King of glory may come in!  Who is this King of glory?  
The LORD of hosts, He is the King of glory.”  (Psalm 24:7-10) 

 When reading that I don’t know if we have ever given much 
thought to exactly what is being said?  Is he talking to an inanimate 
object of a gate?  And an inanimate object of ancient doors?  I don’t think 
so.  I think he is talking about something within us that has to open up 
much deeper.   

 We have come from the heart of the Father; and like the order of 
Melchizedek, we truly have neither a beginning1, nor an end.  We don’t 
know how ancient we really are.  We think of ourselves in the context of 
this present sojourn and with the memory that we presently have, and we 
don’t recall what it was like to stand before God at the time of creation2.  

 I don’t know if you have ever thought of yourself as a “morning 
star”, but the sons are.  And Daniel further references the sons as those 
that “shine as the brightness of the firmament.”  Isaiah prophecies; “Arise 
and Shine, for the glory of the Lord has risen upon you.”  You are a son of 
Light, and your father is the Father of Lights.” 

 “Where were you when I laid the foundation of the earth? 
Tell Me, if you have understanding, Who set its measurements? 
Since you know. Or who stretched the line on it? On what were 
its bases sunk? Or who laid its cornerstone, When the morning 
stars sang together, And all the sons of God shouted for joy?” (Job 
38:4-7) 
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 How often the word has come:  you are so much further into the 
kingdom than you know, or; you are so much more than you think you 
are.  In that light, we have endeavored to break bonds with the soul, 
break bonds with the mind, and break bonds with connections that would 
block our ability to really see and perceive as God sees us.  We are yet 
coming to realize who we are.  We may realize far more than anyone else 
walking the face of the earth, but it’s only still the partial. 

 We can say, “I have been with the Father since the foundations of 
the earth and I have neither a beginning nor an end because I am also of 
the order of Melchizedek.”  Those are just words, however, until 
something really comes alive within you and you remember and you 
know.  The exciting thing is that this is beginning to happen.  As the sons 
stand in His presence ,there is a remembrance coming to them, and all of 
a sudden you realize you are so much more than you understood yourself 
to be. 

 In Psalm 24, “be lifted up, O ancient doors, that the King of 
glory may come in.”  (Psalm 24:7) There is some aspect within us that 
is still opening up that the Father might come in and fully possess us that 
we haven’t really understood. 

 We are in the process of becoming, and we are very close to the 
end of that process.  We are in an accelerated process of the renewing3 of 
our mind.  We are being given the mind of Christ and we are so much 
further into it than we realize.  

 It can seem like a general statement, “The mind of Christ.  We’re 
getting the mind of Christ.”  But what does it mean in real time?  Not 
theory, not just revelation.  What does it really mean as an unfolding 
experience that is happening to you?   

 The best way to look at the changes which are happening within 
you at this point, is to take one day at a time.  Each day you are changing.  
Each day the renewal of the mind continues to go deeper and deeper.  
Keep breaking bonds with yourself, because you are on the fast track of 
change into sonship.  What was not possible yesterday, becomes totally 
possible today.  The mind is changing, and with that change, the 
limitations that we have had by virtue of the “mind of the soul” are 
peeling away. 
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 This can be like a child with a bike with training wheels.  At some 
point you’ve got to work with that bike and those training wheels until 
you can remove the training wheels.  We are coming into a rapid 
completion of the renewing of the mind, which has been at the core of 
what is going to happen with the release of sonship.  The full indwelling 
of the Godhead within goes hand in hand with the full transformation of 
our minds into the mind of Christ.  This is beginning to happen for the 
sons.  

 We have spoken about the power of visualizing before.  It is very 
potent on the natural plane.  People can visualize and literally bring 
things to pass. The power of visualization is a much greater tool for the 
sons of God than anyone else.  Why?  Because the sons are going through 
a renewing of their mind, and as the mind is progressively renewed, the 
power you have to visualize and the power behind your visualizing is far 
more potent than it was a week ago, a month ago, a year ago.  Why?  
Because it has to do with the renewing of your mind into the Mind of 
Christ. 

 We are experiencing a paradigm shift.  We are seeing reality 
differently the more the mind is renewed.  You have the ability to create 
what you see unlike anyone else on the face of the earth.  And, unlike 
what you had before. 

 The power behind visualizing for the sons is a very strong factor.  
It is what directs your spirit.  It is part of the coin of the realm in the 
realm of spirit.  How do you go from place to place in the spirit?  You see 
yourself there.  You visualize it, you see it, and you’re there.  

 A couple of years ago a word came concerning resurrection life, 
“See yourself in resurrection life.”  See yourself.  Or visualize.  This could 
be challenging except you are basing your point of visualization upon a 
word from God.  The sons are not out doing their own thing; they only do 
what they see the Father doing.  If the Father says, “Visualize 
resurrection life,” then we best be doing just that!  

 What is happening as the mind is being renewed?  It’s not an all 
or nothing situation.  We must understand that our capabilities are in 
direct correlation to the progressive renewing of the mind we are 
experiencing.  It’s like getting up every day and you go online and you 
check your bank account.  “Oh my gosh.  I’ve got ten dollars in the bank 
today.”  Tomorrow you check in, “I’ve got twenty dollars in the bank.”  
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Pretty soon, a month later, “I’ve got two hundred dollars in the bank.”  
Well how did that happen?  If you’re not checking the bank, if you’re not 
realizing that things are changing, then you don’t realize what you’ve got.  
You don’t realize how much more in God you have become, and 
consequently, the greater ability you have to create than ever before. 

 The renewing of the mind is not a static thing.  It’s not something 
where one day you don’t have the renewing of the mind and the next day 
you get it.  Like the rapture … you’re laboring along and all of a sudden 
at the very end God says, “Boom.  There you go.  I’m going to give you the 
mind of Christ.”  No, it has been progressively unfolding, however slowly, 
until the last couple of years.  Now it’s moving much more quickly. 

 Business is not as usual.  Things are not going to just keep 
plodding along.  The rapidity of change is moving much more quickly in 
the earth now, and that change is centered around the maturing and 
manifesting of the sons of God.   

 We must get out of our concept, “Well, I guess I have the same 
renewed mind that I had last week, last month, or last year.”  You do not.  
Once you realize that something internally is happening within you, 
daily, and it is accelerating, you will be absolutely blown away. 

 We have not been very aware that God is rewiring our circuit 
board.  He’s pulling circuit after circuit and replacing the wires as we’ve 
gone through the deep work4 of the cross, the warfare, and the battles.  
He has set before each of the sons a unique cup to drink, and you have 
been drinking it.  Oh, you say…you thought you were just having a bad 
day?  No, God gave you a cup to drink and you are drinking it daily.  
Those challenges that He has set before you have been your cup5 to drink.  
You have been drinking the cup, and that has given God more and more 
access to rewire your mind even more.  You don’t have the same mind 
that you had before.   

 Energetically you are entering into and being clothed in the mind 
of Christ.  It’s like looking for resurrection life.  How often have we seen 
it?  You’re taking off one garment and you’re putting on another garment; 
the robes of righteousness.  So much of our change is around the 
renewing of the mind.  

 There is something happening in the renewing of the mind that is 
so present, but we haven’t realized it.  Check your bank account, the 
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deposit just tripled.  What does that mean?  That means now if you begin 
to do the things you did before, that they will work.  With the renewing of 
the mind you leave the state of “believing” and enter the state of 
“knowing.”    

 You might say, “Well, I’ve visualized before.  I’ve tried it.  I’ve gone 
through this stuff.  Nothing seems to work.  Or maybe it worked a little 
bit.”  This is different.  Drop your concepts, because you do not realize 
how much further you’ve come, how much more of the mind within you is 
renewed.  You are not the same person you were, and you certainly don’t 
have the same paradigm.  

 The paradigm shift is just a leaf and a branch of something 
deeper.  Why is your paradigm changing?  Because your mind is being 
renewed, and that which was impossible, now becomes possible.  

 Your paradigm just doesn’t change because you want it to change.  
“I determine to see things differently.”  It doesn’t happen that way.  It 
happens because God puts you through the cross and rewires your 
thinking and reveals Himself to you.  And what happens when you see 
Him?  You are changed because you see6 Him as He is. 

 “But we all, with unveiled face, beholding as in a mirror 
the glory of the Lord, are being transformed into the same image 
from glory to glory, just as from the Lord, the Spirit.” (2nd Cor. 
3:18) 

 Every time you see the Lord there’s another rewiring going on. 
The re-wiring happens as you go from glory unto glory.  Did anyone ever 
tell you what was happening on the sidelines of a meeting with the Lord? 
Well I can tell you what’s happening on the sideline.  There is a team in 
the background rewiring your brain, rewiring your mind, and you don’t 
even realize it!  

 We are only now beginning to realize just what we are capable of.  
Our waiting on the Lord, our visualizing at this point, is so much more 
potent than it has ever been.  I don’t care what worked or didn’t work for 
you a year ago, or six months ago, it doesn’t matter.   

 The renewing of the mind just doesn’t happen and then there is no 
fruit born thereof.  You might say, “Well my mind’s renewed.  My 
paradigm is changed.  But that’s it.”  No.  We’re selling ourselves short if 
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we think that is it.  When God renews the mind and brings you more 
deeply into the mind of Christ, much more becomes available to you that 
you can do that you ever realized.  You’ve become much more unlimited. 

 Step out on the water.  Take some time.  Quiet yourself.  
Visualize.  What is it you want?  Begin to see it.  Begin to visualize it and 
know that whatever you are doing may seem very similar to what you did 
a year ago or five years ago or ten years ago, but I will tell you this, it is 
not.  You are not the same nor do you have the limited mind that you had 
then.  Granted, you may not be fully into the mind of Christ yet, but it’s 
accelerating and it’s happening.    

 The words out of your mouth are far more powerful than they 
were a year ago.  Couple that with the ability you have to visualize 
through the renewed mind, and you have become a major force to be 
reckoned with in the spirit. 

 We are bringing in the kingdom.  Right now it may seem like a 
thimble full, but God has said a torrent is here, so don’t be content with a 
mere token.  “Oh, I got through the day.  I had a little breakthrough.”  
God has said, “I’ve given you everything7 pertaining to life and godliness.”  
It’s time to take the kingdom.  

 The power of visualizing has been a word that has come for many 
years and it’s so important, because it is a vehicle that is going to be 
utilized heavily by the Holy Spirit to bring in the kingdom. 

 How do you do it?  You see it.  You see it into being.  How often 
have we spoken about the highest level of intercession is a level that 
“sees” something into being.  See the kingdom brought forth.  See it.  
Taste it.  Touch it.  Feel it.  It’s right here.  You have the mind of Christ, 
use it! 

 We must activate the power of God on a much deeper level.  We 
must.  How are we going to bring in the kingdom?  How are we going to 
bring in resurrection life?  See it.  “Lord, this is what You spoke.”  See it.  
With your mind, grasp it.  Speak it into being.   

 This word will release the sons into another level of creating the 
kingdom, creating resurrection life, and creating the breakthroughs that 
are needed.  See it. The key is to see it.  Use your spirit mind that has 
been regenerated to the level it has and use it.  
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 “Lord, You’ve done a great thing within us.  We may not be at the 
end of the course, but we’re not waiting until the end of the course to say,  
‘Well, ok, now it’s time to bring in the kingdom.’  Heavens no!  The mind 
of Christ has been renewed much more deeply in the sons than they have 
realized.  Step out and walk on the water.  

Scriptures 

1 Hebrews 7:3  Melchizedek had no beginning or end 

New American Standard Bible  
Without father, without mother, without genealogy, having neither beginning of days nor 
end of life, but made like the Son of God, he remains a priest perpetually. 

2 1 Corinthians 2:7  before the time of creation 

New American Standard Bible  
but we speak God's wisdom in a mystery, the hidden wisdom which God predestined before 
the ages to our glory; 

3 Ephesians 4:23  renewing of the mind 

New American Standard Bible  
and that you be renewed in the spirit of your mind, 

4 Philippians 2:8  work of the cross 

New American Standard Bible  
Being found in appearance as a man, He humbled Himself by becoming obedient to the 
point of death, even death on a cross. 

5 Matthew 20:22  our cup to drink 

New American Standard Bible  
But Jesus answered, "You do not know what you are asking. Are you able to drink the cup 
that I am about to drink?" They said to Him, "We are able." 

6 1John 3:2   see him as he is 

New American Standard Bible  
Beloved, now we are children of God, and it has not appeared as yet what we will be. We 
know that when He appears, we will be like Him, because we will see Him just as He is. 

7 2 Peter 1:3   everything that pertains 

New American Standard Bible  
seeing that His divine power has granted to us everything pertaining to life and godliness, 
through the true knowledge of Him who called us by His own glory and excellence. 
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Chapter 32 

 
Who Are You? 

 
  We know there will be no resurrection, and no inheritance, 

without first there is a death; our death!  Consequently, we are driven to 
see the Lord complete His work within us. This is what we want; there is 
nothing in us that would draw back from the course that God has set 
before us. 

 This has always been the way.  With every word, vision, or 
revelation that He brings, you realize there is a commensurate deeper 
work of the cross that will be required.  In the final analysis, it is all 
about the Lord Jesus Christ coming forth within you, and the more you 
can get out of the way, the more you are removed; the more He comes 
forth.   

 When the word comes, it is sweet1 to the mouth and bitter to the 
stomach.  We know that new levels and changes in God come only 
through the deeper work of the cross2.  This has always been the path.  

 To those who are open to God, they will be open to you.  But to 
those who are not, who are enemies of the cross; they will be closed to 
you.  You don’t have a choice, nor is the real issue – you.  The issue is 
God; you are just a channel of Him.  What you are evokes that response.  
He will put you into a situation only to allow those involved an 
opportunity to open their hearts to Him, or not.  

 You could look at your business dealings.  You could look at 
everything about your life and you think it’s about you; or about the 
transaction; or about the business or any host of things.  Family.  You 
could look at your family.  And you think, well it’s about you.  It’s about 
how they perceive you, or whatever.  But really the truth of it is that it is 
about Him.  It’s about the Lord.  Because that’s who and what you are. 

 Paul said, “I die3 daily.”  How does the word go? … “I must 
decrease4, that He might increase.”  It is the progressive replacement of 
you for the Lord.  And we know that.  This is nothing new.  But 
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sometimes it’s good to hear it again because the real plumb line is the 
Lord Jesus Christ.  And the biggest problem that we have faced is that we 
have not really known who we, ourselves, are.  

 I don’t know if we realize what we are in God, and how much the 
sons are a plumb line5 in the earth.  The sons of God that the Lord is 
raising up are a plumb line in the earth.  They are the corner stone6.  
They are the measuring7 stick if you will, for all humanity.  That’s a 
pretty big mantle.  How is this possible?  Because of our absolute 
identification with Christ. 

 This is what the sons are.  That is what the Lord Jesus Christ 
was, and is, and this is what we are.  That will always be the issue.  Don’t 
allow yourself to take this personal; it is not a a personal issue.  It’s not 
about you, but it is about the Christ in you.  And to the measure that you 
have become, to that degree you have become an even greater point of 
issue in the earth. 

 You can walk down the street and find people drawn to you or - 
extremely hostile toward you.  I am sure all of you have experienced that.  
And this is what the life of sonship is like, and will continue to be. 

 Sometimes you just want to put your dukes up, but the point is; it 
is not about you.  As much as people might think you are the issue, they 
have no idea what and who you are.  Whatever you may have done, it 
doesn’t even matter.  You could just smile at them and become the issue. 

 The truth is that we are still coming to understand how much God 
has become within us.  We don’t know that yet.  We don’t know how far 
into the kingdom we are.  The Lord has said before; “you are so much 
further into the kingdom; you have become so much more than you 
realize.”   

 What is the Father talking about?  He says you don’t realize how 
much Christ has become in you.  And the Lord says; “you don’t realize 
how far you have come into the kingdom.”  That’s a very broad statement.   

 And He has repeated this word a number of times: 

   “You don’t realize how far you have come, and you don’t 
realize how much you have become.”   

 What is He talking about?  He is talking about how much He has 
become within you. Christ, in you, is the hidden thing that we have not 
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understood. It is one of the mysteries of the ages.  I do mean “mysteries”, 
because without sight you would not see this. 

 “to whom God willed to make known what is the riches of 
the glory of this mystery among the Gentiles, which is Christ in 
you, the hope of glory.” (Colossians 1:27) 

 Every time the Lord says; “you don’t realize how much you have 
become; you don’t know who you are,” He is saying, “You don’t know 
how much I have become within you.”  We can end up tying the 
Lord’s hands if we do not see ourselves in the right light. 

 How much of you is left?  How much of myself is left?  I don’t 
know.  It would be interesting.  Lord, is there 20% of me left?  Is 80% of 
me the Lord Jesus Christ?  I don’t know where we are in the percentage.  
I just know He says: “We’re much further into the kingdom than we 
understand or grasp.” 

 As you know Hebrews 11 talks about by faith.  By faith Enoch 
was taken up and without faith it is impossible to please Him  
(Hebrews11:5-6) and so on.  Hebrews 11 draws such a picture as you 
read through it. 

 “By faith Joseph, when he was dying, made mention of the 
exodus of the sons of Israel, and gave orders concerning his 
bones.  By faith Moses . . . was hidden for three months. By faith 
Moses . . . refused to be called the son of Pharaoh’s 
daughter.” (Hebrews 11:22-24)   

 “Passed through the Red Sea . . . By faith the walls of 
Jericho fell down after they had been encircled for seven days. By 
faith Rahab the harlot did not perish . . . And what more shall I 
say? For time will fail me if I tell of Gideon, Barak, Samson, 
Jephthah, of David and Samuel and the prophets, who by faith 
conquered kingdoms, performed acts of righteousness, obtained 
promises, shut the mouths of lions, quenched the power of fire, 
escaped the edge of the sword, from weakness were made strong, 
became mighty in war, put foreign armies to flight.  Women 
received back their dead by resurrection; and others were 
tortured, not accepting their release, so that they might obtain a 
better resurrection.”  (Hebrews 11:27-35) 

 “They were stoned, they were sawn in two, they were 
tempted, they were put to death with the sword; so on and so 
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forth. (men of whom the world was not worthy), wandering in 
deserts and mountains and caves and holes in the ground. And all 
these, having gained approval through their faith, did not receive 
what was promised. Why? Because God had provided something 
better for us, so that apart from us they would not be made 
perfect.” (Hebrews 11:37-40) 

 The mantle8 and responsibility that rests upon the remnant9 at 
this time in history is unparalleled.  How important is our breakthrough 
into resurrection life? It will bring the release to the Cloud of Witnesses 
who are waiting.  They will not be made perfect10 without us, and we will 
not precede them.   

 It says verse, chapter 12: 

     “Therefore, since we have so great a cloud of witnesses 
surrounding us, let us also lay aside every encumbrance and the 
sin which so easily entangles us, and let us run with endurance 
the race that is set before us.”  (Hebrews 12:1) 

   And down to verse 18.    “For you have not come to a 
mountain that can be touched and to a blazing fire, and to 
darkness and gloom and whirlwind, and to the blast of a trumpet 
and the sound of words which sound was such that those who 
heard begged that no further word be spoken to them. For they 
could not bear the command, “IF EVEN A BEAST TOUCHES THE 
MOUNTAIN, IT WILL BE STONED.”  And so terrible was the 
sight, that Moses said, “I AM FULL OF FEAR and trembling.” But 
you have come to Mount Zion and to the city of the living God, the 
heavenly Jerusalem, and to myriads of angels, to the general 
assembly and church of the firstborn who are enrolled in heaven, 
and to God, the Judge of all, and to the spirits of the righteous 
made perfect, and to Jesus, the mediator of a new covenant, and 
to the sprinkled blood, which speaks better than the blood of 
Abel.”  (Hebrews 12:18-24)  
 
         “See to it that you do not refuse Him who is speaking. For if 
those did not escape when they refused him who warned them on 
earth, much less will we escape who turn away from Him who 
warns from heaven. And His voice shook the earth then, but now 
He has promised, saying, “YET ONCE MORE I WILL SHAKE NOT 
ONLY THE EARTH, BUT ALSO THE HEAVEN.” This expression, 
“Yet once more,” denotes the removing of those things which can 
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be shaken, as of created things, so that those things which cannot 
be shaken may remain. Therefore, since we receive a kingdom 
which cannot be shaken, let us show gratitude, by which we may 
offer to God an acceptable service with reverence and awe; for 
our God is a consuming fire.” (Hebrews 12:25-29) 

 Interesting in verse 27.  “Yet once more,” denotes the 
removing of those things which can be shaken . . . That we would 
receive a kingdom which cannot be shaken.” (Hebrews12: 27-28) 

 What have we been going through for so many, many years?  The 
removal11 of those things which can be shaken, that God might deliver 
unto us a kingdom12 that cannot be shaken.  The Lord has been faithful 
through the process of the deep work of the cross2, and the appearing of 
His fire upon us, that those things within us that could be shaken are 
being removed11.  And He is giving unto us a kingdom that will not be 
shaken.   

 Perhaps we have not seen ourselves in that light.  You are the 
kingdom.  I am the kingdom.  And God is giving us a kingdom12 that will 
not be shaken.  We have been going through a time of the removal11 of 
those elements within us that can be shaken, for God is delivering us into 
a kingdom12 that cannot be shaken. 

 The more you come to know who you are, truly know who you are, 
the more you come to know those with whom you walk.   It is similar to 
the word that has come so many times; things are not as they appear.  
You cannot know your brother or your sister, unless you know yourself.  
In knowing yourself, you begin to really know the Lord.    

 It’s hard to separate who are you and who is the Lord.  We have 
been talking about the inter-penetration of God and man, and we are yet 
to realize just how much God desires to possess13 His sons.   

 What’s happening?  I know that if we look at our life on a day-by-
day scenario, we may not be able to understand what is happening.  But, 
if you step back a month or two, or a few years even, you will begin to see 
a pattern as He takes up His abode in you.   

 God is possessing His sons.  The more He possesses us, and the 
more we are removed14 from the equation, the more He becomes in us.  
Voila!  The more we discover who we truly are, and the more we are able 
to see our brother or sister - those with whom we walk, as they truly are. 
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 Have you ever thought about family members or acquaintances?  
Who are they?  Were you randomly connected to them because of birth, or 
other association?  Or is there something at work on a level you are not 
yet aware of?  Who are these people?  Good question; there may be a lot 
more happening than we are yet aware of.  

 I don’t know if we really know those that are in our immediate 
circle.  Are they here by circumstance?  You just happened to be labeled 
with a family; relatives.  Or is there something even special and unique 
about that?  Even though they may not be walking with God, or on the 
path that you are on.  

 As you come to know who you are, everything changes, because 
you begin to see others for who or what they truly are.  Nothing is hidden 
from the sight of the sons.  We are coming into changes that will change 
how we walk, and how we live as individuals.  The changes that are 
coming to us with resurrection life are going to affect how we move and 
function on every level of reality.  More and more you will begin to see 
people by the spirit.   

 More and more we will function like the Lord when He was 
talking to the woman at the well15.  She was conveying herself to the 
Lord, and He just responded to her spirit.  He read her spirit like a book, 
and plumbed her to the depths of her being.  It wasn’t what she was 
saying, but it was something that was coming from her spirit.  And that 
was how the Lord moved.  

 The more you know and discover who you are, the more you will 
automatically begin to see those with whom you walk, and those who are 
on your periphery.  It doesn’t matter.  It would be the same as the Lord 
Jesus Christ.  You will see them by the spirit, and you will understand by 
the spirit, what is happening. 

Scriptures 

1 Revelation 10:9  sweet to the mouth but bitter to the stomach 

New American Standard Bible  
So I went to the angel, telling him to give me the little book. And he said to me, "Take it 
and eat it; it will make your stomach bitter, but in your mouth it will be sweet as honey." 
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2 Philippians 2:8  work of the cross 

New American Standard Bible  
Being found in appearance as a man, He humbled Himself by becoming obedient to the 
point of death, even death on a cross. 

3 1 Corinthians 15:31 I die daily 

New American Standard Bible  
I affirm, brethren, by the boasting in you which I have in Christ Jesus our Lord, I die daily. 

4 John 3:30   I must decrease and He must increase  
New American Standard Bible  
"He must increase, but I must decrease. 

5 Isaiah 28:17  a plumb line in the earth 

New American Standard Bible  
"I will make justice the measuring line And righteousness the level; Then hail will sweep 
away the refuge of lies And the waters will overflow the secret place. 

6 Isaiah 28:16  a cornerstone 

New American Standard Bible  
Therefore thus says the Lord GOD, "Behold, I am laying in Zion a stone, a tested stone, A 
costly cornerstone for the foundation, firmly placed. He who believes in it will not be 
disturbed. 

7 Revelation 11:1  measuring stick 

New American Standard Bible  
Then there was given me a measuring rod like a staff; and someone said, "Get up and 
measure the temple of God and the altar, and those who worship in it. 

8 Hebrews 1:12  mantle of responsibility 

New American Standard Bible  
AND LIKE A MANTLE YOU WILL ROLL THEM UP; LIKE A GARMENT THEY WILL 
ALSO BE CHANGED. BUT YOU ARE THE SAME, AND YOUR YEARS WILL NOT 
COME TO AN END." 

9 Romans 11:5  the remnant 

New American Standard Bible  
In the same way then, there has also come to be at the present time a remnant according to 
God's gracious choice. 

10 Hebrews 11:40  they will not be made perfect without us 

New American Standard Bible  
because God had provided something better for us, so that apart from us they would not be 
made perfect 
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11 Hebrews 12:17  things that can be shaken be removed 

New American Standard Bible  
This expression, "Yet once more," denotes the removing of those things which can be 
shaken, as of created things, so that those things which cannot be shaken may remain. 

12 Hebrews 12:18  kingdom that cannot be shaken 

New American Standard Bible  
Therefore, since we receive a kingdom which cannot be shaken, let us show gratitude, by 
which we may offer to God an acceptable service with reverence and awe; 

13 Philippians 3:14  possessed by Jesus Christ 

New American Standard Bible  
I press on toward the goal for the prize of the upward call of God in Christ Jesus. 

14 John 3:30   the more we are removed 

New American Standard Bible  
"He must increase, but I must decrease. 

15 John 4:7   woman at the well 

New American Standard Bible  
There came a woman of Samaria to draw water. Jesus said to her, "Give Me a drink." 
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Chapter 33 

 
Holy Ground 

 
  In the scripture, we are admonished to know no one after the 

flesh1.  We are admonished to know one another after the spirit.  This 
could sound like a simple request, however as you come up higher, all of 
your experiences in God must be re-experienced on a much deeper level.  
You can look at that scripture and say, “Well, I see the Christ in my 
brother.  The Christ in me salutes the Christ in you.”  You may do this by 
faith, because you sense the anointing, you feel the spirit.   

 You may discipline yourself; “Okay I will not relate to that brother 
or individual by the soul or whatever may appear.  I am going to see them 
as a son and as one that God is moving through.”  That is fine, but this is 
a very entry-level experience to that scripture. 

 “Therefore from now on we recognize no one according to 
the flesh; even though we have known Christ according to the 
flesh, yet now we know Him in this way no longer. Therefore if 
anyone is in Christ, he is a new creature; the old things passed 
away; behold, new things have come.” (2 Cor. 5:16-17) 

 When Paul says: “Know no one after the flesh; know one another 
after the spirit,” it is not really possible to experience that until you, 
yourself, come out of the realm of soul.  As long as you walk in the realm 
of soul that scripture will be interpreted on the level that you are able to 
see and function.  

 As you mature in God and come up higher, you are able to 
experience and know all of the scriptures more and more intimately.  In 
our journey, we are always experiencing the word on deeper and deeper 
levels, because our maturity dictates the level of experience in God we can 
have.  Your maturity literally unlocks the word for you on that level.  No 
one can do this for, nor can you “wish” it into being.  Your maturity 
dictates your ability to see. 
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 When Christ said to Simon: “Who do you say that I am?”  And he 
said, “Well, you are the Christ2.”  He said, “Blessed are you Simon 
Barjonas for that was not revealed to you by flesh and blood but by my 
Father who is in heaven.”   In a very similar way, our capacity and our 
ability to know one another after the spirit really stems from our 
relationship with the Lord, for it is the Lord who can reveal with whom 
you walk. 

 As different ones in the Cloud of Witnesses come through the veil 
and appear, you may realize that they were never who you thought they 
were.  You knew them after the flesh, when they walked with you; and 
many of them had a great deal of reproach.  Yet the minute the human 
nature is stripped away, it becomes more evident who these ones were.  It 
can be staggering, because these men and women of God that have 
walked with us, who have made the transition, are far more than we 
know, as we, ourselves, are far more than we know. 

 Hebrews 11 and 12 speak of the Cloud of Witnesses, and those 
who died in the faith.  At this point in time, many of these are back here 
with us at the end of the ages, to receive their allotted portion.  Do you 
know with whom you walk?  It may surprise you when God pulls back the 
veil. 

 Each of you is still coming to know who you are.  And it’s no 
different.  We need to know ourselves after the spirit.  It’s an experience 
that God has to bring to us.  But I think that as long as we are aware of 
this, then we can reach in and believe for it.  

 There is so much in this walk with God that is difficult to explain.  
You cannot easily come to a conclusion through the deduction of the mind.  
It’s something that has to be revealed to you and that you experience. 

 You can look at your mate.  Maybe you have been married for 
many, many years, yet you may not truly realize, in depth, with whom 
you walk.  We are so much more than we have understood ourselves to be.   

 To the Cloud of Witnesses, we say: “We knew you once after the 
flesh, but we know you no longer after the flesh, but after the spirit.”  And 
those that walk with us in the Cloud of Witnesses, many of whom we 
have known, may not appear to us in a similar form as we remember 
them.  They are not at all what they appeared to be when they were here 
on this level; they are so much more. 
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 It is quite liberating when you realize that God is peeling away 
the soul and the flesh nature from us; everything we have had that has 
been limiting and identifying to us.  It is being stripped away so that you 
can begin to know who you are.  And in knowing who you are, you will 
begin to know one another. 

 “Now it came about when Joshua was by Jericho, that he 
lifted up his eyes and looked, and behold, a man was standing 
opposite him with his sword drawn in his hand, and Joshua went 
to him and said to him, "Are you for us or for our adversaries?" He 
said, "No; rather I indeed come now as captain of the host of the 
LORD." And Joshua fell on his face to the earth, and bowed down, 
and said to him, "What has my lord to say to his servant?" The 
captain of the LORD'S host said to Joshua, "Remove your sandals 
from your feet, for the place where you are standing is holy." And 
Joshua did so.” (Joshua 5:13-15) 

 You recall the story in the book of Joshua.  He was walking on 
holy ground.  More than we realize, we are walking on holy ground, 
because the Lord whom we serve, has taken up His abode within you.  
That needs to be a revelation.  You need that type of revelation 
concerning yourself. 

 “For you have not come to a mountain that can be touched 
and to a blazing fire, and to darkness and gloom and whirlwind, 
and to the blast of a trumpet and the sound of words which sound 
was such that those who heard begged that no further word be 
spoken to them….” 

 “But you have come to Mount Zion and to the city of the 
living God, the heavenly Jerusalem, and to myriads of angels, to 
the general assembly and church of the firstborn who are 
enrolled in heaven, and to God, the Judge of all, and to the spirits 
of the righteous made perfect, and to Jesus, the mediator of a new 
covenant, and to the sprinkled blood, which speaks better than 
the blood of Abel.” (Hebrews 11:18-24) 

 The sons truly are walking on holy ground. 

 We bless the Cloud of Witnesses because they without3 us will not 
be made perfect.  We have felt them hovering close, because the time is 
now for their change of resurrection life.   They will not enter into it 
before which we get the breakthrough.  We will not precede them, but 
they will not enter into it before us. 
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 So many of them are here standing with each of you that are 
positioned at this time, contending for the breakthrough that has been 
ordained to happen.   

 Those that remain, who have eyes to see, are rare.  There are so 
few who understand the deep things of what God is doing in the earth 
right now. 

 The Lord is always gracious.  He lays out a table for everyone, but 
it is really the sons whom God is concerned with at this point, who have 
been given the eyes to see, and who have ears to hear - those who are 
positioned for this breakthrough and change. 

 We have done ourselves such a great injustice, but I don’t know 
how we could have sidestepped it in the process of growing and maturing.  
We have been slow to recognize what we are in God, in this present 
incarnation, because it has taken a deep work of the cross, alone, to break 
us out of this paradigm.   

 We’re talking about stripping away all of the shrouds of what has 
encased you.  And then realizing what you are and who you are.  In some 
ways, we have done an injustice to the Cloud of Witnesses, those that are 
here with us now.  And with each of you that are tracking on this word I 
can tell you; there are many that are with you right now.  Each of you.  
You may not be aware of them but they’re here to assist, and they are 
very much aware of you.  They are here to help in any way they can to get 
us through this transformation and this breakthrough.  Each of you has 
many that are attending you at this point in time. 

 Some you’ve known, and some you may not have known, on this 
level.  But they are here.  They are very much aware of the battles that 
we are going through.  They are aware of the calling and they are just 
standing with us.  And God has sent His angels as well, as a protection 
for us, as we continue to pursue the breakthrough of the kingdom, which 
must happen now. 

 We stop looking at this passing scene through the eyes that we 
have had, but we look through the eyes of the Lord and how the Lord sees 
each of His sons.  He sees them as they are.  He sees you as you are.  We 
need to walk in this.   

 It is such an honor to walk in the midst of so many great men and 
women of God, who have gone on before.  
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 What happened to Joshua when the Lord appeared to him with a 
drawn sword?  The Lord spoke: “Take off your shoes for the place you are 
standing is holy4.”  The place you are standing is holy.  Right here.  Right 
now.  As you go through your day you stand on holy ground because you 
stand in His presence. 

 I know you are not aware of it as much as you want to be, but you 
stand in His presence.  Every step you take is holy ground, because it’s a 
step in Him. 

 You might say, “I’m working in the garage.  How can that be holy 
ground?”  Wherever you walk, as the bearer of His presence, is holy 
ground.   

 A lot of this has to do with coming up higher in our awareness and 
realizing what a great thing God has done.  You are the ambassador5 to 
the kingdom.  You are the bearer of His presence.  You are holy ground. 

 May it not slip from our thoughts, or our memory, that we are 
walking on holy ground.  Every step we take, everything that we do, the 
presence of God is emanating from us and through us.  The Lord is 
saying, “Take off your shoes, for you walk on holy ground.” 

 We are a jewel in Your crown.  We are walking on holy ground, as 
the indwelling6 of the Father and Christ come to a completion within each 
of the sons.  The Cloud of Witnesses are pushing, “Let’s get this done.  
Let’s get through the transition.”  And we say, “Yes.  Get it done, Lord.”  
It’s time. 

  

Scriptures 

1 2 Corinthians 5:16  know no one after the flesh 

New American Standard Bible  
Therefore from now on we recognize no one according to the flesh; even though we have 
known Christ according to the flesh, yet now we know Him in this way no longer. 

2 Matthew 16:16   you are the Christ 

New American Standard Bible  
Simon Peter answered, "You are the Christ, the Son of the living God." 
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3 Hebrews 11:40   they without us are not made perfect 

New American Standard Bible  
because God had provided something better for us, so that apart from us they would not be 
made perfect. 

4 Exodus 3:5     place you are standing is holy 

New American Standard Bible  
Then He said, "Do not come near here; remove your sandals from your feet, for the place on 
which you are standing is holy ground." 

5 2 Corinthians 5:20  ambassador to the kingdom 

New American Standard Bible  
Therefore, we are ambassadors for Christ, as though God were making an appeal through 
us; we beg you on behalf of Christ, be reconciled to God. 

6 Colossians 2:9   Indwelling of the Father and Son 

New American Standard Bible  
For in Him all the fullness of Deity dwells in bodily form, 
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Chapter 34 

 
Glorified 

 
  One of the greatest mysteries unfolding during this time is the 

glorification of the sons.  We know that when we see Him, that we will be 
changed, from glory1 to glory.  The difference in this hour is that the glory 
will not fade away, as it did with Moses.  This glory that the Father is 
bringing will be eternal with the sons. 

 “The Spirit Himself testifies with our spirit that we are 
children of God, and if children, heirs also, heirs of God and 
fellow heirs with Christ, if indeed we suffer with Him so that we 
may also be glorified with Him” (Romans 8:16-17). 

 “when He comes to be glorified in His saints on that day, 
and to be marveled at among all who have believed—for our 
testimony to you was believed”  (2 Thessalonians 1:10). 

 The single greatest event during the Parousia of the Lord at this 
time is the glorification of the sons.  The sons are the Father’s 
inheritance, and His indwelling brings the full glorification of the son. 

 What is happening during this season of time?  The work of the 
cross, and the sufferings which the sons are completing in Christ, are 
manifesting in a glory that will never fade.  At this point it can be difficult 
to discern, but to the realm of spirit, the glory and visitation of light upon 
the sons stands out as a brilliant beacon. 

 “Those who have insight will shine brightly like the 
brightness of the expanse of heaven, and those who lead the 
many to righteousness, like the stars forever and ever” (Daniel 
12:3). 

 There are many references to this visitation of glory.  The 
prophecy in the book of Daniel is that those who have insight will shine 
as the brightness of the firmament.  This references a visitation of the 
glory that was being shown to Daniel that would come.  
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 “Now if the ministry of death, which was engraved in 
letters on stone, came with glory, so that the sons of Israel could 
not look intently at the face of Moses because of the glory of his 
face, fading as it was, 8how will the ministry of the Spirit fail to 
be even more with glory (2 Corinthians 3:7-8)?” 

 The glory that rested upon Moses faded.  The word for this time is 
that the glory being visited upon God’s sons is a glory that will never fade 
away.  Has this been happening?  Most certainly.  Every time you go 
through a deeper work of the cross, and you walk through the fire, the 
remaining residue upon the sons is the glory of God.  You may not see it 
yet, but the spirit world certainly does. 

 “And the Lord, whom you seek, will suddenly come to His 
temple; and the messenger of the covenant, in whom you delight, 
behold, He is coming," says the LORD of hosts.  ”But who can 
endure the day of His coming?  Who can stand when He appears?  
For He is like a refiner's fire and like fullers' soap.  "He will sit as 
a smelter and purifier of silver, and He will purify the sons of 
Levi and refine them like gold and silver, so that they may 
present to the LORD offerings in righteousness” (Malachi 3:1-3). 

 More than we understand, we are living in this right now.  You 
are in the process, right now, of being glorified.  The purging and 
purifying work of the spirit is a visitation of the glory of God that we are 
living, daily.  The only difference is that it is not fading off of us. 

 The Christian world has no eyes2 to see, so they put fulfillment off 
into the future.  At some point, this will happen.  At some point, that will 
happen.  And the Devil is the first one to say, “Yes, you’re right.  You’re 
right.  But it’s not right now.” 

 You are fulfilling the “sufferings” of Christ.  We have addressed 
this in our other books.  To complete His sufferings, Book 1 of The 
Manifestation of the Sons of God, what a great, great honor. 

 “The Spirit Himself testifies with our spirit that we are 
children of God, and if children, heirs also, heirs of God and 
fellow heirs with Christ, if indeed we suffer with Him so that we 
may also be glorified with Him” (Romans 8:16-17). 

 There is something that is happening in the glory of God that is 
beginning to rest upon the sons that we haven’t recognized, yet.  More 
and more the countenance that is resting upon the sons is becoming 
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brighter and brighter. “What is that?”  It is the presence of the Lord, but 
when you really stop and dissect it more closely, you realize that it is His 
glory.  What is the promise in the book of Romans?   Those whom He 
justified3 He will glorify.  

 “For those whom He foreknew, He also predestined to 
become conformed to the image of His Son, so that He would be 
the firstborn among many brethren; 30and these whom He 
predestined, He also called; and these whom He called, He also 
j u s t i f i e d ; a n d t h e s e w h o m H e j u s t i f i e d , H e a l s o 
glorified”  (Romans 8:29-30). 

 This cannot be separated from the indwelling4 of the Father and 
the Son.  It goes hand in hand: the appearance of the Father within you 
and the glorification subsequently that the sons experience.  And I believe 
that is what was shown to Daniel.   

 You must have eyes to see to understand how far into the kingdom 
you have already come, and how much you have already become.  The 
glorification of the saints is not a single act that happens, it is something 
that has been unfolding.  The more He possesses you, the more He takes 
up His abode, the greater the glory is that is resting upon you.  And, the 
greater the light is that is shining from you.   

 It is really a mystery.  It has been a mystery to the sons, to realize 
how much of a visitation of God’s glory that has already begun to rest 
upon them.  The Angelic hosts and the entire realm of spirit, as we have 
said, are mystified, that such a lowly creation would be endowed with 
such honor and glory. 

 “We ought always to give thanks to God for you, brethren, 
as is only fitting, because your faith is greatly enlarged, and the 
love of each one of you toward one another grows ever greater; 
therefore, we ourselves speak proudly of you among the churches 
of God for your perseverance and faith in the midst of all your 
persecutions and afflictions which you endure.  

 This is a plain indication of God's righteous judgment so 
that you will be considered worthy of the kingdom of God, for 
which indeed you are suffering. For after all it is only just for God 
to repay with affliction those who afflict you, and to give relief to 
you who are afflicted and to us as well when the Lord Jesus will 
be revealed from heaven with His mighty angels in flaming fire, 
dealing out retribution to those who do not know God and to 
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those who do not obey the gospel of our Lord Jesus. These will 
pay the penalty of eternal destruction, away from the presence of 
the Lord and from the glory of His power, when He comes to be 
glorified in His saints on that day, and to be marveled at among 
all who have believed—for our testimony to you was believed” (2 
Thessalonians 1:3-10). 

 Today is that day.  This is being fulfilled as you read this. 

 You are beginning to carry the glory of God in a very mystical and 
magical way.  You are living in the fire of His presence, and as hot as the 
fire has been, so has been the visitation of glory upon you.  The shackles 
are being burned off of you, and the day of freedom is at hand.   

Scriptures 

1 2 Corinthians 3:18 changed from glory to glory 

New American Standard Bible  
But we all, with unveiled face, beholding as in a mirror the glory of the Lord, are being 
transformed into the same image from glory to glory, just as from the Lord, the Spirit. 

2 Isaiah 6:10   they have no eyes to see 

New American Standard Bible  
"Render the hearts of this people insensitive, Their ears dull, And their eyes dim, 
Otherwise they might see with their eyes, Hear with their ears, Understand with their 
hearts, And return and be healed." 

3 Romans 8:30     those whom He justified 

New American Standard Bible  
and these whom He predestined, He also called; and these whom He called, He also 
justified; and these whom He justified, He also glorified. 

4 John 14:23   indwelling of the Father and Son 

New American Standard Bible  
Jesus answered and said to him, "If anyone loves Me, he will keep My word; and My Father 
will love him, and We will come to him and make Our abode with him. 
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Chapter 35 

 
At The Door 

 
  It is a fine line between waiting for God to do something, and thus 

falling into a mindset that has a very similar correlation to the rapture 
mentality, and just going forward in faith to “make it happen.” In the 
rapture mentality, you are waiting for God to do it, yet in comparison, the 
word has come, “I’ve given you everything.  Now you do it.” 

“for it is God who is at work in you, both to will and to 
work for His good pleasure” (1st Phil. 2:13). 

 So, we are in a type of wrestling match with the Lord.  I throw a 
left and He throws a right.  Lord, You are working1 in us both to will and 
to do of Your good pleasure?  “Yes I am.  And I’ve worked in you to go 
make it happen.”  “Lord, we can’t do it.  This is Your ball game.  You’re 
doing it.”  “Yes, it is.  But I have anointed you as my mouthpiece.  Go take 
the kingdom.”    

 I have not really seen the Lord move sovereignly, without which 
we weren’t a major part of the equation in making it happen, or creating 
an atmosphere for His moving. 

 A word came several years ago and He just said, “Manifest 
sonship.” It was a demand.  “Manifest sonship!  Do it!”    

 What is it that is going to shoot us out of the cannon?  To lift us 
out of living in a realm of limitation, into living and moving in a realm of 
absolute liberty?  What are we looking for?  Are we looking for something 
externally?  Or are we looking for something to happen internally?  We 
know the answer, for in final analysis, it is about the change He is doing 
within us.   

 You are very special and very unique.  You are not here by 
coincidence or circumstance.  You are here by destiny and God’s plan.  
And you are a part, an intrinsic part, of His plan in the wrap up of all 
things.  That is how significant each of God’s sons are.  An unveiling of 
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the Lord, within His sons, is happening that is progressively shifting 
their paradigm, more and more.   

 John the Baptist was Elijah the prophet, and yet John the Baptist 
didn’t know who he was.  Does that sound familiar?  Each of you who are 
here in the earth at this time, are more unique than you know, very 
similar to John the Baptist. 

 During this time, we have a company of prophets, men and women 
of God, from ages past, here in the earth at this time to receive their 
inheritance.  The sons are still waking up, and the light is beginning to 
come on within them.  What is coming is absolute clarity.  

 To jump tracks (from the path we have been on) into sonship isn’t 
going to occur without this quickening that needs to happen.  It’s time 
that God’s sons remember.  Changing tracks is going to involve some 
element within us that remembers, and comes alive.   

 Do you recall what happened at the time of the Tower3 of Babel?  
That evil, satanic society, knew that if they were in absolute agreement, 
one mind, that they could do anything.  They were empowered 
accordingly, and they knew.  They knew.  They tapped into a principle in 
the realm of spirit.  God saw that, and threw them into confusion and an 
inability to communicate any further.   

 What gave that satanic generation the leverage?  Something had 
been released within them, a door unlocked, of an awareness of their 
capacity of what they could achieve, collectively and probably, 
individually.  That awareness was not a mental concept, something had 
been unlocked within them.  Do you understand?  Something is being 
unlocked within the sons during this time, big time.  

 Something is happening to unlock the door within us.  As the book 
of Revelation references; the seals4 are being taken off the book.  I know 
the seals have been in the process of being removed from us, and the 
further we go in this process, the more we can expect great changes to 
happen within us. 

 The sons are a living book.  They are the word of God, and the 
seals are progressively being removed from them.  At some point one of 
these seals is going to be the very factor that unlocks the quickening or 
the illumination or the ability to see.  How does the word go?  You will 
know5 even as you are already known.  The spirit world already knows, to 
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a certain degree, but the promise is that you will know even as you are 
known.  You will know. 

 The sons are on a rapid path to resurrection life.  They will have 
to change tracks, in the process.  The push is on, we know that, and the 
word is; “You will know5 even as you are known.”  That is the button that 
has to be pushed.  That is what has to happen; this quickening, this 
enlightenment. 

 We have been sitting in the jail cell with the door open, and God is 
saying, “Come out. Come out.”  This is happening.  

 There is so much right here at the door.  If you know that He 
hears you in what you have asked, then you know that you have received 
it.  The whole key is that He has heard you.   

 14This is the confidence which we have before Him, that, if 
we ask anything according to His will, He hears us.  15And if we 
know that He hears us in whatever we ask, we know that we have 
the requests which we have asked from Him (1 John 5:14-15). 

 Whatever it takes to bring that last bit of spiritual ignition that 
will position us to change tracks and bring the transformation; that is 
travail of the sons.  We realize the change is an internal thing that 
happens within us as we really come alive, as we really remember.  And 
all of that gives us the leverage as we stand in His presence, that it is 
impossible for Him to deny us because we know.  We know5 even as we 
have been known.  And we know that whatever we ask, He has granted it. 

 That is the leverage coming.  Something that just quickens you 
where all of a sudden the solid wall you have seen before you, ceases to 
be.  It may have been solid yesterday, but today you realize it’s not solid.  
It’s a very loose composite of molecules, and you can walk right through 
this wall.  And the Lord would be the very first to tell you, “Yes, you can.”  

 The word over the years has come several times concerning our 
capacities as His sons; “You can translate.  You’re not limited to this 
place.  You can translate to anywhere you want.”  He tried to explain it to 
me but I couldn’t understand it.  But just the fact that He was trying to 
explain it to me was kind of interesting, because He does not see us as 
limited.  But we do. 

 We may look at the wall and say, “Well, that’s a solid wall.”  But it 
wasn’t to the Lord.  He could pass right through it.  We can translate 
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anywhere, in an instant of time, if we just knew that we could.  God 
hasn’t denied us it’s here.   

 We are here at the door.  And we don’t have to work up to this.  
We don’t have to try and prove ourselves.  We just have to enter into this 
change.  It is time that we know5 even as we have been known.  The sons 
are the “mojo” ministry that all of creation is anxiously waiting for.  
Anxiously. 

  All of the saints from ages past are waiting for the sons to really 
realize who they are: that internal breakthrough within them where the 
door is unlocked.  When that door is fully unlocked, then everything 
changes.  And that is the door we are at.  I don’t want to keep them 
waiting any longer.  

 I know the prayer in the book of Revelation says, “How long6, O 
Lord before thou will revenge us?  How long?”  His reply, “As soon as the 
sons that I have sent into the earth realize who they are, then the end 
shall come.  Then we’ll see it happen.”. 

 Each of God’s sons are a heavy-duty mojo ministry in themselves, 
they just don’t know it yet.  But this is the time for the unveiling.  We are 
waiting for the first domino to fall, and that is going to happen because 
the sons break through this veil. 

Scriptures 

1 Philippians 2:13  working in us both to do and will 

New American Standard Bible  
for it is God who is at work in you, both to will and to work for His good pleasure. 

2 Genesis 11:1-9  Tower of Babel, one mind, one accord, one agreement 

1Now the whole world had one language and a common speech. 2As people moved 
eastward,a they found a plain in Shinarb and settled there.3They said to each other, “Come, 
let’s make bricks and bake them thoroughly.” They used brick instead of stone, and tar for 
mortar. 4Then they said, “Come, let us build ourselves a city, with a tower that reaches to 
the heavens, so that we may make a name for ourselves; otherwise we will be scattered 
over the face of the whole earth.” 5But the Lord came down to see the city and the tower 
the people were building. 6The Lord said, “If as one people speaking the same language 
they have begun to do this, then nothing they plan to do will be impossible for them. 
7Come, let us go down and confuse their language so they will not understand each other.” 
8So the Lord scattered them from there over all the earth, and they stopped building the 
city. 9That is why it was called Babel —because there the Lord confused the language of 
the whole world. From there the Lord scattered them over the face of the whole earth. 
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4 Revelation 6:1  seals are taken off the books 

New American Standard Bible  
Then I saw when the Lamb broke one of the seven seals, and I heard one of the four living 
creatures saying as with a voice of thunder, "Come." 

5 1 Corinthians 13:12 will know as you are known 

New American Standard Bible  
For now we see in a mirror dimly, but then face to face; now I know in part, but then I will 
know fully just as I also have been fully known. 

6 Revelation 6:10  how long O Lord? 

New American Standard Bible  
and they cried out with a loud voice, saying, "How long, O Lord, holy and true, will You 
refrain from judging and avenging our blood on those who dwell on the earth?" 
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Chapter 36 

 
Beyond The Veil 

 
  “In Thy light, we see light.” (Psalms 36:9) 

 During this time, the sons are being caught up1 to the presence of 
the Father, which is in the realm of absolute light.  The Father exists in 
the realm of light, something we have not experienced before, to this 
degree, but it will become our abiding place very soon.    

 How does the word go in Matthew?  “Blessed are the pure in 
heart, for they shall see God.” (Matthew 5:8)  

 With purity comes sight, and with sight, change.  The sons are 
quickly ascending into the Father’s house, as the purifying process has 
ramped up. 

 It is in this light that God is exposing that which has been hidden 
in your life, areas which you have not seen before.  The sons are being 
birthed and baptized into the realm of light, and all things are becoming 
visible and made known to them.  That is an experience that is 
happening.  The veil is being removed, but it is being removed because we 
are being caught up into the Father’s presence. 

 “But there is nothing covered up that will not be revealed, 
and hidden that will not be known.” (Luke 12:2) 

 “But all things become visible when they are exposed by 
the light, for everything that becomes visible is light.” (Ephesians 
5:13) 

 One of the elements that we are experiencing as we make this 
transition, into the realm of light, is what I would call the fixed focus, but 
it is a great deal more than that. 

 More than we have understood, we are beginning to experience 
what I would call an intense or fixed focus or; atoniso.   This Greek word, 
atoniso, is translated fixed focus, but it means a great deal more than 
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that.  It is a focus where your spirit literally extends a cord, or particle of 
union.  So, it is more than a mental exercise, it actually becomes an 
extension of your spirit. 

 We translate this Greek word, atoniso, as fixed or intense focus, 
but this does it an injustice.  There is no dictionary that can best capture 
the essence of what this type of focus truly is, for it is a focus of our spirit, 
not our soul.  And, as we have said, we are making a transition from 
living in the realm of the soul, to living in the realm of spirit.  And with 
that, the transition from the soul sitting on the throne, to your own spirit.   

 So, we are talking about a focus of our spirit, which literally 
involves an extension of yourself.  This is the type of focus that was 
experienced by Peter and John outside the gates of Jerusalem.  The word 
says that they looked on the man that was sick and said, “Silver and gold4 
have we none, but what we have we give you.”  They fixed4 their gaze 
upon him, and he was healed. 

 “But Peter, along with John, fixed his gaze on him and 
said, "Look at us!" (Acts 3:4) 

 Something happened in the focus of these two upon this sick man 
that was more than just looking intently upon someone.  It was an 
extension that happened from them to this man that brought an 
impartation and change.  That is the atoniso focus of our spirit.  

 How do we get there?  So often the Lord puts things before you 
that are outside your paradigm, or comfort zone, and it can challenge you 
greatly.  This is speaking of an element of our spirit, which is beginning 
to happen, because of the ascendency of our spirit over our soul.  The 
more this ascendency happens, the more the spirit moves into control, 
and the more we’re going to find a whole new level of experience born out 
of the function of our spirit. 

 This is what the men and women and children in the book of 
Hebrews had.  Something happened to them and they experienced a type 
of “atoniso” focus, as they dwelled in the light.  We read that they saw 
from a distance, they saw way into the future, the provision of 
resurrection life and the provision of sonship that was to come.  And, as 
the book of Hebrews references, they reached in and grabbed it.  They got 
a hold of it.  

 There are short windows of time happening, more frequently now, 
where as you dwell in the light, the veil is pealed back and you see.  What 
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you often see is where you are headed.  You see the provision.  You see 
what’s coming.  And in that instant your spirit latches onto it.   

 What happens in that type of experience?  Your spirit has thrown 
out a lifeline, you might say.  There has been an “atoniso” scenario 
happening where a particle of union has left from you and connected into 
that which you saw; just like the men and women in Hebrews.  
Something is happening, more than what we understand, when the realm 
of sight opens up.   

 When you see something, for just a moment of time, there is 
something that happens in the connection and you are pulled up into it.  
We may not even be aware of what is happening, but it doesn’t matter.  It 
only took a millisecond and you latched onto it.   

 This is what happens as you begin to go through this process of 
being pulled up into the realm of light.  In the book of Hebrews, what they 
saw was hundreds of years into the future; but as the sons see it, it is no 
longer in the future, but it is right here in the present, because this is the 
time for fulfillment. 

 This experience of “atoniso”, this fixed focus, is an aspect of 
sonship that is coming, where we can literally create and do anything by 
virtue of what we determine and gaze upon.  There is no doubt something 
is beginning to happen within the sons.  Note, I did not say “to the sons”, 
but, “within the sons.” 

 For our part, we are groaning and travailing to get into this.  And 
we’re trying to figure out what more we can do  The shift that is opening 
up is really tied into our preparation.  This is what will bring in the 
kingdom.  It’s not based upon the soul.  It’s not based upon your 
discipline.  It’s not based upon your devotional life.  It’s entirely based 
upon the spirit.  And as you are ready, God brings you into it.  And the 
doors open up.  How do you bring in the kingdom?  Atoniso; the magic 
word. 

 It is time to bring the kingdom in, but, it has to be born of your 
spirit, not soul. 

 The further we go down this path, the more we are going to 
understand that this is really all about the revealing of our spirit.  It’s not 
what you are in your soul, but it is who and what you are in your spirit 
that is the key here.  God is birthing the sons into the realm of light.  This 
is happening right now; be aware! 
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 One of the fringe benefits with this change, is that which has been 
hidden becomes visible, because in His light, we see all things.  Even the 
minutest things will no longer be hidden.  

 We’re not even talking about the satanic side that hides in 
darkness; we are just talking about things that have been hidden from 
your eyes.  All of a sudden in the realm of light these things become 
visible to you.  And you may look at something and say, “Well I thought 
that this was the issue, or this was the issue, and this is the answer I 
need.”  Yet, as you are birthed into the realm of light you say, “My gosh it 
was none of that.  This is the issue and this is the issue and this is the 
answer.  Done.”    

 In the realm of light all things become known.  The realm of light 
intrigues me deeply, because our Father is the Father of lights and we are 
the sons of light. We are only now beginning to understand what an 
incredible creation the sons of God are. 

 In a moment of time, when the veil parted, I saw a different life 
that we are going to live.  A whole different mindset of how we have seen 
everything around us is going to change.  A word came a few years ago, 
“You’re going to barely remember what it was like to have lived under a 
life of oppression and battle and warfare, limitation and lack.  It will be 
like a very faint, faint memory.”  

 As we move through this change we will not carry the baggage of 
our mind and how our mind thinks and how our mind is set into this 
level.  As we pass through this veil, that which has remained of our 
carnal mind, is going to be removed and replaced by the mind of Christ.   

 “Behold I am doing something new, will you be 
aware?”  (Isaiah 43:19)   

 Everything is being made new for the sons.  You will not even 
have the capability to think in terms of limitation.  This is what I saw.  
The capability of that is even gone.  It is time to fully wake up.  
Something new is happening in the earth, and that “something”, is the 
sons of God. 

 Something is happening within our spirit that is laying hold of 
that which is just on the other side of the veil.  The more we get these 
glimpses, the more our spirit is going to latch on, and bring it into being.   
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 The sons are living in the realm of light and they are coming to 
live in the realm of light.  Everything is changing.  We are reaching into 
something on the other side of this veil, and we are walking into it.  We 
are locking into a new provision, a new level of existence, even though we 
may only see glimpses. 

 “Now Elijah said to Ahab, "Go up, eat and drink; for there 
is the sound of the roar of a heavy shower. So Ahab went up to eat 
and drink. But Elijah went up to the top of Carmel; and he 
crouched down on the earth and put his face between his knees. 
He said to his servant, "Go up now, look toward the sea." So he 
went up and looked and said, "There is nothing."  And he said, "Go 
back" seven times. It came about at the seventh time, that he said, 
"Behold, a cloud as small as a man's hand is coming up from the 
sea." And he said, "Go up, say to Ahab, Prepare your chariot and 
go down, so that the heavy shower does not stop you. In a little 
while the sky grew black with clouds and wind, and there was a 
heavy shower.  And Ahab rode and went to Jezreel. Then the 
hand of the LORD was on Elijah, and he girded up his loins and 
outran Ahab to Jezreel.” (1 Kings 18:41-46). 

 Do you remember the story of Elijah outrunning the rain?  He 
prayed and prayed for rain, and the moment he saw a cloud the size of a 
man’s hand, then he knew he had it.  This word is a cloud the size of a 
man’s hand for the sons.  It is here, now.  Now we must gird our loins and 
run for it.  All it took was a glimpse. We know it is here, now, for the 
taking. 

 In a moment of time the curtain is being pulled back.  The sons 
are seeing the provision. We are the sons of light, and the sons of light are 
coming to birth now. 

 This is who you are.  The sons of light are beginning to change the 
playing field and will continue to change the playing field as they move 
forward.  Just keep speaking the word.  We don’t have to make this 
happen, because it has already begun!    
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Scriptures 

1 Revelation 12:5  caught up 

New American Standard Bible  
And she gave birth to a son, a male child, who is to rule all the nations with a rod of iron; 
and her child was caught up to God and to His throne. 

3Acts 3:5   silver and gold have we none 

New American Standard Bible  
But Peter said, "I do not possess silver and gold, but what I do have I give to you: In the 
name of Jesus Christ the Nazarene-- walk!" 

4 Acts 3:4   fixed their gaze 

New American Standard Bible  
But Peter, along with John, fixed his gaze on him and said, "Look at us!" 
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Chapter 37 

 
Coming In & Going Out 

 
  It is interesting to reflect back upon the word that God is 

speaking; the time table of the words He brings, the dreams He brings, 
the visions, and the signs.  We have always taught that when signs come 
in the body, that the signs are for a very present application.   

 We go into great depth about the signs in the spirit in book 1, “The 
Manifestation of the Sons of God.”  Signs come to give you a deeper 
insight into what is happening and unfolding, and they are to be taken 
quite seriously. 

 The same thing happens with words that God brings and visions 
that come.  Even though it may seem like the vision may be far into the 
future, there is a certain present tense about everything that God brings, 
a time table that pertains to the time that you are walking in - at that 
moment. 

 We are going to talk about something that has been coming for a 
number of years.  God has been slowly and gradually, preparing the sons 
for a transition; a transition even before we fully possess resurrection life.   
We will read from a couple of scriptures to set the stage.  

 Let’s go to 1 John. “This is the message we have heard from 
Him and announce to you, that God is Light, and in Him there is 
no darkness at all. If we say that we have fellowship with Him 
and yet walk in the darkness, we lie and do not practice the truth; 
but if we walk in the Light as He Himself is in the Light, we have 
fellowship with one another, and the blood of Jesus His Son 
cleanses us from all sin.”  (1 John 1:5-7) 

 You can look at that scripture from a couple of different 
perspectives. Nothing is ever black and white, it seems.  This scripture 
has most often been applied to the basic fellowship of the church.  A 
church, walking free of the bonds of the soul, (if they were able to attain 
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that) would be able to walk in the purity of the light of His presence, and, 
have fellowship and walk in oneness.  This level has not really been 
attained at this point, because this deals with the death of the soul 
nature. 

 However, let’s look at this from another perspective.  What we 
want to address is the fellowship with the saints of light, from both sides 
of the veil.  As we walk progressively more and more in the light, as He 
Himself is in the light, then we have fellowship with one another.  A cross 
over happens between the veil as we move more and more deeply into 
truly walking in the light.   

 This is a reality we have seen and known, yet the work of the 
cross has delayed this from fully happening; the sons are still coming out 
of the realm of soul and the realm of inner conflicts.  But, as we step 
further and further away from the realm of the soul, then, and only then, 
are we able to really begin to walk in the light. 

 God’s sons are on a sojourn into sonship, and all do walk in a 
measure of light; but, they have also walked concurrently in the realm of 
the soul.  However, the more you experience this shift out of the soul, the 
more you will experience a growing awareness of those with whom we 
walk, and a fellowship with them.  This is very exciting because this is 
happening now at a much more rapid pace.  The need for the connection 
through the veil with those in the cloud is becoming far more important 
than we understand.     

 Elijah had achieved this “crossover,” to a great degree.  I don’t 
know all that Elijah went through, but I do know that he went through 
many, many things.  However, when he was approached his response 
was: “I am Elijah who stands1 in the presence of the Lord.”  Was Elijah 
perfect at that point?  No, there was much he was yet going to go through.  
Yet, in his sojourn, he had come to a point where he was able to truly say 
… not by faith … but by his level of experience and knowing, that he truly 
was Elijah who stood in the presence of God. 

 We are coming to that point; coming to that point very quickly 
now.  Before, it was a pin dot in the far distance … a goal that the sons 
were heading towards.  But it is changing now, because we are at the 
time of deep changes.  This reality is going to become the new reality for 
God’s sons, for they truly will say, “I am he, I am she, who stands in the 
presence of God.” 
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 That’s was Christ’s calling card as well.  “I am Jesus the Christ 
who stands in the presence of God the Father.”  He may not have directly 
said that, but that was His reality.  This, too, is becoming the reality of 
the sons.  

 The very last elements of darkness are being removed from within 
the saints.   

 “This is the message we have heard from Him and 
announce to you, that God is Light, and in Him there is no 
darkness at all.” (1 John 1:5)   

 This will be said of the sons, for in them nothing will be found.   

 I can’t say that we have yet attained that.  Even Paul in 
Philippians 3 had not attained it; he was always wrestling with fears 
within and fears without.  It was not an easy sojourn for Paul.  But he 
was reaching, coming to that place where God fully brought him out of 
any last vestige of darkness that would remain within him. 

 In like manner, God has been removing any last spot or wrinkle 
out of the sons.  The sons are coming to the place where they will say, 
“Satan comes and finds nothing2 within me.”  You can only say that as the 
last vestiges of darkness, those little pockets, are removed.  This is why 
your path has been so arduous, so demanding, so probing, and so deep, 

 These changes come with a new level of life, and we’ve seen it 
coming for years now.  It’s been on the horizon.  God has been speaking 
about it, but it’s getting closer now; so close, that I believe it’s time.  It’s 
time, even before the change of resurrection life fully impacts us.  It’s 
time that we transition from this level of life into another level of life.  
This is where we keyed off of 1 John.  If we have fellowship with one 
another—if you dwell in the light and—let me read it again.  Let’s be 
exact here:   

 “but if we walk in the Light as He Himself is in the Light, 
we have fellowship with one another, the blood of Jesus His Son 
cleanses us from all sin.”  (1 John 1:7) 

 We are coming to really walk in the realm of light, which is so 
exciting to truly grasp.  This is not to say that we haven’t, but we are 
talking about a much deeper level.  A much deeper level.  To come and 
really have that fellowship with the Father and that fellowship with the 
Son, and to have that fellowship with one another; the church visible, and 
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invisible.  Your destiny, among many other things, is to live in His 
presence.  We are here.   

 God is drawing the sons into a transition, and He is at the door 
knocking.  Everything is pointing to this time that we are now in.  God is 
beginning to bring His sons into a level of redemption that will give them 
access to both worlds at the same time - to live both in the spirit and in 
the natural; to have access. 

 When God brings a word, or a vision, it is for a present 
application.  He doesn’t bring words or visions at this point as He did to 
Daniel.  So many of the things that God showed Daniel were for the days 
far in the future.  And the only answer He had for Daniel was, “Go your 
way3 Daniel.  You will lie down and sleep and I will raise you up at the 
end of days to receive your inheritance.”  And Daniel was faithful.   

 But we are at this time now.  And the visions and dreams and 
words come for a present application that we might link hands with the 
Lord and say, “Lord, I hear what You are saying.  I desire it.  I know 
Lord, that You desire this far more than we do.  Your desire for a 
relationship with us is so far greater than our desire for a relationship 
with You, and that can be hard to comprehend.  

 God’s desire to commune with us is so far greater than our desire 
to commune with Him, and yet this is what He’s doing.  It is His will that 
we be drawn up higher, that we begin to walk in both worlds at the same 
time, with an access to go in and go out.   

 Let’s go back to Psalm 12:1.  

   “I will lift up my eyes to the mountains; from where shall 
my help come?  My help comes from the LORD, Who made heaven 
and earth.  He will not allow your foot to slip; He who keeps you 
will not slumber.  Behold, He who keeps Israel Will neither 
slumber nor sleep.  The LORD is your keeper; The LORD is your 
shade on your right hand. The sun will not smite you by day, nor 
the moon by night. The LORD will protect you from all evil; He 
will keep your soul. The LORD will guard your going out and 
your coming in from this time forth and forever.” (Psalm 121:1-8) 

 That is a deeply mystical passage.  Deeply mystical because we 
are being brought into an access and ability to go in and go out - to 
transition into the realm of sprit and yet move back into this natural 
plane, just like it was second nature.  The ability to move in and to move 
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back freely.  The Lord has spoken most recently: “It’s time for this.” 
Prepare your hearts.  Set your mind.  He wants to take you into another 
level of existence. 

 While this word is a word for now, it does not overshadow any of 
the words which have come.  This is another word that continues to 
pinpoint the time that we are in and what He has in store for the sons, 
right now.   

 Imagine the ability to move in and out of the realm of His 
presence.  Imagine that you have been brought into the realm of Light 
and that no darkness dwells within you any longer.  Imagine and know 
that this is the time that He is going to take you into a level of abiding in 
the realm of His presence, in the realm of Light that will change forever 
how you have functioned.  It is time now. 

 “The LORD will guard your going out and your coming in 
from this time forth and forever.”  (Psalm 121:8) 

Scriptures 

1 1Kings 18:15  Elijah who stands in the presence of the Lord 

New American Standard Bible  
Elijah said, "As the LORD of hosts lives, before whom I stand, I will surely show myself to 
him today." 

2 John 14:30   finds nothing in me 

New American Standard Bible  
"I will not speak much more with you, for the ruler of the world is coming, and he has 
nothing in Me; 

3 Daniel 12:9   go your way Daniel 

New American Standard Bible  
He said, "Go your way, Daniel, for these words are concealed and sealed up until the end 
time. 
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Chapter 38 

 
Resurrection Life Is Here 

 
  How does the scripture go in Proverbs?... “It is the glory of God 

to conceal1 a matter and the glory of kings to seek it 
out.” (Proverbs 25:2)   I’m speaking to the kings2 and priests; all of you 
reading this book.  We are sitting in the counsel room of the Most High.  
Shall we do a little visualization as we start this?  

Imagine yourself in an ancient room, a room that is hewn out of 
rock and here we are sitting around a table.  The Ancient of Days is here 
and we are there; the kings and priests of the Most High God.  Now, hold 
that picture in your mind as we review this word.  This is who you are, 
and what we are going to do is to take another major step in our 
unwrapping. 

 The sons have been on a path of being unwrapped, yet they 
haven’t really quite understood the process.  What happens when God 
unwraps you?  The dynamics of this go very deep, and without eyes to see, 
it becomes very hard to recognize just what is happening within you.  
Realize, you are not striving to become; you have already become.  You 
are the sons of God, you just have not fully grasped it.  You haven’t 
understood it.  You haven’t realized it on the plane that is needed.   

 Where is the block?  The carnal mind.  It is interesting how the 
mind works, because the mind keeps building walls and barriers, yet the 
command has always been: “Let go!”  This needs to be something that is 
in your consciousness constantly, because if it is not in your thinking, 
then you will forget.  Remembering takes constant diligence, and the sons 
have a great deal to remember.  This is one of the functions of the Holy 
Spirit, to bring to remembrance those things which He has spoken to you. 

God is continually saying, “Step outside the box.”  “But Lord, I 
stepped outside the box.”  Well, you did yesterday, however you’ve already 
created another box.  “Well, how did I do that?”  That is just how the mind 
works, always analyzing and defining.  Understand you are not your 
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mind.  “Really?  How does that work?” You are not your mind.  Look at it
—you are your spirit and you’re still coming to learn and understand 
what that is and who you are.  

 You need to understand the mind.  Look at the mind like a 
machine; a very complex machine, a tool of your soul.  This machine that 
can both be a channel of blessing or a hindrance to it.  When you pass to 
the other side, what happens?  Well, the machine goes quiet.  The soul 
sleeps, the spirit moves on.  Understand, you are not your mind; the mind 
is only a tool which your spirit has been given.  How about all of those 
brilliant, genius people that think they’ve just really got it.  They don’t 
know how much they’ve missed it.   

 Your mind helps to define your idiosyncrasies, your personality, 
your soul, but that is not who you are.  This has been part of the 
challenge, to get out of relating to yourself in that modality; in that way.   

 To a great extent, we function by habit.  The subconscious mind 
gets into a certain track, and you end up living your life in “auto pilot.” 
You don’t even realize how you go and live your day, day by day by day, 
because you function by rote.  bIt gets kind of interesting, because the 
mind functions by habit or rote more than we understand. 

 We can have a tendency to get into a mode of automatic pilot, and 
that is why God is coming back and saying, “You’ve got to live in the 
moment.”  And you can’t live in the moment in autopilot.  It doesn’t work.   

 How will sonship happen?  How will this transition come to pass?  
Lord, how are You going to do this?   We have been down this path for a 
long time and we are not even sure of what to expect.   

 On the Day of Pentecost, the disciples didn’t know what to expect.  
It was beyond their “reality.”  At this juncture in time we’re looking for 
something that is way outside of our paradigm as well … we are talking 
about resurrection life and the renewal3 of the body—Romans 8.  

 “And not only this, but we ourselves having the first fruits 
of the Spirit, even we ourselves groan within ourselves, waiting 
eagerly for our adoption as sons, (which is what?) - the redemption 
of our body.”  (Romans 8:23) 

  And Romans 12:2. “And don’t be conformed to this world, 
but be transformed by the renewing of your mind, so that you 
may prove what the will of God is.” (Romans 12:2) We’re dealing 
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with something here that is fascinating, the manifestation of sonship - the 
out-working of the redemption of the body – which is tied into the 
renewing of the mind.  Everything that will happen to you is tied into the 
renewing of your mind.   

 In the past, we have spoken about coming out of a state of 
believing into a state of knowing.  I don’t want to believe for something, 
especially when God has said that He’s already given it to me.  “Well, I’m 
believing for this.”  And why are you believing?  Because you don’t know.  
Why don’t you know?  Because something hasn’t clicked yet within your 
mind where you begin to realize that already you have it.  It is very much 
tied into the renewing of the mind. 

 What is the word?  … You have been blessed with every spiritual4 
blessing.  Is that a truth and a reality, or is that not?  To whom does that 
word apply?  You.  We must have that epiphany where we begin to 
“know” what we have received.  It is time to leave the realm of 
“believing.”   

 You have all authority6 in heaven and in earth, but we can no 
longer just believe that. The “I believe that” doesn’t work anymore.  It 
never really worked anyway.  It was a product of the soul, in the day of 
the church age.  The only thing that works in the day of the kingdom is; “I 
know.”  And the only way that you can say, “I know that” is because 
something happens within your mind where the light comes on.  The 
minute you know, your reality or paradigm makes a huge shift.  

 A word came from the Lord a few years back.  That word; “You’ve 
already got it.  You’ve already got it.”  And I’m saying, “Well, I believe.  I 
believe.”  But that doesn’t compute.  You say, “I’ve got it.  I don’t see it, 
but I believe.  But I’m missing something in this equation, Father.”  And 
the missing element is that “X” factor within your mind where all of a 
sudden something happens and it clicks. 

 Yogis and Shamans in India and other countries of the world, 
have been documented doing some very unusual feats.  Are they of God?  
No.  Is there some anointing that we don’t perceive that these men have?  
No.  All that they have done is to harness some of the innate capabilities 
within the mind, the soul, which ceases to believe in what cannot be, and 
believe in what can be.   As such, they are able to do what we would call 
“miraculous” feats, but their feats are not miraculous; they just believe 
outside of the box in what can be done, and they do it.  What is wrong 
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with the sons of God?  They still need to realize that they can do 
anything.  Anything!  All things are possible…. If you only believe.  

 Let’s talk about what is happening here.  What is this all about?  
What happens when someone gets demon possessed, per se?  The spirit 
possesses the individual and amazing feats are done.  What happened to 
Samson7?  The spirit of the Lord came on him and he could do anything.  
How did he do it?  How? Obviously, he wasn’t working out day and night 
with such muscles that he was able to do it.  How did he do it?  Well, the 
spirit of the Lord came upon him; that is all it took.   

 There are yogis over in India that can just put out their hands and 
manifest food out of nowhere.  It may not seem like a great feat to you, 
but it’s definitely not the norm.  How do they do that?  How do they just 
manifest something in their palm instantly?  What’s happening?  All of 
these things are related because it has to do with the scope of the mind. 

 Everything concerning sonship is keyed around one thing:  the 
breakthrough of the renewing3 of the mind.   

 “And do not be conformed to this world, but be 
transformed by the renewing of your mind.” (Romans 12:2) 

 How are we transformed?  By and through the renewing of the 
mind. 

 Why is it becoming more difficult to relate to people the further 
down the path you go?  Simple.  As you’ve gone through the work8 of the 
cross, God has been transforming your mind.  You have begun to hear and 
see on a new level, and this alone, distances you more and more from the 
“world” about you.   

 What are we reaching for?  “Resurrection life.”  How?  How do you 
think it will happen? “Well, He’s going to break through upon me.”  How?  
Are you just going to be slain in the Spirit?  What we are reaching for is 
tied into something of the renewing and redemption of the mind that is 
happening right now. 

 What happens when the Lord meets you?  You are changed.  As 
the word speaks….changed, from glory to glory.  We’re changed 
progressively more and more into His image with each appearing.  What 
really happens when the Lord appears to you?  A change happens within 
your mind.  When you are changed it’s because something within your 
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thinking has changed and a light has come on and a transformation has 
taken place. 

 What are we reaching for right now?  We’re reaching for 
resurrection life.  We’re reaching for the redemption of the body - the 
adoption of sonship.  Woe to us if we don’t attain it, for we have not been 
brought to this point just to go around the mountain over and over and 
die.  Not interested.  Doesn’t work for me.  We have been brought forth 
that God will reveal Himself within us.  And it comes together.  The 
missing “X” factor.  Something within your mind clicks. 

 “I can do all things through Him who strengthens 
me.” (Philippians 4:13) 

 We already have the capability to do anything.  We are not 
limited, even though we may still feel that we are.  “I can do all things9 in 
Christ.”  Well, that’s fine.  We’re talking about the redemption of the 
mind.  You are not limited.  I am not limited.  Does that bother you?  It 
bothers me.   

 All the promises that God has spoken, bother me.  I have a 
problem with them, because I believe, but I don’t see.  And I want to know 
why.  “Well, just some more work8 of the cross.  More dying out.  Well, 
we’ve been down this path for 40 years.”  That doesn’t work for me either.  
Granted, as we die out, He comes forth within us.  We’ve been down this 
road of the purifying10 work of the cross. We know the process.  We know 
the path.  And we’ve given ourselves to it.  But there is something else 
that we need to be looking for. 

 When you get the perception to really see what the Lord is doing 
in your life, then you are able to link hands with Him and really bring it 
to pass, the two of you working together. “Lord, I see what You are trying 
to do.  I reach in and embrace the cross.  I embrace whatever it is that 
You’re seeing and I know that we can bring this to pass, Lord.  It can 
happen.  I’m not going to buck it; I’m not going to sidestep it.  I’m going to 
embrace it.  I’m going to embrace the change.”   

 Resurrection life is here at the doorstep.  We can’t have another 
year of going around the mountain believing for resurrection life or the 
redemption11 of the body.  We can’t do that another year or two years, or 
five years.  We have to break the tape, and I am convinced that it is tied 
into the ability to see.  This is why God has been so diligent, “Break the 
bonds!  Break the bonds!  Break them again!  Step outside the box!  Let 
go!”  
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 We need to understand that there is an “X” factor that’s been 
hovering over us, and that “X” factor is the quickening.  We can call it a 
lot of different things - an inner awakening, an epiphany, or the Day Star 
arising.  How does that promise go? … Until the Day Star arises in 
your heart.  That Day Star is rising pretty quickly right now.  And what 
happens? It all begins to come together.   

 “So, we have the prophetic word made more sure, to which 
you do well to pay attention as to a lamp shining in a dark place, 
until the day dawns and the morning star arises in your 
hearts.”  (2 Peter 1:19) 

 Our mind is being renewed2 and we are being transformed by it.  
You’re ceasing to see yourself as these limited, finite beings.  You’re 
beginning to understand that you are blessed with every spiritual 
blessing in the heavenly places, and you are able to do all things.  There 
are no limitations.  God is trying to blow us out of the cannon of our 
limitations and say, “You know what sons, I’ve got to do something here 
because you’re not quite getting it.  I’ve already given it to you.  You’ve 
already got it.  In many ways you’ve already been here, and you have 
already done this.” 

 How close are we to resurrection life?  It can happen in a moment.  
It can happen tonight.  Tomorrow.  It can happen in five minutes.  Right 
now.  I believe it’s all tied in to just one thing; a deep inner renewing of 
your mind where you wake up and realize that it is “game over.” That is 
what I’m looking for in our times of waiting before the Lord.  Whether It 
is quiet times in the closet, in the bedroom, driving on the freeway, or 
whether you’re at a desk working; the inner you is waiting upon Him. 

 What are you looking for?  I’m looking for that renewing.  I’m 
looking for that “X” factor where all of a sudden it clicks, and when that 
happens, you will know it.   

 The mind is such a complex machine, if you want to call it that.  
We understand so little of it. The power that the mind has to create 
illusion and deception is staggering, and this has been the battleground.  
The battleground has been in the mind.  People say, “Well, I’m sick.  I 
have this.  I have that.”  Maybe.   But what if you knew that it was all an 
illusion?  That you didn’t have to accept it.  It would be gone in an 
instant.   

 How often Jesus just cast out the spirits that were harassing 
people. He would simply cast them out, and the problems or illnesses 
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would vanish in a moment of time.  You see, none of this is valid.  It’s only 
valid if you believe.  It’s valid because you’ve grown up in your sojourn on 
this mental level of humanity.  And God has been trying to say, “You are 
not human.  You are a new thing I am doing.  And I’m trying to get you 
out of humanity.  I’m trying to deliver you out of everything that would 
tie you or bind you to human kind as we’ve known it.  Because you are not 
that!  Nor have you ever been.  You are a son whom I have sent.” 

 How often has this happened to you?  You are in the midst of 
heavy warfare and then something clicks within you, and you realize, “I 
don’t have to accept this.”  And instantly it’s gone.  The enemy is very 
efficient in working against you, within your limitations and your belief 
system.  But he is deathly feared when the sons truly begin to wake up, 
which they are doing.  When you wake up and come alive, you realize that 
you have all dominion6, all power and authority in heaven and in earth.  
And that’s where we are.  Right here. 

 This is a clarion call.  We are right smack in the middle of this 
time that the sons are to experience the change of their body, which is the 
confirmation of sonship (Romans 8). It is right here, and we are in the 
middle of this.  Once we truly know, then our change will be 
instantaneous.  

 Lord we are looking for the redemption of this mind to be 
completed.  It’s time for all the lights to come on.  We are tired of living in 
the dark, seeing only partial12.  When we really see who we are, it will 
absolutely floor us.  I know that, because I’ve seen it coming.  Beyond 
words, it will absolutely floor you.  

 “For we know in part and we prophesy in part; but when 
the perfect comes, the partial will be done away. When I was a 
child, I used to speak like a child, think like a child, reason like a 
child; when I became a man, I did away with childish things. For 
now we see in a mirror dimly, but then face to face; now I know in 
part, but then I will know fully just as I also have been fully 
known.” (1st Corinthians 13:9-12) 

 I don’t know what these Yogis or other ones went through in their 
upbringing, but it helped them to see outside of perceived limitations and 
to realize that they weren’t chained to humanity as everyone else is.  
Everyone else is chained with a ball and a chain to the perception that 
exists within humanity.   
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 Humanity is so sterile; people have no insight, no perception, and 
no ability to see.  The ball and chain that is around hundreds of millions 
of people has created a massive global consciousness of oppression and 
limitation …  all fostered and manipulated by the satanic spirit world.   

 Out of the ashes comes forth a small nucleus of people, the sons of 
God, whom God is birthing.  They have come up under the oppression, 
under the canopy, under the illusion of this present age, while God has 
been delivering them out all of the limitations that exist upon humanity. 

 “Therefore, COME OUT FROM THEIR MIDST AND BE 
SEPARATE," says the Lord. "AND DO NOT TOUCH WHAT IS 
UNCLEAN; And I will welcome you. And I will be a father to you, 
And you shall be sons and daughters to Me," Says the Lord 
Almighty.” (2nd Corinthians 6:17-18) 

 God keeps speaking: “Come out13 of her my people.” “Don’t be a 
part3 of this age, for I have delivered you.”  There is a lot more happening 
here than having a different set of values and seeing things differently.  
It’s a whole lot more.  It’s a transformation that happens so deep within 
you that you truly are not a part of this passing age.   This involves a lot 
more than the physical act of leaving a “church”, this involves a deep 
inner change that happens. 

 This has been what you’ve been walking, living, and what you’ve 
been experiencing.  The sons are so much further into this change than 
they know.  And I will tell you this, the final changes are right here at the 
door.  

 This “X” factor transformation within our mind is something we’ve 
got to lean into and say, “Okay, Father, I’ve got an idea how this is going 
to work.  It’s going to work because the transformation of the mind is 
being completed and I see it.  And that’s what I’m reaching for right now, 
Lord.  I’m not reaching for a word.  I’m not reaching for a blessing or a 
healing.  I’m reaching for this one thing - this little “X” factor - concerning 
the renewing of my mind that is happening.  This is the only thing that 
has been separating me from the fullness14 of Christ, and from the 
fullness of who I am, and from realizing who I am.” 

 It’s that little “X” factor where the mind has still been darkened15 
in its understanding, unable to see the truth.  Because the truth, when 
you see it, really does set you free.  But you have to see it.  
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 When every child is born, they can see the spirit.  They can see 
auras.  They can see angels.  But what happens?  They lose that very 
quickly because of their exposure to their peers, their parents, to 
everything around them that shuts that down as quickly as possible.  We 
don’t realize how quickly we’ve been shut down in the very time that we 
came here. “No, you can’t do it.  You can’t do it.  You can’t see.  That’s not 
true.  It’s not real.”  And that is such an illusion. 

 This is what separates the sons of the living God from the millions 
of people that are dead, dying, and already buried.  They have no sight, 
and no ability to see.  God has been renewing the mind within the sons, 
and He’s been putting the fire on you.   

 It’s time for a transformation.  It’s time to step out of the “I 
believe” to the “I know.”  When that happens, every scripture becomes 
your truth and reality.  Everything.  Everything according to life16 and 
godliness belongs to you.  When does this happen? ... After you die on the 
other side?  No.  It happens when you are able to finally see the truth, in 
its fullness.  

 When you know that it’s yours, the dynamics of everything 
changes.  When you stop seeing yourself as limited, then everything 
changes.  That is when the power and the authority are turned loose.   

 Nothing happens until we see for ourselves, and when we see, 
then everything changes. The futility that you’ve lived under, which has 
tried to define you, limit you, and box you in, will be gone in an instant; in 
a twinkling17 of an eye.  

 When is resurrection life going to happen to us?  When we see it; 
when we know that we already have it.  We may not yet know what that 
experience is going to be like, but we will certainly write it down in a book 
at some point when we are on the other side of this change. 

 Life cannot continue the way it has been.  It is time that we see 
that we already have that which we seek.  This has been a word that has 
come a number of times over the last several years.  Different ones have 
shown up and said, “You have what you seek.”  Other ones show up and 
say, “I don’t get it.  I don’t understand why you don’t know who you are.  
We see.  How come you don’t see?”   

 Well, they see because they’re not straddled with the soul mind, 
the carnal mind.  But we’ve been straddled with it.  So, they can see.  
They see who you are.  But you haven’t.  Unfair playing ground, Lord.  
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It’s time for us to see who we are and what we’ve already become and; the 
reality of resurrection life that we already have.  We have all authority6 
in heaven and earth.  “Oh, but I’ve got this ailment.  I’m about ready to 
die.”  Not valid.  Not valid.  Not valid.  

 “Lord, we reach in to the completion of the renewing3 of the mind 
that is happening right now.  Whatever aspect of our mind that is still 
darkened, that still doesn’t see, we reach in to see that changed.  You are 
the light.  We need to recognize that we are the light.  Step outside of how 
you thought of yourself and all of that you have known of limitation.  You 
are the light, and the more you realize that you are the light, then that 
truth will become manifested”.     

 “Lord, finish the renewal.”  

  

Scriptures 

1 Proverbs 25:2         the glory of God to conceal 

New American Standard Bible  
It is the glory of God to conceal a matter, But the glory of kings is to search out a matter. 

2 Revelation 5:10        kings and priest to God 

New American Standard Bible  
"You have made them to be a kingdom and priests to our God; and they will reign upon the 
earth." 

3 Romans 12:2            renewal 

New American Standard Bible  
And do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind, 
so that you may prove what the will of God is, that which is good and acceptable and 
perfect. 

4 Ephesians 1:3  every spiritual blessing 

New American Standard Bible  
Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who has blessed us with every 
spiritual blessing in the heavenly places in Christ, 

5 Proverbs 23:7    as a man thinks 

New American Standard Bible  
For as he thinks within himself, so he is. He says to you, "Eat and drink!" But his heart is 
not with you. 
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6 Matthew 28:18  all authority in heaven 

New American Standard Bible  
And Jesus came up and spoke to them, saying, "All authority has been given to Me in 
heaven and on earth. 

7 Judges 13:24  the spirit of the Lord came upon Samson 

New American Standard Bible  
The Spirit of the LORD came upon him mightily, so that he tore him as one tears a young 
goat though he had nothing in his hand; but he did not tell his father or mother what he 
had done. 

8 Philippians 2:8  work of the cross 

New American Standard Bible  
Being found in appearance as a man, He humbled Himself by becoming obedient to the 
point of death, even death on a cross. 

9 Philippians 4:13      I can do all things 

New American Standard Bible  
I can do all things through Him who strengthens me. 

10 Malachi 3:3             purifying work 

New American Standard Bible  
"He will sit as a smelter and purifier of silver, and He will purify the sons of Levi and 
refine them like gold and silver, so that they may present to the LORD offerings in 
righteousness. 

11Romans 8:23  redemption of our body 

New American Standard Bible  
And not only this, but also we ourselves, having the first fruits of the Spirit, even we 
ourselves groan within ourselves, waiting eagerly for our adoption as sons, the redemption 
of our body. 

12 1 Corinthians 13:12 partial 

New American Standard Bible  
For now we see in a mirror dimly, but then face to face; now I know in part, but then I will 
know fully just as I also have been fully known. 

13 Revelation 18:4    come out of her my people 

New American Standard Bible  
I heard another voice from heaven, saying, "Come out of her, my people, so that you will 
not participate in her sins and receive of her plagues; 

14 Romans 15:29  fullness of Christ 

New American Standard Bible  
I know that when I come to you, I will come in the fullness of the blessing of Christ. 
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15 Ephesians 4:18  darkened in understanding 

New American Standard Bible  
being darkened in their understanding, excluded from the life of God because of the 
ignorance that is in them, because of the hardness of their heart; 

16 2 Peter 1:3  life and godliness 

New American Standard Bible  
seeing that His divine power has granted to us everything pertaining to life and godliness, 
through the true knowledge of Him who called us by His own glory and excellence. 

17 1 Corinthians 15:52 twinkling of an eye 

New American Standard Bible  
in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet; for the trumpet will sound, 
and the dead will be raised imperishable, and we will be changed. 
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Chapter 39 

 
Crossing Over 

 
  Before the veil was first created, Adam was an amazing 

communicator.  He could communicate with the animals and nothing was 
held back from him.  He was able to see the Father; and both Adam and 
Eve were able to communicate on many, many levels.  However, when the 
veil came over them, they realized that they were naked and that began 
their separation from the Father and the entire world of spirit.   

What is happening for the sons during this time is a gradual 
shifting of their consciousness out of living “behind the veil.”  The veil has 
created a level of unawareness, both of the world of spirit and of the 
Father’s presence.  It must have been very difficult for Adam and Eve 
when that experience happened to them, and they were cast out of 
Paradise.   

“And now, brethren, I know that you acted in ignorance, 
just as your rulers did also. "But the things which God announced 
beforehand by the mouth of all the prophets, that His Christ 
would suffer, He has thus fulfilled. "Therefore repent and return, 
so that your sins may be wiped away, in order that times of 
refreshing may come from the presence of the Lord; and that He 
may send Jesus, the Christ appointed for you, whom heaven must 
receive until the period of restoration of all things about which 
God spoke by the mouth of His holy prophets from ancient 
time” (Acts 3:17-20). 

What is happening now is a restoration of that which was lost; 
and a lot more than that.  Joel prophecies of this. 

Part of that which has been lost is the deep connection with the 
Father, and the kingdom as a whole. The sons are coming into a level of 
consciousness that is beginning to transcend the limitations and 
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unawareness of the soul. A father and son relationship is coming forth; 
one aspect in the restoration of all things. 

 We’ve talked about the sign that comes on the top of the forehead, 
where the top of your forehead meets your hairline.   At times, you may 
have sensed an anointing there, and what that sign represents is the 
bridging of the gap between your soul and spirit.   

This sign comes as God gradually begins to close the gap between 
the spirit and the soul.  Where are we headed?  The same level of dwelling 
as Christ, who heard and saw what the Father was doing.  There was no 
down time, or disconnect between soul and spirit.   

 Between the soul and spirit, you have two different dynamics.  
The spirit is by and large aware; the spirit hears and sees and is actually 
very active right now.  Which is why you can go to bed and get up in the 
morning and feel like you have been in warfare all night because your 
spirit has been actively engaged.  The soul, now that is a different issue.  
The soul functions on this side of the veil, for the most part.  You have 
people that call themselves “psychics”, who are able to read the future, 
and so on.  All that they are reading is the soul realm; they do not 
function, nor abide, in the spirit.    

 We are progressively stepping through the veil, even though I 
know that we are looking for a point where the veil is just removed.  We 
may have a certain expectation that we are going to experience something 
were the veil is dynamically removed and the whole realm of spirit and 
the realm of the kingdom becomes completely open and visible.  This is 
happening in degrees, for I believe that we are going through a process 
where we are progressively stepping through the veil, right now.   

 Maybe this doesn’t make sense now, because we’re still too locked 
in to our physical consciousness, which seems to have the ascendency 
over the spirit, but everything is changing.  The truth is that we don’t 
realize what is happening to us.  How many times the word has come: 
“you haven’t realized what you have become, and how far you have 
progressed.”  

 We have already begun to pass through the veil; which simply 
defined is: that which has blocked your awareness of the whole realm of 
the Father’s kingdom, your ability to interact with the Father, the Lord, 
and the whole world of spirit.   
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 Let’s say the veil is removed: so, what do you come to?  Is it 
heaven?  Hell?  What is on the other side of the veil?   

 “In My Father's house are many dwelling places; if it were 
not so, I would have told you; for I go to prepare a place for you. 
"If I go and prepare a place for you, I will come again and receive 
you to Myself, that where I am, there you may be also.” (John 
14:2-3) 

 In My father’s house, as Christ said, are many dwelling1 places.  
Furthermore, He says that if it were not so would I not tell you, but 
where I go, I’m going to bring you.  This has already been in the heart of 
the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ, to bring the sons to that point 
where He dwells, on the highest level within the Father’s house. 

 As we transition into the world of spirit, there are so many 
plateaus and dimensions; realms and worlds, that exist once we’ve 
stepped outside of this human consciousness.  It is astounding!  This 
might give a little bit of an insight as to why the angels are so baffled by 
this lowly order of God’s creation that would be elevated2 to the highest 
levels in the Father’s house.  

 The angels look and they are baffled at the calling of God, and 
that God is going to elevate these to a place and position even above 
them, for it is spoken that the sons will rule over the angels.  We may not 
realize how shocking this is, because we don’t understand the many levels 
of the Father’s kingdom, and how lowly we are within His creation.   

 Humanity says, “Well we’ve got it all.  We know everything and 
we’re figuring it all out.  And humanity is the pinnacle of God’s creation.”  
And it’s not.  Humanity is the base of God’s creation.    

 As the veil is removed, you become aware of the many levels of the 
Father’s kingdom.  Are they all good levels?  Not necessarily.  I believe in 
the realm of spirit you can go from levels where orders of evil exist, on up 
to the highest levels of light.  Who knows how many dimensions exist in 
the Father’s house.    

 The sons are being caught3 up, and the evil entities in the realm of 
spirit are being cast down4.  Where are they being cast down from?  From 
a level of abiding in the Father’s house that they have lodged themselves 
in; they are being cast out.   
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 At one point Satan had access to the Father.  The word talks 
about how he would accuse Job.  Go and read the book of Job; Satan 
would stand as the accuser5.  Satan had access6 to God the Father at that 
time.  Satan has been cast out of the presence of the Father, and he is 
being progressively cast down through the heavens.   

 “Therefore, since we have a great high priest who has 
passed through the heavens, Jesus the Son of God, let us hold fast 
our confession.” (Hebrews 4:14) 

 What happened to Christ when He ascended?  The word says that 
He passed7 through the heavens, setting the captives free, and sat down 
at the right hand of the Father.  What captives?  The captives here on the 
natural plane?  Yes, but more so.  As Christ ascended He wasn’t turning 
around and saying, “Well I’m on level four.  I’m going to jump back to 
level one and free those captives down there; humanity.”  No.  He was 
setting the captives free on so many different levels within the Father’s 
kingdom, as He ascended. These were held captive by a great deal of 
influence and the exertion of power by the satanic hosts that we still don’t 
even understand.   

 When we speak of “vibration”, understand that mankind dwells on 
one level.  The animal kingdom exists on a slightly higher level of 
vibration.  They have a certain frequency about them where they can 
perceive, or are sensitive to, spirits and energy.  Humans generally 
cannot perceive this.  Does it mean the animals are above us?  No.  It’s 
just a different frequency.  

 As you continue to go up in vibration, you immediately come to the 
realm of the demons and other dark entities.  You have this whole 
demonic level that exists.  How does that fit into the scope of things?  It’s 
all part of God’s kingdom.  Furthermore, we know that the calling of the 
sons of God is to clean house, and this will happen as we continue to come 
up higher. 

 We know that the spirit realm; the angels and the principalities, 
powers, thrones, dominions and so on, have been like squatters.  They 
have been possessing certain dimensions, certain levels, and certain 
frequencies of the Father’s house. From this they are being cast out.  By 
whom?  None other than the sons of God, who are coming to birth.  

 To this day the elemental spirits, which govern a lot of that which 
controls the natural plane, are under a great deal of influence by the 
satanic powers.  They are not free, yet they are waiting to be set free.  We 
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know that the end result is that Satan and the hordes of evil are going to 
be cast down completely out of the heavens, out of the Father’s kingdom, 
out of the Father’s house.    

 This is happening to the sons right now. They are in the midst of 
crossing through the veil.  The dreams, the visions, and the appearings 
are coming.  The distance between the Cloud of Witnesses and us is like a 
hairbreadth.  It is so close we don’t even realize it.  If we did, we would be 
straining8, like Paul, who lived on tiptoe with neck stretched out as it 
talks about in Philippians 3.  We’d be living that way because we would 
realize, “Wow.  We are so close.”  As it is now, we know that but we don’t 
quite know it deep enough.  Nevertheless, we are passing through the 
veil. 

 Imagine a band of energy; on one side is humanity and on the 
other side of that energy is a whole world of sprit.  We are passing 
through this band of energy and it may seem difficult right now, because 
we have not walked this way before.  What is the experience of 
transformation coming?  We do not exactly know, because we are the 
trailblazers. 

 It can be hard to look at your day-to-day life and the difficulty that 
each day brings, because you can get “micro-focused”.  We must see the 
larger overview of what we are experiencing with respect to the work of 
the cross: the trials, the tribulations, and the sufferings of Christ that we 
are walking out. 

 But, there is another way to look at it.  What if we could step back 
a little bit further and realize that while these things are happening, that 
we are crossing over this band of energy, frequency, or vibration, that has 
separated us from the whole realm of spirit.  That would be an accurate 
assessment, because each day you are progressively passing through the 
veil, one step at a time.  

 Sometimes you can get up in the morning and you can feel “out of 
sync”, or “out of phase”.  All I can say is, “Welcome to the transition.” And, 
“Welcome to living in both worlds.”  I can tell you that we are feeling 
really out of phase these days.  We may still be walking and functioning; 
but it is nothing like anyone before us has ever experienced. 

 We are entering into this crossing of the veil.   It doesn’t mean 
that there is not going to be an experience here, at some point, where God 
will grab us and pull us through this transition.  That was the promise 
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from the Lord years ago.  He says, “You’re going to hit a point where you 
can’t go any further, and I will grab you and pull you through it.” 

 LORD, we are so here.   I thought we reached that level a few 
years back, but apparently not.  Somewhere, in the midst of this, the Lord 
is going to have to help us complete this transition.  He knows that we 
cannot do this, in and of ourselves. 

 Imagine flying in one of those big double prop airplanes; the ones 
that go out and check the weather.  They fly out of the Keys of Florida, 
and they fly right into the center of that hurricane to measure it.  
Imagine the violence and the turbulence as that plane goes through the 
wall of the storm, into the eye.   Well that is how it feels as we pass 
through this band, or veil.  It literally separates the natural from the 
spirit, as we transition out of the physical world of the senses, into a life 
in the realm of spirit. 

Scriptures 

1 John 14:2    many dwelling places 

New American Standard Bible  
"In My Father's house are many dwelling places; if it were not so, I would have told you; for 
I go to prepare a place for you. 

2 Hebrews 1:4  elevate these higher than angels 

New American Standard Bible  
having become as much better than the angels, as He has inherited a more excellent name 
than they. 

3 Revelation 12:5  the sons are caught up 

New American Standard Bible  
And she gave birth to a son, a male child, who is to rule all the nations with a rod of iron; 
and her child was caught up to God and to His throne. 

4 Revelation 12:9  being cast down 
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Satan, who deceives the whole world; he was thrown down to the earth, and his angels 
were thrown down with him. 

5 Revelation 12:10  Satan is the accuser 
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Then I heard a loud voice in heaven, saying, "Now the salvation, and the power, and the 
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7 Hebrews 4:14  passed through the heavens 
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A Day of  

New Beginnings 

	 To this book there can be no conclusion, only a new beginning. 

 As we have said before, the real ministry of the Sons of God does 
not start until they make this transition.   

 The focus of sonship is not about saving souls, but about taking 
the kingdom;  two very different aspects of Christ’s ministry. 

 With the transition comes a great deal of responsibility; a great 
deal.  This is why the preparation has had to go so deep.  The Father is 
not looking for a repeat performance of what happened when the angels 
fell from grace and pursued after their lusts, back in Genesis.  So, the 
work has had to go deep, very deep. 

 Have we seen what is coming?  Yes, in part.  Once again, bear in 
mind that Creation is not limited to just the flora and fauna of earth.  
Creation is so vast and expansive, that it goes way outside the box.  There 
are worlds and levels within the Father’s house that are anxiously 
awaiting the arrival of the Sons of God.  Anxiously. 

 It is very interesting to talk with some of these, for they don’t 
know exactly what to expect.  Some are gearing up for the “battle”, so 
they have been in training.  Others are just looking, not sure exactly what 
is coming, but knowing that their prophecies point to a race of people to 
come that will free them. 

 Are we talking outside the box? Absolutely; we don’t even have a 
box left.  But, we are just speaking a little English, for the Lord has 
permitted just a little insight to be shared. 

 What type of life is coming?  Well, that life is truly here, but it is a 
life beyond anything we can imagine. 
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 Another aspect to sonship concerns ambassadorship.  Paul speaks 
of the sons beings ambassadors for Christ. 

 “God was in Christ reconciling the world to Himself, not 
counting their trespasses against them, and He has committed to 
us the word of reconciliation.  Therefore, we are ambassadors for 
Christ, as though God were making an appeal through us; we beg 
you on behalf of Christ, be reconciled to God.” (2nd Corinthians 
5:19-20) 

 When we think of “ambassadors for Christ”, perhaps you get a 
picture of the evangelist on the street corner.  Or perhaps some Christian 
crusade.  But, like everything in the word, take it up a notch.  Take it up 
two notches. 

 I have seen and spoken on one occasion, to several who came, 
representing their “world” or society, (I am not exactly sure how to define 
them) and I saw the function of the Sons of God, as ambassadors for the 
kingdom.  They represented what God is doing, and it was very different 
than anything I have seen.  Once again, this is an aspect of the true 
ministry of the sons of God, on the other side of this transition. 

 These things can challenge the carnal mind, because this does not 
fit into a mold of what we can understand, through the agency of the 
limitations of the carnal mind.  You might think, why is this “outreach” 
waiting for God’s sons.  Isn’t this something that the Lord, Himself, would 
be dealing with?  Apparently not. 

 This gives a whole new view to what we would call the “outreach 
ministry”.  We are talking … way out there. 

 There is more that can be said, but suffice it to say, what is 
coming is beyond what “eye can see, or has entered into the heart of man” 
what God has prepared for those who love Him. 

 We are groaning within ourselves to be clothed, and to get down to 
work.   

 Do you recall that scripture about the harvest? 
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 “And He was saying to them, "The harvest is plentiful, but 
the laborers are few; therefore beseech the Lord of the harvest to 
send out laborers into His harvest. ” (Luke 10:2) 

 Of course, we know that scripture refers to the harvest on the 
natural plane and the Lord’s directive to the disciples.  However, take 
that scripture up two notches. 

 Hopefully you haven’t stumbled…… 

 But Luke 10 …..  the harvest is a great deal more than just this 
natural plane of the earth; a great deal more.  And there are, to start, 
only a handful of sons to begin with. 

 Put on your gloves, and get ready.  The sons have a lot of work to 
do. 

Edward & Anne 
September 2018 
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